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Foreword

This collection is the third volume in a series commissioned by the
NCTE Executive Committee during the late 1980s and created by the
NCTE Yearbook Committee under the guidance first of Ben Nelms and
then of Margaret Early, chairs. The Forum Series (originally the NCTE

Yearbooks) was conceived as an opportunity for discussions of the
central issues of pedagogy and policy that affect English teachers
across teaching levels. In the first volume, Consensus and Dissent, edited

by Marjorie Farmer, contributors examined many of the conflicting

pressurespolitical, curricular, institutionalon the professional
lives of English and language arts teachers. The second volume, Literature in the Classroom, under the editorship of Ben Nelms, advanced the
professional conversation about the place of literature in the English
curriculum. An especially timely work, it managed to weave a useful
and influential discussion from the rather disparate strands of reading
theory, literary criticism, and classroom practice. Timeliness, in fact,
has been one of the most satisfying things about the Forum Series thus
far. For each of the first two volumes, the committee not only selected
discussions with deep significance for our profession, but also managed to catch those discussions as their significance was still emerging.
I'm optimistic that these volumes have found their audiences at a most
receptive moment, at a moment when the lcholarship and plain good
sense represented in them could have their best effect.
With the present collection, Perspectives on Talk and Learning the com-

mittee has another timely volume to offer. For some time, scholarship
in a variety of disciplines has been uncovering the importance of oral

language in learning. Freire's description of a "culture of silence"
among the sociopolitically oppressed urges us to examine the culture
we foster (and sometimes impose) in the classroom. Tannen's complex
insights on oral-based cultures admonish us to be aware of the dominance of essayistic literacy in academic discourse and the difficulties
that that dominance may create for many students. Work with basic
writers, with elementary writers, work in collaborative learning, in

dialogue journals, writing centers, and workshops, all point to the
usefulness of drawing on the vitality of students' oral language as we
vii
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Foreword

coach them toward growth in other literacies. We are coming to appreciate the role that oral language plays in the learning process and to
agree with Rubin, who says (in alt1Sell$11$ and Dissent) that "speaking
and listening instruction are clearly central to what ought to be going
on in English and language arts classes."
So now seems an appropriate time to frame a systematic discussion
of talk and learning in the English curriculum, and that is what Susan
Hynds and Dona la L. Rubin have done with this volume. Of course, no
single work can offer an exhaustive treatment of a subject so vast and

complex, but we hope that in the forum between these covers you'll
hear many significant voices. We hope you'll find yourself drawn into
the discussion. We hope you'll allow this forum to affect your own
perspective on talk and learning.
Michael Spooner
Senior Editor fcr Publications

1 Introduction:
Ways of Talking about Talking
and Learning
Donald L. Rubin
University of Georgia

Eight-year-old Emily is explaining why it has taken her so lorg to
come down to the kitchen at dinner time:
I was looking in the mirror and talking and ...
just I was talking and I couldn't stop talking once I got
started.

Her mother does not accept that explanation at face value. She
wants to know what Emily was talking about to the mirror that was so
crucial as to hold up everyone else's meal. Emily responds:
Talking about stuff. hinda

MF.TALK!

Emily's remark about ME-TALK reminds us that, whatever else talk
is or can become, it is at its heart an exuberant affirmation of self. Babies

b Abble with canny conversational intonation, and they do it for the
sheer pleasure of making those mouth sounds that assert their stake in
the mysterious bit alluring club of mouth-sound-makers, the same

club in which their parents and elder siblings all seem to hold
membership.
As adults, most of us are capable of ignoring junk mail that accumulates on our desks, capable of slamming a door and ignoring a vestibule closet on the verge of regurgitating its delicately balanced clutter.
Few of us, however, are capable of ignoring the insistent invitation of
a telephone ringing. We cannot resist the summons to talk. Talk compels. Talk compels because in every casual conversation, every answer
shouted out in class, as well as in every rehearsed public presentation,
there is a substrate of ME-TALKan affirmation of our own fundamental human identity.
At the opposite extreme of self-affirming ME-TALK is what Paulo
Freire (1970), an advocate of the pedagogy of emancipation, calls "the
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culture of silence." Oppressed people have nothing to say. Their talk is

limited to instrumental functions needed to get done the concrete
tasks at hand. Their talk does not support the "critical consciousness"
needed to see oneself and one's world from a broader perspective. One
reason why some people's talk may be limited in this fashion is that

social institutionstoo often schoolssometimes seize control of minority groups' language options. Thus, for example, Native American
children attending public schools have been historically forbidden
from speaking their native languages.
Even majority language youngsters, however, may have nothing to
say because no one has cultivated in them the kind of talk that supports critical consciousness; they may be denied the kind of talk that
helps to transform or reconstruct their experiences from a reflective
stance.
As an unhappy example of how some classrooms create a nonreflective culture of silence, consider this brief interaction in a kindergarten
class. Ms. F is working with students on labels for spatial relationships.
Glancing at a well-worn teachers' guide, she asks Anita to use two
animal figures to demt,nstrate a spatial relationship:
OK, Anita. Now it's your turn. Will you ,,how me
THE COW IS BEHIND THE PIG?

With deliberation, Anita places the cow and pig flank-to-flank, the
broad side of the pig facing Ms. F and her. Ms. F corrects her:
No, that's not right. I said, "THE COW BEHIND THE PIG."

Clearly confused, Anita tries reversing the position of the two ani-

mals, this time facing the broad side of the cow, then returns the
animal figures to the same position in which she had put them origi-

nally. During this manipulation, Anita is uttering a long, drawn
"Liminmmm ..." But she finds no words to help herself transform this
double-bind situation. It seems either Anita must reject her teacher's
authority, or else she must reject her own common sense.
Again, Ms. F rejects Anita's solution:
No, that's not right either. You put the cow BESIDE the pig, and I
wanted BEHIND. This is BEHIND.

Ms. F places the cow's head touching the pig's tail. Anita makes on
attempt to explain her reasoning:

It's in back ....

Ms. F cuts her off; explanations are out of order:

11
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BEHIND. This is BEHIND. Try to remember that for next time. OK,

now, who can come up here and show me IN FRONT OF?

Anita does not appear really upset or crushed by this incident, just
a little more glazed over. She is getting used to the culture of silence

being constructed in this classroom. Pretty soon, when she does
answer a question on another occasion, it will not be in her own voice.
She will speak in some alien school intonation, "THE COW IS BESIDE
THE PIG."
Freire, though primarily concerned with literacy learning, recog-

nizes that "speaking the word"authentic dialogue, in particularis
the key to transcending the bounds of immediate perceptual experience, the key to going beyond the information given. By speaking the
word, by the power of talk, we are able to transform knowledge and,
ultimately, transform our lives. One of the most significant rights humankind possesses, therefore, is "the right to have a voice" (Freire
1970, 213).

Speaking the word, then, is knowledge producing as well as ego
affirming. James Britton (1970) similarly captures the centrality of
speech to learning and to personal growth by asserting that "talk is the

sea upon which all else floats." We internalize talk, and it becomes
thought. We externalize talk, and it becomes our link to social reality.
We elaborate talk, and it becomes our bridge to literacy. Like the sea,
talk is the environment that first incubates and then nurtures our
development.
Talk is like the sea in yet another sense. A traditional homily tells us
that fish would be the least likely creatures to ever become aware of
water. For those of us who teach, talk surrounds us and it also constitutes our primary mode of action. It i3 our medium, our atmosphere,
and also our substance. And it is therefore invisible to us much of the
time. Because talk is invisible to us, we rarely treat it as a matter of
deliberate concern for teaching and learning. Of course, students do
learn about talk in classrooms, but the lessons they learn may not be
ones we would choose to teach if we thought about it. Sometimes
students learn more about silence than about talk, for example, and
more about hearing than about listening.
In order to render talk more visible and therefore more subject to
reflective teaching, it is helpful to develop some vocabularyways of
talking and thinking about talk. That is what this book is all about. The
chapters that follow illuminate the nature of student talk, teacher talk,
and the talk that fuels processes of learning in classrooms. They provide tools for educatorstools with which to observe and understand
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the wide range of oral communication events. Several of the chapters
also highlight the role of talk as a curricular object in language arts

instruction and in other content areas. They show the qualities of
classroom talk that lead to growth it reading, writing, listening, and
thinking. Still other chapters explore cultural diversity in the structure
and uses of talk, and explore also the consequences of those diverse
speech styles for students who may discover in schools alien expectations of what counts as good talk.
This introductory chapter sketches some fundamental dimensions
of oral communication which are revisited in various guises in the later

sections of the volume. It first presents three complementary approachesinteraction analysis, style analysis, and function analysis
for categorizing the broad range of talk in which we engage. The chapter next proposes two particular dimensions of talkthe epistemic
function and the communalizing functionas especially important for
understanding the interaction of talking and learning in schools. Finally, the plan for the remainder of the volume is briefly previewed.

Some Characteristics of Talk
Widening Circles of Interactants

One simple way to categorize types of talk is by describing the range

of audiences with whom we can interact. We can engage in inner
speech, talking to ourselves, and that is intrapersonal communication.
We can talk to a single other person, and that is conversation. (When

that conversation is planned ahead of time and motivated by some
instrumental purposes, it becomes an interview.) When we participate
in a well-defined network composed of several known individuals, we
are engaging in small group discussion. When we participate with a
larger, more heterogenous, and more loosely collected group of people, there is usually a more definite separation and inequality between
the roles of speaker and listener: while one person monologues, the
others do not. In that case, we are engaging in public communication.
When talk is technologically mediated, so that there is no certain way
of knowing which audience members are tuned in to our message at
any given time, we are broadcasting.

In the past, typical classroom communication tended to rely on
public communication models. Teachers talked, students listenedor
if they did not listen, at least they did not talk. Teacher-centered instruction gave students little turn-taking power. The timing. the structure, the content of student talk.was sometimes so circumscribed, that

13,
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even when students did vocalize, the situation could hardly be regarded as dialogue. When power relations in classrooms are vastly
asymmetrical, students are not likely to feel much response-ability.
In the alternative model students participate in the full spectrum of
interaction roles. Teachers do not hold exclusive gatekeeping power
over speaking rights. Students participate in decisions regarding who
gets to talk and in what direction lessons develop. Collaborative projects and activities result in classrooms in which students engage in a
great deal of small group communication, and at any given time, students can be found working with their peers in finding, defining, and
solving their own learning challenges. The teacher's role becomes one

of consultant, facilitator, or coach. This alternative model of shaved
classroom talk allows students and teachers to mutually negotiate their
curriculum; many examples of negotiating curriculum will be found
throughout this volume.
Oral Language

As we move between narrower and wider circles of interactionfrom
muttering to ourselves to declaiming archivally "for the record"we
switch our language style. Musing to ourselves or to those with whom
we are most intimate, our language tends to be elliptical, choppy,
stream of consciousness, with a single word carrying a constellation of
meaning. Expounding to diffuse or psychologically distant audiences,
in contrast, we talk in a literate style which is linguistically very similar
to the style of written documents (Rubin and Kantor 1984).
In this regard, the actual channel in which a message is delivered

speaking or writinghas less effect on language style than does the
rhetorical context and ino.at of the message (Rubin and Rafoth 1986;
Tannen 1985). Still, it is useful to point to the style of prototypical speech

events, the style of u iplanned, face-to-face interaction. ,'For recent
reviews of this topic,
for example, Horowitz and Samuels 1987;
Rubin 1987.)

In prototypical oral language, speakers compose "on the fly." They

are at the mercy of time pressures and memory constraints. Since
speech leaves behind no permanent trace to which they could return
at their leisure, speakers are limited in their ability to revise and limited
in the complexity of their constructions. Moreover, speakers are usu-

ally more focused on their personal concerns with the topic or with
their audience, and less . .tentive to structural aspects of their discourse. In all, then, oral style contains markers of personal involvement such as first- and second-person pronouns and reliance on pre-

14
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sent tense. It is also marked by loose structuringcoordinate conjunc-

tions and word repetitions--instead of more integrated structures
such as dense subordination and noun clusters (Chafe 1982).
As a prototypical example of oral style in a learning community,
consider Joby's contribution to a meeting of his Presidents' Day Task
Force. He and three other sixth graders have been assigned the job of
choosing a president around whom the class will organize a series of

projects. The group has already rejected the "standard" choices of
great presidents: Washington, Lincoln, Kennedy. One has suggested
Ronald Reagan, but Joby demurs:
Yeah, easy for research. But it's almost too much. I everywhere it's

Reagan this and Reagan that. Like I got this stuff and he's cool.
Andrew Jackson and so. So not too many people will know about
Andrew Jackson. And he was a tough guy. People were pissed at
him, fancy government people, 'cause he partied so much at his
inauPuration. And it wasn't your regular government guys, see,
wear coonskin hats and all stuff and he rides this horse, this big
white horse, right into the fanciest part of the White House. Shut
up, Franco, I'm trying to be serious here. He's cool. And like this
book, it shows you can be just plain folks. Andrew Jackson, he's a
Southerner. And like Ronald Reagan: Yeah! Like he's some kind of

everybody thinks he's God So I say him.
Multiple Functions

As this excerpt from Joby's talk shows, children learn Lo accommodate
their styles to the type of interaction in which they a' e engaging (peer
group discussion in this case), according to the charnel of communication in which they are operating (oral or written),, and also according

to their aims or purposes. Joby's purpose was clearly to persuade.
Another way of thinking about types of speech, then, pertains to the
purposes of speech, what functions are being accomplished through
talk.

Roman Jacobson (1960) devised a useful catalogue of speech functions by noting, first of all, that all communication situations involve
(1) a speaker transmitting a (2) message to (3) an audience through (4)
a channel (5) by means of some language or code, and that all of this
takes place in some larger (6) context.
Talk that focuses on the speaker fulfills the (1) expressive or emotive
function. Talk that highlights the message as an object of attention is
(2) poetic. When speakers try to influence their audiences in one way or
another (persuading, informing, entertaining), they are engaging in (3)
instrumental or conative talk. If the function of the interaction is simply
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to make sure that channels of communication are openas when we
talk about the weather or make vague plans to "get together" or decide

to run our meeting by parliamentary procedurethen the function is
(4) phatic or ritualizing. If the purpose of the talk is to evaluate or describe the nature of the very code we use to communicate (which is
function of this entire volume), then he talk is (5) meatinguistie. Finally,
(6) referential talk functions to tell us something about the nature of the
world.
The referential function dominates most school discourse. Teachers
(and occasionally students, too) talk about 0,2 natural resources of
Belize, colloidal suspensions found in common foods, and the symbolic significance of the river in Conrad's Heart of Darkness. Increasingly,
however, educators are learning that all of the other functions of talk
also yield valuable ou,comes. In literacy learning, for example, expressive or emotive discourse provides entry to composing processes, and
is central to developing meaningful responses to literature. Conative
or instrumental talk links writers and readers with sense of audience
and rhetorical intent. And since metalinguistic awareness is prerequisite to emerging literacy, talking about their own talk, words, sentences, and the like is especially important to primary-grade children.

Although it is possible to point to the dominant function of an
utterance, it is more realistic to recognize that any given utterance
probably serves several of these functions simultaneously. A high
school student combines expressive and instrumental elements along
with referential functions in his response to the death scenes in Romeo
and Juliet:

I tell ,Tu, I think Romeo got what he deserved. He was a jerk in the
whole play, but at the end when he kills himself, I don't even feel
sorry that he did it by mistake. 'Cause that's just the chicken thing

to do. 'Cause I've felt that way, like there's no other way so you
might as well, yoi know? And probably everybody knows somebody who went a'lead and did it. Or if you don't know somebody,
you kno.v about somebody, a friend of a friend or something. So
like if I did it every time I was feeling that way, I'd be a goner six
or seven times over. Yeah, well, I wouldn't a hadda read Romeo and
,uliet, but it's dumb. You just wait it out no matter how bad it gets

and sooner or later it gets to be not such a big deal, not so big.

Communalizing and Epistemic Functions of Talk
Categorizing the functions of talk as either expressive or instrumental
or referential or the like is useful for examining individual utterances.

Donald L Rubin

It helps us think about discourse microscopically, one unit at a time.
But to think about the broader functions of talk within human development, or less grandiosely within a curriculum, it helps to adopt a
more macroscopic view.
Rubin and Kantor (1984), for example, reflect much contemporary
educational thought in observing that children's oral (and written)
language develops in tandem with their developing social awareness
and their ability to reconstruct experience. Corresponding to social
awareness, the communalizing function of talk "adjusts ideas to people
and people to ideas" (Burke 1950). Corresponding to reconstruction of
experience, the epistemic function of talk shapes the speaker's own
perceptions of the world and represents them as knowledge.
To better understand what the communalizing function of talk embraces, it is helpful to think about the polar opposite actions included
in this dimension. On the one hand, we can use talk to intimate informa-

tion to a listener. When we intimate, we are speaking indirectly, assuming rich shared associations with our conversational partner, and
attributing to our listener an affirmative goodwill effort to retrieve our
intended meaning. Clarity is less important than solidarity. A seventhgrade peer tutor intimates to her classmate the procedure for dividing
by fractiols:
Like before you multiplied the top and the top then the bottom.
They're shaking hands I guess she said. This time it's . kiss my
.

.

feet!

In contrast to intimating discourse is using talk to articulate. When
we articulate, we make connections, explicate coherence, assume diverse backgrounds among our listeners, and attribute little prior mo-

tivation for response-ability on their parts. In articulating talk, the
speaker forges relationships through language, reaches out and impels

hearers to become listeners through seductive audience-centered
strategies such as previewing, internal summaries, and organizational
cues. In a referential communication accuracy exercise designed to
cultivate articulate talk, a fourth-grade student tape-records his description of an abstract design so that some unknown listener could
draw the design based on his description:
To start off, I'm going to describe the outside shape, and the n

tell you about the lines that zigzag inside the shape. But don't
draw anything until I run through it one time kind of in general.
Then I'll come back and tell it all to you again in more detail. So first
the outside shape, it's going to be like an egg shape except one end

17
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has this half-circle cut into it. So the basic egg shape is about as
long as your thumb, and at its widest it's

The epistemic function of talk is likewise clarified by showing its
extremes. On the one hand, talk can reproduce knowledge. When we
reproduce knowledge, we are re-citing, we are preserving the content
and structure of some body of information with as much fidelity as we

can muster. Our concern is with detail and accuracy and quantity.
Kien one health education teacher conducts a class "discussion"
ba,c .1:1 on textbook readings about human reproduction, the whole
inte. action has tIle flavor of an interrogation.
T. OK, now what do we call the sperm and the egg?
Henry: Fertilizing?
T: No. Fertilization is what takes place. What are they?
Henry: Oh, yeah, they're cells.
T: No. 1 mean what kind of cells are they? Jeff?

!it. The sperm and the egg? Zygotes?
T: No. Zygotes is later. Who knows this? Alan Luttan?
Alan: They're germs, right?
T. Germ cells or the other word is "gametes." Next. What is it after
the sperm fertilizes the egg?

Jeff: That's the zygotes.

T: Zygote, right. Now in what part of the female reproductive
tract does fertilization happen? This is back in what we read yesterday, no, on Tuesday.

There is a tendency to regard knowledge-reproducing talk like that
used in this health education lesson pejoratively as mere parroting.
Note, however, that this negative view may be culture bound. Traditional oral-based cultures often prize the knowledge-reproducing talk
of a bard or griot far more than the originality that Western industrialized societies claim to cultivate.
In addition, there is a role for knowing and reciting discrete facts, a
role for expertise, in classroom talk. Kieran Egan (1979) makes a compelling argument that, especially at certain stages of development,
students have an obsession with facts: naming Super Bowl quarterbacks, pop singers' discographies, lyrics to hamburger chain advertising jingles, characters in baroquely complex fantasy k....)mic books. This

obsession is not necessarily unhealthy, for without some fact-base,
children cannot continue their development as generalizers and pat-
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tern detectors. Sometimes well-meaning teachers eager to turn out
problem solvers rather than encyclopedists do their students a disservice when they denigrate the importance of knowledgereproducing talk in a blanket fashion.
Rather than reproducing knowledge, some talk functions to transform knowledge (similar to Bereiter and Scardamalia's 1987 distinction
between "knowledge telling" and "knowledge transforming"). We use

talk to transf frn knowledge when we Lift through observations and

evaluate some information as more imp rtant than some other, or
when we compare two claims and arrive at some new synthesis. Or we

transform knowledge when we take some schema or metaphor or
template that applies to one domain of experience and apply it to a
new domain. Talk that transforms knowledge yields the critical consciousness that Freire (1970) discussed, the power to see oneself and
one's world from more than just a single perspective. Consider this
portion of a ninth-grade class discussion arising from
story "Flowers for Algernon," about a mentally handicapped person. The students

here are collaboratively transforming the meaning of this literary
event:
Anna: The thing about the story to me is that it shows sometimes
people with lots of br&-,s can be mean and people without much
brains can have more heart than the smart ones. Those scientists
could've cared less.

Dong: When you think about being s 'artyou said the smart
onesit all depends because someone is always going to be smarter than you are. Well, in the middle Charlie was.
Roger: Also, Charlie wasn't so dumb. Well, I mean even when he
was dumb the people who were supposed to be smarter were
really acting dumber because they never tried to see Charlie as a
regular person. He had feelings and stuff. Like Dong said no matter
how smart you are. But also no matter how dumb you are. Even
when you feel real inferior, you might not be so inferior as some of

the people who think they're the superior ones. Know what I
mean?
Anna: So really I guess the story is saying there's different ways of
being smart. Being smart in school is not, it's just one way. Probably it's just as important to be smart to let you see people for like
everybody is worthwhile.
Diversity :n Communalizing and Epistemic Talk

It is the literate bias of formal education that leads teachers to value
articulate, transformational talk above all other types. All epistemic
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VARIETIES OF CLASSROOM TALK

Comn unalizing Functions
Intimate

Reprocittiiv

Epistemic
Functions
Transforming

Articulate

Examples:
teasing.

Examples:
oral reports,
announcements,

some language
play

theater

Examples:

peer problem-solving
groups

talk, however, knowledge-reproducing

Examples:
class debates,

group presentations

as well as knowledge-

transforming, can play a useful role in classroom learning. Similarly,
there is a place for intimating as well as articulating talk. the chart
above lays out some common classroom activities according to these
functions. Using such a matrix, teachers can inventory their curricula
and classroom practices to ensure that they support a full range of talk.
Plan of This Book
wrning to Talk and Talking to Learn

Any model of learning has to take into account both the trajectory of
the learner's cognitive development and also the orbit of the subject
matter to be learned. For a successful rendezvous between learner and
subject, teachers must carefully calculate a host of factors, engineering
their classroom climate and curriculum, and patiently waiting for clear

conditions. The first section of this volume"Learning to Talk and
Talking to Learn"adopts just this stance.
In "Speaking Creatur es in the Classroom," Judith Lindfors starts
from the perbpective of human development. Similar to the concepts
of cornmunalizing and epistemic functions developed in this introductory chapter, Lindfors clemor,:itrates that children develop as talkers

first "to connect with others" and then "to understand the world."
Superimposed upon both these drives to talk is the needas in Emily's ME-TALK"to reveal oneself."
Douglas Barnes takes the complementary approach to Lindfors in
his chapter, "Oral Language and Learning." Barnes begins with an
analysis of typical classroom talk: teacher controlled, alien from what

children already know about talk and about their worlds, and ulti-
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mately ineffective as a medium of learning. When students are given

free rein to bring to bear the richness of ieir naturally developed
speech, as in collaborative learning projects, however, they are able to

construct new meanings in what they study and especially in their
reading. Like two tunnelers, each working from the opposite shore, the
language developmental and the curriculum developmental perspectives happily meet in the middle. Both point to the power of authentic,
exploratory talk Lo drive learning.
Talk in the Learning Community

The second section of the book, "Talk in the Learning Community,"
details the ways in which students and teachers interact. Some chap-

ters in this section point to the nature of collaborative discourse
among students, and to the impact of such collaboration on learning
outcomes. Other chapters highlight particular kinds of classroom
speech events or activities (e.g., dramatic improvisation).
In "Negotiation, Language, and Inquiry: Building Knowledge Cc Ilaboratively in the Classroom," Cynthia Onore opens a window on one
second-grade class, like second-grade classes across the nation, learning about the Pilgrims at Thanksgiving season. What is perhaps ex-

traordinary about this class, however, is that the teacher forgoes a
model of "motivating the students" in favor of a climate in which
IT]hrough talk and collaboration the teacher's intention and the
child's intention are allowed to become shared."
From the point of view of teacher-talk, questions are the primary
vehicles that shape classroom talk. Theresa Rogers, Judith Green, and
Nancy Nussbaum, in "Asking Questions about Questions," analyze
why some styles of questioning lead to authentic dialogue among the
entire learning community, whereas other styles of questioning result
in painful interrogation'. From the parallel point of view of studenttalk, language which is elaborated, cohesive, and rich in metalinguistic

awareness betokens the ability to transform knowledge, betokens
school success. Lee Galda and A. D. Pellegrini, in "Play Talk, School
Talk, and Emergent Literacy," show the genesis of this kind of studenttalk in the play of preschool children.
In primary grades, the playfulness and sociality of talk remains of
primary importance to children, even as they are being initiated into
the wonders of literacy. Conversation is the wellspring of early school
learning in a number of respects. In "Talking Up a Writing Community: The Role of Talk in Learning to Write," Anne Haas Dyson shows
how, in a classroom that permits interaction among children, talk pro-
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vides the "social energy," the gravitational pull that allows students to
work in concert. Talk also serves as an "analytic tool" to help children
n.anipulate language itself, and as a "social consequence" of literacy
activities, to talk about what they have written.
Whereas Dyson addresses mainly writing as the incidental focus of
children's conversation (they could as easily be talking about artwork

or block building), Anne Ruggles Gere, in "Talking a: out Writing
Groups," analyzes talk produced in instructional groups deliberately
set up to promote writing. In peer writing groups, students create a
metalanguage for talking about discourse. In groups designed for collaborative writing, they must also create social organizational schemes
for dividing the labor of producing a joint text.
The impact of different modes of small group interaction in promoting literacy learning is likewise the subject of "Reading and Response
to Literature: Transactionalizing Instruction" by Stanley Straw. Straw

distinguishes between "interactive" and "transacti. e" group talk as

students work togethe in discovering and cre; :..ng meaning in
literature.
Much work in learning communities, such as those described by
Gere and Straw and other authors in this volume, takes place between
students. Teachers, of course, are also key members in classroom learning communities. In "Teacher/Student Talk: The Collaborative Conference," Muriel Harris attends to the ways in which a teacher can enter
into authentic dialogue with individual students. Harris describes several roles a teacher may adopt: partner in a search, uncritical listener,
coworker. In the specific context of writing conferences, teacher dialoguing helps students "see the relationship between the verbal world
they live in and the paper they write on."
This ability and willingness to bring one's understanding of social
interaction to bear in school learning is likewise the subject of Susan
Hynds's chapter, "Talking Life and Literature." Like Harris, H inds
points to the pivotal role of the teacher in promoting an intera ,tion

style in which students are able to match the world of literature
against the world of their primary experience. When student talk is
directed toward honest responses to literature rather than toward
teacher-centered knowledge brokering, students enact rich and meaningful literary experiences.
In the history of our civilization, as well as in each of our personal
histories, literary experience is strongly linked to oral performance.
Poems are songs to be sung. Books are stories to be heard. In "Student

Performance of Literature," Elizabeth Fine shows that the deepest
understanding and response to literature arises out of performance.
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Fine claims a number of advantages in recapturing the orality of literary experience. Among these advantages, she notes, "performance is a
holistic activity that rescues literature from the fragmenting tendency
of criticism."

In performance, learning is enlivened by nonverbal enactment.
Knowledge becomes action. Like the literary performance which Fine
describes, dramatic improvisation is a powerful tool for learning. In
"Dramatic Improvisation in the Classroom," Betty Jane Wagner describes two kinds of dramatic improvisation: story drama and themeoriented drama. Students learn through enacting their roles, of course.

But in addition, considerable learning takes place by virtue of the
preliminary discussion that must be conducted in preparing the improvisation. Oral performance implies a speaker, a textimprovised
or notand, most naturally, a listener. In "Learning to Listen and
Learning to Read," Sara W. Lundsteen calls our attention to the centrality of listening processes to learning in content areas as well as in
language arts. Listening is not just one monolithic process. Instead, we

listen differentlyjust as we speak differentlydepending on the
function we are trying to accomplish. Listening critically, for example,
demands a different approach than does listening aesthetically, say, to
literature read aloud. Students can enhance their range and effectiveness in listening by acquiring certain metacognitive strategies.
Lundsteen advocates that we treat listening as an object of curriculum, an object of deliberate instruction. In many schools and school

systems, some accommodation is made for an object of curriculum
known as "speech." Often the image we have of speech class is based
on a public speaking model: the speech-a-week model. But many other
models of speech curriculum are available (Halliday 1979). Phil Backlund writes in "Oral Activities in the English Classroom" of an eclectic
collection of speech activities. To be sure, some speech activities are
aimed at promoting formal, articulate talk. But Backlund shows that
oral activities are eminently suited to the more general learning objec-

tives of promoting social knowledge, self-knowledge, and content
knowledge. To meet these objectives, Backlund contends, students
must discover the efficacy of talk; their talk must make a real difference
in the way things are.
Talking across Cultural Boundaries

The final section of the book, "Talking across Cultural Boundaries,"
considers language variation as a force that can enrich learning processes. Often variation from some norm of standard speech is regarded
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as a source of interference that teachers must help students overcome.
Well-intentioned and linguistically sophisticated educators may recognize that nonstandard language varieties are no less valid from any
structural or communicative criterion. Yet attitudinal biases in the
mainstream community preclude speakers of nonstandard varieties
from equal access to socioeconomic opportunity. Therefore, these
sympathetic teachers argue, the humane policy is to give nonstandard
speakers the option to adopt standard speech for those occasions
when they choose to interact outside their immediate communities.
This bilingual /bidialectal position is naive with respect to the dynamics of second language learning and language evaluation. To learn
a nonnative language variety is not m; rely some technical achievement. Instead, it betokens an attitudinal accommodation to the value
structure of the "target" culture (Lambert 1967).
Moreover, linguistically mediated stereotypes merely reflect more
deep-seated stereotypes. The etiology of prejudice is not substituting
/c1/ for /th/. Instead, prejudice serves certain psychological and social
functions, protecting one's ego against admissions of failure, for example (Brislin 1981). Polishing one's pronunciation will not eliminate negative stereotypes. Improving conditions of social and economic justice
might, however.
Finally, what some people find "wrong" or offensive with nonstandard language varieties is not entirely linguistic. Cultures vary in
how they tolerate and express conflict, what they consider embarrassing and what is fit for a good public laugh, what counts as respect and
what counts as standoffishness. These larger features of communication style, of rhetoric and discourse patterns, may be far more potent
in triggering intercultural anxiety and distrust (Kochman 1974).
Lisa De 'pit, in her chapter, "Language Diversity and Learning,"
adopts a similar line of reasoning in considering whether nonstandard
language varieties might interfere with school learning. According to
De 'pit, educators' obsession with the discrete linguistic features of
Black Vernacular English is misguided. A child is not precluded from
understanding cause-and-effect relationships simply because she
says, "Every time 1 test something sour, the litmus paper turns blue."
Instead, a child from a nonstandard speaking community might be
disadvantaged in a mainstream culture school because she has ac-

quired different conventions for what to talk about and how to go
about gaining access to an interaction.
In "Bilingual ESL Learners Talking in the English Classroom," Sara
Hude !son likewise asks us to distinguish between different sources of
speech variation, in this case among nonnative speakers of English. On
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the one hand, ESL learners struggle to make themselves understood in

a language which is overlaid upon their more spontaneous mode of
expression. In most cases, interference from purely linguistic sources
can be overcome by goodwill efforts toward understanding. On the
other hand, even when nonnative English speakers acquire a good
deal of linguistic proficiency, their norms for classroom participation
may still diverge from the "standard" for school talk. Like Delpit, Hudelson shows that their very diversity can be a source of communicative strength for minority language users.
In the closing chapter of this volume, Jerrie Cobb Scott reaches
similar conclusions about the significant impact of "nonstandard"
norms for interaction among minority culture youngsters. Scott reports a project in which inner-city middle school students create a
classroom language community for the purpose of carrying out a project of real concern to the children. Paralleling the thinking of other
contributors to this volume regarding the promise of negotiated curriculum, authentic dialogue, collaborative discourse, and dramatic im-

provisation, the project provides students with an environment that
invites talk and invites talk about talk. Here, students practice the
epistemic and f!se communalizing functions of talk, and attention to
language form and structure need not occupy focal awareness.
The contributions to this volume, it is apparent, are diverse indeedjust as talk itself is an instrument of marvelous diversity. And
yet, within that diversity in content and emphasis, there lies remarkable consistency in the spirit of these chapters. If the collaborators to
this volumefor this volume surely is an instance of collaborative
discoursespeak with one voice, that chant calls us to
I. Nurture our students' ME-TALK.

2. Cast off oppressive cultures of silence by learning to speak the
word.

3. Exploit varied opportunities for task.
4. Discover talk as efficacious, as function.

S. Encourage students to build learning communities, to negotiate
curriculum among themselves and with their teachers.

6. Celebrate diversity among speech communities.

The contributors to this volume hope that readers hear the echoes
of these themes in its pages. Most of all, the contributors here are
calling upon educators to adopt a deliberate, reflective stance toward
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oral communication and listen to the talk of children and young adults
as they learn about themselves, each other, and their world.
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2 Speaking Creatures in
the Classroom

Judith Wells Lindfors
University of Texas at Austin
Talk is part of our very biological heritage by virtue of our membership in the human species. Talk is an imperative for us. It is an
imperative for us to connect with others through talk, it is an im-

perative for us to explore our worlds through talk, and it is an
imperative for us to express our self-hood through talk. Are our
classrooms places in which speaking creatures flourish according
to their nature, or are they places in which the imperative for talk
is quashed?

Now here is something to think about:
There is good evidence for the special evolution of those capacities
preserved in the genetic code which makes us mature into speaking creatures.... In the case of Homo sapiens, it can be shown that
our oral and respiratory systems did not just evolve to serve functions of eating and noisemaking, but to serve the particular functions of producing articulate speech. Chimpanzees ... cannot learn
to speak because they are not built to do so .... (Slobin 1979, 11415)

But we are "built to do so." This is a very powerful id'a: that other
animal species make noises, but only our species speaks. It is not
possible to ;ay why we evolved into speaking creatures, but we can
identify some important ways that our ability to talk empowers us.
Talk helps us to accomplish our most deeply human purposes: to
connect with others, to understand our world, and to reveal ourselves.

These purposes are children's no less than they are ours. As full
members of our speaking species, childrenfrom infancy onward
develop and use talk to carry out these deep and continuing purposes)

To Connect with Others

From birth, we are social beings. By two months of age, the child
clearly differentiates between persons and objects and clearly prefers
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persons (Trevarthen 1977). Presented with a human face (a real one or
a representation) and a real or represented object, the infant selects the
human face. The preverbal infant reaches out very effectively to others
in his or her social world through gesture, facial expression, vocalization. But it is no coincidence that many adults regard the child's first
word as a major milestone. Why? Perhaps the adult senses the increase
in communication power that talk gives a child. With only nonverbal
means of expression, the child would be severely limited in carrying

out many social purposes such as inviting others to do things with
him, offering to do things for others, thanking people, apologizing,
joking, arguing, complimentingall communication acts which are
more "interactional" than "informational" (Fillmore 1976, 659), acts
that have more to do with maintaining and furthering social relationships than with conveying information. All are acts vhich are more
fully accomplished through talk than through nonverbal means.
It is, of course, possible to reach out to others in written language. I
think of the child giving out valentines or passing a note to a friend
when the teacher isn't looking or sending birthday party invitations.
In all of these, the child's connecting with others is accomplished by
means of written language. But again we find that the expressive channel of talk has a special and particularly powerful role to play in the
child's reaching out to others. Talk is social in its very essence. Though
some talk is for self, most of it is for and with others. And thouc'h some
talk is for public performance, most of it is for conversation. In conversation people come together. In fact, conversaf Ron is quite literally a

coming-together, for one requirement of talk is that participants be
physically close enough that they can hear one another. We have been

reminded often that the power of writing is that it communicates
across time and across distance. In contrast, the special power of talk
lies in its immediacy. Talk is here-and-now, immediate, spontaneous,
minute-to-minute. Me and you. Us. Together right here, right now.
In talk, people are together in another important way, also. Conversation is jointly constructed by the participants. Each picks up on what
the other says and carries it a little further. Many people have called
conversation a game. Clearly it is not a game of solitaire, but a game
that several people play together. Each one's move depends on the
partner's moves. Each participant takes the other(s) into account, trying to assure that the others understand what she says and also that

she understands their talk. And each participant tries to keep the
interaction goingyour turn, my turn; back and forth; initiate and
respond. A conversation is a text that people construct together, and
conversing is an activity that people do together. As th, following joint-
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ly constructed conversation between a mother and her 19-month-old
daughter indicates, children become active participants in the joint
construction of conversation early.
(The child has finished her lunch and is stilt sitting in her high
chair. M is mother; C is child.)
C: ha-h000000-he (spoken in a high, sing-song voice)
M: (singing) "Hi ho, hi ho, it's off to work we go."
C: (blowing attempt at whistling)
M: (whistles next line of song) (sings) "Hi ho"
C: miomiomiowaaaa ("mirror mirror mirror wall")
M: (very dramatically) "Mirror, mirror on the wall, who's the fairest of them all?
C: owaa wiaawa miowanmiowa

M: (very dramatically) "Mirror, mirror on the wall," the wicked
old queen says that in Snow White. "Mirror, mirror on the wall."
C: eh-eh-eh-eh (falling intonation, stairstep fashion)
M: (witch voice) "Eh-eh-eh. Would you like an apple, deary?"
C: ahba ( "apples ")

M: She takes an apple. Snow White takes an apple.
C: uh-oh ("uh-oh")
M: What happens when Snow White takes an apple? Then what
happens? What happens with Snow White? She takes an apple
and falls asleep forever.
C: oh dis ("kiss")
M: Uh-hm. And then the prince comes and gives her a kiss. Yeah.
And he comes on his white horse.
tLindfors 1987, 207)

Clearly this conversation is built out of the shared world of the partic-

ipants. That's the way conversations are. The mother does much to
support the child's participation. But the following conversational excerpts between two English three-year-olds demonstrate that young
children can build conversations together, without the help of an
adult.
(The two children are playing with toy cars.)
C-I: That's my red car, John.
C-2: But it isn't really.
C-I: Well, I was playing with it. I had it first.
C-2: Oh, well, which shall I have then? I'm going to have the blue
one and I'm going to race it.

C-/: Mine's racing tooround it goes.

0
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C-2: Push your car faster, Mark, like this. Wow

wow

mine's going as fast as anythingas anything and fast as a
train.

C-1: Mine's going fast as a rocketwh000000sh.
C-2: Watch out, Markmy car's coming fast. I think there'll be a
crashmake yours come to mine.
C-/: Yes, there will be a big crash. Mine's comingwatch out
brrrrr there
there crash.
C-2: Oh, an accident, an accident! My car's on fire!
C-1: Fetch the fire engine
the cars are burning all up.
C-2: And the people are getting all burnt up too! (He takes up a

lorry and makes fire engine noises.) Er-Er. Er-Erhere's the fire
engine coming.
C-7: Bring it here, John, by the cars. Put the water on.

C-2: Get out the thingummythe long thing. You know.
C-1: Yes. Wh00000sh--all water going on the fire. Er-erthe ambulance is coming to take the people to hospital.
(Tough 1974, 17-18)

(Now they are looking at a shoe box with the intention of making
it into a garage.)
C-1: Well, you know, garages have to have doors.
C-2: Sometimes they don't.
C-1: Garages have to have doors that will open and shut.

C-2: My grandad has one and he puts his car in and that hasn't
doors.
C-1: But a garage has doorsand you lock the door so nobody can
take it, the car, you see.

C-2: My grandad has a car thing and it hasn't doors on. It just
keeps the rain off you.

C-/: Oh, well. Shall we make a garage or a car thing like your
grandad's?
C-2: Well, I don't know how to put doors on.
C-1: I would think of glue or pins or something like that.
C-2: No. Put it this way up, see? And cut it.
C-i: Yes, that might be all right.
C-2: Right, Mark, right. I'll get the scissors.
(Tough 1974, 21)

In the first excerpt, the boys' action and talk are mu:ually supportive,
whereas in the second excerpt, their talk stands more on its own; but
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in both they are building a meaningful social event together. Conversation, from infancy onward, is a profoundly social, connecting act.

If this is so, why is it that children's conversation finds so little
support in classrooms? In many of the classrooms I visit, the only kind

of talk that is sanctioned is "performance talk""individual distinction talk"in which a child, called on by the teacher, answers her
known-answer question. I hear teachers reprimand children for talking when they "should be working," for talking when they "should be
listening," for talking "too loud," for talking "in the wrong place," for
talking "about the wrong thing," for talking "to the wrong person," for
talking "without raising your hand," for talking "too much."2 Where
and when and how, then, does a child talk with friends in class? Of
course, conversation among the children does happen; the social urge
is irrepressible. But it happens without the teacher's blessing and, too
often, surreptitiously.3 Typically there is much support for performance talk, but the talk that serves that deeply human purpose of connecting with others often finds little support in the classroom.
Often . . . but not always. In some classrooms, ccnnecting-withothers talk is valued and encouraged. Listen to this group of kindergarten children and their teacher. The teacher has asked the children,
"How do you know if somebody likes you?" Before long the children,
through their talk, are sharing remembered experiences.
Deana: Jill, remember when you and me were in your father's car
sucking our thumbs?
Jill: Oh, yeah. That was so much fun. My daddy kept singing,
"Rock-a-bye baby in the treetop." Remember?
Fred: Hey, Wally. Remember at Eddie's birthday party we put
those metal kettles on our heads?
Tanya: Lisa, remember when I first came to your house and I didn't
know where the bathroom was? And then we put the boats in the

bathtub?
Teacher: Are you children saying that you know someone likes you

if you remember nice things you did together?
Ellett- Remember when we were looking for the black kitty at your
house, Kim? And we said, "Here, kitt:,-, here's kitty" and we were
laughing so much?
Kim: And it was in the closet? 1 remember that.
Warren: Kenny, remember in nursery school we brought snow
inside in our hats and the teacher was laughing?
Kenny: Hey, let's do that again, okay?
(Paley 1981, 151-52)

.
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"Speaking creatures" indeed! How powerfully the expressive medium
of talk serves these children's social purposesthat medium which is
immediate, instantly available to al:, and invites all to construct "text"
together. These children's connecting talk is welcomed and valued in
this classroom, which is largely why these children have so much of
shared experience to draw on in their talk.

In its carrying out of social acts (like inviting or arguing), in its
immediacy, and in its joint activity in conversation, talk seems to be
the expressive channel par excellence for the social beings children
are. But there is another side to this social power of talk. Like most
powerful instruments, it is double-edged. My son reminded me of this
fact in a particularly striking way when he was about five. I had sensed

an approaching conflict between him and another child and I had
quickly given the standard reminder, "Remember, Erik, we don't hit.
Hitting hurts other people and we don't do that. We use words instead." And he said quietly, more to himself than to me, "Yeah, but
words hurt more." He was right, of course, and I had no reply. The
power of talk: the power to heal and the power to hurt; the power to
bring us into relationships with others, but also to exclude us from
those relationships.
You can't play.
I'm not going to invite you to my birthday.
It's our secret; we're not telling you.
You're not my best friend anymore.

We've heard it so often in the talk of children, perhaps hear it still in
echoes from our own childhood. And the power of talk to include and
to exclude is not only in what children say, but also in particular ways
of talking. To share a group's ways of speaking is often to be in that
group, while to speak in other ways is to be an outsider to that group.
Children know this, of course, and that is why they often invent special speaking codes and styles (e.g., pig Latin, slang) which designate
some as in group and others as out group. But many different ways of
speaking exist that were not deliberately invented for purposes of
including or excluding others, but which have the effect of including or
excluding, nonetheless. The particular pronunciations one uses, one's
particular words and ways of combining them, the expressive flour-

ishes one uses (or does not use)all of these mark an individual as
from "our" place, time, social background or from some "other." So too

do one's ways of using talkhow and in what situations one tells a
story or a joke, or asks a question, or issues an invitationall these and
many more ways of using talk indicate group membership.4 You're
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one of us; you're not one of us. You belong, but you don't. "I talk like
you" becomes "I am like you" becomes "I like you."
And so talk gives children social powerto connect with or include
others, but also to separate from or exclude others.

To Understand the World
A host of words come to mind designating language acts we engage in
as we attempt to better understand our world: inquire, explain, inform,
wonder, generalize, clarify, confirm, . . . The list is a long one. It is
possible to engage in these acts in writ;ng. However, talk may contribute to a child's building of understanding in special ways.
Just as children's use of talk to connect with others is evident early
in their lives, so too is their use of talk to explore their world, to make
sense of it. Britton goes so far as to suggest that a child begins "with the

drive to explore the world he is born into," and that speech early
becomes its "principal instrument" (Britton 1973, 93). He may be right.
Child language research has documented that, in the one-word stage
(i.e., when a child's "sentences" are limited to a single word, often with

an accompanying action or gesture), the child is already using these
single word utterances to inquire (Dore i975; Halliday 1977). It is easy

even for an outsider to hear the difference between the child's
"Daaaaady" (calling) and "Daddy?" (with rising intonation and a quizzical look).

As the child's language system becomes more complex, her talk
serves even more powerfully to help her make sense of the world.
Listen to this two-year-old as she uses her short, simple sentences
(two or ,hree heavy content words strung together) to find out about
the old-to-new continuum.
(The child is in the bathtub playing with toys.)
C Gammy make those? (Refers to bathtub toys.)
M: No. Gammy didn't make those.
C: Gammy got those?
M: No. Mommy and Daddy got those.
C: Oh. Brand new?
M: No, they're old.
C: Throw away?
M: Well, we may think about it. They're not really good blocks.
Maybe Santa Claus'll bring yo.t some better blocks. OK?

0
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C: OK. (Child indicates another toy.) Gammy Gommy gave those
me?

M: Yes, your Gammy gave those to ou.
C: Oh. Brand new?
M: Uh-huh. They're brand new. Remember, they came in that
package? Before Thanksgiving?
C: (Child indicates a different toy.) Mammy Daddy get those?
M: Yeah.
C: Oh. Old?

M: Not too. Got them to go on the airplane tc, see Garn.:^y.
'Member?
r:: OK.
M: They're pretty new. Pretty new.
C: Pretty new?
M: Uh-huh.
C: (Child indicates a different toy.) Those new?
M: No, those are old.
C: OK. (Child indicates a different toy.) Those, that old?
M: Pretty old.
C: Pretty old?
M: Uh-huh.
C: Those old? Gammy give it me?
M: No, Gammy didn't give those to you. Mommy and Daddy got
those.
C: Oh. Those brand new?
M: No, they're old.
C: Still brand . .. still .. still brand new?
M: No, they're not still brand new. They're old.
(Urzua 1977, quoted in Lindfors 1987, 262-63)

Many children put their sense-making talk to good use in storyreading
situations, as the following four-year-old does while her mother reads
her a bedtime story.
(Moth,,r is reading a story that involves a rabbit and a squirrel
sleeping in a tree.)
M: (reading) "But the red squirrel pushed and shoved him until

they were both settled snug and peaceful, high up in the tree
under the stars."
C: Where do rabbits really sleep?
M: In their holes.
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C: Under the ground?
M: Uh-huh. "The next day "
C: Where do squirrels sleep?
M: In their trees.
C: Do they have nest-es?
M: They build nests in trees.
C: Squirrels do too?
M: Uh-huh.
C: But, who lays eggs?
M: Birds.
C: Ducks do too.
M: Well, ducks ale birds. Fish lay eggs.
C: Huh-uh! (mei..ning no)
M: Yes, they do. Right in the water.
C: What else?
M: Uh, what else lay eggs? Turtles lay eggs.
C: Huh-uh!
M: They do. Go ask Daddy. They dots
(Lindfors 1987, 263)

It would seem that Margaret Donaldson is right: "We are, by nature,
questioners. We approach the world wondering about it, entertaining
hypotheses which we ue eager to check" (Donaldson 1979, 67). One
four-year-old recognized his own questioning tendencies; he told his
mother, "I'm a why-er, you are a because-er" (Chukovsky 1968, 31)!
If the urge to makt sense of the world runs so deep in children, and
if their talk is such a powerful tool for their exploration, why is it that,
in the classrooms I visit, I hear so much of performance talk and so little

of exploratory talk? Why so much of a "tamed and house-trained
curiosity" and "a tamed and house-trained language to match"?
Young children have a curiosity and an urge to find out about the

world. They pry into corners, turn over stones, stare at cranes,
explore empty houses and comb rubbish dumps. All too often this
curiosity is not sanf4:-,ned in school and their attention is directed
instead to barren
actions of information which give no hint of
the excitement of discovery and doubt. Small wodder then if their
language becomes barren too. It is only those affairs which create
real preoccupation which can make them reach out for the language to express new understanding, new questions and new
perceptions. This is the language of curiosity. It may express itself
as a set of observations or be explicitly speculative but it is always
the result of the child's own probing into the working of the world

3C
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... It should not be the business of school to produce a tamed and
house-trained curiosity and, inevitably, a tamed and housetrained language to match. (Rosen and Rosen 1973,28)

We have become so accustomed to the "tamed and house-trained"
talk of most classrooms that we may not even notice it. Nowhere is it
more prevalent than in what is erroneously called "whole group discussion." Here is an example from a third grade.
Who remembers what we call these things that hang down
from the ceiling? Do you remember ... (pause) ... what we just saw
... on the slides? . . (pause) ... Okay, I'm going to say it, and say

it after me. Stalactites. They have to hang on tight. Stalactites.
Everybody.
Cs: Stalactites.
T: Okay, now we can see something else in this picture. It starts in
the bottom. Who remembers the name for these? They go tp from
the floor ...
Cs: Stalagmites.
T: Then, we see something that goes from the bottom of the cave
all the -,,,/ay to the top, or from the top all the way to the bottom.
Who remembers the name for this?
C I know. I know,
T: What is it?
C: Stalagmites.
T Well, a stalagmite starts at the bottom ... what could be coming
off the bottom?
C: Stalagmites.
T: Stalagmites. And what could be coming down from the top?
Cs: Stalactites.

T. Good, stalactites. And what could be maybe starting at the
bottom and going up to the top and starting at the top and going

all the way to the bottom? What could be called that?

.

.

.

(pause) ... do you remember? Columns. Let's say that.
Cs: Columns.
T: Columns!'
(Lindfors 1987, 79)

But exoloratory talksense-making talk --can happen in whole group
discussion. Again it is Paley and her kindergarten class that provides
the example.
(Warren is Chinese and Akemi is Japanese.)
Teacher If you were in charge of the world, would you make only
olle language or many languages, the way it is now?
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Tanya: One language. Oh yes! Then I could understand everyone
in the whole world.
Eddie: No, let it stay this way so different countries keeps on being
not the same. Then you take trips to see what those countries are
like and how they talk.
Ellen: I like the world the way it is but I don't like fighting.
Teacher Is that because they have different languages?
Ellen: Well, if they can't understand each other they might think
good words sound like had words.
Wally: She means like if someone says, "Let's play," in French,
then in Chinese they might think he said, "Let's fight."
Warren: Keep it this way because if you're Chinese you would
have to learn English.
Teacher Would English have to be the language everyone learns?
Warren: I don't know what God likes to talk. Wait, I changed my
mind. Let everyone say the same language. Then when my mommy and daddy speak quietly I could understand them.
Tanya: I changed my mind too. Better not have the same language.
Here's why: whenever this whole v odd had the same language
everyone would say they want thei- I inguage to be the one everyone has to have. Then everyone would blame someone else for
giving them the wrong language.
Akemi: If everyone speak Japan, everyone have to live there. My
country too small for the big America.
Warren: Everyone can come to China. It's much bigger. Let Chinese be the language. No, I changed my mind. Let my mommy and
daddy talk English all the time.
(Paley 1981, 119-201

No tamed and house-trained language here!
A teacher might ask, "How can I teach my students to use exploratory talk?" But a deeper question that we all should be asking is, "What
have we done in our educational system to bring about the extraordinary situation in which childrenwho from birth onward are relentless in their use of talk to make sense of their worlddo not use their
talk this way in classrooms, the very places which our society has
established for the express purpose of increasing children's understanding and control of the world?" We must have worked very hard

to achieve this! It is not a matter of "teaching a child how to use
language in exploring"; it is simply a matter of inviting his welldeveloped exploratory talk into the classroom. There are two major
ways teachers do this, and both involve forgetting about the talk itself
and focusing instead on what is being done. If the teacher focuses on
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that, the talk takes care of itself. First, what has the teacher provided for

the children to do? It must be something they care about, something
that matters. Matters to them. If we watch and listen, children will tell us

what matters to them. It's in the stories they tell us, the T-shirts they
wear, the books they choose. There is nothing for children to explore,
nothing for them to make sense of, in an experience that does not
matter to them. The stalactites "discussion" is a good example. Vacu-

ous labels go back and forth, but there is nothing realthere is no
caring, no "ownership" (Craves 1983). Like well-trained parrots, the
children provide memorized labels on cue. Tamed and house-trained
talk; no exploration here. No meaning-making is apparent in the children's talk because there is no meaning to be made.
But in the kindergarten discussion the children are making meaning. They are working with a hypothetical problem which is engaging.
They care about the question the teacher has posed. They care enough
to sustain the discussion, to listen to one another's ideas, to reflect, to

consider implications, to build on one another's contributions, to
change their minds. to provide support for their suggestions, to explain their ideas, to stay on the subject, to take others' perspectives
into accountin short, they care enough to do the very things we
Often say five-year-olds don't do. But children, even young ones, will

use their talk in the making of meaning if we provide situations in
which there is something to make meaning of, something to engage in,
something to explore.?
The second way teachers invite children's exploratory talk into the
actively engage in exploration and the talk it
classroom is to the
requires. There is no point thinking that our students will be explorers

if we are not (any more than there is any point in thinking that they
will be readers or writers if we ourselves are not readers or writers). It
simply will not happen. Smith calls it "demonstt ation" when a teacher
shows "how something is done" by actually engaging in doing that
thing herself, for her own real reasons (Smith 1981, 108). In this case the

"something" is exploring the world, making sense of it. Of course we
use our talk as we do this; our children will too. That is what language
isa system that does for us the work that we are trying to do. Again,
the differences in the first and second whole group discussions are
striking. The teacher in the first demonstrates specific-label eliciting
(What is this called? Here is a hint. Repeat after me.); the teacher in the
second demonstrates playing with ideas.

Jerome Bruner recalls Miss Orcutt, his fifth-grade teacher. She
played with ideas, too, as she demonstrated "negotiating the world of
wonder and possibility"
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I recall a teacher, her name was Miss Circuit, who made the statement in class, It is a very puzzling thing not that water turns to ice
at 32 degrees Fahrenheit, but that it should change from a liquid
into a solid." She then went on to give us an intuitive account of
Brownian movement and of molecules, expressing a sense of won-

der that matched, indeed bettered, the sense of wonder I felt at
that age (around ten) about everything I turned my mind to, including at the far reach such matters as light from extinguished
stars still traveling toward us though their sources had been
snuffed out. In effect, she was inviting me to extend my world of
wonder to encompass hers. She was not just in fornring me. She was,

rather, negotiating the world of wonder and possibility. Molecules, solids, liquids, movement were not facts; they were to be
used in pondering and imagining. Miss Orcutt was the rarity. She
was a human event, not a transmission device. (Bruner 1986, 126)

Miss Orcutt knew she did not have to "teach" Bruner and his classmates how to use talk to explore their world, They had been exploring
through their talk for as long as they had had talk. She only needed to
provide the engaging experience and the demonstration, and the talk
would take care of itself.
Children's talk, inside and outside of the classroom, is a powerful
means of furthering their understanding of the world. But again the
power c f talk is double edged. Just as surely as talk can further understanding, so it can also impede it and even create misunderstanding.
Talk can clarify, but
also confuse. Talk can free thinking, but it
can also constrain ic. t think right away of situations in which our
teacher talk does not enhance a child's understanding. I think of the
occasions when we thrust our empty verbalization into a meaning
void. I think of the occasions when we "explain" a situation from our
own perspective rather than from the child's and thus confuse rather
than clarify the issue. I think of the teacher talk that moves the child
through the preordained curriculum (calling the activity "teaching"),
all the while forgetting that the child's agenda is to creatively construct understanding out of her active, exploratory engagement with
the world (an ongoing activity called "learning"). The "moving-rightalong" talk conflicts with and constrains the "I-wonder-how-come"
talk.

The issue is not whether talk in the child's worldher own talk and
the talk of otherscan play a powerful role in her understanding. The
issue is, rather, how that power of talk is to be used: to clarify or to
confuse; to enhance understanding or to impede it; to further exploration or to constrain it; to invite speculation or to discourage it.
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To Reveal Oneself

With the birth cry the individual says, "I am." That's only the beginning. Every individual continues throughout life, saying in ever more
sophisticated and divers? ways, "I am; I am myself, a unique being in
the world. Here is my mark." The distinctive marks we make are many:
a unique thumbprint, signature, way of walking. Not surprisingly, it is
talk that is an especially important way for children to reveal themselves and to make their markstalk, so effortlessly and richly developed so early in their lives. Children, like the rest of us, reveal themselves in what they say. They tell us what they like and do not like (and
why), what they think they are and are not good at, what they hope
does and does not happen. But they also reveal themselves in how
they talk about these things. Some sociolinguists speak of "idiolect,"
one's own individual linguistic system (vocabulary, pronunciation,
sentence structure). Others talk of personal "style," one's own individual way of using language. In both, a child's talk conveys not only

content; it also conveys the child's own self. In their talking style
children convey a personality that is lighthearted, solemn, impulsive,
reflective, temperamental, and so on. And in their response to the talk

of others, children convey the unique people they areaccepting,
judgmental, competitive, appreciative, and so on. Why is it that, several months into a new school year when a teacher has gotten to know

her children, she can sit alone in a quiet place and hear each child's

distinctive talk n her "mind's ear"---a particular voice, particular
rhythms, favorite words, characteristic phrasing? She thinks of one
child and "hears" a complaint, she thinks of another and "hears" a joke

or an argument or a question or an explanation or an interminable
story of a recent event. In their talk, children reveal themselves; they
make their distinctive mark in their world, their "I-am-myself" in talk.

How does this talk fare in the classroom? In classrooms where
teachers see children as clay to be molded, the answer is that it does
not fare so well, for teaching-as-clay-molding tends to mold toward a
particular preferred shape. The children come to know that particular
ways with ideas and the talk that expresses them are approved; e.g.,
there are app oved ways to interpret a story, to solve a problem, to be
humorous, et :. Insofar as they shape their ideas and talk to conform to
the limited set of behaviors that bears the teacher's seal of approval,

the children loseor at least hidetheir "I-am-myself" in talk.
But the child's development of language before coming to school
reveals a child who bears no resemblance to a clay lump and a process
that does not push and pound and pummel the child's expression into
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particular forms. In fact, some child language acquisition research has

focused on the ways in which the infant's and toddler's expressive
behaviors shape the talk that adults (and others) use in interacting
with the child.8 Instead of being a clay lump, the child turns out to be

one who creatively constructs language out of his or her ongoing
experience in a language-filled worldpeople all around talking with
one another and with the child, using talk to serve their many diverse
social and cognitive purposes. Each child's experience of language is
unique: unique both in the set of meanings expressed around and with
the child and in the ways those meanings are expressed. Out of this

absolutely unique experience comes the child's own talkhis or her
own meanings and expression of them.
Graves speaks of the crucial importance of voice in writing:
The writing process has a driving force called voice ... it underlies
every part of the process. To ignore voice is to present the [writing!
process as a lifeless, mechanical act. . . . Teachers who attend to
voice listen to the person in the [written! piece. . .. Voice is the

imprint of ourselves in our writing. It is that part of the self that
pushes the writing ahead, the dynamo in the process. (Graves
1983, 227)

Graves's "voice" in writing is analogous to the "I-am-myself" in talk
the person in the talk, the driving force, the imprint of the self. I hear
five-year-old Erica's imprint in her rendition of The Three Little Kittens:
You naughty kittens. You dirty kittens. My kids are dirty kittens.
Then you shall have no pie. Aren't y'all embarrassed for me to be
ironin' and washin` y'all's own clothes. Y'all should know how.
You dirty kittens! Scrub on those mittens! Scrub on those mittens!
And hang them out to dry. (Seawell 1985, 140; quoted in Lindfors
1987, 451)

And I hear Akemi's imprint in the story she dictates to her kindergarten teacher:
Now I telling story, okay? Is Halloween story: One day four colors
walking. But one witch sees four colors. Witch with four hands.

Witch holds four colors. "Let go, let go!" Four colors running.
Witch running. Four colors running home. Is Mother. Oh, good.
(Paley 1981, 125)

But again the power of talk is double edged. Talk can conceal the self
just as surely as it can reveal the self. Children's talk can convey a self

that is not their own, not who they are but who they wish others to
think they are. As teachers do we encourage this in children more than
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we realize? Do our constant "positive reinforcements" for behavior
which is acceptable to us perhaps encourage children to attempt to
project selves designed to please us, rather than to convey the selves
they are and wish to be? Graves expresses concern about school experience threatening the self in the child's writing: "The school experience can . . . remove voice from the writing, and the person from the
print, until there is no driving force left" (Graves 1983, 244). just as
surely, school experience can threaten the self in children's talk, en-

couraging them to present an "acceptable," conforming self, rather
than the distinctive self that is theirs alone.
The Quiet Child
It is a fact that we humans evolved into creatures who have the capacity to speak. It is also a fact that some of us do it more than others. At
long last, there are signs that we may be becoming more aware of quiet
children, aware of them, that is, as beings who are not socially, emotionally, or intellectually impaired. First and second language acquisi-

tion research has begun to document the effectiveness of an "ob-

server" or "comprehender" strategy in language development
(Nelson 1973; Fillmore 1983). This research validates the quiet child's
ways of developing and using language as an intellectual and social

tool. Recent research gives this important message: A child who is
relatively less talkative is not thereby handicapped in language or
intellectual or social developmentat least not unless we impose a
handicap by valuing "talky" children more than others.
But whatever the message of this recent research, traditionally we
have, as teachers, been quick to characterize quiet children as "painfully shy" (Is the quietness painful for the child or for us?), "retiring,"

"awkward," "unsociable," "unwilling to participate," "passive,"
"slow," "uncooperative." And we have, with the best of intentions,
tried to encourage all children to be talkers. "Speak up so everybody
can hear you," we say, or "We haven't heard from you yet, Stacy" or
"I'm looking for more volunteers to tell us . . ." I have mentioned
already the heavy orientation in many classrooms toward talk as public performance (usually called "group discussion"). Such an orientation is not going to increase the likelihood of a quiet child talking more,
of course. I think of Kingston:
It was when I found out I had to talk ih,-tt school became a misery
...I did not speak and felt bad each time that I did not speak. I read
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aloud in first grade, though, and heard the barest whisper with
little squeaks come out of my throat. "Louder," said the teacher,
who scared the voice away again. (Kingston 1975, 193)

Surely Kingston's teacher was well intentioned; just as surely, she was
not helpful.
My experience with children whom adults designate as "quiet" is

not that they are children who do not talk, but rather that they are
children who are not inclined toward the public performance kind of
talk that is valued in many classrooms. To be one who does not volunteer during whole group discussion or bring something for show-andtell is not to be a nontalker. We would only hope that classroom opportunities are abundant for children to talk in whatever amounts and in
whatever ways and situations they are comfortable talking. For some

children this is quiet talk with a best friend on the playground or at
lunch.

Why is it that as teachers we are so intent on getting less talkative
children to talk more? I think it is because there is a general idea loose

in the world that the production of talkactually emitting verbal
soundsis empowering. But is it? Does the act of speaking itself necessarily give a child power and involvement? This is an important
question because if true, then more talk is better for everyone and we
could justify pressuring quieter children to talk more "for their own
good."
I think that another look at evolution is in order here. Homo sapiens
did indeed evolve into speaking creatures, but so did they evolve into
speech-interpreting creatures. Speaking and interpreting are, after all,
but two sides of a single coin. Biological mechanisms (anatomical and
neurological) evolved in us no less for interpreting than for producing
talk. And it may be that substantial empowerment for the quieter child
lies in the capacity to interpret and respond to talk.
Quiet children, no less than any others, are actively engaged in

connecting with others, understanding their world, and revealing
themselves within itmaking their mark. An important source of connecting with others for these children may be their response to the talk
of others, for example, accepting another's invitation to play, or laughing at another's joke. The talk of others around these children may
offer important ideas to help them increase their understanding of the
worldnew ideas to consider, reflect on, reject. And it may be in the

quieter children's response to others' talk that they reveal themSELVESas sympathetic people or sullen ones or as people who appreciate humor. Notice that all of these depend on the presence of talk
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in the quieter child's worldtalk to interpret and to respond to. It is
the presence of talk which is crucial: talk of the child, talk with the child,

talk around the child.
Finally

The oral language "curriculum" is not a scope and sequence of behavioral objectives, not lists of skills to be mastered, not bits of knowledge
to be attained. It is, rather, the ongoing process of inviting and sustaining children's talk and response in classrooms, as they carry out their

deepest human urgings: to connect with others, to understand their
world, and to reveal themselves within it. The classroom must be a
community for speech-producing and speech-interpreting creatures.
These are the creatures evolution built children to be. Every child we
teach is just such a creature.
Now that is something to think about.
Notes
1. For some children, "talk" is carried out manually by signing.
2. For a fuller discussion, see' Lindfors 1987, Chapter 12.

3. Last night I happened upon my report card from fifth grade. At the
midpoint of the year the teacher had written this ominous comment:
"Judy's constant chattering may affect future work." Times have not
changed. I suspect that what she perceived as my "constant chattering"
was my connecting talk with friends.
4. See Heath 1983 for a description of ways of developing and using language in three different communities, and the resulti lg difficulties that

the children of these communities encountered when they came to
school.

1 am indebted to Carol Peterson for this example.
6. 1 am indebted to Mimi Miran for this example.
7. See Lindfors 1987, Chapter 10, for examples.
8. See the Motherese literature, well represented in Snow and Ferguson
5.

1977.
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3 Oral Language and Learning

Douglas Barnes
University of Leeds
Schools are funny places. We ask students to participate in achiev-

ing goals that they do not share, and we want them to be enthusiastic about it. It is no wonder that many classroom discussions
are lackluster and consist mainly of single-word answers punctuating long-winded teacher questions. In the world outside of
school, however, children set their own goals, and many youngsters who are monosyllabic within the confines of the school are
articulate talkers when it comes to accomplishing those selfdefined goals. Is it realistic to expect that students can draw upon
their outside-world speaking skills as they deal with the institutional demands of school discourse?

When wt speak of language in education we are often thinking of
extending those skills and competences in speech and writing which
are amongst the goals of teaching in elementary schools or in English
classes in secondary schools. In this paper I shall direct attention instead towards language as a medium of learning, and for this reason I
shall begin by considering the demands which school curricula place
upon children's uses of language.
Typical Classroom Talk

Some typical patterns of classroom communication appeared in a geography lesson which one of my students recorded. At first glance it
seems entirely lormal: we are all so accustomed to lesson-talk that we
find it difficult to see it afresh, to perceive what it makes possible and
what it excludes. In this extract, the teacher is asking about the shape
of sand dunes, while the students have in front of them a photograph
of a desert scene:
T: Sand dunes. They're usually in an unusual . .. a specific shape
... a special shape.... Does anybody know what shape they are?
Not in straight lines ...
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P: They're like hills.
T: Yes, they're like low hills.
P: They're all humpy up and down.
P: They're like waves.
T: Good, they're like waves.
P: They're like ...
T: They're a special shape.
P: They're like boulders ... sort of go up and down getting higher
and higher.
T: 1 don't know about getting higher and higher.
P: Something like pyramids.
T: Mm . wouldn't call them pyramids, no.
P: They're in a semicircle.
T: Ah, that's getting a bit nearer. They're often in a semicircle and
nearly always ... we call them ... well, it's part of a semicircle....
What do we call part of a semicircle? You think of the moon .. .
perhaps you'll get the shape.
P: Water.

T. No, not shaped like water.... Yes?
P: An arc.
'F: An arc . . oh, we're getting ever so much nearer.
P: Crescent.
T: A crescent shape. Have you heard that expression ... a crescent

shape? I wonder if anybody could draw me a crescent shape on
the board. Yes, they're nearly all that shape.. ..

This teacher is receptive and encouraging, for she is sensitive to her
eleven-year-old students as people. Our task is not to criticize her but
to understand some of the communicative constraints present in a
typical classroom exchange. As usual, the teacher defines the topic and
task, and the students must surmise what she is after. At first, they
think she wants a description of the photograph, and therefore offer
her phrases such as "bumpy up and down." They change their strategy only when she signals with "They're a special shape" that she
wants a technical term, not a description. It is as if there were two
language games: the students were playing the Describe-the-Picture
game, whereas the teacher wanted the Hunt-the-Word game. Their
task is to home in on what she wants, using clues such as "You think
of the moon" to guide them, though the moon is quite irrelevant to
understanding sand dunes. Some students fail to recognize the clues:
most notable is the one who is still offering the descriptive "Water,"
having apparently missed the teacher's signal. The students can only
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reply to the teacher's initiatives, and their replies are designed neither
to inform the teacher nor to restructure their own thoughts but only to
show that they are taking part in the lesson. It has been suggested that
the ability to "take part" in this sense plays a major role in determining
whether a student is seen by the teacher as "intelligent" or not.

We should also note that what the students say is restricted to
phrases and single words, so that they cannot develop or explore their
responses to the lesson. (I shall say more later about "exploration.") In
this episode, teacher and taught never recognize that they are talking
about different matters; the students are looking at the photograph,
but the teacher's "crescent" refers to a view from above. Because the
exchange of ideas is so restricted and the students' perspectives given
so little importance, classroom dialogue allows such misunderstand-

ings to go unrecognized. Teaching a school subject, whether it he
elementary math or economics in high school, is partly a matter of
enabling students to adopt a pre-existing mode of discourse, and a
good deal of teaching time and skill is devoted to that purpose (Edwards and Mercer 1987). (Of course, "discourse" here does not mean
only the language but the ideas and ways of thinking that go with it.)
I do not wish to question that purpose, but to suggest that it can be
pursued too wholeheartedly, at the expense of the students' eventual
ability to join in the thinking for themselves, which I see as the final
goal of schooling.
There are three ways in which teaching of the familiar kind illustrat-

ed in the "sand dunes" passage may not match the teacher's intentions. First, it does not allow the students enough time to work on
whatever new knowledge is being presented to them and make it their

own. (This will be returned to later, as it is an essential step in my
argument.) Second, it is a poor model for other kinds of learning which
are more important outside school, since it excludes the opportunity

for students to define their goals, to enquire and gather information
and ideas for themselves, to construct and criticize, question and interpret. All these are crucial elements in the lives outside school for which

students are being prepared. Third, it ignores what the students already know; this is a most important element in learning, since new
knowledge is built upon the reconstruction of the old.
The Teacher's Dilemma

At the heart of teaching lies a dilemma for each teacher to resolve.
Schools are institutions where young people are socialized into as-
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pects of the culture they are to share: they are expected to assimilate
pictures of the world, to learn ways of going about their activities, and
to take over some of the values and skills which constitute the culture,
or rather the diverse cultures which make up society. Moreover, they
are required to take part in cultural activities and milieux which are
quite different from those they have previously experienced in their

everyday lives. They have to learn to respond appropriately to
teachers' questions, to join in standard activities, to pick up clues from

teachers' voices, at the same time as learning what constitutes an
acceptable piece of mathematical work or an acceptable composition
in English (Edwards and Mercer 1987). That is, they learn to operate
within frames of reference and to accept purposes and ways of organizing their activities which claim validity irrespective of their immediate usefulness to the student. (The young student who replies to the
teacher's "Wouldn't it be nice to do some counting now?" with the
answct, "No!" quickly learns that his or her interest in the matter is
being solicited only as a matter of form.) This contrasts with children's
experiences outside school, where they learn skills and knowledge
because they want to.
At the very same time as schooling requires pupils to pursue goals
that they do not share, it also seeks to transcend itself, for in a few
years' time each one of these tyros will be out in the world making his
or her own choices. We want these new young adults to be able to look
critically at the world about them; we want them to be able to consider
evidence, to make moral and social judgments, to "think for themselves" and thus to play an active part in shaping their own lives. This
goal implies that teachers should eventually attempt to make themselves unnecessary. How is it possible to introduce students to preexisting systems and at the same time enable them to make independent choices? That is the dilemma which I propose to consider in relation to spoken language in classrooms, for the interaction between
teacher and student through talk must play a central role in the strategies by which teachers seek to reconcile the two horns of the dilemma.
The examples are drawn from secondary schools, though very similar
considerations apply to younger children (Tizard and Hughes 1984).

Students' Speech In and Out of School

What language demands does schooling lay upon young people?
Some years ago some of my students transcribed tape recordings of
lessons in various curricular subjects which were being taught to stu-
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dents during their first few weeks at secondary schools in England
(Barnes, Britton, and Torbe 1987). What surprised us most was the
young people's passivity; they asked no questions and made no suggestions. It was as if they had no curiosity. When we looked at what the

teachers were saying and doing, the reason for this was clear: the
students were never invited to contribute from their own experience.
Almost the only questions asked by the teachers were what we came
to call "pseudo-questions," since they were asked simply to test the
students' recollection or understanding. ."What can you tell me about
a Bunsen burner?" asked one teacher. To answer, the student had to
select from what he or she had been told. An infinite array of possible
answers, such as "You can burn paper in it," would have been true but
unacceptable.)

The only questions asked by students were intended to confirm
that they had grasped the teacher's wishes. They played no active part
in the learning: they made no attempt to test whether they had understood, to raise contrary examples, or to make links with their out-ofschool experience. I have since come to realize that what we saw was
normal; many North American studies of classrooms have reported
similar findings. The teachers were concerned to introduce their students to new frames of reference, new ways of thinking, new ways of
going about schoolwork. Only one or two of the teachers had any wish
to tap the boys' and girls' existing views of how the world is, or to find

out how they understood the matter in hand. Yet this must be an
essential part of developing, refining, or even correcting their existing
understanding.
Moreover, the lessons which we observed made very narrow de-

mands upon the students' uses of language. In general, they were
required only to answer, and these answers required mainly recall of
information and procedures already presented to them by the teacher.
They were not encouraged to initiate exchanges, to inquire, question,
persuade, expatiate, surmise, criticize. It is probable that there was a
sharp contrast between the range of functions which language was
playing in their everyday lives and the competences that were being
called on in lessons. Indeed, teachers often underestimate their stu-

dents' language skills because they meet only those which the students are able to display in the restricted milieu of the classroom.
Since my teacher-students and I were concerned to explore what
opportunities for participation were offered to young students, we
were surprised and even a little shocked at what we found. Yet those
teachers whom we observed might well have retorted that they were
carrying out their proper task. They were cerlainly presenting aca-
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demic knowledge to their eleven-year-old students; we doubted, however, whether they were giving those students enough opportunity to
make that knowledge their own.
It is commonplace that school students seem to be different people
autside school. There they are already deeply engaged in lives of their
own, trying to make sense of the environment they find themselves in.
This is not merely a matter of developing social awareness and skills,
but of explanations of how the physical world operates. All the time,
they are talking, testing their ideas on thdr peers, on their parents, on

older relatives and friends, talking their way into a dependable account of how things are. They want to understandnot in order to
complete a school task or to get a gradebut to pursue a purpose of
their own: their explanations of now balls bounce relate to the games
they play; their accounts of why people do things relate to their own
hopes and purposes. In the world outside school, people talk and write
and make things for some purpose, at the very least for the fun of it; in

schools we set exercises as ends in themselves. Now can teachers
bring into school something of the desire to understand and control
that makes young people's out-of-school talk engage with real problems and purposes? If schooling is to strengthen the learner's eventual
ability to take responsibility for himself or herself, then it is this purposeful talk that must be harnessed.

Teachers' Perceptions of Language and Learning

Some years ago I asked a sample of secondary school teachers why
they set written work and what they took into account in doing so, and
analyzed their replies according to whether they tended more towards
-Transmission" or "Interpretation" (Barnes 1976). Teachers at the
"Transmission" end of the scale taught as if their task was to transmit
a pre-existing body of knowledge and practices, while the learner's
task was to reproduce the teacher's performance. The other end of the
scale was represented by what we called "Interpretation," because
some teachers assumed that, in talking and writing, the learners were

actually working upon what they had been taught, reinterpreting
what they already knew, and relating it to the new ideas and experiences that had been presented to them in school. Transmission teachers

saw language as a mere medium which did not affect the learner's
grasp of knowledge; interpretation teachers believed that certain
kinds of talking and writing played a valuable part in the learning.
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Although this research referred to teachers' perceptions of the functions of written language, it seems very likely that similar perceptions
direct their use of talk in the classroom.
The view taken by the interpretation teachers is now called Constructivism by some psychologists. When we learn, we do not simply
add to our store, but in a greater or lesser degree reshape and reinterpret our existing pictures of the world. Some new experiences, some
information and ideas, fit comfortably into our view of the world;
others require us in a greater or lesser degree to redraw the picture in
order to take full account of them. An example may make this clearer.
A science teacher passed a beaker 10 of cold water through a Bunsen
flame, and when the class had seen that the bottom of the beaker had
become misted with droplets of water he asked them where the water
had come from. Most of the students tried to assimilate this to their
existing ideas, suggesting that the water from the atmosphere had
condensed on the glass, though this had not been the case before the
beaker was passed through the flame. Other suggestions included the
idea that the water had come from inside the beaker.
T: Wonder what you meant by "steame... up." What's steam?
What is steam?
P1: Heat rising off the water.
T: Steam is
heat rising? (Yes) From?
Pl: The water.
T: From the water. Which water?
P1: In the beaker.
T: So, you think this thzi appeared on the outside of the beaker
... is heat rising on the inside of the beaker. So what, where, how's
it got there? (Pause) Come on, folio through your idea. How did
it get from there to there?
P1: It went over the top.
T: It went over the top. So you think that ... something came from
in there and went over the top to there. Fair enough. That's your
idea. You've got another idea, apparently.
P2: This beaker is cold. And you put that under and it makes it
steam 'cause hot touching cold straight away. You know.
T: All right. Now what's cold and what's hot?
P2: The water's cold that's in the beaker and all the beaker's going
to be cold.
T:
The beaker is cold. Right?
P2: So when it touches the cold beaker, . . because of the heat
touching the cold it will just steam it up . with the water.
.
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T: Right. So that it's something to do with the heat

. .

. meeting

cold?
P2: Mm.

T: And that's causing a steaming up.

As the lesson continued it became clear that the class had to make a
major adjustment in their thinking, since the water was a product of
the burning of the gas. The idea of water in connection with burning

was so unfamiliar that it required the students to make a radical
change in their view of the nature of burning. In this case, it was not
possible for the students simply to store the experience within their
existing schemes for understanding the world: they had to alter the
scheme itself to incorporate the idea that water and burning are not
irreconcilable. Such shifts in the schemes through which we understand the world are often slow to take place: they may even be painful
and resisted. The struggle to reconcile the old and the new sometimes
takes place through writing or through silent thought, but for most of
us it takes place most readily in conversation with others.
Talking as a Means of Learning

What then is the point of asking students to talk or for that matter to

write) about what they are learning? In order to understand how
learning can be supported and advanced by the students' own talk, it
is useful temporarily to remove the teacher from the discussion and to
listen to groups of students working on tasks they have been given. In

removing the teacher, however, I am not implying that his or her
participation in learning is unimportant or unnecessary. The first example is taken from a lesson in social studies; a class of twelve-year-old
students has been studying the Viking groups who invaded Britain in

the seventh century, and the teacher has now asked the students to
decide what a Viking group would do when they first arrived on the
shores of an unfamiliar country, a task requiring them to use some of
tltc

=formation they had been given:
Carol: When the boat lands the first thing they'd have to do ... be
... to find 'em place where they can build a house, and probably
later on have ... fields of their . .. crops and . .. places ...
Carol: . . . to keep ... em .
Barbara: They'd probably look round first.
Carol: . . . cattle and (inaudible) ... pigs and things.
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Teresa: But they'd have to be out of the way of swamps and things
.

. so they wouldn't be in any danger.

Barbara: You could say that when they arrived there they

wouldn't use the ... em ... Roman things ... had had already been
put there.
Teresa: They wouldn't go near them because they were scared of
the old Roman relie,ions.
Carol: And ... th' ... they would p-probably ...keep away from the

... Roman towns erm ... the ... temples and that w-were mysterious and frightening places to them .. .
Carol: And . . they were em .
.

Teresa: Yes.
Barbara: Yes

. .

... probably they were

.

an ...

Carol: And they've got to take .. .
Barbara: . . undereducated. (Amused)
Carol: ... and they've got to take care of all their animals and things
because . . if they .. . went too far from home they could die of
exposure.
.

The recording from which this transcription was taken makes it very
clear how tentative these three girls were; the frequent occurrence of
hesitations and of "probably," you could say, and so on, make it apparent even in transcript. Carol in particular is thinking aloud, ordering
her thought while she is talking. She begins by making the task requirements explicit. Then Teresa mentions information which the
teacher had given them about the Vikings' attitudes toward the remnants of Romano-British civilization, and they discuss this, eventually
reinterpreting it in modern terms by describing the Vikings as "undereducated." Then they turn back to practical matters, and the discussion continues. The three girls are collaborating in building up a joint
hypothesis, each adding a new idea to what has gone before. They are
not learning in the sense of adding new facts to their store, but rather
they are exploring the interrelationships and significance of the information they have already acquired, rearranging it and considering its
implications. One teacher, when talking about a similar discussion,
described its purpose felicitously as "wor ng on understanding." As
we have seen, conventional class teaching gives students little opportunity for such working on understanding, though it is an essential
part of any learning that seeks to go beyond the mechanical recall of
information. This is not to say that the teacher should not, towards the
end of the lesson, take the opportunity to institute a "report back"
session in which the ideas of the groups can be made more explicit and
underlined.
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Two Functions of Speech in the Classroom
It is useful to consider the range of uses that can be made of speech in
the classroom. Students' speech can perform either of two functions,

presentational or exploratory. Exploratory talk often occurs when
peers collaborate in a task, when they wish to talk it over in a tentative
manner, considering and rearranging their ideas. The talk is often but
not always hesitant, containing uncompleted or inexplicit utterances
as the students try to formulate new understandings; exploratory talk
enables students to represent to themselves what they currently understand and then if necessary to criticize and change it. Acceptance
and support by other members of the group play an important part in
this: a critical outsider may make such exploration impossible.
Presentational talk performs a different and more public role. When
students are called on in class, when they feel to be under evaluation,
they seldom risk exploration, but prefer to provide an acceptable performance, a "right" answer. Some of the effects of this can be seen in
the latter part of the exchange about sand dunes, quoted on page 42:

the students' contributions became clipped and restricted ("water";
"an arc") because their purpose was to satisfy the teacher that they
could perform as required, not to explore the topic. To say more would
increase the risks of being wrong, as well as seeming inappropriate to

the setting. Presentational talk and writing plays a necessary role in
education, but its purpose is as much evaluation as it is learning. The
questions and answers of the traditional "recitation" session inform
the teacher whether students can reproduce what has been given to
them: they do not support the students' attempts to relate these new
ideas to what they already "know." If we take seriously what constructivist theorists tell us about learning, we see that, if teachers rely too
much upon presentational talk and writing, this leaves the students no
time for "working on understanding." We should not expect them to
arrive without having traveled.
The three girls who were discussing the landing of the Vikings were
utilizing and developing information and ideas that had been presented to them by the teacher and textbook. In so doing they showed that
they had an ability to collaborate and to interpret that would probably

not have appeared in a discussion led by a teacher. My purpose in
illustrating such talk is not, however, to recommend small group
teaching methods: they have a place in every teacher's repertoire, but
they are only one aspect of good teaching.
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Talking as Responding to Literature
The discussion of Viking landings required rational analysis based on
the students' (no doubt limited) knowledge. We may fairly ask wheth-

er the same considerations apply to learning in English literature,
where the major aims are likely to be for the students to interpret a text

and respond personally to it. Some useful illustrations of what can
happen are provided by a teacher who some years ago bravely arranged for a group of his students to be recorded while discussing a
poem in one room, while he was recorded in another room teaching
the same poem to the remainder of the class. The pupils were thirteen
years old and not of high academic ability, and the poem he chose was
"Original Sin" by Robinson Jeffers. The small group of students was
asked to read and discuss the poem but was given no other direction.

To understand the way he taught the remainder of the class it is
necessary to know that, in England, teachers of English literature had
adopted a constructivist view of students' responses to literature long
before that name for it existed. This teacher appears to have taken the
view that it is for the reader to construct a meaning for a poem, and
that, consequently, his role as teacher was to guide and encourage this
by questioning. Questioning is not always the most appropriate way
of helping learners to think, ho,vever. Since teachers do not have direct

access to their students' thoughts, it is all too easy for them to ask
questions which impede learning by directing attention away from the
issues that the students need to clarify. This happened to the teacher
in question. He began by asking:
T. What is this poem about?
P: About the evils and that of man.
mm ... Can you go on to Fay more?
T.- Mm
P: No, not really.
T: Can you be a bit more specific?
Stone Age man.
T: Yes?

P: Hunting.
P: They were uncivilized.
T: Yes?

P: Just taking what they want.

mm ... And what did they doanybody over there?
T: Mm
P: Kill for . kill for their living.
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T: Yes? Are we different?
P: We don't have to kill, sir, we get the meat from the shop, sir.

T: Pardon?
P: We're civilized aren't we?
T: Yes?

P: Other people do our dirty work.
T: Are we any different?

The teacher's well-intended questions fall flat. The first reply sums up
the whole poem in a brief phrase ("About the evils and that of man"),
and this seems to leave him at a loss. Perhaps as a result, the students'

later responses are not attempts at interpretation of the poem but

rather bids at providing "right" answers. The prevailing presentational function of classroom language has taken over: the students are not

trying to make sense of the poem but to satisfy the teacher. ')ne
response is more promising, the sardonic: "We're civilized, aren't we?
It is a very pertinent line of
. . . Other people do our dirty work."
thought, but the teacher, his attention upon opening up those aspects
of the poem that he thinks useful, does not respond to this until later

in the lesson. It is not my intention to criticize this teacher, who later
in the lesson does make better contact with his students' thinking, but
to illustrate the way in which classroom dialogue, by its ery nature,
narrows the range of possible interactions. In this case the teacher's
efforts to support the students' explorations unintentionally impeded
them. This occurs frequently enough in teacher-led discussin to suggest that it should not be the only mode of interaction in a teacher's
repertoire.

On this occasion the students who worked without the teacher

made better progress, as he was the first to point out. Here is an extract
from the group's discussion:
Drum Reckon the person who wrote this must have felt a bit
sorry for himself ... don't know about anyone else.
James: It's about the cruelty of our men who are always killing
animals, and people.
Trevor Yeah, but to prehistoric man isn't it ...
David: Well, it says we're all vicious here, don't it.
Rose: Yeah, he doesn't seem to believe that we're civilized.
David: He sort of hopes for death when he'll be cleansed don't he
. .. when all his viciousness and .
James: Get out of the world.
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Trevor: When it says sort of man-handed ground ape ... sort of as
though we were made by someone.
David: Yeah ...

Trevor: "The yellow dancer"

... This must be the fire.

As in the teacher-led discussion, the group begins not with a detail of

the text but with a wider perception of the self-pity evident in the
poem, a judgment which seems to me exceptionally penetrating.
James then makes a more conventional generalization ("It's about the
cruelty of our men ... "), and this makes it possible for them to clarify
that the poem refers to all human beings, not just to the prehistoric
people mentioned in the text. Rose then makes other leap of understanding by pointing out that the poem implies that we, too, are primitive. David next chooses to highlight the poet's desire to be cleansed.
He does not attempt to explicate it, or to make any links (for example,
with the poet's self-pity), but merely refers to it. The procedure that

the group has taken up is indeed interpretive, but not through the

conventional methods of literary criticism. They are, rather, highlighting and rearranging the elements of the poem, and in so doing, interpreting a detail here and there. It may seem a rationalistic discussion,
but they are gradually moving closer to the experience of the poem.
Later in the discussion, after the end of the quoted passage, Trevor
reads out the line which describes the men watching the dying mammoth, and comments "I reckon that was . . . sort of meaning we enjoyed the pain." The "we" is highly significant: although the students
are constructing an interpretation of the poem, they are, as it were,
"trying it out" in their own imaginative experience, though they find
such negative feelings fiiially unacceptable.
Of course, not all group discussions go as well as this; such progress

in exploring literature depends upon the students' attitudes to the
poem, their willingness to work together, and their acceptance that
such exploration constitutes useful learning. In this case their talk is a
test;monial to theil teacher's previous success in showing them that
exploring a poem is worthwhile. Few students can be left to teach
themselves, yet those of quite moderate academic abilities nevertheless have considerable ability to make sense of those parts of experience that they find worthwhile, and in a supportive context can "work
on understanding" for themselves.
This group's discussion can help us to define what would constitute
successful teaching of a poem; it would be teaching that enabled the
students to do as these did, to find their own way into a poem, to move
between overall generalizations and highlighting of details, exploring
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the links with their own world at the same time as the connections
between parts of the poem. As we have seen, even a skillful teacher, in

attempting to predict the structure of their exploration, can ask unhelpful questions.
Supporting Students' Understanding

There is no simple solution to the dilemma with which this paper
began. As teachers, we wish to place our cultural competencies at the

disposal of our students in the hope that they, too, will find them
useful. We must interact with them so that they can join in our thinking and, if they wish, use it for themselves. If we try to impose it on
them we are in danger of impeding them. As active participants in
their lives, they have already taken possession of complex ways of

making sense of the world, though these are not always visible in
lessons. It is no service to our students to appear to suggest to them
that these modes of discoursethese ways of understanding and actingare irrelevant and useless. As teachers, we should encourage
them to make use of their ability to participate and understand, for the
social and cognitive skills which they have developed in various con-

texts in and out of school provide their most valuable resources as
learners. Our task is to enable them to use these abilities in classroom
talk, so that when they approach the knowledge that is our stock-intrade they make an active and critical attempt to relate it to their own
concerns and understanding of the world.
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Talk in the Learning
Community

4 Negotiation, Language, and
Inquiry: Building Knowledge
Collaboratively in the Classroom
Cynthia Onore
City College, CUNY
Teachers are all the time teaching about talk. We can't avoid it,
since talk is our medium of exchange. When teachers tightly control the flow and the topic of talk, students learn that talkat least

talk in institutions such as schoolsis disembodied from the
world of meaning, When teachers share control with students,
students learn that talk is a means for constructing knowledge.
The scary thing is that when students do learn about talk as a
vehicle for choice and for negotiating what will be learned, then
teachers discover that their classrooms are full of twenty or thirty
other teachers. Then you have to rethink what it means to teach.
That's the scary thing, and that's the exhilarating thing when you
do a good iob of teaching your students about talk.

Conversations reveal much more than they literally say. The nature of
entire contexts can be exposed by the kinds of conversations that take
place within them. Clues about the relative status of the participants,
the nature of their relationships, and the purposes they have for talking with one another are revealed by the forms and functions of the
conversational language. Read the dialogue below and see if you can
determine what the context is and who the speakers are:
S1: Who are these two people?
S2: A woman and her maid.
Si: What kind of re: :onship do they have?
S3: Friendly.
S2: They get along.
Si: Is that all?
I would like to express my deep appreciation to Shirley Gillis for opening up her classroom and exploring with me insights about children's learning. Many thanks to Garth
Boomer, of course, for his responses to a draft of this paper and for sharing his ever-

deepening perspectives on curriculum negotiation with meC. 0.
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53: Well, it seems like they're friends.
SI: Yes, but, do employers and employees usually have relationships like this? Are they usually so friendly?
S2: No.
S3: Yes.

Si: Well, we have two different answers here. Does anyone agree
with Sandy? Terry, do you agree?
S4: No. I don't think they're friends.
SI: OK. Now, how does the Inspector treat the maid?
53: He's OK.
SI: Really? What does he say to her?
S2: He wants to know why she wants to learn to drive.
Si: Does the Inspector treat the maid with respect?
S5: No.

I think you'll agree that the clues in this conversation point quite
clearly in one direction: this is a class "discussion." I have reproduced

here only a small portion of a seven-minute segment of this high
school literature lesson during which the teacher posed twenty-two
questions, all of which were rapid-fire and required only factual recall
through s' tort answers, or yes/no responses. All of the teacher's questions and her automatic evaluations of each student's response communicated that there was one right answer to every question. A few
students dominated what interaction there was while the rest either
whispered to cane another or sat quietly, looking bored. All the while,

the teacher worked very hard. She was animated, enthusiastic, and
energetic.
I have shown a number of people this excerpt of classroom dialogue
without identifying the context or the speakers and have asked them

to tell me what they think the context is and how they know. /tad
whether or not the guessing-game players are educators, they easily
recognize this context as a classroom because it captures something
very familiar to anyone who's ever been a student. The dominance of
one person over all of the others through controlling the substance
and form of the conversation, the not-so-subtle evaluations of each
answer, the insistence on one particular point of view, and the attempt
to force a consensus about the topic at hand all convey the essence of
"schooling."
Certainly, this teacher could have been a more skillful discussion
leader. She could have varied the kinds of questions she posed so that
students might have been encouraged to interpret and analyze rather
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than simply recall information. She might have also used strategies for
supporting students in posing questions of their own. But as long as
the purposes the teacher had for this "discussion" remained to test the
students' recall of the story, or to guide the students toward one way

of seeing the story they had read, the amount and kinds of talk the
students would ngage in would resemble the dialogue I have reproduced. Such so-called class discussions may in fact do more to limit
learning than they do to support it. And the better teachers are at
orchestrating the manner in which students swallow the bitter pill of
learning, the harder it is to get beneath the surface of classroom talk

and examine the structure of knowledge in which students and
teachers are participating together.
Without fundamentally altering the messages the students were
receiving about who has the knowledge, who determines what kind of
knowledge is legitimate, and how to go about getting knowledge if you
do not have it, the teacher and her class would have been locked into
a "discussion" which is really a thinly veiled lecture about the one
valid meaning of the story, the teacher's meaning.
My point here is that the way the teacher conducted this discussion
is only one aspect of how language is being used in this classroom. This
class discussion, I believe, raises larger questions about language use

in the classroom. From the perspective of the relationship between
language and learning, and how language and learning connect to
issues of knowledge and control, there are deeper issues for exploration. For example, what is the nature of school knowledge in this
classroom? What kinds of messages about school knowledge are students receiving from the classroom talk? These are the questions I will
attempt to explore in the remainder of this paper.

The Nature of School Knowledge
In the classroom discussion 1 have described, learning is a process of
reproducing the contours of the teacher's thinking, knowledge is
commodity consisting of single, correct answers, and the teacher is the
sole transmitter and evaluator of learning. In other words, knowledge
is in the teacher's full and individual control. Such a knowledge structure will profoundly affect and ultimately control what and how students learn, not just what and how they will talk. That, at any rate, is
the principal assertion of this paper.
Based on such a small 'ample of classroom talk, my conclusions
about teaching and learning may seem unfair. But this is exactly the
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composite picture of school knowledge that Michael Stubbs (1976), a
British sociolinguist, draws after reviewing numerous studies of class-

room talk. Stubbs's conclusions are supported by the findings of
Good lad (1984) and Sizer (1984), to name just two of the many recent
critics of public schooling here in the United States. Here is Stubbs's
description of knowledge in a typical classroom:
Classroom knowledge consists of strings of short answers which
can be individually evaluated. Classroom knowledge is therefore
essentially closed, not open-ended. All questions have correct
answers. Teacher-pupil talk is effectively a monologue with the

pupil supplying short answers on demand to contribute to the
teacher's train of thought. (99)

Stubbs is suggesting that teachers need to go beyond simply encouraging more language use in the classroom, though that would certainly help some. Classrooms must be forums for students to set and solve
meaningful problems if learning is to be open and not closed. Teachers
must reconceptualize the kinds of control they assert if students are to
be encouraged to negotiate and 'explore their own lines of reasoning.
Evaluation must be tied to the learner's purposes and intentions if
assessment is to support learning. All of this implies a thoroughgoing
redefinition of curriculum, a new way of defining what classroom
knowledge consists of, alternative concepts of power and a uthority,
and new roles for teachers and student.
That was what the British researchers who studied classroom language, and whose work was the spur behind the American "Language
Across the Curriculum" movement, intended. But, as Garth Boomer
(1988) has pointed out, when these researchers' ideas have been translated into classroom practice, they have become a way to develop
students' reading, writing, speaking, and listening abilities rather than
an approach to reformulating the nature of school knowledge. According to Boomer, rather than seeing language across the curriculum as a
way to improve students' literacy, the thrust should be, "Let's improve learning by looking at how language affects and shapes learning. This involves school and faculty policies focused on matters of
thinking and meaning and learning" (2).
Negotiating the Curriculum

There is classroom talk which can improve learning by addressing
"those matters of thinking and meaning and learning" which Boomer
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argues ought to be the central concern of language across the curricu-

lum. Boomer (1982) has, himself, developed such an approach to
knowledge building which grows out of a classroom saturated with
student talk directed toward joint meaning making and goal setting.
This partnership between students and teachers is called "negotiating
the curriculum."
I am going to take you inside a classroom where you will see students engaged in learning which is simultaneously open-ended and
the joint responsibility of learners with their teacher. The goals and
directions for learning will be collaboratively set in order to satisfy
both individual and group concerns. What learners already know will

be tapped and extended by building bridges between their old and
new knowledge. This is learning which will depend on students' using
their own language to learn.
In the course of negotiating the curriculum, the role of the teacher,
the definition of curriculum, and the nature of knowledge will be ri:dically transformed as well. You will not just see more language use by

students. You will see a language-rich environment in which the
teacher is a colearner, in which students collaborate with one another
to build knowledge, and in which students will reflect on and assess
what they have learned in order to complete the learning cycle. This
classroom will look very different from the one we glimpsed earlier, the
one that was so familiar and so easily recognized.

Principles Underlying Curriculum Negotiation
Before looking at a classroom, let me sketch the principles guiding
curriculum negotiation as well as the four practical steps to follow in
order to negotiate. Jon Cook (1982) and his Australian colleagues conducted hundreds of interviews with teachers and students of all ages
and abilities in order to define how people learn best. They found that

learners learn best when they are engaged, when they are supported
through collaboration with peers and teachers to explore, and when
they have the opportunity to reflect on their learning, to stand back
from it and assess what and how they have learned. Engagement,
exploration, and reflection form the basis for the negotiation process.
In negotiating the curriculum, the purposes and intentions of the
learners are of central importance, but they must be integrated with
the constraints under which the teacher and the institution operate.
Negotiation is driven and organized by a community of learners
addressing the following questions:
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1. What do we already know, assume, or believe about the subject

at hand?
2. What do we want or need to find out?
3. How will we go about finding out answers to our questions or
solutions to our problems?
4. How will we assess what we have accomplished? How will we
know what we have found, and with whom will we share our
findings?

Negotiating the Curriculum: One Classroom in Action
Let's turn now to a classroom of second graders early one November.
This heterogeneous group in a small suburban New York classroom is

about to embark on a typical November topicthe Pilgrims. Mrs.
Gillis, their teacher, assumes that Thanksgiving has been a topic for
these students in their kindergarten and first-grade experiences, and
so she anticipates that the children may respond with boredom and
disinterest. Nonetheless, Mrs. Gillis feels an obligation to treat the
topic. After all, every class in her school will be studying Thanksgiving

as well as celebrating the holiday in some way. In order to stave off
boredom, her own as well as the children's, and to give the students a
chance to share whatever knowleage they already have, Mrs. Gillis
decides to negotiate the curriculum with her students. Keep in mind
that the topic of their inquiry is nonnegotiable. What the children
choose to learn, how they will go about learning, and how they will
share their learning is, however, open to negotiation.
What Learners Already Know
and What They Want to Find Out

Mrs. Gillis asks the students what they know about the Pilgrims. The
class is divided into small groups and each group is asked to make a list
of everything it knows about the Pilgrims. After about fifteen minutes
of small group talk, the whole class convenes in front of a flip chart.
Mrs. Gillis records on the chart what the students already know or
think they know. This chart is entitled, "What We Know about the
Pilgrims." In order to create their small group lists, the students had
already engaged in a form of negotiation with one another, using oral

language as the mode of negotiatiun. Some children knew things
about the Pilgrims that other members of the group did not know, so
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process of compiling a list
that part of the seemingly straightforward
teachers of those children who did
involved the knowers in becoming
knowers and learners with one
not know. The children switch roles as
talk.
another quite naturally throughout the small grouplist with the whole
This process continues as each group shares its
If one
class. Mrs. Gillis's role becomes that of teacher-as-facilitator.
familiar
with,
piece of information that others are not

child reports on a
elaboration. If there is only one child
Mrs. Gillis asks for clarification or information, she asks that child to
who is aware of a particular piece of "Knowns." Once this part of the
keep that item on a personal list of
generated this composite
negotiation process was complete, the class
list:

What We Know about the Pilgrims
I. They made up Thanksgiving.
2. They made friends with the Indians.

3. They sailed on the Mayflower.
4. They were settlers.
5. When they landed, it was at the end of Cape Cod.
plant corn.
6. The Indians taught them how to
what they wanted to, so they left.
7. The king wouldn't let them do
8. They didn't have much food on the ship.
9. Some died on the ship.
10. They built houses on the coast.
11. Some got sick on the Mayflower.
12. They dug for salt.
tug-of-war.
13. The kids played games on the shipleap frog,
14. They taught each other a lot.
now Old Knotefrdge can Lead to Nail Learning

naturally emerged. Mrs.
During the whole group session, questions
their journals as
Gillis asked the children to write their questions in
back to their groups and asked
they came out. Then she sent them
the Pilgrims. The
them to decide what they would like to learn about
and shared their questions
children generated their own questionsthe children had, some queswith one another. Like the knowledgecollective. Note how the questions were individual and some were
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Lions grew quite naturally from the information they had generated
and recorded. They were engaging in the process of inquiry by allowing what they already knew to lead them in new directions:
What We Want to Know about the Pilgrims
1. How long did it take to make the Mayflower?
2. How big was the Mayflower?
3. How many people died on the Mayflower?
4. How many people were on the Mayflower?
5. How long did it take to get from England to America?
6. What kind of food did they have on the Mayflower? How much?
7. Did they eat fish?
8. What was the captain's name?
9. What kind of houses did they have? Who built them? How did
the rain stay out?
10. How long did the Pilgrims live?
11. How did they get off their boat?
12. How did they become Pilgrims? Why were they called Pilgrims?
13. How did they make their clothes?
14. Do they still have the real Mayflower?
Who discovered the land?
,Tho ruled them?
Was the Mayflower bigger than the Titanic?
18. Are there any Pilgrims living today?
Questions 1,2, 3, 4, 5, and 8 center on the ship, the Mayflower, and the

details of the journey, and so they appear to grow from the simple
statement (#3) that "The Pilgrims sailed on the Mayflower." Questions

6 and 7, which center on food, are related to the statement, "They
didn't have much food on the ship." (#8). Question 9, about housing, is
a derivation of statement 10, which asserts that the Pilgrims built their
own homes, and so on. Contrasted with the question-and-answer ses-

sion which formed the opening of this paper, this field of inquiry is
clearly framed, not by the contours of the teacher's thinking, but by
the children's own knowledge, interest, and connection making. They
are building on what they already know from inside as well as outside
of school. In the context of negotiation, the source of knowledge is not
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as important as the act of connecting knowns with unknowns. And so
the range of children's understandings, even those often deemed irrelevant, intrusive, or tangential, can come fully into play in the negotiation process. Additionally, there is a natural modulation between
individual knowledge and collective knowledge and questions. The
entire negotiation process sets up a dialectical relationship between
individual and collective knowledge. If Mrs. Gillis does not dominate
the knowledge-building process, neither does any single child.
You will see this process quite clearly operating in question #17,
which compares the Mayflower to the Titanic. Here the students are
bringing their out-of-sc..00l knowledge to bear on in-school learning.
At the time that the children were studying the Pilgrims, the Titanic
had just been located beneath the Atlantic Ocean, and quite a few of
the children knew this. The process of collaborative curriculum building created a central place within the curriculum for something that
was part of the students' out-of-school knowledge. It allowed them to
make a potentially old topic, Thanksgiving, a new one. It guided them
in their inquiry, invested them in learning, and simultaneously built
upon what they already knew to make new knowledge. In this way,
negotiating the curriculum is satisfying two of the principles of learning on which it is built: engagement and exploration.
Douglas Barnes (1986) would probably say that these children were
on a "hot topic." What distinguishes a "hot topic" from a "cold" one is
that a hot topic addresses the learner's purposes and intentions rather
than only those of the teacher. Hot topics do not require that learners
be externally motivated to learn. Hot topics are intrinsically satisfying
to learners.
If we contrast Mrs. Gillis's classroom, which is enacting a negotiation model of teaching and learning, with traditional curriculum proc-

ess and content, what Boomer (1982) designates the "motivation"
model, we can see the advantages of negotiation for building school
knowledge and for creating "hot topics." At the best of times, according to Boomer, in a motivation learning model, the teacher's and students' intentions for learning will overlap somewhat. More typically,
however, there is little overlap in intentions, not just between teacher
and student but among the students themselves, a factor limiting
successful collaboration. The teacher must therefore spend a great deal
of time and energy on motivational activities in the hopes of generating some co-intentions (1982, 128-29). But, even at its best, in the
motivation model, "the children's !earnings only approximate to the
teacher's goals, so the curriculum may touch only a little of each child's
key and associated interest" (128).
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In addition, asking learners to state what they already know about
a topic and what they would like to learn helped Mrs. Gillis avoid a
typical pitfall of treating school knowledge as a commodity owned by
the teacher: telling learners what they already know. John Dewey
(1933) calls the process of informing learners about what they already
know an "impertinent interference" (282). Dewey says, "To pry into
the familiar, the usual, the automatic, simply for the sake of formulating it is both an impertinent interference and a source of boredom"
(282). Dewey would find much to support in Boomer's model for negotiating the curriculum on this basis alone.
How the Children Learned

Let us return to Mrs. Gillis's class to see what and how the children
used curriculum negotiation to learn. The students reviewed what was
on their list and selected the question about the relative sizes of the
Titanic and the Mayflower as their first investigation. Mrs. Gillis
guided the class in planning how to go about finding an answer to this
question. One child suggested, "We can read and ask people." Mrs.
Gillis asked, "What do you think we should read?" Another child said,
"Maybe the newspaper tells the size of the Titanic." Three children
volunteered to go home that evening and see if they could locate the
information in the newspaper. Someone else suggested reading a history hook to find how large the Mayflower was, Mrs. Gillis noted on
another chart who would be responsible for which tasks.
The next day, the class had the information they needed to compare
the sizes of the two ships. Mrs. Gillis suggested marking the length of
the two ships on the school playground. The children assembled outside and measured the proper number of feet and made chalk marks
on the macadam surface. They were then able to see not only that the
Titanic was larger, but by how much. Let me point out here that the
children were learning about measurement simultaneously, even
though this was not the focus of the investigation. Unlike traditional
curriculum, where it is assumed that what is learned is equivalent to
what is taught, in negotiation it is acknowledged that a great deal of
learning is incidental, unplanned, and even unconscious. But it is
learning, nonetheless.
The class also decided to go to the library together and select a
number of books to help them with many of their questions. One
ongoing activity was Mrs. Gillis's daily reading from a book on the
Mayflower voyage. Whenever the children found an answer to one of
their questions, they checked off the question on the chart.
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One small group of children was particularly interested in finding
out if anyone in their town was a descendant of the Pilgrims. Mrs.
Gillis, a Mayflower descendant herself, volunteered to be interviewed

by this group, which together generated the questions that would
guide their interview, and selected one of their members to record Mrs.

Gillis's answers. These children decided to share their information
with the class through an oral report.
Throughout this process, Mrs. Gillis's role was that of collaborator,
facilitator, and orchestrator rather than motivator. Classroom talk was
not an end in itself but a means for blilding knowledge. Not only were
the children developing their literacy abilities, they were also using
language in all of its modes to learn, and they were learning how to
learn.
Reflection as a Moment in Learning

The third principle of learning guiding, negotiating the curriculum,
provides that learners learn best when they have the opportunity to
reflect on what they have learned. Learners need both to produce
knowledge for themselves and to contemplate what they have produced. This reflection on learning may involve self-assessment, sharing the products of learning with peers, and evaluation by the teacher.
I hope it is clear from my description of the learning process in this
classroom that learning was not controlled by the teacher's preset
curriculum. As a result, the children's learning was largely individual.
At the same time, however, there was a core of common knowledge
being built.
In a traditional setting, this lack of uniformity of input and output
would present tremendous problems of assessment. While I do not
wish to suggest that evaluation is not rendered more difficult by nego-

tiating the curriculum, there are distinct advantages. One problem
with the motivation model of learning is that when students follow the
teacher's line of reasoning, whatever they might learn that does not fit
in the prescribed curriculum cannot be reflected upon, and so learning
is incomplete. Boomer (1982) has suggested that the motivation model
"leaves a good deal of what has been learnt unexamined and unevaluated, because the teacher, or external examiner, tests only what is set
on the curriculum" (128). By contrast, in the negotiation model, the
teacher can get a sense of what students have learned while the students are allowed to reflect on their learning. The teacher does not
assume that what is taught iF exactly what is learned.
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Mrs. Gillis discussed with the children when they would like to
share and assess their work and how the sharing and assessment
would take place. In order to help the children assess what they had
learned and to help herself evaluate what had gone on, Mrs. Gillis
suggested that each of the children write about what he or she had
learned about the Pilgrims. Here are three of the children reflecting on
what they have learned, or in Paulo Freire's (1987) terms, "knowing"
what they have learned.
Amanda wrote:
Once there was some people thay are caild pilgrims thay wantc.d
to have there own church. So, thay asked the king. The king said
no! So the people went to Ho lend. But the peoples children were
lerning Duch. So, the people went back to England on a boat catld
the Spedwell. When thay got back to England thay packed tete
things. and thay herded back on the Spedwell. but, on t!-er way
tere was a stem and the spedwell berok. but luchalea there was a
nuther boat cold the Mayflawer. So thay all horded on. the pilgrims said for 66 days. there was a tote of stems. and all of them
Brock a hem. but luhaley thay had a big butt that thay were going
to use for bilding. So thay useed it to hold the hem up menweil
Stephen Hopkins (illegible) ... a log time after that the people got
to America.

Amanda's interest centered on what happened on the voyage itself.
Mike, on the other hand, focused his inquiry, and therefore his learning, on what happened to the Pilgrims once they landed in America:
The pulgrims sand on the Mayflour from Spayn to America. They
met two Indins named Skwatow and Samaset. The Indins tautht
the PLgrumes haw to plant corn and furtilise the corn with fish.
And once thay sind a pese tredy so the lndins codno! bring that bo

and arm to the pilgrims vilige, the pilgrims cod not bring ther
guns to the Indins vilige. Today we selabrate the day the Pilgrims
had the first thanksgiving.

Kevin asserts, in a tone of complete ownership and authority, what he
has learned about:
I know the Pilgrims journey. It all started at England when the
pilgrims wanted to go to a place were there was freedom. They
bought a boat, It was the Speedwell. They got half way and the
speedwell started to leak. The Pilgrims had to go back and get a
new boat. They rented the Mayflower. They got to where they
wanted to go. They gave Thanks for making it There safecly.

Mrs. Gillis's assignment required the children to synthesize and organize what they had learned. Each student's ability to create a roller-
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ent picture out of the bits and pieces of his or her learning was affected

by a range of factors, including individual development. One child
wrote only 30 words. Another wrote 350 words and attempted to
discuss all of the following: the reasons the Pilgrims left England, what
happened on the Mayflower, the landing at Cape Cod, the encounters
with the Indians, and the first Thanksgiving. You will note, however,
that even in the sample of three texts I have quoted, there is some
knowledge which all of the students seem to have developed. Even
taking individual differences into account, then, what and how the
children learned represents both individual and collective concerns
and interests. Assessment, then, is both individual and social, and
contains both negotiable and nonnegotiable elements.
The Nature of the Language of Negotiation

The classroom language used to bring the children to the point of
confidence and ownership which they exhibit in these culminating
pieces of writing was exploratory, that is "hesitant, incomplete, hypothetical. directed not to make confident assertions but to explore the
range of possible accounts" (Barnes 1986, 73). It is paradoxical that
learning through exploratory language use, though this type of language is less controlled and controlling, has more power to generate
confident assertions and make connections than does "presentation-

al" language, which, by contrast, is focused on getting the right
answers to teacher- or textbook-generated questions. Language in its
presentational function is concerned with "satisfying the teacher's
criteria. It is abbreviated, it serves the purpose of educational control
and it brings pupils' statements into line with the teacher's frame of
reference" (73). With its implicit goal of control over students' learning,
presentational language supports learning which is short-circuited.
School knowledge built through the presentational function, then, will
tend to oversimplify issues, smooth over potential controversy, avoid
obstacles, and exclude anything novel from being explored or discovered (Dewey 1933, 282).

In a recent study, Linda McNeil (1986) places the presentational
function of language in a wider teaching context which she terms
'defensive teaching." According to McNeil, defensive teaching is designed, above all, to control. Unfortunately, one of the consequences of
control is that we sacrifice engagement, responsibility, and ownership

over learning to create an illusion of harmony and order. That is the
central contradiction of a motivation model of curriculum design. The
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more disengagement, alienation, resistance, and boredom students
exhibit, the more tightly we attempt to control them and the curriculum. Boomer's solution to this contradiction is to change the entire
structure of control. Increased language use and language of varying
kinds will not, by themselves, achieve a change in this structure. Only
a partnership in learning can dc this. Only when children are supported by the classroom structure and by their own language to "reorder
their pictures of the world in relation to new ideas and new experiences" (Barnes 1986, 73) will school knowledge and its construction come

to resemble the purposeful and collaborative learning that human
beings engage in all the time in the world outside of schooling.
The Promise of Negotiating the Curriculum
It is reasonable to conclude that so much of what has been described
in this second-grade classroom depends upon the prior commitment

of the learners to learning, on their "open-mindedness," "wholeheartedness," and "responsibility" (Dewey 1933, 30-32), and that negotiating the curriculum may very well be just another "irrelevant
impertinence." But if we return to Stubbs's formulation of classroom
knowledge, with which I began this paper, we may be able to see that

negotiating the curriculum fosters rather than depends upon prior
commitment from learners. Once learners are respected for what they
bring to the learning situation, once they are allowed to use their own
language to learn, once they recognize that uncertainty and questions
are the signs of real learning and not error, once they may follow their
own intentions rather than be required either to suppress those intentions or to take up the teacher's intentions as if they were their own,
then engagement in learning will occur.
Paradoxically, the traditional curriculum fosters dependence by
cutting learners off from their needs and concerns. II 1 Australia, where
negotiating the curriculum has been institutionalized in many schools,
the students who are allowed to negotiate call their peers, who must
follow set curricula and conform to teacher-generated goals, "spoonies" because they believe that their peers must be spoon-fed knowl-

edge. These students recognize that their own learning events are
much more demanding, and they feel joy and pride in the amount of
trust and respect that curriculum negotiation grants them through its
stiff demands f, responsibility and hard work.

I would, therefore, suggest that the student engagement we have
obf erved in Mrs. Gillis's classroom setting depends upon a context of
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real inquiry and not on some prior commitment and motivation. Not
only is the potential for the individual learner's transformation embedded in the context of curriculum negotiation, but the underlying
purposes for education and the nature of schooling are changed as
well from individual struggling against individual and the curriculum

to a partnership of learners who work together to build joint
understandings.
The Good and Bad News about Negotiating the Curriculum

Negotiating the curriculum is not just another alternative method or
interesting strategy to be used occasionally, On the contrary, curriculum negotiation implies a very different view of learning than traditional methods do. Where the traditional curriculum implies that
learning can be given by teachers to students, curriculum negotiation
implies that learners must construct knowledge for themselves. Where
typical classrooms value single, correct answers, curriculum negotiation develops multiple perspectives and many more questions than
answers. Where teachers must oftentimes see themselves primarily as
diagnosticians and evaluators, teachers who negotiate the curriculum
can view themselves as colearners and facilitators.
Because negotiating the curriculum is such a powerful way of engaging students in learning, I must add one further caution here. Negotiating the curriculum is not simply a bettor way to control students
and their learning. It implies a very different definition of learning.
Without a real commitment to learning which is surprising, difficult to
assess, and unpredictable, without a real dedication to helping students become independent learners and full participants in a democratic classroom, negotiating the curriculum can simply become another way to seize and maintain power over students.
I would like you to listen to the voice of the teacher whose classroom I profiled and critiqued at the opening of this paper. She is
reflecting on her own transformation which occurred when she became a student in a classroom where the curriculum was negotiated:
There are lots of questions I have about education and about life,
which should be the same thing, and now I kind of like that. I used
to be afraid of all the questions I had in my heart and soul (and in

my brain, too) because I believed adults should have more
answers than questions. But, I've come to see that as fallacy. Too
many answers lead to rigidity but the problem-poser looks at life
from varying perspectives and by defining the problem, shapes
the answer.
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In her earlier life as a student, this teacher learned tD be afraid of her
own questions. She translated this fear into her own practices as a
teacher. As a teacher, we saw her pedagogy enacting her belief in
single rather than multiple perspectives. We observed her conveying
to students that knowledge is a commodity which teachers alone possess. In her former life as a student, this teacher believed that teachers
transmit learning to their students, and so when she began to teach,
she was a transmitter, not a collaborator. She had learned to distrust
her own voice, her own language, and her own questions as a learner,
and so she tightly controlled how her students used language. She did
not see language as a mode of negotiating meanings.
The reawakening of a natural and purposeful need to know and a
desire to learn, and the rediscovery of her own meaning-making capacities was spurred on, developed, and dignified for this learner by
negotiating the curriculum. These qualities of learning may be engendered in ordinary, day-to-day conversation in the classroom. Not only
is genuine conversation a means to achieving learning, it is the result
of negotiating the curriculum as well. When learners are given a voice
in their own learning and opportunities to build knowledge collaboratively, their already-present potential for engagement in learning will
be tapped. This is the real purpose for encouraging classroom talk.
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5 Asking Questions about
Questions

Theresa Rogers, Judith L. Green, and
Nancy Ryan Nussbaum
The Ohio State University
At least from the age of Socrates, the most prominent feature of
teacher talk has been the question. But questioning implies that
the person posing the question is ignorant, while the person ans
wering the question can potentially relieve that ignorance. In
much classroom questioning, however, the roles are completely
reversed: the teacher knows the answer and the student is ignorant (ignorant, at least, of what the teacher will accept as the correct answer). So why do we continue the pretense of questioning
our student!: in such circumstances? Are there alternative ways of
conducting classroom discussions?

In this chapter, we will raise questions about questions. However,
questions are only one form of interaction between teacher and students as they work to;...ther to build a lesson. Therefore, we must also
ask questions about the relationship of questions to the actions and
other forms of talk that occur in the lesson. In other words, to understand what a question "means" in a given lesson, we must also ask
how questions function in classrooms, what students need to know in
:)rder to answer a question, and what getting "the" answer to a question tells the teacher about student knowledge and/or ability.
This view of questions and their relationship to talk and actions in
classrooms assumes that lessons are not merely scripts to be followed
by the actors but rather are constructed by the teacher and students as
they interact, interpret each other's words and actions, and decide on
ways to contribute to the lesson that is being constructed. Another
way to think about the role of talk in classroom lessons is to view a
lesson as a group writing project guided by the teacher. To contribute
to the unfolding composition (e.g., the words, actions, and meaning of
the lesson), both teacher and students must read, interpret, and at
times revise what is being "composed" (Green, Weade, and Graham
1988). Lesson, therefore, is an evolving, dynamic event created
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through the talk, actions, and interactions of the teacher ar. students.
Viewed in this way, v. :Eat students learn within a lesson as well as how
they participate depends on ho.., they interpret the unfolding "social
text" (e.g., who can talk, when, where, about what, to whom, for what

purpose, in what ways) and "academic or content text" (e.g., topics
and themes being developed).
Questions play a special role in the composition of the social and
academic texts of the lesson. The content of questions provides students with clues about what is important to know about the topic
under study, while the way in which questions are asked provides
information about the social structure of the lesson and the type of
lesson being constructed (e.g., recitation, discussion). For instance, if
the teacher uses a lesson structure in which students are expected to
listen to a teacher (or student) exposition and then respond to teacher
questions at specific points in the lesson, the teacher and students are
constructing what is generally referred to as a recitation lesson (Dillon
1984; Edwards and Furlong 1978). In contrast, if a teacher involves
students in the construction of group knowledge in ways that build a
general disposition to listen to, consider, and be responsive to what
others are saying, then the teacher and students are constructing what
is generally referred to as a discussion lesson (e.g., Bridges 1987).

Thus questions are not isolated forms of talk but rather are embedded in longer sequences of talk through which the social structure
and academic topics and themes of the lesson are constructed. Therefore, in what follows, we will depart from the typical approach to the
study of questions teachers ask which focuses on exploring questions
separate from the way in which they are used in a lesson and where
they occur in the lesson. Instead, we will focus on what questions "do"
in actual lessons and how specific pattern, of question-asking influence both the type of lesson constructed, and what students have an
opportunity to learn through participating in these lessons.

Questions versus the Questioning Process

To explore what questions "do" in classroom lessons, we must first
distinguish between the questions that are asked and the process of
questioning during classroom lessons. A focus that considers only the
questions that are asked ignores the context in which the question
occurred, the social and academic purposes questions serve in the
lesson, and factors that influence the ways in which students respond.
In other words, a focus on individual questions isolates the question

f i7
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from its use in the lesson, and the question itself becomes the object of

study. Questions, viewed in this way, are seen as being one type or
another (e.g., factual, interpretive, predictive, text based). Underlying
this focus is an assumption that the question itself exists at a particular
level and has a realit7 separate from the context in which it was used

as well as the way in which it was perceived and interpreted by the
participants (Farrar 1985; Morine-Dershimer 1985; Weber 1988).
For example, consider the following question: Who is the most im-

portant person :n the story? In isolation, this question might be considered an "inferential," "reader-based," or even "interpretive" ques-

tion. Now consider the same question in the context in which it
occurred. The question was asked during a third-grade reading lesson
in which Sir/cloak Story (Mathis 1970) was being discussed:
T: Who was the most important person in the story?
S: Lily and Tanya.
T: You think they were both important?
S: Lily, because she did most of the stuff.
T: OK.

It is only in view of what followed this question that we can see how
the question functioned to produce a particular answer, and that the

student came to understand this after hearing the teacher's second
question. At that point, the student was able to provide the expected
answer. The teacher confirmed that the student had understood the
purpose of the question by evaluating the student's second response
positively, and the lesson continued.
As this example illustrates, focus on the questioning process requires that we consider the ways in which questions are used in the
ongoing talk between teacher and students in lessons, and that we
understand how people use language to accomplish their goals and to
participate in everyday classroom events. This way of exploring ques-

tions requires that we consider more than the question itself. It requires that we consider the complex nature of the questioning process:

Who asked the question of whom
When and where the question was asked in the lessen
What purpose the question served in the lesson

What information or knowledge was required to answer the
question at the specific point in the lesson
How participants' responses influenced the ways in which the
interaction continued to develop
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What was accomplished by participating in the interactions
These questions are the same questions that we need to ask if we are
to understand what is required to participate in and learn from everyday life in or out of classrooms.
Understanding Classroom Questions
To understand when and how questions are used in classroom lessons
and how they are perceived, it is helpful to contrast them with questions that are asked in other settings. Mehan (1979) provides a clear
ilbistration of the difference in questioning in and out of classrooms in
the following examples:
Teacher: What time is it, Denise?
Denise: 2:30.

Teacher: Very good, Denise.

and
Teacher: What time is it, Denise?
Petrie: 2:30.
Teacher: Thank you.

He argues that the first question is one typically heard in classrooms,
whereas the second is one that could be heard anywhere. What distinguishes these two questions is more than the type of response. These
questions differ in intent, when they would be used, who would use

them, and the demands placed on the responder. That is, the first
questioning cycle bove would appear odd or inappropriate to someone outside of the classroom setting since it involves an evaluation of
the response to a question that was asked. In out-of-school settings, it
would not generally be socially appropriate for someone to ask a question to which he or she already had an answer, nor would it be appropriate to evaluate the response.
While a "need to know" is a condition of questioning in the out-ofschool setting, it is often not a condition in classroom lessons. Thus,

Mehan argues that many of the questions teachers ask are seen as
"pseudo" questions by students in that the teacher already knows the
answer and does not really "need" the information.
Further support for Mehan's view of classroom questioning comes
from a study of students' perceptions of questions in language arts
lessons as compared with questioning on playground: and at home
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(Morine-Dershimer 1985) Students reported that teachers asked questions "to tell," or "to teach," while mothers asked questions because

"they wanted to know." In addition, students who perceived their
teacher as asking "real questions" had higher reading achievement
than those students who perceived their teacher as asking "pseudo
questions" or who perceived questions as primarily seeking a particular answer. Thus, differences in teacher style and student perception
of questioning influenced what was learned.
These examples raise questions about how questions function in a

classroom, what is involved in responding to a question, and what
answers to questions tell teachers and others about what students
know. To explore these questions about questions, we must take a
closer look at what occurs during questioning and how questions
function in classroom lessons.

Questioning and Response in Classroom Lessons
Questions in classrooms serve a variety of functions beyond the ordinary one outside of classrooms of asking questions to obtain "needed"
information. For instance, as part of an ongoing lesson, classroom

questions often provide information to students about what the
"right" or "preferred" response is (Dillon 1984; Heap 1978; Rogers
1988). The following example from a ninth-grade literature lesson illus-

trates how "the" answer can be "given" or provided in the question
itself:

The teacher and students are discussing the story, "The Open
Window," by Saki (1910). The following exchange was observed at

the beginning of an extended discussion of the story:
Teacher: In terms of the plot, though, can you tell me briefly what
happens in the story?
Georgia: (Georgia raises hand and teacher nonverbally acknowledges her turn) Well, this guy, Framton Nuttel goes to this house
(cut off by teacher's next question)
Teacher OK, why does he visit them?
Georgia: He is sort of shy and nervous and he needed people to
help him ... (cut off by teacher's next questions
Teacher: OK, you said he was nervous. OK, to answer the question,
why does he visit them? Was his sister embarked on some idea for
him to cure his nervousness?
.

Georgia: Yeah.

Teacher OK, because he was going to go

well

... I'll keep asking.
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In this example, the teacher did riot receive the "preferred" answer to

the first question, as indicated by both her interruption of the student's initial response and the posing of the second question, which is
more limited or focused. This question indicates that what the student
started to say was riot on 'target"; that is, the student was not providing the information the teacher wanted as the response to the question. Therefore, the teacher asked the second question, which provided more information about what was "preferred." Once again, the
student begins to respond to this question and is interrupted before
she can complete her answer. At this point, the teacher embeds the
answer that was preferred from the outset in her next question: "Is the
sister embarked on some idea for him to cure his nervousness?" She
then receives a "yes" from the student. Her next response shows that
she has still not received "the complete answer" she preferred and will
continue to question students until she does receive the "exact" response she wants or provides it herself. Thus, she overtly sends signals
to students (and to the observer) that there is "one" answer, that the

student has not provided it, and that the questioning will continue
until she obtains the "preferred" response.
Th' question of what the "preferred" response was can be seen
when the remainder of the exchanges about plot are considered:
Paul: (Paul raises hand to respond to the teacher's statement: "I'll
keep asking")
leacher: Paul.

Paul: Well, I kinda got the idea that he's not mentally ill or anything, but sorta had a problem. I mean, more than the usual.
Teacher: Yeah. He's eNtremeiy nervous and anxious, and he's
what? He's come to this country hom.., these retreats, at his sister's bidding, to visit these people. He wanted to go and stash
himself in the corner and not have any contact with people. So
she's given him this introduction to go to these people, supposedly to cure his nerves.
Dan: I thought it was his doctor.
Teacher: His doctor? His sister. (emphasis on sister) His sister gave
him these letters of introduction. (paraphrases the sister's words)
Go to these people. Don't hole yourself up in some retreated area.
(continues talking) O. so Georgia the original student who responded to the initial question), you're going to continue. He's
come to these people (said in a rising tone that indicates that the
student is to continue)
Georgia: And the niece is there and the niece says something to
him. Essentially on that date, she tells him that an uncle and a
cousin a few years ago got stuck in a hole or something and they
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never found them and the aunt still thinks they will come back. So
then she comes down, the aunt comes down ... (teacher interrupts

student)
Teacher So fet me stop you there. So the great tragedy of Mrs.
Sappelton (,;aid in a rising tone that indicates that the student is to
continue)
Georgia: Is that her husband and nephew died.
Teacher Right. OK, continue.
Gem-slit: Then the aunt comes down and says, "Oh, I'm sorry for
making you wait." And so he's talking about how the, are going
to come back. And the guy is really horrified. And then they do
come back and he runs away.

Teacher And he runs away. OK, so in terms of plot, it's pretty
straightforward . (omitted some talk about the similarity between the character's name and the name of a student in this
.

.

class). Vera has told the story and frightened poor Mr. Nuttel and
he dashes out in the end. OK, so the plot is pretty straightforward.
Teacher Now, how would you describe Vera?

By examining all of the talk about plot, we can see how the teacher
directLi students to "her interpretation," not their interpretation of the
story events. She does this in two ways. First, the teacher calls on a
student (Paul) who has volunteered to continue to answer the original
question. He responds and the teacher reinterprets his response and
says, "YEAH, HE'S EXTREMELY NERVOUS AND ANXIOUS." She
then asks a question which she answers herself. The answer elaborates

the information presented before Paul volunteers to respond. Paul's
response, then, can be seen as an interruption in the teacher's answer.
She then returns to the answer she was building toward.
The next exchange with Dan clarifies the error in Dan's statement
but also refocuses students on the teacher's turn and the preferred
answer to her original question. That the teacher has provided sufficient information for students to continue the preferred direction is
indicated by her calling once again on Georgia to continue the plot
summary. What is interesting to -_,ote is that the teacher calls on Georgia directly and uses an intonation that is a "complete this sentence or
story" intonation. She does not ask a new question. Georgia continues

the story line until the teacher overtly interrupts her with a question
that gets directly to the main point of the plot summarythat Vera has
fabricated the story, which is referred to by the teacher as the "GREAT
TRAGEDY OF MRS. SAPPELTON." The interruption, then, summarizes succinctly one of the mayor events of the story, a key to the story's
outcome.
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The "complete the sentence" pattern that occurred above is now
used again. Georgia responds by providing the appropriate response
to complete the sentence. She is then given permission to continue the
plot summary. The teacher ends this exchange in two ways. First, she
rep rats, "AND HE RUNS AWAY." Her restatement serves to complete

the story with Georgia, to accept Georgia's response, and to signal
to others that she has regained the direction of the lesson. Second,
she summarizes by indicating that she feels the plot is
"STRAIGHTFORWARD."

In this segment of the lessons, the teacher has engaged the students
in an elaborate "dance" in order to construct what she refers to as a
"straightforward" summary of the plot or events of the story. However, what was straightforward to the teacher was not straightforward to
the students, as indicated by their responses and by the ways in which

she directed the "dance." To know what was expected of them, the
students had to correctly interpret the teacher's moves from moment
to moment since the information about what was expected was not
explicit. For example, in this segment of the lesson, the teacher provided information about what was expected through her questions, by
interrupting students' responses, by using a rising intonation to invite
students to continue the response that she had begun, and by repeating students' phrases.
Lessons such as these raise questions such as these: What do stu-

dents need to know in order to answer a question? What happens
when the student's response is different from the response that is
"preferred" by the teacher? And most important, whose knowledge is
constructed or reconstructed during these conversations?
Student Interpretations z,ersus the Preferred Response

That students see a difference between their interpretations and
teacher's preferred interpretations can be seen in the following excerpts fi-:.rn interviews of students conducted during a study of response literature (Rogers 1988). These interviews are with students
in the class in which the above lesson was observed. Students were
inte -viewed about their perceptions of the role of student and teacher
in classroom literature lessons.
Gary: There is usually a class theme. Everyone gets the same idea.

They read the story and then the teacher will tell them what she
interpreted and the class will say, Oh yeah, that's right. They 'the
students' don't really form the ideas.
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Dora: Well, if the teacher goes on one line of thought, then you will
look at it more. And if you didn't look at it before, it will become
your outlook even if you didn't realize it. I'd still keep mine, but I'd

put hers down first on a test.

What is evident in these two statements is that Gary and Dora perceive a difference between their personal responses and the teacher's
preferred responses. The students understand that they can have a
personal response to the story but that this response may not be the
one that is expected in the lesson or on the test. These examples
indicate that they are also aware that the preferred response is not
always overtly stated but must be extracted or inferred from the
teacher's talk and actions.
Preference: A Closer Look

The question of preference may be more complex than was illustrated
in the above example. For instance, as indica' ed below, some ques-

tions may have many "candidate" responses to communicate the
same information. However, what "counts" as the preferred answer is
limited in the context of the lesson (Heap 1978). Thus, as we explore

talk between teachers and students, we need to ask the following
questions if we are to understand how such talk functions to signal
information about what is appropriate and expected of students: Is
there more than one "candidate" for the answer? Does one answer
"count" and another not in the particular situation? What cues are

available to help a responder select the "preferred" or expected
response?
The following exchanges occurred in a second-grade reading lesson
in which the students and teacher were talking about the story Rumpelstiltskin, which they had recently read:
Teacher: No. Who helped her f the woodsman's claughterl Mineen?
Child: Rumpelstiltskin.

Teacher: Yeah, the little man. We don't know his name is Rumpelstiltskin yet, do we? The little man. OK, what was the first thing
the prince saidsorry, that the j, A gave to Rumpelstiltskin, to the

little man? We better call him the little man because we don't
know really he's Rumpelstiltskin yet.

Heap (1978) argues that this example demonstrates a "breakdown" in

the lesson as indicated by the teacher's response to the student's
answ^r and by the information she gives in her own response. What is
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interesting in this example is the teacher's own answer. She, too, calls
the little man Rumpelstiltskin and then has to correct herself. Thus, her
response to the student: "We don't know his name is Rumpelstiltskin
yet, do we?" and her response to her own use of Rumpelstiltskin: 'We
better call him the little man because we don't know really he's Rumpelstiltskin yet," provide information that there is only one preferred
response to this question at this particular point in the lesson, regard-

less of whether the answer that the student, and subsequently the
teacher, gave is correct.
The existence of multiple possible responses is common since there

are many ways to communicate the same information, yet as Heap
argues, only one may be preferred in certain circumstances:
First note the commonplace that one thing or person can be called

by many different names. That is, there are multiple identifiers
that can stand as correct answers to "Who?" questions. In this case

there could be "a man", "the antagonist", "the dwarf", "the elf",
"the funny old midget", "the bearded gentleman", "the guy with
the funny hat", as well as "the little man" and "Rumpelstiltskin".
All of thesP identifiers could be used in some circumstances to
refer to the person who helped the Woodman's daughter spin
straw into gold. They are all correct in some (general) sense. Yet in

some circumstances and for some purposes some identifiers are
preferable over others. So while all are correct not all will (always)
be preferred as answers to "Who?" questions. (1978, 2-3)

What this teacher signaled in her response was that, although Mineen's answer was correct, it was not preferred since they were discussing only the "just-read-part-of-the-story" at this particular point
in the lesson. Therefore, it is not enough for students to know the
correct response; they must know what the preferred response is at
the particular point of the particular lesson they are engaged in.
These two examples, "The Open Window" and Rumpelstiltskin lessons, show that preference is not usually overtly stated in lessons, but
can be inferred from what is observed during the interactions between

teachers and students. In order to determine the preferred answers,
students (and observers) must learn to "read" the teacher's intent
from his or her actions and responses during the lessons.
The result of these lessons, in which the teacher's preference takes
precedence over student responses, is that it is the text and/or the
teacher's knowledge that is reproduced (Bloome ?980). However, if
building the students' knowledge is the desired end of lessons, then
asking questions in order to get the appropriate or preferred answer is
not fruitful. In the next section we will explore alternative ways of
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questioning that may help to avoid the pitfalls of asking "pseudo"

questions or questions that narrow rather than expand student
responses.

Toward Questioning and Discussion in Classroom Lessons

We have attempted to illustrate that, while it is assumed that questions function in classroom to build student knowledge, it is often the
case that they actually limit students' opportunities to build their own
knowledge. The asking of known-answer or pseudo questions has the
effect of signaling the teacher's authority over t'ae students (Beynon
1985). In the remainder of this paper, we would like to explore alterna-

tives to questioning and alternative ways to question students that
allow students to build and share their own knowledge.
In the examples above, the pattern of talk is characterized by recurring sequences of teacher questions and student responses in which
the students come to know that the teacher has a preferred response
in mind. These patterns of interactions in lessons can be characterized
as recitation sequences rather than discussions ;Dillon 1984). In contrast, discussions involve students and teac:ters in an exchange of
information in order to construct group knowledge. For instance,
Bridges (1987) has outlined three major characteristics, )f discussions:
(a) discussions involve members of the group contributing from their
different perspectives, opinions, or understandings; (b) discussions
involve a general disposition on behalf of members of the group to
listen to, consider, and be responsive to what others are saying; and (c)

discussions are guided by the central purpose of developing the
group's knowledge, understanding, and/ or judgment on the matter
under discussion.
Some differenceq between recitation and uiscussion are illustrated
in the following examples of two eighth-grade literature lessons. In the
study in which these lessons were observed (Rogers 1987), a single
eighth-grade class was divided into two groups of equal ability. With
ooe group, the regular cIsmc.om teacher conducted a lesson using the
recitation technique, and with the other group a teacher-researcher
used discussion tethniques. h '.he recitation group the teacher prepared a 16: of questions to ask the students before the class. In the
discussion group the teacher collected written responses that the stu-

dents prepared after reading the story the previous day. In the excerpts that follow, both groups are talking about instances of caring or
sympathy in the story, Flowers for Algernon, by Keyes (1966).
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At the start of this lesson excerpt the students are referring to a
scene in which Charlie, now intelligent, defends a retarded bus boy in
a restaurant:
Teacher: OK, Karl? (The teacher is responding to Karl's bid to
speak.)
Karl: Well, he [Charnel jumped up and he made a scene and said,
"Leave him alone." He tried to defend the boy and then ran out of

the restaurant.
Teacher: What characteristics would you attach to this scenein
terms of Charlie? If you had one word that you had to pick that
reflects the way Charlie reacted to the situation, what would that
word be?
Karl: Sympathetic.
Teacher: OK, do you think there is a theme of sympathy in this
story?
Karl: Well in that particular scene.
Teacher: Or do you think there is a sympathetic theme that runs

through the story? Do you think people react with a sense of
caring toward other people in th,. story?
Karl: Well, that's not the main theme I got out of the story.
Teacher: Well, do you think it could be a theme? Not necessarily
the main theme.
Karl: Well, it could be, but there are other themes.
Teacher: You don't think it is a theme at all in this story?
Karl: Well, it is a theme. I don't think it is a main theme.
Teacher: OK, what do you think is the main theme?
Karl: I think that people like you for what you are, not how smart
you are. I got that from quite a few examples.
Teacher: OK, give me an example.

Karl: Like, he was not happier when he was intelligent and his
friends were starting to leave him.
Teacher: Do you think that was because he was smart?
Karl: Well his friends were so used to treating him like an inferior
being, so used to laughing at him and now he is smarter than they
are and they're kind of afraid of him.
Teacher: OK, Anne?

Anne: Like when they say, "Oh, don't you know what time it is?"
or whatever.
Teacher: Do you think , ley are laughing at him when they say
that, Anne?

Anne: No. He justnow he thinks that when he was mentally
retarded, he thought everyone was really smart.
Teacher: Uhhuh. OK, Tony?
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This excerpt begins with Karl raising his hand and being acknowledged by the teacher. Karl then begins to describe a scene from she
story. The teacher asks him to charact .!rize the scene with one word,
The student responds by saying "symF athetic." The teacher then asks
if there is a theme of sympathy in the story. Karl responds by saying
there is a theme of sympathy in that f cene. This is apparently not the
preferred answer as indicated by the eacher's rephrasing of the question: "OR DO YOU THINK THER IS A SYMPATHETIC THEME
THAT RUNS THROUGH THIS STORY?" Karl responds by saying that
this is not what he got from the story. Once again the teacher re-

phrases the question: "WELL, DO YOU THINK IT COULD BE A
THEME? NOT NECESSARILY THE MAIN THEME." This time Karl
responds by saying that it could be. At this point the teacher gives her
final rephrasing of the question: "YOU DON'T THINK IT IS A THEME
AT ALL IN THIS STORY?" Karl finally provides an acceptable re-

sponse: "Well it is a theme. But I don't think it's a main them,. " The
teacher then gives him permission to say what he thinks the main
theme is and a new topic is introduced.
What happens in this section shows that the teacher and student
are negotiating the answer. The student has his own personal interpretation that does not match the preferred response. The student "strug-

gles" throughout this segment to maintain his own voice without
breaking the flow of the lesson. He does this by partially agreeing with
the teacher's interpretation and by restating his own interpretation in
a modified form. What is interesting to note is that the teacher engages
actively in the negotiation and ultimately accepts the fact that Karl has
an interpretation that was not the one that she preferred. This occurs
only after Karl accepts her interpretation in some way.
In other words, this segment shows a teacher who is trying to per-

suade a student that there is a particular theme in the story that is
central to understanding the story. The student has a different interpretation and tries to "protect" his own interpretation. In this series of
exchanges, the teacher never explicitly states her interpretation but
rather indicates what she prefers through her questions. The questions, therefore, serve to signal what is preferred and thus what students need to know about this story. In addition, when the total lesson
is considered, what becomes evident is that the issue of sympathy in
the story is not addressed in any substantial way, nor is it reintroduced
with other students.
However, once Karl is given an opportu pity to describe his own
interpretation, other students ontribute to the lesson, and the tone of
the exchanges begins to sound more like a discussion. The teacher
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ends the segment by calling on another student rather .!an continuing the dialogue that is developing. This action allows the teacher to
"retake the floor" and direct the rest of the lesson.
When Karl was asked one year later about the role of teachers and
students in lessons such as these, he made the following comments:
In the first grade, they teach you, they ask you, "How did you like

this story?" and then you tell them and you don't have to give
them evidence so from second grade on they say, "I want you to
give hard evidence and support your ideas," and before you know
it you're writing five-paragraph essays and they say, "Well, don't
use your opinions in your thesis, now." And gradually they allow

you to use less and less of your emotions until it's not allayed.
That's where we are now. I don't get any emotional reaction out of
my reading anymore. All teachers want you to do is tell them how
this relates to the theme they've given you. What the tests essen
tially say is, "This is the theme, give me evidence." It's like, OK,
that was fun. Inst md of saying, "How did you feel about the story?
Give examples it your answer."

This comment confirms the description of th. lesson provided above.
What is remarkable about this comment is that it retraces a shifting
pattern of expectations for students participating in reading or literature lessons over the course of schooling. That is, this student saw the
expectations of schooling as shifting from grade to grade in terms of
whose "voice" is heard.

This excerpt and the student's c rnments above raise questions
about how the interactions between :eachers and students influence

what students learn about interpreting stories and what s. udents
need to "do" in order to get the "preferred" answer. It also raises
questions about whose authority "counts" in interpreting stories and
what role students' interpretations play in reading/literature lessons.

In other words,

Is

Searle (1984) asks: "Who's building whose

building?'
In the next excerpt, the teacher-researcher sought to develop an
approach to interpretation that contrasted with the approach of the
regular teacher. The teacher in this segment attempted to construct a

lesson about the same story that supported student interpretation
over the teacher's own interpretation. Thus, what was "preferred" in
this lesson differed from what was preferred in the other lesson. In
bot i lessons, however, the teachers had a particular goal in mind and
a preferred way of interacting with students and interpreting stories.
In the second teacher's lesson the teacher "preferred" dialogue among

students that enabled them to see that multiple responses to and
interpretations of the story were possible.
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At the start of this lesson the teacher is asking students to elaborate
on their written responses to the story Flowers for Algernon:
Teacher: OK, Cindy, you said this story reminded you of other
stories about cruelty but, Alice, you said this was a caring story.
Alice: Yes, because Miss Kinnian cared a lot for Charlie. She want-

ed him to become smarter.
Teacher: So you thought this was a caring element?
Alice: Yes.'

I think in a way what Alice said is right. You always want
people who are disadvantaged to do better and do as well as

Bob:

anyone el.;c But in the story what is reflected is once they become
better, you'n: not exactly sure what to do. You don't know wheth-

er to be happy for them or whether you resent tIvi.m for being
more intelligent than you are. Or if they should thank you for
helping them or what. You don't know what to fed because originally you want them to do better but if they become better it
really creates a problem.
Cindy: Well, I think it is about cruelty because, well, I think it is
caring, too, because Miss Kinnian cared and she was friends with
Charlie and all that, but it was cruelty because the doctors knew
something could go wronga lot could go wrong. When Algernon
died, Charlie figured out that he was going to die, too. Miss Kinnian seemed like she was sorry and I knew she must have meant it.
But she must have !mown before the experiment that there was a
chance Charlie would die.
Teacher: So how do you think she felt at the end?
Cindy: Guilty.
Teacher: OK, let's talk about Joe and Frank.

This segment begins with the teacher referring to Cindy's and Alice's
comments written the day before. Cindy had commented in her written response that the story reminded her of stories of cruelty and Alice

said that she thought it was a caring story. The teacher begins the
dialogue and invites Cindy and Alice to share their interpretations,
interpretations that she knows are contrasting. What is interesting to
note is that the teacher does not appear to elicit much dialogue with
her direct statements or questions. Alice confirms the teacher's statement. The dialogue does not really begin until Bob responds to Alice's
comment and extends her interpretation with his own.
Cindy then joins the conversation. Her contribution is interesting

since she begin.- by disagreeing, but then also supports the caring
theme. She then t...sagrees once more. Like the teacher and student in
the first excerpt, Cindy agrees to agree with the theme as stated by her
peers but then proceeds to restate her own interpretation. This action
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serves to support the flow of conversation but permits her to insert her
own "voice." The teacher's next action builds on Cindy's response and
asks her to extend the response by suggesting how Miss Kinnian felt

at the end of the story. Cindy responds with "guilty." Her response
completes the interactions and the teacher and students then discuss
another point in which students had contrasting interpretations.
These students were also interviewed about the second teacher's
approach to responding to literature. The student's responses indicated that this particular approach was not usual or expected in schools
but that it provided ways for them to share their knowledge, examine
how others interpreted stories, and clarify their thoughts by hearing
other interpretations.
Susan; It was a lot better, because I wasn't being graded on the
teacher's intk-rpretation because you didn't give us one. We were
kind of mad at you for not gi"ing us one, but it may be better for
us because it gives us a chance to interpret the way we want.
Boo: Well, in this uitit you had us write the essay and draw on our
own conclusions so it became the students explaining it to other
students instead of the teacher.... I thought it was good because
a lot of the students have different outlooks, different points of
view.

These examples snow that students can develop ways of discussing
interpretations of stories. However, as one student indicated, this was
not expected and they did not know what the "preferred" response
was for the test. Thus, simply changing the strategies did not ensure
that students would see the new approach as "counting" in school.
Questioning Questions
The examples of classroom lessons presented in this paper were not
intended to suggest one approach was "good'` and the other "bad" but
rather to raise questions about the ways in which teachers interac
with students. That is, we are not arguing that teachers should not ask
questions but rather that the question of questioning is a larger issue.
What we are arguing is that we must begin to explore what questions "do" in classroom lessons; what they signal to students about the
information in the text and the lesson; how chains of questioning send
signals to students about the "preferred" responses or ways of knowing; and whose "voice" counts in lessons. Questions themselves are
not good or bad; patterns of questioning do, however, influeme what
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will occur, with whom, in what ways, for vhot purposes, when, where,

under what conditions, and with what short-term and long-term
consequences.
Underlying this discussion has been the assumption that the ways
in which teachers interact with students send messages or signals to

students about what to know, how to display this knowledge, and
what to do in a lesson. Participation in lessons, therefore, becomes
patterned. Expectations are generated both within and across lessons
that are similar about what "counts" as important. The two excerpts in
the latter part of this paper showed two approaches to interacting with
students about text that have different outcomes for students. What
teachers do in the face of student responses and what they do to elicit
student participation influence the nature of the lesson that unfolds.
These interactions, in turn, influence what students can and do learn
from participating in the construction of tne lesson.
Finally, student comments ;rnm interviews showed that the patterns of action and interaction in classrooms are perceived by students
as information about what to know. Thus, students learn to "read" the
expectations and preferences of teachers. The questions that must be
raised then are: What are students learning? And what do we know
when we hear or see a preferred response? The challenge for teachers
concerned with building student knowledge is one of learning to see
beneath the "procedural display" (Bloome 1986) of students and find-

ing ways of exploring and extending student knowledge as well as
finding ways of helping students explore and extend their own knowledge. One place to begin is to ask yourself questions about the questions you ask.
One way to begin examining what questions "do" in classrooms,
how they function, is to analyze your questions in the context of your

classroom lessons. In order to do this, it is necessary to look at the
questions and responses in naturally occurring interaction sequences.
For instance, you could tape-record actual lessons and then ask the
following questions based on an examination of the question-response
sequences:

Who is allowed to ask questions of whom in my classroom
lessons?

Do my questions narrow or expand the range of possible
responses?
What do my questions signal to students about what is important to know or learn from the text or the lesson? Do my questions
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match the goals of the lesson (e.g., to review, assess, interpret,
problem-solve, etc.)? Whose knowledge is being constructed
through the interactions in my lessons?
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6 Play Talk, School Talk, and
Emergent Literacy

Lee Galda and A. D. Pellegrini
The University of Georgia

For young children, talking is fun. There's nothing more natural to
a child than play, and play is mainly a verbal construction. But that
play talk is far from idle. Some serious learning results from child-

ren's practice in creating imaginative play worlds through talk.
Not surprisingly, some kinds of play talk are particularly important as precursors to the kind of literate - lased language that
schools especially value and cultivate.

Children's oral language is important. It is important for its own sake
and because certain forms of talk ate parts of school, generally, and
literacy events, specifically. In this chapter we will discuss some of the
ways in which a specific type of preschool children's talk, talk during
make-believe play, relates to subsequent use of school talk and early
literacy.

An assumption of our work and this chapter is that the function of
a piece of talk serves to affect the form of that talk. Take, for example,
the following:
Anna: Once there was a girl whose name was Boozu and she lived
in a little house. And then she got a little brother. And she needed
a big house. And then she asked her mommy to buy her a bigger
house because her brother had so many toys. And her mother did.

When Anna tells a story (the functional dimensior ), as in the above
excerpt, that language is usually characterized by temporal conjunctions (the formal dimension) such as "and," and "and then" (see Halliday 1967; Pellegrini, Galda, and Rubin 1984 for a discussion of the
form/function issue). When her intention is other than storytelling, her
language changes. For example, if she is trying to persuade someone to
The authors acknowk tge the comments of Susan Cox. The work reported in the chapter
was partially supported by a grant from the NCTE Research Foundation to the second
author. Correspondence regarding the chapter should be addressed to either author at:
Aderhold Hall, University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia, 30602.
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give her something, she might use causal conjunctions such as "because." She alters the form of her language according to its function.
What this means for education is that teachers can structure children's
sociolinguistic experiences in the classroom to serve specific functions
(for example, to persuade, to give directions, or to make-believe). The
result is that specific forms of language will be elicited by these experiences. So, rather than use direct instruction techniques to facilitate
children's use of a specific register, or language variant used in a specific situation, we recommend putting children in contexts which will
elicit those forms.

In this chapter we will talk about the ways in which a specific
context, preschool children's make-believe play, elicits the forms of
language which typify the school register, that is, language which
children are expected to use with teachers and peers when talking in
school settings about school Subjects. Further, these forms of oral language also seem to be important for children's emergent literacy, that
k, their growing ability to encode and decode print.
The general idea that forms of language follow their functions and,
more specifically, that language serving an imaginative, or makebelieve, function, relates to school language and literacy has been most
persuasively argued by M.A.K. Halliday (1967). Halliday argues that
fantasy, because there is little reliance on what is physically present,
relies on language to convey meaning, to redefine roles, props, and
situations. For example, a glass of soapy water becomes transformed
into an ice cream soda when Chloe asks, "Would you like this delicious
ice cream soda?"

Experience and careful observation and research with preschool
children show that the fantasy mode elicits elaborated, cohesive language and metalinguistic verbs, language which reflects the propertie3
valued in school talk. These are the forms of language children use to
make object transformations (changing the identity of an object such
as transforming a bloc!, into a truck, "BrInntrn") and ideational transfor-

mations (changing the identity of roles, situations, and nonexistent
objects, "You be the Daddy"). The following excerpt from iwo preschool boys playing with blocks will illustrate:
Turn 7. Jack: I wanna play fireman. !Ideational transformation:
role!
Turn 2. Mick: OK. We can drive our big, old, red fire engines. !Ob-

ject transformation: using blocks for trucks!
Turn 3. Jack: Why'd ya say old. They're new because they have to
be sbiny and fast.
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Turn 4. Mick: Yeah. These can he our shiny and fast fire engines.
But, first, we need a fire station (while making an enclosure with
blocks). There.... The truck can go in here. (Object transformation!
Turn 5. lack: I see a fire. (Ideational transformation! Let's get our
fire engines and put it out. Rrrrr. (Siren sound!
Turn 6. Mick: Itrrrr, Braimm. Wow! What a huge fire. !Ideational
transformation( It's gonna burn forever. Let's squirt the hoses on
it. !Ideational transformation!

In the remainder of this chapter we will show how the forms of
language used in this brief play episode and in other, similar episodes
are similar to school register and provide practice for using the kinds
of language which are components of tater literacy events.
Elaborated Language

The first characteristic of language used during make-believe play is
that meaning is elaborated linguistically. Simply put, during play children rely on words to convey meaning and minimize their reliance on
contextual uses, such as gestures, and shared meaning. Elaborated
language has two dimensions: explicit reference and nominal groups.
Explicit reference is established by ties, or coreference, between two or
more sets of words; meaning is established through these ties. For
example, in tut., 3 Jack's they is tied to Mick's previous use of fire engine

in turn 2; thus, the meaning of they is established. verbally, by its
relation to fire engine.
Another dimension of elaborated language is the nominal group.
The nominal, or noun, group is made up of an obligatory head, a noun,

and optional modifiers, which immediately precede the head, and
qualifiers, which immediately follow the head. For example, in turn 2
Mick used four modifiers (big old, red, fire) before engine. Like explicit

reference, elaborated nominal groups convey meaning with words
rather than nonlinguistically, such as with gestures.
Why does this happen in play? Very simply, in make-believe, particularly make-believe characterized by ideational transformations,
children cannot convey meaning nonlinguistically because the objects
or persons involved in the play typically serve different functions than
they do in the real world. The blocks in the play episode excerpted
above did not serve as mere blocks. They functioned as fire engines,
fire stations, and houses. The preschool boys were not boys but firemen. The only way this meaning could have been conveyed to each
player was verbally. When children do not use such elaborated Ian-
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guage, ,)ther players ask for clarification because they do not understand the gist of what is being conveyed. For example, Chloe's offering

of soapy water, excerpted above, was preceded by the following
sequence:
Turn 1. Chloe: Want some? (Handing Hildy a glass of soapy water)
Turn 2. Hi Idv: What is it?
Turn .3. Chloe: Would You like this delicious ice cream soda?

The some in Chloe's first utterance was ambiguous to Hildy, so she
asked for clarification in order to continue an emoyable play episode.
Chloe provided the clarification and play was sustained.
As we noted above, children in school are expected to use a specific
language variant, called a school register. This school register is also
typified by these very same din lsions of elaborated language. Indeed, research by Jenny Cook-Gumperz (1977) suggests that teachers
expect children to use these elaborated forms of language in primary
classrooms even when meaning can be inferred from context. Such is
the institutional pressure to use this specific register. Further, the written language that primary schoolchildren are expected to produce and

comprehend daring writing and reading lessons is also typified by
elaborated text; meaning must be conveyed and comprehended with
language (Pellegrini, Galda, and Rubin 1984). Reliance on context, such

as gestures and pictures, is minimized.
Meta linguistic Verbs

Children's make-believe play is also characterized by their talk about
talk, when they use metalinguistic verbs such as read, talk, say, and tell.
Use of these verbs shows that speakers are reflecting on and examining language processes, per se. The following excerpt of two preschool
girls playing with a doctor's kit and dolls illustrates the use of these
verbs during play:
Turn 1. Joan: OK. Let's check her fever. She needs the shot, now.
Turn 2. Jean: No, no, wait, we have to ch..nge her diaper first. Look
at ali the poo poo.
Turn .3. Joan: I'm gonna tell. Doctors don't say poo poo.
Turn 4. Jean: But my Mama says it.
Turn 5. Joan: Yeah, but doctors don't!

In this case we have Joan, in turn 3, and Jean, in turn 4, using the
metalinguistic verbs tell and say in order to clarify the roles and the
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language appropriate for them. Similarly, in the Mick/ Jack dialogue
excerpted above, Jack, in turn 3, used the verb say to clarify, in this case,
an object transformation. Generally, children use metalinguistic terms
for clarification. We have found that younger preschool children (3 1/2

years of age) used metalinguistic verbs while engaging in makebelieve play with their peers, while older preschoolers (4 1/2 years of
age) used them during realistic, not fantasy, discourse with their peers.
This probably means that the younger children learned and practiced
using metalinguistic verbs during fantasy and transferred this skill to
other, realistic peer discourse situations, just as they will transfer it to
those situations requiring school language.

Why is the use of metalinguistic verbs impc.rtant? David Olson
(1983; Torrance and Olson 1984) suggests that children's use of metalinguistic verbs is a necessary step in the process of becoming literate.
Use of metalinguistic verbs, according to 01 son, indicates that children
are consciously aware of the process by which meaning is linguistically conveyed. Further, knowledge of these terms enables children to
participate in school literacy events which involve these terms. Thus
children will understand the instructional register ("Find the word that
begins with "b.") that they encounter in school. Olson further argues
that children's use of metalinguistic verbs, and simultaneous metalinguistic awareness, occurs during the primary school period as children
encouni;.r print. We suggest, as noted above, that preschool children

use these verbs during play and peer discourse to clarify roles and
transformations. Consequently, make-believe play seems to be an excellent context in which to develop this skill.
Play, Language, and Emergent Literacy

Play and the language of play predict children's emergent literacy.
Writing, reading, and play are symbolic activities; that is, they all involve representing something else with language. As such, early measures of representational facility, in the form of make-believe play,
should predict other representational forms, like emergent literacy;
particularly early writing. This idea, which is outlined in the theory of
L. S. Vygotsky (1978), views symbolic play as the avenue by which
preschool children develop the ability to manipulate symbols. These
manipulations, initially, are tied to specific objects and, as such, are
object transformations. For example, Jason gives his toy doll animate
qualities when he asks it, "Hurt?" after administering a pretend injection. He uses an object (a doll) to symbolize a real baby.
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With all children's play, manipulations become less tied to objects;
that is, they become ideational transformations. For example, 5-yearold Niki cradles her imaginary and invisible baby and asks, "Is that
better now?" Her symbol for the baby is not an object and thus her
symbolic transformation is more abstract than Jason's. The ability to
use these abstract transformations is a good indicator of children's
emergent writer status (Galda, Pellegrini, and Cox, in press) to tl,e
extent that, in both early writing and make-believe play, children are
using abstract symbol systems to make and convey meaning.
Where symbolic transformations in play are !inked to early writing
ability, use of metalinguistic verbs is linked to emergent reading status. Children's facility with metalinguistic verbs, which they earlier
learn and practice during make-believe play, indicates the broader
competence with the language of literacy events, such as letter names
and sounds, which is so important to early reading (Walsh, Price, and
Gillingham 1988). Facility with these metalinguistic terms seems to be
particularly important in reading contexts which stress reading as a

skill, with linguistic components that must be labeled. In order to
discuss letters, words. sounds, blends. etc., children must use metalinguistic language.

It is important to note that we have found children's emergent
reading and writing status to be unrelated. That is, when IQ is equalized, children who do well in emergent reading situations may not do
well in writing situations (Galda, Pellegrini, and Cox, in press). Further,
some children may not be reading or writing, but the language which
will help them do so is incipient in their make-believe play. Teachers
should be aware of children's "multiple literacies" (Wolf et al. 1988), so
that they can construct meaningful experiences for children in different domains.
How to Stimulate Children's Make-Believe
Make-believe is an important facilitator of school language and litera-

cy for preschool and kindergarten children. The skills learned and
practiced here develop into more traditional school-based skills. To
facilitate this make-believe, we recommend, first, the construction of
classroom interest centers which will elicit different functions of language, including the imaginative function (Pellegrini 1985). More specifically, doll and housekeeping centers I... to elicit fantasy from girls,
and blocks elicit fantasy from boys. r! aldr ..n seem unwilling to actively
participate in centers that they sc e as sex-role inappropriate (Pellegrini
and Perlmutter 1989).
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Second, the role of the adult is to put out materials and then leave.
We have found that adult presence actually inhibits children's fantasy
and language uses. Children should be pr-wided with numerous
themes to enact. Besides everyday "scripts," children should be
shown films and read books. Besides the inherent joy of these media,
+hey provide stimuli with which to play.
Last,. we thizek, and theory concurs (e.g., Pellegrini 1985; Piaget 1970),

that make-believe is important for preschool and kindergarten children as a learning medium. As they engage in make-believe play, they
learn and practice cognitive (perspective taking) linguistic (conveying
meaning through language), and social (cooperation) skills.
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7 Talking Up a Writing
Community: The Role of Talk
in Learning to Write
Anne Haas Dyson
University of California, Berkeley
As teachers, we sometimes overestimate our importance to our
students. In their eyes, we are not the most significant figures in
the classroom. To the contrary, teachers are sometimes regarded
as mere peripheral beings that impose themselves as nuisances
into the really important affairs of peer interaction. That world of
peer interaction, that child collective, can provide instruction every bit as effective as the teacher's direct instruction. This oral
environment is especially supportive as a medium for nurturing
writing development. But we "peripheral" teachers need to be
wise enough to know how to set up a climate in which students
can take the initiative to talk up their writing.

Talk. The very word brings to mind images of at least two people who
are nc.t only sharing information but also building or maintaining a
relationship, a social connection. Each past conversation helps shape

the context for future ones as, through talk, we build a network of
human relationships, a social world.
In literate communities, writing may figure into this social world

and the ongoing talk that energizes it. Listen, for example, to first
graders Julia and Regina, as Julia's talk about her writing reverberates
through her classroom:
Regina is hard at work in her journal when Julia hurries
over to her table and interrupts her:
Mix Regina! Guess what I wrote in my journal. "I love Bill [a
teacher of the older childrenl."

Support for this work was provided in part by the Office of Educational Research and
Improvement /Department of Education C OERI +IA through the Conter for the Study of
Writing. However, the opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the position
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Re Nina: Let me see.

And as Regina pauses to read Julia's text, Luan, another classmate,
gasps and then rune from table to table, whispering in girls' ears
about Julia's bold text.

Regina and Julia were special friends, having talked and played together for almost two years. In the above conversation, writing figured
in a functional way into their relationshipand, indeed, into the social
lite of their classroom. The children were brought both literally and
figuratively close together, as they shared the conspiratorial feeling
that comes with being a little bit shocking.
In this chapter, 1 take a close look at Julia's and Regina's classroom
community. I examine talk's role in helping children become literate

members of this community; that is, I focus on how, through f,ik,
writing becomes "relevant to life" in this community (Vygotsky 1978,
118).

I stress three interrelated aspects of talk's dynamic role in writing
growth. First, talk provides the social mew/ that brings writing into the

nurturing network of human relationships. Through talk during
shared activities, children establish a network of relationshipsthey
become classmates and, often, friends. Talk about the shared activity
of writing brings that writing into this network. Second, talk serves
individual children as an analytic tool. Young children use talk to help
them plan and monitor many kinds of constructive tasks, including
drawing and block building. But during writing tasks, talk helps children analyze and manipulate language itself. Finally, talk does not
only support writingit is supported by writing. That is, talk is a social
consequence of writing in a literate community, as in the social talk that
flowed from Julia's writing.
While my focus here is on young children, for authors of all ages, talk

contributes to and is enriched by writing. Indeed, in whole societies,
literacy finds a prominent niche if and when the information conveyed
through symbols (through written language) becomes part of the so-

cial networkwhen people talk about written materials and when
those materials can affect their views of themselves and their participation in the world (Heath 1986). 1 thus examine here, in a small com-

munity, a global phenomenonthe blossoming and maintaining of
literacy through talk.

This small community was located in an urban magnet school
where I observed extensively. (For further details, see Dyson 1989.)
One teacher, Margaret, was responsible for language arts instruction
for the school's three classes of primary-grade students: the kinder-
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gartners, the first/second graders, and the second/third graders. All of
the children worked regularly in journals, as they sat together drawing, writing, and talking. While the children worked, Margaret circulated, talking to them about their ideas and the mechanics of production
and, in the kindergarten, acting as scribe for their dictations.
In the following pages, I discuss the powerful role of talk in learning
to write, illustrating that role through excerpts from the daily dramas
in Margaret's classroom.
Talk as Social Energy: Weaving Writing
into the Network of Human Relationships
A basic function of written language is to allow people to communicate
across great distances of time and place. And yet, young children are
introduced to written language within the familiar activities of everyday life: People who matter to the young child use written language to
accomplish ends that matter. Talk is interwoven in these literacy a:tivities. For the learning child, it is talk that invests a text with meaning
and, at the same time, that weaves a social web linking family members

to each other and to the text.
Consider, for example, a grocery list at the center of family menu
planning, an illegible phone message or returned check surrounded by
a family argument, a letter to Grandma evolving amidst parent-child
planning, or an "I love you" note that elicits an oral response and a
hug. In such ways, talk reveals to the child the printed graphic's propositional meaning and social significanceits capacity to affect how
people behave toward each other.
Children entering formal schooling will have had varied degrees
and kinds of literacy experiences. School will offer some children their

first opportunities to engage with extended written language. And
school will demand of all children increasing evidence of their prowess
at written language use. Writing and reading gain new social significance: they become marks of academic competence or incompetence.

This aspect of school literacyits use as an indicator of required
academic competenceis potentially problematic. Writing may no
longer benor have the opportunity to becomean avenue for social
participation. Rather, it may be onl v a performative skill to be mastered and displayed for teachers and parents. Thus, children may write
sentences with periods, but they may not organize those sentences to

serve varied pragmatic purposes or to give voice to their daily
concerns.
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Classrooms, though, have a powerful resource that can potentially
provide an antidote to writing as competency performancethat resource is the children themselves. Their relationships with each other,

forged through talk, can provide a nurturing context for writing as
social participation. Within the peer group itself, the children may
view writing as an important competencyan important skill. nut, in
time, the peer talk interwoven with the children's activity may invest
writing w;th -none powerfel meanings: written messages may begin to
figure into children's reactions to and relationships with each other.
An Illustration of the Child Collective

In group settings, children attend to other children. This lively peer

interest has been commented upon by skilled teachers and researchers working with children from a variety of backgrounds, including Sylvia Ashton-Warner (1963), who worked with Maori children, Vivian Paley (198,), with middle-class U.S. children, and Susan
Philips (1983), with Native American children.
Students in Margaret's classroom showed intense interest in what
their peers were doing. Margaret did not specifically ask the children
to talk with each other about academic or other tasks, but she expected
them to share experiences, ideas, and, at times, possessions (e.g., extra

hangers and plant pots for class projects). During journal time, she
accepted their chatter as the normal by-product of children together,
and she gave them opportunities to formally share their work. Margaret thus established a classroom structure that allowed children's
relationships to grow through the talk surrounding their academic
tasks, including their writing.
Sometimes the children's talk reflected their growing solidarity.
Listen, for example, to the following journal-time conversation in
which the children playfully acknowledge the importance of the journal activity in the adult world and their own capacity a:; "kids" to act
in opposition to that world:
lake: Wanna put some cotton in here after every paper and make
it a fat hook and make it look like it's finished?
Manuel: Yeah.

lake: And stick some cotton in it, and then we'll he finished with
our thing. And make our mom and dad think we did lots of pages.

Hawkeye: And then your mom and dad will sav, "Hey! You
skipped pages, you little kid."
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Mostly, though, the children's talk reflected their interest in each
other's activity and their desire for others to be interested in their own
work. As individuals, they aimed to be viewed as socially competent
but unique individuals, special members of the group. Within each
class, the children displayed and acknowledged competence and specialness ( "1 know my phone number." "That's good, Manuel."), and
pointed out shortcoming ( "Where's the castle? That's a castle ?! ?! ")
(Dyson 1988). Through it all, they enjoyed one another, sharing past
experiences and playfully creating new ones.
Initially, children's talk with each other about the content of their
journals tended to focus on their drawings. The children called attention to their own efforts, and they admired those of others. The first
and second graders, especially, were critical of drawn figures that did
not look sensible tt., them. They listened to the oral stories some children told during drawing, and they responded to those stories, laughing at amusing ones, objecting to illogical ones, and sometimes joining
in on the unfolding drama.
In the following example, Regina's peer, Jake, overhears her selfdirected talk as she draws and tells a story about a little girl. Regina
refers to the girl, who is dressed in a pink shirt and a brown jumper, as
a Brownie. Jake first teases Regina and then critiques her drawing. But,
in the end, he becomes quite interested in the real-world experiences
behind Regina's efforts:
fake: 'teasing' You're a Brownie! You're a Brownie! 'Jake, who enjoys language play and who is himself of mixed Black/ Anglo eth-

nicity, seems to be teasing Regina about her skin color. But she
does not understand and responds quite indignantly.)
Regina: No, I'm a Girl Scout.

lake: You're a Brownie 'still teasing'. Brownies do not wear urn
pink 'seriously'. Brownies deliver cookies.
Rtwina: So do Girl Scouts.

lake: vou delivered any cookies? ... 'omitted data'
Regina: 'talking to herself again' She's 'the drawn girl' wearing a
pink shirt with stripes. They have to fall the Brownies have tol
wear the same thing.
lake: They can't wear pink shirts.
Regina: They can wear pink shirts with stripes. I was 4 and I always
wore this stuff. We sold popcorn.

Jake: 0000h. Popcorn is yummy.
Regina: We had cheese and ice cream.

fake: 00000h.
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Repna: Chocolate fudge and we had chicken. I had french fries.
[And on Regina goes, telling Jake about the pleasures of being a
Brownie.I

Through the above interaction, Regina's symbolic world supported
and was supported by the social world. Jake was interested in his peers

and their activity, and so he was interested in Regina's activity. The
interaction led to a sharing of experiences and joint pleasurespopcorn, cheese, and ice creamand an exchange of opinions about the
logic of Regina's efforts. That is, talk about Regina's symbolic world led
the children to reflect about experiences in the wider world of people,
places, and things. Through talk in the social world they shared, Reg-

ina's private symbolic world gained real-world relevance for both
children.
The interaction that enveloped Regina's talking and drawing foreshadowed the talk that eventually brought the children's written texts
into the ongoing social life of the classroom. Initially, however, the
content of writing was not a central part of the children's social life in
the way that the content of their talking and drawing was. The mean-

ing of the written graphics themselves (the black-and-white squiggles) was not as accessible to peers as was the meaning of drawn
pictures. And much of the talk during writing focused on the mechanics of production, for talk was a major tool for gaining control of the
complex writing act. In the next section, I examine this aspect of talk's
role in writing.
Talk as Analytic Tool:
Controlling the Complex Writing Act

As noted in the previous section, children learn about written language through the oral mediumthrough participating in literacy
activities with other people who talk about and thus make apparent
the functions and meanings of particular texts. But children who understand, for example, that a string of letters represents a message do
not necessarily understand precisely how black-and-white squiggles
on paper mediate between them and other people. Children may not
initially view print as representing language; rather, they may view
print as directly representing meaning, analogous to how a picture
represents meaning (Dyson 1983; Ferreiro and Teberosky 1982; Vygotsky 1978).

In classroom settings, adults and more expert peers help children
ask a "key question" about print: "'How does something I can say look
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in print?' or, vice versa, 'What does that print say" (Torrey 1969, 556)?
That is, they help children grasp "that print is a form of language like

what you speak and hear" (Torrey 1979, 141). Adults might act as
scribes for a child's dictations; in this role they pay close attention to
the child's languagerepeating the child's words exactly, monitoring
their writing by pronouncing those words out loud, rereading those
words, asking if what they have written is correct, maybe then correcting, or editing, the written words (McNamee, McLane, Cooper, and
Kerwin 1985). That is, they use language as a tool (through repeating,
rereading, questioning) to analyze language as a written message.

Adults or other children might act as analytical responders to a
child's independent writing; in this role they also pay close attention

to the child's language. They might ask the child to read the text,
repeat the child's words to verify their understanding, or break down
the child's message, asking about the correspondence between parts
of the text and parts of the message ("Oh. Where does it say 'father' ? ").
Again, people who are interested in children's efforts help children use

language as an object of attention and as a tool through which it is
analyzed.
When child writers grasp this essential insightthat print is related

in precise ways to formal characteristics of speechthey themselves
begin to use talk as both a source of written meaning and as a means
for getting that meaning into print.
An Illustration of Talk as Tool

The children in Margaret's classroom struggled with the connection
between print and speech. As they wrote, they tended to talk to themselves, rereading already-written text, slowly pronouncing words
they were attempting to encode, and then rereading again. However,
the children's very vocal struggle with encoding often elicited the
attention of their peers, who could then offer advice. Listen, for example, to Jake and his peers in the following example; they illustrate talk's
helpfulness as a tool for managing the unwieldy writing act:
Jake has finished drawing and has been workino, hard on his text.

He ekes out "There is a"a variation of the common picturelabeling opening, "This is a." He next writes "three" and then
rereads, 'There are three." He self-corrects, though, to the more
accurate (if less grammatical) "There is a three." He proceeds and
eventually writes:
There is a three designs in the sky and the.
He backs up a couple of words, rereads, and attempts to sound out
the next word:
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lake: "And the huh"
Jake figures out the band then asks for the spelling of big. Next, he
backs up and rereads once again:
Jake: "The big one, the big one is, ih, ih" tone is not written!
Jake spells is, and then, again, he rereads, perhaps to figure out
what the next word should be:

fake: 'This !there' is athis is a three designs in the sky and the

big one"

Jake realizes that he has not written one. He adds the word and
once again rereads:
lake: "There is a three--"
Hawkqe: "There is three."

lake: 'There is a three"
lianieye: "There is three
fake:

designs in the sky"
"designs in the sky

and the big one is"
Hatekeye: "There is three designs in the sky." Erase that a.
lake: Why?

1-fazokeye: Because "There is A three designs"

Johnny: There IS three designs !Johnny's subsequent comment
suggests that he is pointing out to Hawkeye that, indeed, Jake
does have three designs on his paper and therefore should not be
corrected.
Hawkeyc "There is" Listen: "There is a
three designs"
Johnny:
"three designs"
"three designs
Jake:

in the sk."

Hawkey t- That doesn't make sense.

Johnny: \es it does. You don't know nothing. Jake, however,
erases the a.

To encode his message, Jake used speech to focus on written language---- repeating, rereading, reconsidering. His peers overheard his
struggle and offered their own advice.
As the above excerpt suggests, spoken and read text gradually be-

came a legitimate object of attention within the peer group; like a
labeled or otherwise explained drawing, it could be the focus of intense
discussion.
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Talk as Social Consequence: Weaving New
Soria Networks through Talk about Writing
The preceding sections of this chapter have portrayed talk as writing's
nurturing force. Talk carves out its social niche, tames its awkward first

steps. But talk's relationship with writing is not unidirectional. For
writing, in turn, nurtures talk and thus the social relationships talk
supports. Just as talk brings writing into the network of human relationships, writing can channel talk in new ways, bringing about new
kinds of human networks, networks woven through talk about text.
Avid readers, for example, might ask each other, "Have you read ?"
"What do you think of her books?" "Did you see the review of ... ?"
Indeed, authors can thus become invisible members of social groups.
Talk about authors and their texts is important to groups for reasons
both social and intellectual. Through such talk, group members link

themselves together, establishing common values and expectations
for written languageperhaps even acquiring a special vocabulary for
talking about and analyzing texts (Heath 1986).
In classrooms in which young children draw and write about their
ideas, spontaneous group talk may initially focus on drawing rather
than writing. In time, however, writing's content may assume center
stage. Indeed, in the structured peer response groups of older middle
and secondary school students, spontaneous peer talk seems to focus
on content (Freedman 1987). This attention to content can be powerfully influenced by the talk about writing modeled by the teacher
(Sowers 1985). But it is also influenced by the children's own interest
in each other's activity. Written messages can become the center of
spontaneous social interactions and intellectual debates, which talk
can feed back into individual writers' efforts (Dyson 1987).
Illustrations of Talk as Sdcial Consequence

In Margaret's classroom, writing gradually became more important as
the children progressed from kindergarten to third grade. The children
began spontaneously to call attention to their written texts rather than
only to their drawings (e.g., "Listen to this" occurred along with "Look
at this"). Children became known among the peer group for certain
journal themes; for example, during his second-grade year, Jake was
known for his bubble car stories. Choosing to write a particular kind of
story could be a way of proclaiming one's solidarity withor desire to

be accepted bya particular child or group of children.
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Through written messages, children could not only gain peers' attention but also engage their intellectual energy as the children debated a text's logic or truthfulnessor the author's knowledge and goodness (if, for example, someone wrote a "lie"). Moreover, they could
bring their peers into their written texts, making them characters in
their stories; in this way, they developed a new way of playing together. Children were thus learning that written language does not just
represent meaningit figures in a very active, formative way into the
life of a community.
In the following example, Jake uses his written entry to engage his
friend Manuel in a lively and oral drama:
Jake and Manuel are sitting together working on their journals:
lake: Now I'm gonna write a story about Manuel. This time he's
gonna be alone lie., unlike other stories I have written about Manuel, this time I will not be in the story with him!. It's gonna be an
adventure story.
[to Manuel' You're going back in time.

Jake begins writing, stopping to reread his story and, as he does so,
both Manuel and Maggie voice an objection
lake: [rereading] "Once there was a jet and Manuel is going to fly

the jet and Manuel is going to shoot them"
Masscie: Who's the them?

juke: The them is the had guys.
Manuel: The had guys?
lake: Yeah.
Manuel: The them is the bad guys? Who's the had guys?
lake: The them.

Jake's reasoning here may be a bit circular, but he is being forced by his

friends to consider the ability of his audience to understand his message. He seems to remember their concern, as, later, he refers to the
"real bad guys."
lake: Uh, Manuel, you get to see Buck Rogers.
Manuel: What?
lake: Buck Rogers.

Manuel: Oh, oh, you mean in your story. (Note how Manuel is
distinguishing between the imaginative text world and the social
world in which that text is read and talked about.)
fake: Yeah. Buck Rogers, twenty-first-century person... This guy's
IManuersi going to get blown to pieces if he doesn't do what Buck
Rogers says. 'Cause they're going to go against the real had guys.
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Jake's text soon reads as follows:
Once there was a let and Manuel is going to fly the let and Manuel
is going to shoot them but then Manuel is going in time and when
he does he is going to the twenty-first century. Manuel is going to
see Buck Rogers. Buck is going to teach Manuel how to get the had
guys and they are to find the real bad guys.

fake: And now he's [Manuel's) going to get blown to pieces, and
we'll never see him again.
Manuel: What? I'm going to get blown to pieces?
Jesse: Yup. Igigglesl

Manuel: What an idea for the story to have. (Manuel again distinguishes between the story and social world, and his brother, Marcos, picks up on Manuel's point with a story-like comment:I
Marcos: And Manuel got blown into nothing. The end. (Manuel
laughs.)

Manuel objects to this possible turn of events, pointing out that he is
"just a little kid." Surely Buck would have some sympathy for him.
And Jake agrees:
lake: You might get your butt saved by Buck Rogers. You want
your butt saved by Buck Rogers?
Manuel: What I want is my body saved. I don't wanna die....
Jake: You gonna be glidin', boy. You're gonna have some fun, boy.
You're gonna be scared to death.
Manuel: Well, can I have fun with you? (Manuel is trying to reason
through the story with lake at this point.] Because if you're right
where I am you can't blow me up because you don't want to blow
up.

In the "Buck Rogers" event, Jake's writing served as a focal point for

peer engagement. In Margaret's classroom, such spontaneous talk
about writing foreshadowed individual children's voiced concerns
about how their peers might respond to their writing (Dyson 198.. ).
Children thus appeared to help each other learn that their written
texts figured into their social worlds that peers might, for example,
question, laugh, or empathize as they heard or read those texts.
The Role of Talk in Learning to Wm: Developing
the Dialectic between the Individual and the Community
In the preceding sections of this chapter, I have discussed the interre-

lated aspects of talk's role in learning to write. To give life to this
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presentation, I have drawn upon observations made in Margaret's
classroom. In the community of children she guided, talk enveloped
each child's writing, bringing it into the ongoing social life of the class-

roomand, as the children gained control of writing, it, in turn, gradually came to shape talk and, through talk, the children's shared lives.
Thus, in time, talk set in motion a dialectical relationship, not only
between itself and writing, but, more important,. between the individual writer and the social group within which that individual's 1riting
figured.
This is precisely the sort of social dialectic that the Russian psychologist Vygotsky (1978) viewed as critical to learning. Throughout our
lives, the responses others give to our behaviors enlarges our appreciation both of the social world within which we live and of the power
of our own individual behavior. In this section of the chapter, then, I
aim to highlight this developing dialectic.
In the opening anecdote, Regina, a first grader, interrupted her journal activity to attend to Julia and her gaggle- inducing text. At this early

point in Regina's growth as a writer, the classroom social life surrounded but did not imbue her writing. Regina's talk suggested that,
like most of her first-grade peers, she concentrated during writing on
analyzing and spelling her message; she abandoned her own journal
work to attend socially to others.
In time, the social life of the classroom no longer surrounded but
began to infuse the children's writing. Their joint talk during writing
seemed to shape their individual reflections. While writing, they no
longer used speech primarily to analyze and spell planned messages;
they began to analyze the content of those messages. They were coming to understand that the ongoing actions of writers were interactions
with others: Words are chosen, written, and considered for their capacity not merely to represent messages but to mediate between writers
and readers.
Listen, for example, to Manuel reread his written text, not only to
see if he has written the words he intended to write, but to see if his

words will convey his intentions to othershis analysis of his text is
directed beyond encoding and toward his anticipated interactions:
Manuel is in the midst of a long involved story about a snowman.
He is working on the page in which the snowman goes in back of a
house to look at a thermometer. The previous day a peer had had
difficulty reading this page:
Manuel: I think this page is :little hit hard, how he went into the
house. irereadingf "Went into the house" I mean, "went by the
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house." I think people can tell just by the picture that urn
ilaughsjbut I hope they can 'cause I don't know how I'm gonna
write it so that this is . IManuel's voice trails off, as he worries

about whether or not his readershis peerswill understand
that the snowman went in back of the house.f

By their third-grade year, the children's social lives together were
not only infusing but being shaped by writing. They were, in some
ways, a literary collective, one whose memories of the past included
the stories they shared. A year after he had written his snowman story,
Sonia remembered it well:
Sonia: Manuel?
Manuel: Yeah?
Sonia: Are you doingAre you doing 1 story like you did um and

youyou know, urn, in your other urn journal?

Manuel: Last year?
Sonia: With the snow. The whole journal was about snow.
Manuel: Yeah, well it's maybe not the whole journal this time.
Sonia: OK. 'Cause I just wanted to know, 'cause I thought that was
sorta neat.

Mot eover, writing was, for many of the children, a part of their
friendshipa social activity, similar to going to the movies or playing
chase. It was a legitimate child activity, not merely a school assignment. Indeed, the last day I visited the school, Regina, now a third
grader, and her friend Marissa demonstrated how intertwined literacy
was with their relationship:
Regina has just told me about her story called "I'm Coming to Get
You":
Marissa: It's a good story.
Regina: I got the story from her because she had a book.
Marissa: It was called "The Baby Sitter," but she changed it.

Marissa then tells me about the "funny poem" she has just written in
her journal. It is a poem that Regina's grandfather had taught Regina,
and Regina, in turn, had taught Marissa a poem about monkeys and
wine, geese and fiddles, and sweet potato vines.
Conclusion: Valuing Children's Talk about Text

The perspective on talk and writing presented here suggests that, as
teachers, we must be concerned about both individuals' writing efforts
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and the classroom "functional system"the classroom community
within which individuals' writing matters. A strong system cannot
depend only on talk between teacher and child. The social cnergy that

is generated among the children themselvestheir own desires for
individual expression and social communicationmay infuse writing
itself.

Many kinds of child talk contribute to the health of a community of
writerseven talk that may seem only tangentially related to the writing task itself. Through their talk about their symbolic worlds, including those drawn as well as those written, children may come to view
such worlds as tools for reflecting on their own experiences and for
jointly exploring common experiences. In this sense, discussions of
Brownies and Buck Rogers can be at least as important as talk about
periods and paragraphs for helping children realize the social significance of writing. For, from the Vygotskian perspective guiding this
chapter, writing's social significance must be experienced through the
external processes of groups if it is to be realized in the internal processes of group members. Eventually, individual children may begin
to anticipate and perhaps even manipulate peer responses to the content of their worlds, just as Jake worked for Manuel's interest and
playful alarm.
We might, therefore, judge the success of our teaching efforts, not
only by how they seem to affect children's texts, but also by how they

seem to affect children's talk. Our arranging of children in pairs or
groups, our modeling of writing processes and audience response, and
our discussing and informing about the physical and social world may
influence whether or not children talk, how they talk, and what they
talk about.
It was important, for example, that Margaret allowed children formal opportunities to share their work and that she both appreciated
their efforts and was genuinely curious when she did not understand

their sense. And it was good too that she encouraged the children,
during these formal sharing times, to respond appreciatively to teach
each other. But Margaret was the teacher, the expert, the one who set
down the rules for journal time, who told their parents how they were
doing. The children, being intelligent, knew that Margaret evaluated
their competence (see Dyson 1988). They could not easily learn from

Margaret their most critical lessonthat, for the writer, interaction
does not happen after the writing is done; it happens as writing is done.
It was the talk that Margaret influenced but did not control that made

writing a social actthe children's spontaneous "Look what I wroter;
"What does that mean?"; and "You're gonna be in my story!" Thus,
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writing that is a part of the children's world, not just the teacher's
world, may better take root and grow with them into their adult lives.
In the end, then, our most important leaching tool may not be any
one teaching strategy or instructional material. Rather, it may well be

the sort of stance toward children that we adopt. The most helpful
stance would seem to include an appreciation of children, not simply
as budding writers, but more important, as interesting people with
experiences, opinions, and ideas to share with us and, just as important, with each other. And then, the literacy tools that schools value
may be embedded within relationships that the child values. Text, like
talk, may thus further the child's sense of belonging, that feeling of
community that makes our school lives together both personally satisfying and socially meaningful.
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8 Talking in Writing Groups

Anne Ruggles Gere
University of Michigan

A traditional view of writing portrays writing as a solitary activity.
Locked aw;.y in some garret with a sheaf of paper and a supply of
ink, the writer labors in uninterrupted concentration. Not so for
many real-world writers. In law offices, advertising agencies, engi-

neering firms, and government agencies, the mode of writing is
collaborative. Writing episodes are likewise social episodes, Thus
approaches to teaching vriting which make use of peer writing
groups provide quite realistic preparation for writing tasks outside of school, But some educators are skeptical that peer writing
groups can stay on task, or that they can provide useful advice for
developing writers. Yo the contrary, students learn a lot about
writing when they function in the reciprocal roles of writer and
responder. But successful peer writing groups do not happen
spontaneously. Teachers must help students learn how to function constructively in such groups.

"You'd better not come to observe my class tomorrow because the
kids will be meeting in their writing groups." Many of us have said or
have heard someone else say a sentence like this one. Several levels of
meaning, packed together like layers of an onion, lie behind sentences
like this one. One of the first layers contains the idea that organizing
and encouraging writing groups is not "really'' teaching. Teaching is

an active endeavor, one that requires the instructor or "sage on the
stage" to take a central role, and individuals who stand on the sidelines
listening to students talk to one another cannot be described as
teachers.
Another layer of meaning deals with the fixed nature of knowledge.

In this view knowledge is a giventhe information students need is
not subject to question. Accordingly, the transmission of knowledge
from those who know (teachers) to those who do not know (students)
constitutes education. Still another layer of meaning deals with how
talk works. If one assumes that a teacher should take a dominant role

in the classroom in order to impart knowledge to students, and if
115
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talkin the form of lecture or teacher-directed discussionis the primary means for imparting knowledge, then one sees talk as a conduit.
Talk, seen in these terms, can be analogized to an electrical cord as it
carries knowledge from the teacher's mind to that of the student who
will assimilate the knowledge.
These views of teaching as performing, of knowledge as fixed, and
of talk as a conduit underlie statements that describe classroom use of
writing groups as "not teaching," but alternative perceptions of teaching, of knowledge, and of talk exist. An alternative view of teaching

emphasizes a facilitative role, describing the teacher as one who
creates situations in which students learn. Correspondingly, knowledge can be described as created rather than fixed or given, and talk as
the instrument by which meanings are negotiated and created.
Thinking of teaching as facilitative, of knowledge as socially constructed, and of talk as creating rather than simply conveying meaning

eliminates sentences such as "You'd better not come to observe my
class tomorrow because the kids will be meeting in writing groups"
from teachers' conversations. This chapter explores the implications of
these alternative views of teaching, knowledge, and talk by looking
closely at how talk in writing groups supports learning.
Writing groups or peer response groups or teacherless writing

classes or helping circlesthese groups carry multiple nameshave
been employed in this country's classrooms for over a hundred years.
Published accounts indicate that teachers have been asking students
to read and talk about one another's writing since at least 1880 (Lord).
Until the 1960s, writing groups did not receive a great deal of attention
from teachers, from researchers, from publishers. But their endurance
across decades of marginality suggests their inherent value: Writing
groups aid learning. They aid learning by allowing students to talk
about their work, and this talk helps students learn about writing.
Two teachers work in adjacent classrooms. Both give considerable
attention to writing, but their methods differ significantly. The first
arranges student desks in orderly rows and keeps classroom talk at a
minimum so that writers will not be distracted. After students have
developed ideas, they write first drafts to which the teacher responds
in writing. Then they revise their work and hand in finished writing for
the teacher to grade. The class next door is not nearly so orderly. Desks
are frequently pushed into small circles while students meet in small
groups to discuss their ideas for writing or to read and respond to passages from work-in-progress. Sometimes the noise level gets so high
that students in the room next door complain, and the principal who
walks by is prompted to ask, "What kind of learning is going on here?"
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The answer is that at least two types of learning occur in classrooms
which employ writing groups. The first, and most obvious, concerns
the task at hand. Research indicates that students who participate in
writing groups produce better writing than those who do not (Mouton
and Tutty 1975; O'Donnell et al. 1985). Students in writing groups

produce better writing because talk helps them identify and solve
problems at many levelsword, sentence, paragraph, and whole piece
of writingand solving these problems leads to a better piece of writing. The second type of learning that occurs in writing groups extends
beyond the task at hand. Students who participate in writing groups
learn about the nature of writing. Th.--y develop a language to describe
what they and others do to write, they learn about audience needs and
expectations, and they develop criteria by which to evaluate writing.
This second type of learning extends into the student writer's future.
Just as more than one type of learning occurs in writing groups, so

writing groups take more than one form two or more students may
work together to produce a single piece of writing; students may respond orally or in writing to one another's drafts; students may develop criteria and evaluate one another's finished pieces of writing. And
there are multir!e variations of each of these approaches. Students
may meet once to discuss a piece of writing in progress, or they may
meet several times during the development of a single piece of writing.
They may discuss proposed topics as part of generating ideas for writing, they may comment on the effectiveness of drafts, or they may offer
suggestions for editing and mechanical correctness. In all their manifestations, writing groups foster collaboration among studentsa collaboration enabled by talk.

Multiple-Author Groups

Although not a staple of all classrooms, the multiple-author writing
task enables students to learn a great deal. When several students
work together to produce a single piece of writing, they need to examine the task completely. If, for example, they are working on a project
that requires research, they will often begin by deciding what information they need to gather. A class of junior English, for example, was
divided into groups of three, and each group was charged with writing
a report about an American writer whose work was being studied by

the class. One of these small groups selected Emily Dickinson, and

participated in this conversation during one of their first days
together:

I
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Si: Let's see, what do we need to find out?
52: Well, we need to get some more information about Amherst
during the nineteenth century. What was going on outside the
house where Emily lived?
53: I wonder if it matters since she hardly went out anyway.
52: 1 think we should have some idea about what was going on
there was the Civil War and all that stuff.
Sl: It's OK with me if we get more information about history, but
i think we should also find out more about Emily's family. What
kind of people were they?
53: Yeah, we probably should. I think we should also check into
other writers of her time. Who would she have read, anyway?
52: This is all fine, but don't forget we need to look at her poetry,
too.

St: OK, I've got it. Why don't you do the history stuff, you do the
other writers of the time and do the family. Then we can all do
the poetry and compare our ideas.

This division of labor does more than enable students to get the job
done. It helps them understand more fully what the task requires. In
the process of recognizing that historical, social, and familial background are necessary to a consideration of Emily Dickinson's poetry.

the students who participate in this group are learning about the
multiple perspectives necessary to their project. Identifying information necessary to the task and dividing the labor develop students'
analytical skills. As they talk about their common project they see its
various aspects and create ways to reduce each into a piece of work to
be handled by a single individual. The process of talking about what a
task requires enhances students' analytical skills because talk makes
the division into parts more explicit than it would be for any student
writing alone.
To be sure, students do not always move so smoothly or so quickly
to analyze a task and divide it into individual parts, but the central
strategy remains the same. Even when they initially fail to see how to
begin or share the task, the process of talking about their work eventually leads them to a solution. Along the way they learn a great deal
about how to work cooperatively with others. Research on the language of writing groups reveals that a significant portion of talk in
writing groups deals with group procedures (Sere and Abbott 1985).
Students make decisions about how the group should operate, give

one another directives, and ask questions about how the group is
working. Their conversations include lines such as this one, from a
group in a sophomore class:
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ST: Tomorrow we should talk about how to pull that draft
together.
S2: You go first, Andy. Read your first paragraph.
53: We're running out of time. What if we all make comments on
that section and leave the rest for tomorrow?

These comments appear unremarkable until we consider the kind of
language dominant in most classrooms. Research indicates that directives such as those above are rarely available to students (Sinclair and
Coulthard 1975). Teachers are usually the only ones who make statements about allocation of time, solicit a response, or suggest the next
activity. Students' classroom language is usually limited to making
responses or asking occasional questions in response to teacher directives. By giving students access to a greater range of language, writing
groups provide opportunities for linguistic growth as well as social
maturation. Students learn to use a wide range of linguistic functions.
They solicit information from one another, assign one another tasks,
make observations about group processes and products, and decide
how to allocate time. Talking in writing groups increases students'
skills with a wide range of language functions.
Not all groups, of course, proceed the same way. Instead of dividing
a writing task into portions to be completed by individuals, groups
may decide to work more closely, involving the whole group in gathering ideas for and composing each part of the eventual paper. Small
groups may even use a single pen and pad, producing work in which
no single individual's sentences can be identified. If this sounds implausible, recall that professional writers such as Sandra Gilbert and
Susan Gubar report that they write exactly this way, sharing a single

yellow pad and losing track of which sentences are generated by
whom. No matter what method they employ, group members talk
about writing, and in the process, learn both strategies for improving
the current project o.nd skills that transfer to other writing.
A similar form of analysis occurs as students decide how to combine
their efforts. If they have written separate parts, they will sometimes
identify one individual as the general editor of the project. During this

process of combining individual parts, students learn a great deal
about synthesis. Their conversations focus on identifying redundancies, on developing ways to combine various ideas and information, on
shaping transitions. These are, of course, processes familiar to writers
who work alone, but by talking with others, students generate alternative strategies, become more self-conscious about decisions made, and
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develop a language to describe what they do. Here, for example, is an
excerpt from a group discussion in a freshman class, writing multipleauthor papers about local history:
Si: There's one place where it doesn't fit. I think the thing about
the river needs to he repeated.
S2: Do you mean the line about the bridge? Maybe we could move
it to page two.
Si: Yeah, that might do it, and then we could make a transition to
the present.

Phrases such as "needs to be repeated," "make a transition," and
"move that to page one" demonstrate students' growing ability to look
at their own work analytically.

Response Groups

School writing does not often assign multiple authors to produce a
single text. But the more common configuration of each individual
producing a separate text likewise encourages learning through talk at

the same time that it leads students to produce better writing. Talk
about individual drafts fosters learning because the language of writing groups focuses on specific details in the text. General comments
such as "awkward phrasing" or "good ol.ganization" or "sentences
need variety"the sorts of comments that can he transferred from one
piece of writing to anotheroccur rarely in student writing groups.
Instead, students attend to the language of the text, offering specific
responses. Here, for example, is an excerpt from the conversation of a
senior class response group talking about a draft read aloud by one of
its members:
Si: I think you should leave out the "I will" because that's saving

you haven't done it yet. It stuck out to me.' there, and it stuck out
at the end. I don't know why. I'm trying to think of what makes it
awkward. I think what it is, UM ... you're saying ... you're trying
to describe the reactions, and why you're doing it . . when you
going to do it,
should just say that you've done it. Not that
but that you, you look at it instead of from the present, from the
past. Describe it in the past tense.
S2: How about "Sc proceed toward him ..." and I'll cut, I'll cut
slowly make my way."
out "I feel

The essence of what the first student expresses could be captured in a
marginal "awk," but this student's process of exploring the problem of
shifting tenses makes the issue much more explicit for the author. The
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author begins to think along with the responder, to see how the text is
read by another because the attention of the group focuses directly on

the language rather than dismissing it with a more generalized
comment.

Students also develop a language to describe their own writing
processes when they critique one another's drafts. Some writing
groups listen to members read their dratts aloud and offer oral response while others read drafts silently and then discuss their responses. Either way, a conversation about writing evolves. Students
discuss what they have done and what they plan to do in their writing.
Their language contains exchanges such as:
Si: What are you going to do next?
S2: I usually write everything and then I cut it down. Now it's
time to cut.

In saying aloud what she plans to do next, the second student in this
exchange affirms her understanding of her own process of writing:
St: It needs more detail in that part about the garden.
S2: Yeah, I guess I should develop that part, describe the flowers
and everything.

Thanks to the observation of the first speaker, the second student in
this exchange comes to a new understanding of what the word "develop" can mean to writers:
St: Shouldn't it be "The agent gave the ticket to ivy friend and me,
not my friend and I"?
52:

I think You're right. I lust don't pay much attention to that

kind of stuff when I'm writing a draft.

At the same time that it reinforces a point of usage, this exchange
enables one student to understand how another proceeds while
writing.

As they explain what they do as they write, students clarify their
own processes for themselves,, and at the same time, listening to the
accounts of others reinforces the idea that there is no one "right" way
to write. Comments such as the one above about the need for more
detail can lead students to new activities in writing such as developing
description in a second draft. In addition to talking about their processes or how they write, students in writing groups discuss formal
aspects of writing. Their discussions include exchanges such as:
Si: What about the introduction?
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S2: I can't write the beginning until I've decided what the main
part will say.

Familiar terms such as "introduction" take on new meaning when
students use them to talk about their . wn work.
Si: I think that bit about Saturday night needs to be included.
S2: Yeah, I need to make a transition between the first meeting
and Saturday night.

Here the suggestion about a need for more information leads the second speaker to an elaborated understanding of how transitions clarify
nteanings in writing.
Si: it seems awkward when you describe the reactions and why
you're doing it ... when you should just say that you've done it.
You know, look at it from the past instead of the present. That's it,
use the past tense here.

Use terms such as "past tense" as well as "introduction" and "transition" indicate students' developing vocabulary about writing. Intermingled with comments about processes and forms of writing are
statements that demonstrate students' growing ability to make con-

nections between their reading and their writing, to see how their
work contributes to an ongoing intertextual conversation. Here, for
example, are some excerpts from an eleventh-grade writing group:
Si: It's got to show something like cracker boxes for furniture. I
mean it's obviously not a very romantic life. You know, something
like the way Dickens describes that house.
52: The sentences seem very choppy to me. But maybe it's OK.
Hemingway uses short sentences like that.

By drawing on features of other texts to describe their own, students
develop new ways of looking at their work. In particular, they become
more sensitive to stylistic features in their own and others' writing. At
the same time, they decrease the distance between their own writing
and that of famous (capital A) Authors. They recognize that their own
writing has something in common with what they read in books written by other and in so doing, they begin to think of themselves as
writers rather than drudges fulfilling a teacher's requirement.
This language about writing, whether it deals with processes, forms,
or ;ntertextual issues, plays an important part in students' learning.
Not only do they learn about how other writers proceed and broaden
their repertoires for thinking about writing, they develop language
about writing. Psychologists describe language about iat-.1;uage as me-
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tatanguage and claim that it contributes significantly to metacognition, or
the ability to plan, monitor, and evaluate one's information processing
(Sternberg 1984). Metacognition is often cited as a major contributor to
general intelligence. As students reflect on what they do as they write

(with phrases such as "time to cut" or "when I'm writing a draft"),
consider possibilities in forms (using terms such as "introduction" or
"transition"), or make comparisons across pieces of writing (as when
they compare their sentences with Hemingway's), they are not only
learning more about writing, they are exercising their metacognitive
capacities.
The immediacy of writing groups also fosters students' audience
awareness. They learn that what is clear to them is not necessarily clear
to an audience, and as a result, they learn to take audience needs into
account as they write. Here, for example, is an excerpt from a writing
group in a fifth-grade class:
Si: I like that part where you said that you remembered it so well.

S2: When you said the town seemed smaller? They're adding on
and stuff so it would he bigger if there's a train station there now.
53: What I meant was, with the fog it seems smaller.
52: OK, if you meant that, why didn't you put in because of the
fog?

53: Maybe I should change it.
S4: Why do you wish it was like it was before? You should put,
you know, what you did before to make it real fun and stuff.

In this conversation the author (S3) is confronted by her audience
directly and learns that the meaning she intended is not the meaning
her audience inferred. To the audience the word "smaller" seemed
inappropriate for describing a town where new buildings had been
constructed. The perceptual distortions caused by the fogalthough
completely clear to the authorsimply could not be grasped by the
audience without more explanation. A student who hears her peers
say that they do not understand is much more likely to want to revise
her work than the student who has been admonished by the teacher
to polish a draft. Writing groups draw upon the power of peer pressure
to motivate revision. At the same time, writing groups foster audience

awareness, enabling student writers to move away from their Own
perspectives and consider what information their readers will need.
Hearing another student say that something is unclear helps them see

their own writing from the perspective of an audience, and

perspective-taking is an important part of writing. The immediacy of
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response possible in writing groups likewise contributes to its effect.
Rather than receiving written comments on writing produced some
time ago, students in writing groups receive responses as soon at, they
have finished reading their work aloud or as soon as their peers have
read their work silently.
Many students claim that they internalize the voices of individuals
in their writing groups so that, when they are writing, they imagine
what a given person might say about the piece. This internalization of
audience moves students one step closer to being effect 'ye critics of
their own writing. One group of sophomores reflecting on the preceding year's experience in writing groups made these statements about
the effect of working together:
St: Sometimes when I was writing I could just hear Tom saying, "I

need to know what your topic is," and I would start writing an
explanation for Torn.
52: Yeah, the same kind of thing happened for me. When I started

using lots of "is" and "was" I could hear Susan saying, "I want
stronger verbs."

By imagining what a writing group member might say in response to
a selection of writing, students broaden their critical capacities and
develop a better ear for their own writing.
Evaluative Groups

Perhaps the most effective means of encouraging students' selfcriticism is to use writing groups to evaluate finished pieces of writing
as well as to respond to drafts in progress. The challenge for the instructor is to make clear the differences between groups that respond
to drafts and groups that evaluate finished selections. Writing groups

that deal with work in progress generally do best to concentrate on
issues such as general impression created, persuasiveness of argument
or point being made, and effectiveness of phrasing, thereby avoiding
premature consideration of mechanical correctness in writing. Insist-

ing that students listen to drafts read aloud rather than reading one
another's work sile,y can prevent students from becoming overly
concerned with issues of usage in drafts
Alternatively, groups dealing with finished pieces of writing find it
much more productive to have copies of the whole paper so they can
consider mechanical correctness as well as larger features of discourse.
Taking different approacheslistening to drafts read orally and read-
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ing finished work silentlyenables students to distinguish between
revising and editing and, thereby, to understand the processes of writing more fully.
The task of writing groups charged with evaluating a finished piece
of writing centers on developing criteria for evaluation. Prefacing a
writing assignment with an examination of models enables students
to develop evaluative criteria, to determine what makes "a good one."
If, for example, the upcoming assignment emphasizes description, the
instructor can provide an example of a good description, written by
either a published writer or a good student writer. The class then reads
the model piece very closely, paying attention to the ways the author
achieves certain effects. The process of noting the features they like
and figuring out how they were achieved leads students to develop a
list of criteria for evaluating descriptive writing. This reference to an
actual piece of writing makes criteria such as "use of detail," "coherence between paragraphs," or "development of ideas" come alive for

students. Close readings of modelsreading like writershelp students decide what to expect of finished writing by their peers.

Students in writing groups charged with evaluation of finished
writing (as opposed to responding to work in progress) need to feel
that their assessment matters. Assuming responsibility for assigning
grades gives students a clear sense of the importance of their evaluations. Charging each group member with assigning a grade as well as
making detailed evaluative comments not only reduces the teacher's
paper load, but it a!qo underlines the significance of student evaluation. Multiple copies of one wup's writing are distributed to another
group so that each member of the receiving group reads and evaluates
the writing of another group. Teachers serve as arbiters if students feel
their work has not received fair treatment and then the average of the
several grades given by students in a writing group is recorded in the
grade book.

Preparing Students for Groups

Successful writing groups, whether for responding or evaluating, do
not emerge spontaneously in classrooms. They require special preparation, and it is this preparation that constitutes "real" teaching. Instructors who claim, "Oh. I've tried writing groups. They didn't work,"

usually go on to reveal that they did little to prepare students to
participate in these groups. Preparation begins with creating an accepting climate in the classroom. Sharing one's writing with others is
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always a somewhat threatening experienceeven for experienced
writersand teachers can make it clear that classrooms are "save"
places where cruelty and ridicule will not be tolerated. Putting a high

priority on helping students get to know one another is one way
teachers can signal safety in the classroom. Using get-acquainted exer-

cises and encouraging students to share journal entries or personal
anecdotes helps students appreciate and value one another. And it is
particularly helpful if the teacher shares along with students.
just as a climate conducive to successful writing groups must be
developed and nurtured, so students cannot be assumed to have the
skills necessary to successful participation in writing groups. As
Ifilgers (1986) notes, students do not know inherently how to work
together; they must be taught. One of the first things instructors can
do is to model responses to writing. A writing group of the whole,
where the entire class considers the same paper, provides opportunities for demonstrating effective comments and for encouraging students to broaden their repertoires of response. The teacher can ask
students to identify comments that would be most helpful to a writer
faced with revising the piece under consideration. It does not take long

before students recognize how little help is provided by comments
such as "It flows so well" or "I liked the whole thing."
Groups can be constituted in a variety of ways. Instructors can
simply allow students to group themselves, elaborate sociograms of
the class can be constructed so that groups will contain at least some
members who would like to work together, or arbitrary methods such
as counting off groups of five can be employed. Perhaps more important than the method for establishing groups is monitoring and shifting once groups have begun working together. Teachers can rely on
their own observations or comments from students to identify group

problems, and rearranging students will usually solve difficulties.
Once groups have been established, the question of procedures arises.

The purpose for the groupwhether to work collaboratively on a
single piece of writing or to respond to drafts or to evaluate finished
piecesdetermines much of the procedure, but decisions still remain.
In response groups, for example, teachers need to decide whether
author or text should serve as the focus. That is, texts can be read with
no explanation from the author, or the author can pose questions or
problems to which the group responds. Another issue in writing group
procedures is that of leadership. In most groups a leader will emerge
without prompting, Out the teacher needs to decide whether the leader should be institutionalized by being given duties such as taking
attendance or recording responses.
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When students have been prepared for both the form and content
of their work, they can participate very effectively in writing groups.
Research indicates that they stay on task and that their responses are
largely useful (Gere and Abbott 1985). In response groups the majority

of student comments deal with ideas developed in the writing, and
students offer one another suggestions and ask questions designed to
help improve writing. Even when writing groups digress to conversations about weekend activities and current happenings, these conversations usually contribute to the cohesiveness and supportivenes:. of
the group. In fact, some of the most effective groups allow time for
catching up with one another's lives before considering the writing.
When they are not talking about the ideas discussed in writing,
students tend to talk about their own processes of writing. They share
their insights and experiences, thereby gaining a broader perspective
on the nature of writing. A small amount of the writing group's time is

usually devoted to conversations about group procedures, deciding
whose work to consider first, making sure everyone gets a hearing, and
interpreting the guidelines established by the teacher. One indication
of good preparation by the teacher is that these conversations typically do not last long. Students have a good idea what is expected and do

not spend a great deal of time debating about what to do.

Indeed, the way students behave in a writing group provides a
great deal of evidence about the quality of teaching that has gone
before. When students proceed purposefully, demonstrating that they
know what and why they are doing, they demonstrate that the teacher

has made both purpose and expectation clear. As Harvey Wiener
(1986) has noted, when writing groups meet, the good teacher is the
most idle person in the room because students are well-prepared to do

their work. From this perspective then, it is time to change the oftheard sentence to: "You should come to observe my class tomorrow
because the kids will be in writing groups."
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9 Reading and Response
to Literature:
Transactionalizing Instruction
Stanley B. Straw
University of Manitoba

The notion of "the reading group" is familiar, at least, in elementary schools. In many classes, reading groups are ways of tracking
students by ability levels. Children are acutely aware of who is

among the elite Bluebirds and which laggards are, in contrast,
relegated to the low-achieving Sparrows. But small groups can
function very differently in reading and in literature classes. Recent views of reading portray readers as transacting with texts,

and we enrich the quality of reading by extending that transaction
to encompass other readers. Students in cooperative and collaborative reading groups become more effective readers because they
are encouraged to articulate their inferences and responses to others.

An Example of Reading:
Transmission, Interaction, or Transaction?
A few years ago, I was observinl, a group of high school students and

their instructor as the students were preparing the oral reading of
poetr. for a language arts festival. Generally, oral readings were accompanied by an introduction on the meaning of the poem with some
emphasis on the metaphors presented in the poem. The poet they
were working on was Robert Frost; the poem, "Mending Wall." They
were aware that Frost was an American and that he had dedicated a
poem to John F. Kennedy at his inauguration as president of the United States in 1961. Shortly before their discussion of the meaning of this

particular poem, there had been news reports on television about
I would like to thank Pat Sadowy for her insightful reading and response to this paper,
as well as Susan Hynds and Don Rubin for their helpful editing of it. t would particularly
like to thank Raymond Lavery for discussing his teaching experience with me in regards
to the examples used in this paper and for his rich classroom experience from which he
graciously allowed me to draw. S.B.S.
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attempted escapes from East Berlin to the West, as well as a short
documentary about the Berlin crisis early in Kennedy's administration
as president. Based on this background, they began a lively and cogent
discussion of the poem "Mending Wall" as a metaphor for the Berlin
Wall, characterizing the narrator of the poem as a symbol of the West

and the neighbor, "like an old-stone savage armed" who "moves in
darkness," as a symbol of the Eastern bloc.
Now, was this interpretation of the poem to be praised for its freshness and renewed application, or was it the teacher's responsibility to
correct the students' reading as anachronistic? Based on my own conceptualization of the nature of reading, 1 saw the interpretation as a
legitimate reading of the poem based, not on Frost's attempt to create
a comparison with a major world development which took place half
a century after he wrote the poem, but rather as a creation on the part
of the students of a real meaning of the poem, a meaning they could
relate to and understand on a personal level.
Unfortunately, before the students had the opportunity to present
the poem, their instructor pointed out the impossibility of the inter-

pretation, an action obviously informed by a view that, since Frost
could not have known abot:i the Berlin Wall, he could not have intended that the poem refer to the Berlin Wall; therefore a reading of the
poem using the wall as a metaphor for the circumstances in Germany
was both incorrect and not possible. The students subsequently aban-

doned the use of the poem and felt that their reading was "wrong."
They chose instead "Take Something Like a Star" as their presentation
poem, a little-known Frost poem that was so dense for them that they

lost much of the energy and passion that had been associated with
their reading of "Mending Wall."
The instructor, in this example, succeeded in doing at least three
things by pointing out to students the "anachronism" of their interpretation: first, he privileged the intention of the author for at least his
ascription of the intention to the author) as the "best," if not the only
meaning; second, he dosed the text for the students, suggesting that
some interpretations of the poem were simply not possible; third, he
devalued the background and experience of students in their reading
of the text. The instructor in this example clearly viewed reading as a
transmission process, a transmission of meaning generated wholly by
the author and communicated to the reader, unchanged, through the
vehicle of the text.
How could this situation have been handled differcitiiy and what
would a different handling imply about both the nature of reading and
the nature of instruction?
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Proponents of interactive models of reading would suggest that these

readers were employing background experience and background
knowledge in order to make sense of the poemthat is, they were
calling up their rich internal schema and applying it to the text in order
to understand it. On the other hand, reading-response critics such as
Rosenblatt (1978)the transactionalists would suggest that these students, through their "transactions" with the poem, were constructing

their own meaning within the range of possibilities provided by the
text of the poem itself. Rosenblatt discusses this "new construct," this
new meaning, as the real process of coming to know the meaning of
any piece of literature. She characterizes this transaction as a conversation between reader and texta negotiation between what the read-

er knows an what the text presents.
Instruction, Interaction, and Tiansaction

New conceptualizations of reading and literature as intractior and
transaction can have profound impact on the ways we as teachers conceptualize our role in instruction. The move from a notion of determinant, text-based meaningmeaning-,getting ---to a conceptualization of
reading as meaing-making in the presence of text suggests that many
of our traditional vehicles for teaching literature may he in conflict

with mature reading. That is, if reading is really interactional and
transactional, then transmission methodsmethods that assume the
transmission of knowledge from author/text (and by proxy, from the
teacher) to reader, that deny the unique constructions of meaning on
the part of studentsare at odds with the goals of our reading programs, which are to foster mature readings of texts (Bleich 1980; Tompkins 1980), Implicit in these new notions of reading is the idea of the

social construction of knowledge and the role of talk in creating and
consolidating meaning. Building the negotiation between reader and
text is never done in isolation of the social circumstances in which
learning and reading take place and are always the result of an oral
exchange (talking) or the creation of hypothesized talk. One of the
most powerful arguments for the reconceptualization of reading as
interaction and transaction comes, it seems to me, from "social pragmatists" (Hunt 1990) who suggest that the procedures for meaningmaking are learned through the oral exchanges and the social interactions that readers have, especially when they are exploring texts in
groups.
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One of the ways in which teachers are attempting to deal with this
realization about the communal pursuit of knowledge in reading is
through cooperative and collaborative learning methods. Roughly, the
rationale for the use of cooperative and collaborative learning in classrooms runs something like this.
If the mature, independent reader is involved in active construction

of text, in active negotiations of meaning, and if those negotiation
strategies are primarily learned through students' use of talk both with

us as teachers and with other students, then we cannot encourage
mature, independent reading by telling our students what particular
texts mean. We cannot even achieve this by asking questions of students that lead them to infer a particular meaning. We cannot assume

that "meaning" will ultimately be the same for every reader. If all
readers came to tne negotiating table of reading with exactly the same
background experiences, the same talk experience, the same social
experiences, the same understanding strategies, then we might be able
to teach the "skills" of reading in a particular order so that each reader
could construct the same unvarying meaning in the face of any particular text. But that, clearly, is not the case. Each individual comes to the
act of reading with significantly different experiences and, more importantly, different value systems derived from social experience. The

imposition of meaning on the text by the teacher, rather than the
allowance for negotiation with the text on the part of student readers,
is not teaching
ture, but is, rather, teaching dogma, the positive
assertion of op
in this case the teacher's opinion, even though the
teacher may equate his or her opinion with the dogma of the author.
Meaning in literature is, ultimately, opinion, and interactive and trans.

actional theorists suggest that the opinion is arrived at through the
negotiation. If our purposes for teaching were to transmit dogmaor
even to transmit knowledgewe would not use the actual literary text
itself as reading material, at least not initially; we would, instead, use
commentaries or "notes" (such as Cliffs Notes or Coles Notes) as our
"real" texts and then show students how and why the meanings we
have assigned to the literary text are valid. In fact, in a transmission
model of teaching literature, this is often what happens: teachers present the meaning first and then show students how that meaning is
explicated in or derived from the literary text; the literature is then
used as an example of a particular meaning, rather than as a stimulus
for thinking and the construction of meaning. The text serves as validation for the teacher-assigned meaning (See Bogdan and Straw 1990,

for an elaborated argument on changing conceptualizations of
reading),
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The alternative becomes clearer as we view reading as a meaningmaking process rather than a meaning-getting process. Instructionally,

what we really want to do as teachers, it seems to me, is to teach
students to become active negotiators in the act of creating meaning
during and after readingto help students become part of the conversation that is reading: the conversation between reader and text, between text and community, and among readers. This argues for
socially-based, talk-based classrooms, classrooms that lead students
to meaning-making rather than meaning-getting.
In an attempt to do this, we as teachers have searched for means of
achieving the combined goals of helping students use talk to learn and

to negotiate meaning with text within communities of readers. A
group of instructional procedures referred to under the general rubric
of cooperative-collaborative learning methods has emerged from this
search. These methods range from highly tee....her-directed activities,
such as group practice and peer tutoring, to very open-ended, transactional activities such as Co-op Co-op. What differentiates these methods from each other is the amount of student and teacher input into
the goals, roles, methods, procedures, and content used within the
general group process.
The results of a huge amount of research across a wide range of
grade and ability levels and across nearly every conceivable subject
area suggest that, under certain circumstances, work in group settings
is generally superior to teacher-determined knowledge passed on
through transmission methods. Learning situations that require students to work in groups, to negotiate the processes of learning through
talk (with us and with each other) appear to result in superior performance on a wide variety of measures, from academic performance to
interracial tolerance, when compared with transmission methods. It
would appear that, as students assemble knowledge, as they construct
it for themselves, they become more adept learners. The process of
articulating ideas through talk appears to aid students in assimilating,
accommodating, and building knowledge.

The research and study on meaning-constructing group work
comes out of two different "histories." The rationale for the first, usually referred to as "cooperative learning," is related to an attempt to
help students i..ecome more cooperative and supportive of each other
in classroom settings, especially in multicultural, multi-ethnic, and
mainstreamed classrooms. These methods are often teacher-directed
and teacher-structured. On the other hand, "collaborative learning"
methods have come out of a history of a search for more meaningful

transactions among students in classrooms and with the materials
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they are learning. The differences between cooperative and collaborative learning environments are, I think, similar to the differences be-

tween interactive and transactional models of reading. They both
seem to be reasonable and workable alternatives to transmission education and appear to encourage not only greater cooperation on the
part of students, but greater achievement as well.
While admitting their similarities, I am generally going to differentiate, for the purpose of discussion only, between what I am calling
interactive approaches (those procedures usually associated with the
cooperative learning movement) and transactional approaches, while admitting that different approaches may be more or less effective for any
particular learning goal or circumstance (Fig. I). Interactive approaches
are approaches that leave most of the decision making and responsibility for instruction in the hands of the teacher. They are procedures
that involve substantial scaffolding on the part of the teacher (that is,
the building of the basic structures of instruction) and leave much of
the process of learning to students. Transactional approaches, on the
other hand, are procedures that transfer much of the responsibility for
all aspects of learning to the students and allow for a much greater
amount of student input, student decision making, and student control of learning. In transaction, the teacher, rather than being an architect who lays out the scaffold for learning for the students (as in the
interactive approaches), becomes another builder of knowledge, an-

INTERACTIVE
APROACHES

TRANSACTIONAL
APPROACHES

(Teacher as Architect)

(Teacher as Fellow Builder)

Goals

Teacher generated

Collaboratively generated
between students and
teacher

Roles

Teacher assigned

Student negotiated

Methods

Teacher modeled

Student constructed (negotiated with teacher)

Procedures

Teacher modeled

Student constructed

Content

Teacher assigned

Student and teacher
negotiated

Fig. 1. Possible differences between interactive and transactional approaches
to group learning.
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other constructor of knowledge, right alongside the students. As a
colleague of mine says, "The teacher becomes just another voice
among all the other voices in the classroom."
The two approaches can be differentiated in terms of five concepts:
Goals of learning, roles in learning, methods of learning, procedures in

group functioning, and content for learning. The figure attempts to
diagram the basic differences in the approaches under these five concepts.

The f;g;ire may make interactive methods appear to be highly
teacher dominated, and in some cases, they are; however, it is impor-

tant to understand that this figure is an attempt to discriminate between interactive and transactional approaches to group-centered en-

vironments and to demonstrate that both approaches differ
significantly from the assumptions underlying transmission models of
teacher-active/student-passive education. The essential difference between interactive and transactional models is the role of the teacher as
architect in one (interactive) and the role of the teacher as participant
in the other (transactional).

Interactive Methods and Cooperative Learning Strategies

The research on interactive group approaches has come out of a
number of areas. In this section, 1 will attempt to summarize that large

and substantial body of evidence supporting the use of interactive
group approaches in teaching in general, and in teaching reading and
literature specifically.
Peer Tutoring

The oldest work in interactive group activity is probably the work in
peer tutoring. Cohen and Ku lik (1981) reported a metanalvsis of the
studies done in peer tutoring. They reviewed over 500 studies and
chose the 65 strongest ones for further analysis from those studies
done in real classrooms. They studied a number of factors that might
affect differences between peer tutoring classrooms and transmission
classrooms, including the amount of teacher-supplied structure present in the tutoring situations, the relative age of the partners, whether

instruction was a supplement to teacher instruction rather than a
substitute, and whether tutors were given any preprogram training ;n
tutoring. The analysis was carried out in a variety of subject areas.
They found that overall, in all subject areas, the effect of peer tutoring
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on both the tutors (the students who administered instruction) and
the tutees (the students who received instruction) was approximately
10 percent higher than the effect of regular, transmission instruction.
Although all tutoring situations appeared to help the tutees, structurrd
tutoring seemed to be about twice as effective for them as unstructured
tutoring, whereas there appearec, to be little difference in the effect of
structured over unstructured situations for tutors. Cross-age tutoring
seemed to be more effective for tutees than same-age tutoring, whereas
the effect of cross-age versus same-age tutoring seemed to be about
the same for tutors. For both tutors and tutees, instruction that was a
substitute for teacher instruction was about twice as effective as instruction that was a supplement to teacher instruction. Finally, training tutors,

that is, whether tutors were trained or not, did not seem to make a
significant difference for either the tutors or the tutees.
My personal experience and my observations in classrooms would
suggest that peer tutoring is most effective when material is concrete
and when the purpose of instruction is to teach skills or strategies. In
the reading classroom, for example, a teacher might wish to use peer
tutoring when teaching students how to use underlining to summarize material or to look for specific symbols or imagery in literature. I
recently observed a junior-high classroom in which the teacher had
presented the concept of metaphor, hyperbole, and the characteristics
of the ballad, and had given the students a list of "critical questions" to
use in recognizing these. She initially taught the lesson to a group of

students who had finished reading three short poems earlier than
other students: "The Highwayman" by Alfred Noyes and "The Shooting of Dan McGrew" and "The Cremation of Sam McGee" by Robert
Service. She then used these students as tutors when other students
finished reading the material in class. In this example, the teacher was
able to work with a group of students having difficulty with the literature they were reading, while other students taught the recognition
of the literary devices to their peers. She was able to accomplish so
much more during class period, while all of the students were able to
pass the mastery test given at the end of the unit.
Peer tutoring, as this example shows, is a fairly restricted form of
group instruction. However, students appear to be effective at taking
on instructional roles; this is particularly true when the peer tutoring
students are clear about expectations and when more able students
act as the tutors. It is also true when the content or skills to be learned
are concrete and the goals for success are clear. When these requirements are met, it appears that students can be more effective teachers
and explainers of information than many teachers themselves.
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Cooperative Learning Strategies

Johnson and Johnson (1985) have carried out extensive research comparing cooperative learning situations with what they call "competitive" and "individualistic" learning situations. Competitive situations

are those in which students compete with each other in achieving
success; individualistic situations are those in which an individual
student's success or failure is unrelated to those of his or her peers.
Johnson and Johnson have reviewed hundreds of studies on cooperative learning and have completed a number of metanalyses on these
studies. In the area of achievement, they report that cooperative learning was superior f-,1 both competitive and individualistic learning cir-

cumstances, such that students engaged in cooperative learning
achieved approximately 30 percent above students in a transmission
setting, particularly when high-level thinking strategies were
involved.
In response to questions about subject matter and ability of students, Slavin (1985) states from his review on cooperative learning:
"The positive effects of cooperative learning methods on students'
achievement appear just as frequently in elementary and secondary

schools; in urban, suburban, and rural schools; and in (diverse)
subjects
Most studies show that high, average, and low achievers
gain equally from the cooperative experiences" (10-11). Johnson and
Johnson (1985) make a similar observation from their own research:

"High-, medium-, and low-ability students were mixed within the
cooperative learning groups. Clearly the high-ability students did not
suffer from working with medium- and low-ability students. In the
studies that measured the achievement of gifted students separately,

three found that they achieved higher when collaborating with
medium- and low-ability students, and one found no difference in
achievement [over transmission)" (105-6).

These interaction methods of cooperative instruction include

a

rather wide variety of methods. Some of these are described below:
Student team learningllearning together is a set of methods in which a

teacher presents a lesson, cooperative groups work to master the
content of the lesson, a quiz or tournament (group competition)
is given on the material, and recognition is given to successful
teams. This set of methods is especially useful for activities that
require mastery over particular content or skills. Recently, I observed a teacher using this procedure with the structure of es-

says. He had taught his tenth-grwie students to recognize the
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structure of an essay and then to apply it to a comparison of
Emerson's "Nature" and an essay from the current issue of Time.
They later worked together in order to write their own essays on
topics of importance to them in their own lives. Members of each
group became committed to making sure that the other members
of their team became knowledgeable about the essay form and
could both recognize it in literature and write it on their own.

Jigsaw II is a method in which students meet in "expert groups"
to learn material, each expert group within the class having different material. After the expert groups have worked together so

that each member of the group is, in fact, an "expert" in the
material, the classroom is rearranged so that new groups are
created so that one student from each expert group is in each of
the newly created "home" groups. The task of each member of
these home groups is to teach what she or he has learned in the

expert group to the other members. Many literature teachers
have found this procedure useful in that the expert groups study
different pieces of literature, all related to the same theme, and
then return to the home groups to teach their pieces to the other
members of the group. I worked recently with a teacher who was
developing a unit on race and the effect of prejudice in literature.
Using the Jigsaw II procedure, she asked students to read one of
four short stories ("After You, My Dear Alphonse" by Shirley
Jackson, "The Enemy" by Pearl S. Buck, "D. P." by Kurt Vonnegut, and "One, Two, Three Little Indians" by Hugh MacLennan).
Students were assigned to particular short story groups on the
basis of their ability to read the stories, although all of the stories
centered on a similar theme. They worked out their interpretations of the stories in e;:pert groups, then returned to their home
groups to teach their story to their peers and then to discuss how
the themes derived from each of the stories were alike and different. Each student then had to write a "mini-essay" on one of the
central issues identified in all four short stories.
Reciprocal teaching and interactive teaching (Palinesar and Brown

1986) are procedures that begin with teacher modeling and explanation of reading strategies to students. Groups of students
then meet to discuss a procedure, and each student within the
group then takes a turn at "being the teacher," demonstrating
and explaining the process to other students. The group discusses the teaching experience each time, questions the "student/teacher" and gives feedback to him or her. This procedure
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is repeated until each person has had an opportunity to demon-

strate the process to the other students, teach the process to
peers, and receive feedback. The students are then assessed individually on their ability to use the procedures in actual reading

circumstances. Literature teachers have found this procedure
particularly helpful in teaching students how to integrate and
use background experiences in understanding the literature they
read. Recently I worked with a teacher who wanted to develop

his students' comparison/contrast abilities. Initially, he asked
students to write about receiving a gift as a child, using a set of
prepared questions such as "How did the gift make you feel?",
"Who did you show the gift to?", "Why was it important to
you?", and "Why did you want to share the gift with someone
else?" He then asked students to read Katherine Mansfield's
"The Doll's House," asking the same questions about the three
girls in the story. Then students, in groups, were asked to teach
each other how to draw analogies between their own experience
and the experiences of the characters in the story. They taught
each other to develop comparison/contrast charts in order to talk
about and, ultimately, write about how their own experiences
were alike or different from those of the characters in the stories.
Peer-response ,sivroup3 is a procedure in which students within a
group individually complete an assignment (such as reading and
then writing about a piece of literature). The group then reads

each student's assignment and discusses how it could be improved, expanded, focused, elaborated, or so on. Individuals respond to the group's assessment by further clarification, questioning, discussion, and, finally, by reworking the assignment.

Students are encouraged to work together in pairs or small
groups as they encounter problems in completing their final assignments. These procedures have proven to be especially effective in the teaching of composition skills, although they can easily be applied to reading and response to literature. I observed a
teach(' Is he used peer-response groups in teaching students to
write < iiaracter sketches in response to Daniel Keyes's novel,
Flowers for Algernon . Students were asked to write about the characters of either Alice or Charlie and then to comment on how
they themselves related to either of these characters. In writing
about both the characters in the novel and themselves, students
learned to reflect on character, on their response to character, as
well as to help each other develop articulate responses.

1
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Transactional Methods and Collaborative Learning Strategies
Collaborative learning strategies are very similar to many of the cooperative learning strategies described above, except that the amount of
student decision making in the groups is much greater in collaborative
learning. The teacher releases much of the control, in terms of goals
(what is to be learned), the roles of students within groups (the leader,
if there are leaders, is chosen by the group), methods of learning, and
the procedures within the group. Some collaborative methods, in ad-

dition, leave the choice of material or content to be learned to the
students (for example, they are allowed to choose which piece of liter-

ature they wish to study). Collaborative learning is not as well researched as either peer tutoring or cooperative learning, and the results are much less generalizable to a broad range of instructional
situations. However, much of the work in collaborative learning has
been done with students reading and responding to literature. For
example, Dias (1985) found that high school students who studied in
collaboration with peers performed significantly better on measures of
interpretation than students exposed to a more traditional, transmis-

sion approach. The research my colleagues and I have been doing
suggest that students at grades 1, 3, 8, 10, and 12 have more mature

responses to literature when exposed to collaborative learning
situations.
Collaborative learning is a fairly unstructured situation in which
students are asked to read and discuss pieces of literature and then

respond to the literature either in small groups or in a journal-like
format. They are subsequently asked to respond to the responses of
their fellow students, discuss the literature further, and then to write
or present a semiformal response to the piece. For example, Kagen
(1985) reports a collaborative method he calls Co-op Co-op. In this
method, students meet in groups, decide on the goals for their own
study, assign roles to certain members of the group, and complete a
class project. His results indicate that not only do students achieve
better under these circumstances, but they also have more positive
attitudes toward class and the materials. Similar results are reported in
a series of studies by Dias (1979), Bryant (1984), and me (Straw 1989).
A pair of teachers recently employed collaborative learning/group
investigation procedures in a grade 12 novel study on important social
issues of the twentieth century. The novels they used were: Ordinary
People by Judith Guest, The Grapes of Wrath by John Steinbeck, Brave Neu)
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World by Aldous Huxley, In Search of April Raintree by Beatrice Culleton,

Oiasan by joy Kogawa, Cry, the Beloved Country by Alan Paton, Two
Solitudes by Hugh MacLennan, and One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest by
Ken Kesey. Every student was asked to read at least four of the novels

and to create a group around the novel that they would most like to
work on in-depth. After reading and briefly discussing each novel they
had read, the students joined an in-depth group and worked for four

to five days on preparing a way to present their novel to their peers
(e.g., audio presentation, radio play, role-playing, TV script, talk-show

format). They made their presentation to their peers and devised a
number of wr -s in which the students might respond to the novel.
Subsequent to the presentation, they had to write a paper generating
a theme taken from at least three of the novels. Although they were
expected to do their paper individually, they were expected to use
their peers as resources, particularly in discussing any technical aspects of the novels. This in-depth study led most students to read all
of the novels and to attempt to incorporate their responses to more
than three novels into the paper they wrote.
In many ways, collaborative learning procedures and other transactional methods may be a goal for teachers to strive for rather than a
starting point of instruction. In working with teachers, I have found
that they often feel insecure about releasing the goals, roles, methods,
procedures, and (especially) content of their classes to the discretion of

their students, particularly students they may perceive as young or
immature. In many ways, this is a valid concern, but at times one that
is severely overstated. Students can often, with very little training,
operate effectively and successfully on their own if the teacher adequately structures the classroom and prepares the students for the
experience (as evidenced by the research in peer tutoring and my own

research in grades I and 3). One of the ways of preparing students,
other than making sure that they have the materials and alternatives
available to them, is to begin group learning activities with an interactive method such as peer tutoring or one of the cooperative learning

strategies. When both students and teachers are comfortable with
these methods, then it may be appropriate to move to activities that
are more transactional in nature. If the nature of the reading process is
transactional (as I believe it is), then the goal of our instructional procedures should be that our classrooms be organized as transactionally as
possible, employing procedures that give students a wide variety of
choice in how to negotiate and achieve their own learning.
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Why Do Cooperative and Collaborative
Learning Strategies Work?

When working with teachers, I often discuss with them why cooperative and collaborative learning strategies appear to be so powerful,
especially in learning literature. The first reason, obviously, is that

these methods more nearly approximate the actual act of reading.
Reading is constructive, socially mediated, and independently motivated, and so is this range of methods for classroom organization.
Second, oral language and talk lead to the use of higher-level learning
and knowledge strategies. Johnson and Johnson(1985) conclude that
"the discussion process in cooperative groups promotes the discovery
and the development of high quality cognitive strategies for learning

." (155). Third, the occurrence of disagreement among group
members leads to a higher quality and quantity of learning, Johnson
.

.

ane Johnson (1982) refer to this as cognitive controversy. When managed

constructively, cognitive controversy promotes curiosity and uncertainty about the correctness of one's views, and, consequently, an
active search for more information, and higher achievement and retention of material. It promotes the "search for truth" by encouraging
active negotiations, both with other students and with texts. Fourth,
cooperative and collaborative learning procedures can increase the
time on task, that is, the amount of time students spend in profitable
learning. When students are involved in whole group discussions led
by the teacher (transmission), the opportunity for "tuning out" and
spending less time in active learning is greater. And, as Berliner (1981)
points out, higher engaged learning time leads to higher achievement.

Fifth, cooperative learning gives students opportunities orally to
rehearse material, ideas, and to explore possibilities more fully. It gives

students the opportunities to "try out" more possibilities than in
whole group, teacher-directed circumstances. Sixth, cooperative and
collaborative learning, again managed correctly, gives students immediate and meaningful regulation and feedback. High positive and corrective feedback gives students much more support and encourage-

ment in learning reading, and results in higher comprehension and
response (Tierney and Cunningham 1984). Seventh, cooperative and
collaborative learning gets students actively involved in their own
learning (rather than passively involved in listening to the teacher)
and thus can significantly raise the students' commitment to learning.
Eighth, the talk and feedback that takes place in groups, as well as the
teaching that happens between students, can aid in developing individual metacognitive monitoring systems. As members of the group
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monitor another member's performance, students can develop personal monitoring systems by modeling the group's critiques. As students monitor a peer's learning and performance, they learn to monitor their own also, and as Baker and Brown (1984) point out, this
metacognitive monitoring is significantly related to increased performance and learning.
Finally, it makes students aware of the processes they use in learning, asks them to articulate those processes, and, in the role of teacher,
allows them to explain and refine the procedures they use when reading and responding to literature.

Some Cautions about Group Learning Technique

As teachers go about attempting to "transactionalize" their classrooms, a number of cautions should be pointed out. Most of these
cautions come from a combination of efforts on the part of cooperative
learning researchers, researchers in learning and metacognition, and
researchers in teacher and school effectiveness. I have chosen the ones

I feel are most important for teachers to guard against when implementing cooperative and collaborative learning strategies in their
reading and literature classroom:
1. Cognitive controversy does not imply dissonance. The work by
Johnson and Johnson (1982) suggests that cognitive controversy
is helped when it is "constructive conflict" (230). They suggest
that controversy can be constructive when the conflicts encourage the groups to become more aware of problems, when controversy encourages change rather than rigidity, when it ener-

gizes students and increases motivation, when it stimulates
creativity, when it encourages cohesiveness in group interactions, and when the controversy is based on trust.
2. Materials (i.e., literature) used in cooperative-collaborative settings, like materials used in other successful teaching settings,

should be within the reach of students; as Tierney and Cunningham (1984) point out, "teachers should have students read
easy materials and perform comprehension tasks they can complete with high success" (638). Perhaps this is more important in

cooperative and collaborative learning circumstances since
groups work somewhat autonomously, and groups that experience frustration in completing tasks assigned to them have a
tendency to break down (Johnson and Johnson 1982). Related to
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this point is that cooperative and collaborative learning classrooms should give students opportunities to cover more material rather than less material. Rosenshine and Stevens (1984)
suggest that there is a positive relationship between the amount
of material covered and achievement on the part of students.
Barr (reported in Rosenshine and Stevens 1984) found that

groups helped teachers cover more content than when they
worked with a class as a whole group.
3. Students must be actively engaged a large percentage of time
with academic materials and activities. Berliner (1981) and Stallings (reported in Rosenshine and Stevens 1984) have pointed
out that engaged learning time is directly related to achievement
and success. If cooperative and collaborative learning circumstances create situations in which students spend less time in
academic pursuits than in traditional classrooms, then the activities are not likely to succeed. However, cooperative and collaborative learning classrooms can give students an opportunity

to be engaged more than in traditional classroomsas long as
they keep on topic and on task.
4. Teachers, when using cooperative and collaborative learning
strategies, need to maintain a high academic emphasis. The use
of group learning should not suggest a relaxation of the emphasis on academic excellence. Rosenshine and Stevens (1984) suggest that the most successful school reading programs are those

that maintain a high emphasis on achieve neat and are task
oriented.

5. The use of cooperative and collaborative learning strategies
should not suggest a decrease in the expectations of performance. In fact, it should result in an increase in expectations. Web-

er (reported in Samuels 1981) has suggested that one of the
characteristics of exemplary reading programs is their consistently high expectations for student performance. In the same
vein, valuable teaching and learning practices, such as the assignment of homework and the expectation that it should be
done, should not be affected by the use of cooperative and collaborative learning strategies in class.
6. Cooperative and collaborative learning groups should he organized in such a way that allows for effective feedback to students
on their ideas and their work. Feedback needs to be generally
positive (Tierney and Cunningham 1984, suggest about 80 percent of the time), and helpeither from other students or direct-
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ly from the teachershould be given when feedback is negative.
This requires the teacher to develop a positive, risk-taking environment in the classroom, often demonstrating how feedback
should be given, and to provide students with procedures for
helping other students in their cooperative groups.
7. Interactive and transactional instructional models appear to be
most effective with heterogeneously grouped studentsheterogeneously grouped by ability, background, experience, school
success, and so on. The research suggests that diverse groups
appear to be more effective, both for more able and less able
students, where there is a diversity of individuals. Experiences
in heterogeneous groups seem to build the confidence of both
strong and weak students and to help students value the diverse
backgrounds and abilities of their peers.
With respect to cautions about interactive and transactional classroom practices, it should be made clear that the use of cooperative and
collaborative learning strategies in class should not compete with other activities that appear associated with students' success in learning
about and responding to literature. The Lacher who finds response
journals, for example, an effective way of working with literature
should not discontinue that activity in order to establish response
groups in the classroom.
Conclusions

In this paper, I have attempted to outline a transformation that I see
taking place in our conceptualizations about the acts of reading and,
especially, of reading literature. I nave discussed this in detail elsewhere (Bogdan and Straw 1990), but, in general, I perceive a movement
from a conceptualization of reading as a transmission process to a conceptualization of reading as a transactional process, wid, a conceptualization of reading as an interactive process and a step along the way
toward transaction. As our conceptualizations of reading have and are
changing, so are our conceptualizations about teaching. Although
change in teaching seems to lag substantially behind our concepts of
reading, teaching practices are now being investigated that are more
interactive and transactional. A major group of those methods can be
classified under the rubric of cooperative and collaborative learning
strategies or, as I have termed them above, interactive and transactional

situations. I have attempted to review the research on the effective-
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ness of these methods, to suggest what some of the strategies are, and
to suggest why they seem to be an effective means of getting students
to learn about and respond to literature. Finally, I have suggested that
the use of interactive and transactional classroom methods should not
obviate the use of instructional methods that are effective, such as

increased engaged learning time, amount of material covered, and
high expectations.
Many of us who are working in the field of reading and literature feel

that we are on the brink of a new era in our conceptualizations of the
reading process. I also feel that this brink is being reached in methods
for dealing with reading and literature in classrooms. Instituting interactive and transactional teaching procedures in our classrooms may,
in some ways, he very foreign to us; but if we believe our own rhetoric

about the interactive and transactional nature of reading, then we
need to reexamine our teaching strategies and adjust them to correspond to our new conceptualizations of reading.
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10 Teacher/Student Talk:
The Collaborative Conference

Muriel Harris
Purdue University

As trained readers and responders, teachers often feel comfortable
knowing what to tell students about the quality of their final written drafts. For better or for worse, we do know how to give summative evaluations of compositions. But as writing teachers be-

come equally interested in helping students learn about the
processes .7f composing, opportunities for student-teacher interaction come at many points, not just when the deed is done. What

kinds of student-teacher interactionand at what juncturesare
most likely to promote growth in writing?

One of the more encouraging recent trends in writing instruction has
been the recognition of the social nature of writing. Thus, we now talk
about writing for others in a world of words, an emphasis which involves being aware of that audience of readers as well as providing the
context, structure, and information readers will need. The act of entering that world of words is in itself a socializing process as the writer
becomes conscious of stepping into the public forum and joining the

conversation. And that recognition of the socialand socializing
nature of writing has yet another benefit: it leads to greater recognition
of the social environment needed as writers develop. Putting writers
in peer groups for discussion, review, or evaluation of drafts is one way

to provide the social context that is needed. Yet another way, the
teacher /student conference, creates opportunities for the kind of talk
which is a true collaborative dialogue between teacher and student, as
we see in this brief excerpt:
Kim: I think that paragraph about how I set up the tentit needs
something. But what? I'm . it's not strong. It ... what I want to
say about getting the tent up is it's so complicated.
Mrs. Amman: Complicated. That's a good word to think about.
Here, in this sentence, you used the word "complicated," but I
didn't know what you really meant. What's complicated about
putting up a tent?
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Kim: For one thing, my dad had to show me how to lay it flat on

the ground. When you startand you unfold the tentyou have
to lay it really flat. And the rain flaps go in a certain way. Then, the

pegs need to be set so youso the tent is tight when it goes up.
Mrs. Annan: Oh. I didn't know that. How about putting those
details in the paragraph? Here ... right here, what about right after
this sentence?
Kim: Would that make the paragraph stronger?
Mrs. Annan: Sure. If you could show us how you had to struggle
with all that, your readers can begin to feel a little of what you were
going through. Especially since you said it was so hot. Can you
write it so we can see what you went through to get that tent up?

That.: the kind of specific detail that will make that paragraph
come alive. What do you have to do with the rain flaps?

This kind of one-to-one conversation, the collaborative dialogue be-

tween teacher and student, can be so helpful that we should also
recognize it as a necessity for the developing writer, as necessary as
providing multiple opporturities to write. Because teacher/student
talk can be so productive for writers as they generate drafts of writing
and as we offer instructional guidance and respond to their writing,
talk may come to replace the traditional practice of written response
by the teacher/reader. Indeed, those walls of squiggles, phrases, and
endnotes we leave behind on student papers are, with increasing frequency, seen as an archaic, time-consuming, and not very productive
procedure. In fact, it is somewhat akin to relaying our messages via
smoke signals when we could be using teleconferences. Fortunately,

though, no hardware, software, or other forms of technology are
needed for student/teacher collaborative talk. What is needed is both
a rationale for such talk so that we recognize its purpose, and also some
strategies for carrying on productive dialogues with our students.'
But, before launching into a discussion of the why and how of student/teacher talk, I suspect that it is useful to define the kind of dialogue I am referring to. Teacher/student talk, as I use the term here,
d vs not refer to those short bursts of conversation among the welter
of voices in a class discussion. Nor is such talk the one-way communication of a teacher lecturing (however well-intentioned that lecture is)

do not mean to imply here that there are no problems associated with teacher/
student talk. Finding time, learning to work with various types of students, and keeping

the conversation on track are merely some of the many problems that have to be
considered. I offer a discussion of these problems in Teaching One-to-One: The Writing
Conference, and Donald Graves's Writing: Teachers and Children at Work is a highly useful
book on this and many other aspects of teaching writing.
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to a listening student in a so-called "conference." (Students know
exactly what lies ahead when the teacher says, "See me after class"
not a conference but a teacher monologue.) Instead, the truly useful
kind of talk is the dialogue of real conversation, the give-and-take
interaction of two speakers, asking, answering, discussing, trying out,
and exploring together, with neither monopolizing the conversation.
Such talk goes on at various times as students write. It can be as brief
as a few short spontaneous exchanges during a writing session in class
or as extended as a scheduled time together before or after class hours.

The Roles of Teacher/Student Talk
While it is difficult (and dangerous) to categorize the different kinds of
talk that can occur, there are some broad distinctions that are useful to
keep in mind. One ivay to think about teacher/student talk is to lump
some of it into that which assists writers ;n generating and developing

a piece of writing. Other teacher/student talk is focused less on a
particular piece of writing and more on mastering writing skills in
general. Finally, another large chunk of teacher/student talk provides
feedback on writing that has been produced. Often, all of this goes on
in the same conversation. But for the purposes of this discussion, I
shall tease out each of these kinds of talk as if they occur separately.
First, we will look more closely at te.Acher/student talk which occurs

when writers generate material, then at talk which goes on when
writers are acquiring information and strategies, and finally, at talk in
which teachers offer responses to the writing that is produced.
Generating Content through Talk

Conversations with writers as they explore, generate, and develop
ideas for their writingthe production aspect of composingcan be
so fruitful that "talk" ought to be at the top of any list of invention
heuristics we offer students. Having writers respond to various questions such as the "who-what-when-where-why-how" or other question lists, asking them to freewrite, or engaging them in other writing
and planning activities have become tools of the invention trade. They
beguile us into thinking that students will unlock great storehouses of
material if given the right tool. But such strategies still ask the writer to
confront a piece of blank paper and communicate something of interest on it. The catch here, as Mick Noppen, a peer tutor in a writing lab
("Speaking of Writing") notes, is that students who ask for help when
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they can't start writing don't seem to profit much from being told to
start writing. Some writers can master the use of :teuristics, but this
still sidesteps the social context of writing, a context that is vividly
apparent when someone sitting next to the writer simply (and sincerely) says, "Tell me more."

Useful teacher/student talk about generating more content is the
kind of conversation we all engage in when we want to hear more
about what someone is telling us:
Mr. Ernnres: So what did you do after that?
Michael: When we realized how late we were going to be? The

coach called ahead when the bus stopped for gas. We were all
disappointed because we were sue we'd be disqualified from the
semifinals.
Mr. Emme,.,: Yeah?

Michael: Well, as it turned outwhat happened was the Si10,A'
delayed several other teams tao. What a mess it was when we got
there. Really out of joint. The teams who made it were up foe it.

And it was hard to sit around trying to figure when the games
would start. There was a funny kind of atmosphere. On one hand,
everyone was tense. We wanted the action to start. But we also felt
like celebrating just because we of there.

An interested listener helps writers retrieve information more easily,
gives them a sense of audience in realizing what the reader would
want to know and needs to know, and just as important, validates the
subject as having audience interest. Thus I have listened to far too
many students who come to writing lab tutorials after spinning endless wheels rejecting topics that are not novel enough ("But the instructor knows all about that, so why would he like my paper?") or
topics that seem not to have any worth because they are too novel
("Yeah, my dad likes steam engines and we've taken some rides on
some old steam trains, but that's not something that interests most
people. I need a topic my teacher will be interested in."). The teacher
who listens, asks questions, and reacts with interest can help writers
knock down these false barriers.
Teacher/student conversation at the generating stage can also provide the writer with useful vocabulary and phrasing practice. When
students are beginning to use the language of any discipline, such
practice is invaluable. Again, it is an opportunity for socializing, for
bringing student writers into the academic community where such
language is routinely used. The more practice, the better, particularly
at the early stages of handling complex new thoughts. The phrasing
does not emerge smoothly or immediately. But as the conversation
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proceeds, students hear themselves using words and phrases that can

be reworked into written form. Conversation with writers as they
generate and develop a piece of writing, then, accomplishes several
necessary tasks.
Conveying Information and Strategies through Talk

A somewhat different kind of talk has a more overt instructional purpose. Here, we have talk primarily aimed at having writers emerge

knowing more about writing in general than they did before, even
when the talk may be focused on a particular piece of discourse. When
teacher/student talk moves to discussions of general aspects of writ-

ing, the temptation for the teacher to lecture, to "tell," is so overwhelming that we constantly have to fight against it. Delivel-:ag infor-

mation, from rules for the comma to strategies for organizing a
research paper, can be done economically to large groups, and those
writers who understand do not need further help. But for others, those
writers who do not completely master what was explained, another
round of "tell-it-to-'em-again" in a one-to-one setting is roughly as
effective as the "tell-'em -again-but-louder" approach used with those
who do not speak English. Instead, the power of interaction in conversation is often the key to helping writers in need:
Ms. Niedermann: You need to use a transition here, a joining word

or a phrase, something to help the reader make the connection
between this paragraph and the next one. Do you know what
"transitions" are?
Liwinne. I guess so, Like using "therefore"?

Ms. Niatermann: Sure, that's a good connecting word. But can you

see why readers need such words?
LeMiie: I suppose so. 1 know the book says we should use transitions. And there's that example paragraph in the chapter. But I
think it makes my writing sound too formal. Like someone else
wrote it, not me. Does that make any sense? Sometimes, I try to
use one of those words in that list, but nothing fits. It doesn't

sound right. "Therefore" is like something you'd see in an
encyclopedia.

Ms. Niatermanit: Sure, I know what you mean. So what you're
saying is that you need a list of words and phrases that are more
natural for you. Show me a place where you'd like a connecting
word. We'll see what we can come up with together.

The teacher's side of this kind of talk is focused on finding out why
the textbook and/or class explanations were not clear. What piece of
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the puzzle, what prior concept or missing bit of knowledge is needed?
How can an abstract concept become a reality for this particular student? What questions does this particular student have? Is some misconception blocking accurate understanding? What first step does this

student need in order to think through the problem on her own?
Would a demonstration help? In short, what will unlock the door that
allows this student to move forward? Writing involves juggling numerous constraints and requires the writer to turn abstract qualities
such as "focus," "organization," and "clarity" into specific pieces of
text. Because of these complexities, all writers can benefit from talk
which specifically addresses their personal concerns and relates abstract concepts about writing to their particular pieces of discourse.
RespondinN to Writing through Talk

And finally, there is all the talk aimed at providing feedback to writers.

Traditionally, teacher response has been in the form of "grading" or
writing comments on papers. For such evaluations and responses to
be useful, writers need to understand them. But the report from the
front is discouraging, as evidence continuing to mount indicates that
too many students do not comprehend or profit from written feedback. When C. H. Knoblauch and Lil Brannon (1981) reviewed research
on teachers' responses on papers, they concluded that commenting on

student essays ma). be an exercise in futility. Students either do not

read the comments or, if they do read them, they do not use the
suggestions. Similarly, when Melanie Sperling and Sarah Warshauer
Freedman (1987) reviewed the literature on the question of whether
students understand teacher comments on papers, their conclusions
were similar. They found a disheartening array of studies which show

that students either do not understand what is written or think the
comments reflect the teachers' confused reading, not the students'
confused writing. Sperling and Freedman reflect on what often seems
like an uncanny persistence in students to misconstrue, even when
the comments are addressed to the most promising students in otherwise succes ful classrooms.
As an example of how poorly some written responses communicate
their messages, consider the findings of a study by Mary F. Hayes and

Donald Daiker (1984), when they asked students to react aloud to
teacher comments on their papers. The instructor in the Hayes and
Daiker study was judged to have offered written response "in keeping
with the best pedagogical advice currently offered in our professional
literature. That is, she limits her commentary to two or three major
points per paper, balances constructive criticism with positive rein-
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forcement, notes students' improvement from paper to paper, and
generally avoids abbreviations and correction symbols" (1 ). Hayes
and Daiker clearly did not set up any tenpins to be knocked over. Yet,
when one student read the teacher's written comment, "You need to
include analysis of the text itself," he commented as follows:
Analyzing the text. That's kind of hard to figure out because this is

more or less an interpretation. It's not so much dealing withit's
not a summary. I guess a summary is the best way to deal with the
text, you know, in the paper, and I tend not to summarize. So, uh,
I guess I'm confused in that what worked before .. (3)

As the conversation with the interviewer continued, it became even
clearer that the student thought the teacher was inviting him to summarize rather than analyze as she had said. Another student, when
asked what a circle on her paper meant, responded that it had to do
with commas: "Yeah. Either it would, depending on the sentence go
there or it wouldn't go there, or I need one or I don't. Usually when it's
circled, it's not supposed to go there, but sometimes she circles the
ones I use well I think"(3). One of Hayes and Daiker's conclusions from

all this is that "when a teacher's comment is not immediately clear,
students often spend considerable time and effort trying to understand itand frequently fail"(3).
But in interactive talk, we hear the student's hesitation and the halfarticulated questions. Then, we can clarify and amplify our responses.
We can also seek feedback from students until we see that they truly
understand our comments, a difficult task in the one-way communication of written response. Another goal of oral feedback is to convey to

the writer in a more vivid and real manner how the reader actually
responds to the writing. Commenting as we read (or just after reading)

allows the writer to see and hear the reader's delight in a particular
phrase, watch the reader puzzle through a confusing sentence, or
become absorbed in a fresh new idea. And the most helpful time for
such response is during the writing process, not after the paper is
completed. In a study of the response practices of 560 teachers, K-12,
judged to be successful teachers, Sarah Warshauer Freedman (1987)
found that they considered the individual conference to be more helpful to students than any other type of response (72).

Strategies for Collaboration
If we keep these rationales in mind for using teacher/student talk, our
concern then is how to accomplish our goals. How can we talk with
students so that the conversation helps them generate content, learn
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useful strategies for writing, and use our responses productively? In
the early stages of a paper, or at any point when writers are searching
for ways to develop ideas, the talk is a collaborative search. The teacher
is both a partner in the search and also a potential reader asking for
information. Being a good listener, as well as offering comments and

questions, helps the talk to flow in productive ways. The teacher's .
collaborative comments are those which help the writer find her direction and the words to get there. A typical exchange might sound like
the following brief excerpt in which a teacher and student are working
through a problem:
Claire: This doesn't sound right here. Something's missing.
Mr. Timsott: What if you put that first sentence down here in the
next paragraph? It connects with this explanation of why you like
special-effects movies in general. But that leaves the other two
sentences. What could you do with those?
Claire: I guess I don't really need them.
Mr. Tinrson: Wait, Let's not toss them out yet. Since they are about
the whole Star Trek series, is there something more you could sav
here? Do you think those Star Treks are more examples of good
special-effects movies?
Claire: No. What I mean is that some movies like Star Trek make
you use your imagination without special effects. These other mo.
vies I talk about here need special effects.
Mr. Tirnsorr Oh, I see. You want to point out a contrast.
Claire: Sure. Maybe I should explain that more.

This teacher was acting as a collaborator in that he joined in the effort
to work through a problem, but he does not do all of the writer's work.
Questions that help the writer get on track are particularly useful.

Most often, such questions are the open-ended kind which prompt
more than a mere yes/no response. That is, the closed question, "Was
that fun?" is likely to produce little more than yes or no. The openended form of such a question would be, "What did you enjoy about
that?" or "What was the most fun?" Such talk can go on for five to
fifteen minutes in some relaxed setting where student and teacher are
alone or in a quiet corner together. But it can also go on for just a few
minutes as a teacher walks around while students are writing. Amy, a
peer tutor in our Writing Lab, realized that even a short bit of talk can
work when students are stuck while writing a sentence. She describes
her strategy as follows:
When students keep staring at a sentence, stuck on how to rewrite

it, I ask them to try and tell me what they want to write; many
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times they are still stuck until I physically remove their papers
from view. Then a transformation takes placesuddenly they find
themselves able to say what they mean. Once their ideas have
crystallized through speech, they are comfortable and can write
what they just said to me.

When we listen, we will also hear students rejecting what they

generate about as fast as they generate it. Encouraging them to turn off
their editor is often essential, as students can be unduly harsh critics of
the sentences, arguments, or topics they think of. One way to keep the
writer from immediately discarding any and every suggestion which
does not seem absolutely perfect is to take brief notes as the student
talks. Such notes are also useful memory jogs because students can get
lost in their talk and not realize how much of what they have talked

about can become useful sources for writing. In the early stages of
talking with student writers, I way disheartened to see how little of
their good talk got translated to paper. And that is exactly the problem.

Too many students do not see the relationship between the verbal
world they live in and the paper they write on. But we can help students build a bridge by giving them brief written records of their talk
even just a list of phrases from a conversationwhich brings together
their world of talk and the world of writing. Listen for a moment to this
conversation of a teacher talking and taking notes as the student explores an assignment to write about what he learned from some particular experience:
Mrs. Heff So, you're thinking of writing about being a junior counselor at camp, What part of the experience are you going to con-

centrate on?
VanieL I'm not sure vet, maybe how much junior counselors do at
camp. Maybe how hard it was. Nah, not that. Maybe ..
Mrs. Neff: I'll start a list. You said "what junior counselors do."
(writes) And "how hard it is." (writes) What things do junior counselors do? I suppose the campers never realize how hard the counselor's job is. The kids are there to have a good time.
Daniel: Not always. Some of the kids have to do some growing up.
One loudmouth, Brad, he really learned to simmer down and be a
part of the group.
Mrs. Heff: Let me add that to the list (Writes "Brad learned to be a
part of the group."). I bet teaching Brad to shut up was hard work.
Did you learn anything about Brad? Did you learn some interesting strategies for dealing with kids? We're looking for what you
learned from being a junior counselor.
Dania: Well, I wanted the job because I thought it would be fun.
My cousin is a counselor there, and she comes back with great
.
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stories about what happened. The stories, though, when you are
right in the middle of it when it happens, they aren't so funny.
Later, though, for Grand Finale night, when everyone says goodbye and the kids put on skits about the camp, then I could see how
things get hyped up.
Mrs. Hof. (Laughs and writes "camp storieshyped up.") Sure, I
remember how we did that at camp. Tell me more about it. What
do you mean about "hyped up"?
Daniel: Everything gets so dramatized. When there was a big
thunderstorm one night, we called it "Noah's Ark Night." Stuff
like that. It's fun to make things memorable like that because its so
short. The kids are only there for three weeks. So everything has to
be special for them, stuff to go home and remember.

fief f: (Writes "make things memorable," "Noah's Ark Night,"
and "everything has to be special.") Let's look at what you have so
far. (They look at the list.)
Daniel: I could write about learning how to make camp special.
Well, I didn't really learn how. I mean I did see how things come to
he special and how camp stories just grow. I guess I learned why
everyone hypes up this stuff at camp . . . (pauses and looks over
list).

That conference went on for several more minutes as the student and
teacher talked about his main point and refined what he wanted to
write about. But there are several useful things to note in all that talk.

As the conversation flowed, the student explored his topics more
thoughtfully as he talked, and the teacher's insistent reminders about
what the topic was finally became overt in the student's talk as he, too,
asks himself what he learned. Because he was immersed in generating
content, even the brief notes will help him recall what he has said and
will serve as a stimulus for more when he begins to write.
As drafts develop, there are other helpful things we can do when we
are talking with students. A particularly useful strategy is to read the
paper aloud for the writer so that she, too, can hear it. When we offer

reader comments as we proceed, the writer can see how a reader
responds. The teacher/reader can ask questions about context and
clarity as they arise and can comment on specific phrases, sentences,
ideas, and examples that are particularly effective. Another helpful
strategy is to show the writer how the reader is guided by the state-

ment of the topic and by the direction of the sentences and paragraphs. That is, as we read, we can let the writer hear what we anticipate will come next. If that matches with the actual text that we read,
the writer hears that she is on target. When some less relevant material
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intrudes, or when the topic promises one thing and the paper goes a
different way, the writer has a vivid lesson in reader confusion caused
by the writing. In the following excerpt we can hear the teacher reading and anticipating as he progresses through the student's paper:
Mr. Let': (reading) "McHenry is not the hero everyone thinks he is
because he does not want to get involved." Oh, I see. So you are
going to write about McHenry, and the next sentence will show us
something about how he doesn't want to get involved. OK, so let's

look at what comes next. (reads aloud): "When McHenry hears
that Maydene wants tcl start her own 'rent-a-kid' business, he
doesn't want to help.' That's a good example of McHenry not
getting involved! I see what you mean. (continues to read aloud):
"Maydene is always starting new businesses because she always

wants to get some money. She is a good organizer." Hmm, I
thought I was reading about McHenry, but these sentences are

about Maydene. You took a left turn on me here without a signal.
Cheryl': Now I want to write about Maydene, too, because she is
one of the main characters in the book.
Mr. Lee: I see, but you need to explain that to the reader. I got a bit
confused there since I was expecting to read more about McHenry. Up here (points to a previous paragraph), I read that the ;viler
would tell us how McHenry changed from the begirning of the
story to the end. i didn't expect this paper to be about Mayd...o.,
too. Why do you want to include Marlene?

Cheryl: She's such an interesting character. I liked her and the way
she could always come up with new ideas for making money.

Mr. Lee: She is pretty imaginative. If you'd like her in the paper,
how could you do that? Let's read some more and see what you've
written about Maydene. Then we can see if there's a main idea for
this paper that will include McHenry and Maydene. (continues

reading): "She knows the way to do things." "The way fo do
things" ...Are you saying here that she is talented and does things
well? Am I right?

Cheryl: No, what I mean is that Maydene knows how to get stuff
done. She just knows how things are supposed to happen
how
to get started . , . .
Mr. Lee: Oh, I see what you mean, Can you use what you just said
here? It's a lot clearer that way.

Note that in this conversation Cu. teacher offers back to the writer the
meaning that he as a reader ;;ets from the text, to allow the student to
check it against what she had meant the writing to convey. This bit of
teacher/student talk is far from over, but the student has already gotten some information that can be used when revising.
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As writers develop their drafts, there are other helping strategies
that can be included in the conversation. Asking writers to take stock
of where they are and what they need to work on can help them focus
their thoughts and can suggest questions that they can begin asking
themselves as they write. "What do you like about this paper?" can be
a very helpful question as can, 'What is giving you problems?" or
"Where are you going next?" Becoming a coworker and offerilig suggestions keeps the conversation truly collaborative. For example, if the
writer is relying too heavily on "to be" verbs or on the standard ones
that lack vividness, the teacher/collaborator can offer suggestions and
examples to help the writer move in the right direction, as in this bit of
teacher talk:
What would help here to let your readers actually see this in their
minds would be more specific verbs. For example, I could write,
"I'm sitting in the chair," but you could see that more clearly in
your mind if I write, "I'm slouching down in the chair" or "I'm
slumped over to the side of the chair." Now let's try that part of your

sentence about how "Teresa walked out quietly." What about
"Teresa tiptoed out"? Or "Teresa snuck out"?

The writer may opt to select one of the teacher's choices here, an action

that may not seem a step forward in making the writer independent.
But it does make the conversation collaborative in that the writer sees
that the teacher is there F s a helper, not a grader. And with an illustration of how to make verbs more vivid, the writer is more likely to be
successful in her next attempt on her own.
What I am suggesting here may seem inordinately obvious, the kind
of talk we are all familiar with when helping someone. But it is far from
obvious to student writers that we as teachers are available as helpers.
Teacher/student talk is a powerful means by which we can make students aware of our willingness to assist them in becoming better wri-

ters. A .d by using talk to promote that social awareness that writers
need, we are adding a powerful dimension to the writer's awareness of
writing for others. Teacher/student talk is, then, that comfortable set-

ting where writer and helper talk aboutand work together ona
piece of writing. It is also enjoyable, so much so that I wonder why
writing teachers persist in spending so much time lecturing to classes
and writing those lengthy marginal comments on papers when, instead, we could be talking individually with writers. Perhaps we, like
our students, do not make enough connections between the world of

talk and the world of writing. Or we may be deluded by the bias
expressed in the old cliche that says "talk is cheap." But for teachers of
writing, I would revise that to "talk is better."
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11 Talking Life and Literature

Susan Hynds
Syracuse University
Many of us would like to think that discussions about literature
help students to understand both the literary text and the world
around them. But without realizing it, we sometimes send powerful messages through our classroom talk that stifle creative opinions and silence student voices. By taking a closer look at what we
and our students say in discussions about literature, we can begin
to uncover and understand the classroom communities that we
create. In "talking literature and life," teachers and students can
build comfortable environments where students create, explore,
and enrich their visions of the literary text and the world beyond.

Eleventh-grade students are discussing Wilde's The Picture of Dorian
Gray. The teacher has just asked the students to write down one word
that epitomizes Dorian and to discuss the reasons for their choices.
Teacher. What about ennui? Who chose ennui?
Craig: I did.

Teacher. Why did you choose ennui?
Craig: Because I think it's about time that we read a real good book
instead of a character analysis of a personality type.
Mark: Like Catcher in the Rye.

Teacher: Are you attributing this 'word! to your feelings or to
Dorian?

Craig: No. Dorian was boring. He only killed one person,
Amy: That we kuow of.
Craig: I'm tired of iust reading about these people: "Joe hated himself; Joe hated everybody around him."
Teacher: What would you prefer? Something not about people?
Craig: Sonwthing that's got some action in it or something else.
Why don't we read like a Stephen King hook?
Ch-qc: Unintelligible noise
163
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Teacher: OK. What about the rest of you? Did the mystery of the
novel bother you? How did you like being left in im'sterv?
Class: No response.
Teacher: What about themes now? We're going to have mt., re than
one, I'm sure. Who has a theme he or she wants to share?

Some time after her class had engaged in this dialogue, Craig's teacher
wrote the following note to herself:
There are 26 students in the class who have opinions. I wish us to

hear (16 of 24 students present) participate, so some "on task"
conversation must be restricted and some conversations ended to
make room for others. The most noticeable attempt at derailment
was Craig's shift from the word choice "ennui" not to describe
Dorian, but to voice his attitude toward the novel. I know he is
undermining the task when he makes the absurd comment, "He
only killed one person," from the clamor that resulted. I answer a
"mystery" question, the "ennui" interlude in the back of the room
ceases, and I use this as a convenient move to "theme."

Two things are interesting in this excerpt of classroom talk. One is
Craig's comment that a "good book" is one with a lot of action, rather
than a "character analysis of a personality type." How often we encounter students like Craig, who read only books with a compelling
plot, and therefore miss the unique power of literature to help them
understand their own lives and, in the process, to better understand
the people around them. As Louise Rosenblatt once said:
Literaturel offers a special kind of existence. It is a mode of living.

The poem, the play, the story is thus an extension, an amplification, of life itself. The reader's primary purpose is to add this kind
of experience to the other kinds of desirable experience that life
may offer. (1983, 278)

And yet, despite the best intentions of English teachers, many students, like Craig, have never learned to "bring life to literature" and, in
so doing, to "bring literature to life" (Hynds 1989). Many, like Craig, are
"story-driven" readers (Hunt and Vipond 1986), preferring books with
a compelling plot and "lots of action" to books about people and their

underlying motivations. Others are "information-driven," searching
for minute details and facts about the text that might be useful later on
for a test or a paper.
What is also interesting about the opening dialogue, however, is
that by keeping her discussion "on track," Craig's teacher may be
fostering the very disinterest in literature and in character motivation
that she seeks to avoid. Subtly and unknowingly, she may be reinforc-
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ing and promoting "a-literacy," or the phenomenon where many competent and skilled readers simply do not read beyond their years of
formal schooling. Although in one sense Craig is undermining the task,
on another level he may be entirely honest and straightforward in his
personal evaluation of the book. It is clear from the dialogue that an

agenda is being derailed. The question is, whose agenda? The student's or the teacher's? What Craig's teacher describes as a "convenient move to theme" may actually be a comfortable move to the
teacher-centered classroom, where keeping "on task" becomes more

important than exploring a wide range of student opinions and
responses.
This chapter operates from two premises: The first is that classroom
talk is a powerful vehicle for bridging literature and life. The second is

that in order to become competent lifetime readers, students must
learn to bring life to literature in the form of literary and social knowledge. Through classroom talk, students and teacher explore interpersonal and social relationships. Literature becomes a window to life,
and life becomes a milieu within which readers learn to understand

why people and characters do what they do. In so doing, readers
develop the "social competence" necessary for reading (Hynds, in
press).

Within the classroom, talk is a strong socializing force. Students
build personal responses out of the stuff of shared communal response. Through what David Bleich calls "intersubjective negotiation"
(1986), students learn what is generally accepted as possible within the
text, while maintaining the integrity of their own personal (often idiosyncratic) perceptions. At the same time, talk is the substance through

which students and teachers negotiate their classroom community.
Teacher talk sends powerful messages to students about what is acceptable literary interpretation, as well as what is acceptable classroom behavior. Student talk sends equally powerful messages about
how students perceive "what counts" in English classes and "what is
correct" in interpreting texts. Through the constant interpretive process which underlies all classroom talk, students learn "how to succeed
in English," how to live in the peculiar social world of the schoolroom,
and maybe also how to read and interpret literature.

Reading and Social Competence
As English teachers, we are fond of talking about competence in read-

ing literature. What we mean by "competence," however, often re-
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mains vague and undefined in our own minds and in the minds of our
students. For some teachers, "competence" means remembering mi-

nute details of plot, setting, and theme; for others, "competence"
means arriving at inferences about what happened in and beyond the
story. Such thinking processes are essential to the reading of literature.
However, they fail to take into account "social competence," or the
understanding of why people in stories and in real life behave and
believe as they do. This "thinking about people" takes place as readers
try to interpret the behaviors of story characters, and as they try to
understand how their reading relates to people in their everyday lives.
Interestingly, a good many students can memorize literal details
about a story, and can even make some pretty sophisticated inferences
about the plot, but they fail to understand the complex social explanations behind what characters do, believe, and feel. Let's begin by taking a look at two seventh-grade students' descriptions of the character
Chuck in Robin Brancato's "Fourth of July":
Becky's description:

(Chuck is( shy but not too shy. I mean he isn't as open and
straightforward as his friend Bobby. He's really nice and could
never hurt someone on purpose. Even though he was really hurt
by Sager, he couldn't bring himself to throw the M-80 in his car.
He's just a good person, though he is no angel. He is fun and can
play pranks. He's really sweet. He knows where he's goinghe's
going to better himself, but he's not Icing too fast. He's taking life
one step at a time and working hard for the things he wants in life.
He also values people's opinions, that's how his girlfriend is getting him to stop smoking, and to be generally a good person.
Nicki description:

Chuck was a man that worked at a gas station. He had a so called
friend Sager who staled money h
him. He was a nice person,

with a nice girlfriend named Kate. Chuck was a hard working
person. He worked hard, so he could buy himself a car. Chuck was
a smoker, but he was trying to stop it.

Although both students were doing their best to describe the character, Chuck, in such a way that "a stranger might be able to recognize
what kind of person he is from your description," Becky's description
demonstrates more social awareness than Nick's does. It is clear that

she is using a wide range of internal attributes in her description
("shy," "nice," "hard working"). She also compares Chuck to another
story character ("he isn't as open and straightforward as his friend
Bobby"), and accepts the contradictions in Chuck's personality without stereotyping or simplifying him (Chuck is "shy, but not too shy";
Chuck is a "good person, though he is no angel"). Finally, she attempts
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to explain the reasons behind her perceptions with evidence from the
story ("He also values people's opinions, that's how his girlfriend is
getting him to stop smoking").
In contrast to Becky's description, Nick's description reveals less
sophisticated social sensitivity. Although he does mer tion a few internal qualities ("nice," "hard working"), his impression concentrates
mostly on descriptive attributes ("worked at a gas station"), and details of plot ("He had a so-called friend"), rather than details that would
enable a stranger to understand what kind of person Chuck was. We
might almost bet that Nick's description is a way of demonstrating to
the teacher that he has read the story, rather than a clue that he has
attempted to understand Chuck's motivations, beliefs, and behaviors.
Richard Beach (1983) has suggested that the reading of literature
requires two basic competencies: an understanding of literary conventions (how literary texts "work" on readers) and an understanding of
social conventions (how people behave and believe as they do). Readers must not only understand literary technique, they must also devel-

op a knowledge of an empathy for people in a variety of social
situations.

From a "skills-based" perspective, teachers and curriculum
planners have come to believe that simply equipping readers with
necessary comprehension and interpretation skills will somehow
guarantee that readers will use these skills outside of the classroom.
Over the past few years, however, I have found that students who are
able to understand the complex motivations of people in their everyday lives sometimes fail to put these understandings to use in their
reading. All too often there is little connection between the ways in
which readers view the world of the literary text and the .vays in
which they view the world of interpersonal communication in which
they live (Hynds 1985, 1989).
Not surprisingly, readers who can make the necessary connections

between literature and life are those who are more likely to read for

their own pleasure outside and beyond the literature classroom
(Hynds 1985). For teachers of literature, classroom talk becomes a vehicle for creating a climate that nurtures and promotes those connections between literature and life.

Teacher Talk, Social Competence, and Literary Response
A look at teacher talk can reveal the messages we send students about

what it means to read literature and to be a member of a particular
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literary community (Culler 1975). Consider these three excerpts of
teacher talk as an example:
Teacher A: All right. First of all, let's go back and find out--uh,
exactly what was happening in The Pigman. Remember, I said there
are levels of reading,' This would be our most basic level of read-

ing. What has just plain happened up until the point of the past
scene? Charlie, start us off.
Teacher B: OK. Everybody turn to page 466. When we read "The
Tale of Sir Gareth," that is going to be a medieval romance, mid
vou need to know what the characteristics of a romance are. On
page 466 we find out that the medieval romance is a form of liter-

ature popular throughout Europe during the Middle Ages. Can
someone give me the first characteristic of a medieval romance?
Teacher C: OK. Let's spend a minute or two looking at what each
other has written, because I did this with fifth period yesterday.
They were very diverse in their opinions about Dorian. Some saw
him quite differently from other members of the class. That means
a good discussion, I think, in how we see Dorian in the novel.

Typically, literature classrooms have been dominated by three
overriding perspectives. In discussing these perspectives, however, I

want to stress that no one teacher, and few literature lessons, are
influenced by only one perspective. I am discussing these positions
individually; however, this arbitrary separation is far too "neat" to
accurately characterize what really goes on "out there" in classrooms
between teachers and students. At the risk, then, of oversimplifying a
very complex set of assumptions, I will discuss each perspective, and
then try to demonstrate how it might interact with the others.
From a reading comprehension perspective, understanding of texts is
based upon a "determinate" (Hynds in press) model of "correct meaning." From this viewpoint, students are often overly concerned about
arriving at the "right answer" (often the one preferred by the teacher).
Thus, Teacher A, in asking. or literal details about the text, and Teacher
B, in asking for characteristics of a medieval romance, might be send-

ing a message that there is one acceptable response. Of course,
teachers do have a responsibility to help students understand plot
details and literary genre. However, when they restrict literature lessons to only literal recall and knowledge about literature, they run the
risk of short-circuiting and limiting students' responses.
From a New Critical or "formalist" position, texts are objects to he
dissected and studied apart from their surrounding context and the
author's possi' incention. According to this view, students provide
arguments for which meaning is most successfully supported by evi-
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dence from the text. In her assumption of "three levels of reading,"
Teacher A will eventually direct students toward the "interpretive" or
"applied" levels (Herber 1978) of meaning and away from the "literal
level" she talks about in this excerpt. As students support their interpretations with textual evidence, the text, and not the students' interpretations, can become the focal point. Although instruction from a
New Critical view invites students to engage in an active interpretive
process, teachers who operate from this perspective often end up favoring "one acceptable response "--- typically, the one they were taught
in their own literary critical training.
Most recently, from a "reader response" position, literary interpretation is viewed as a transaction between what is in the text and what
is in the mind and experience of the reader. Readers transform texts
into the meaning that makes the most sense in light of their subjective
view of the world; at the same time, readers are themselves transformed by what they read. Teacher C appears to proceed from this
framework in suggesting that differences in student opinion are both
acceptable and desirable.
If the preceding excerpts are any indication, these teachers are operating out of very different definitions of literary interpretation and
response. Teacher A speaks from a "literal comprehension" viewpoint,
focusing on "what has just plain happened" in the story. Teacher B
centers the discussion on the form of the literature by focusing on the

genre characteristics of the medieval romance. Teacher C, at first
glance, appears to talk about interpretation from a more subjective
reader response model, inviting diversity of opinions on the characteristics of Dorian in The Picture of Dorian Gray. However, in saying, "I did
this with fifth period yesterday," she might also be sending signals
that a predetermined "correct" response is out there somewhere waiting for some lucky student to discover it.
Beyond their differing views of literary interpretation, these three
teachers also differ in the kind of student talk and the range of responses they appear to invite. By saying that a diversity of opinions
"means a good discussion," Teacher C appears to invite even the most
idiosyncratic opinion. Teacher A, on the other hand, limits the task to
direct paraphrasing of what "plain happened" in the story. Similarly,
in saying, "Can someone give me the first characteristic of a medieval
romance," Teacher B lets students know clearly that there is some
predetermined list of characteristics in some sort of order ("the first
characteristic") and that the task will he largely teacher directed ("can
someone give me . .").
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Teacher Talk and the Classroom Community

Not only do we send subtle messages about what is acceptable in
literary response, but our talk also sets up parameters and rules for
what is acceptable in the classroom interpretive community. Notice,
for instance, the underlying subtext of this teacher's conversation:
Teacher: over loud student voices) OK. Let's get going, 'cause

there's somethingthese !responses! are all very good, and

there's something that I'm looking for to make a point. WHOA! (to
quiet them) There's something I'm looking for to make my point
here. Stan?
Stan: Can I read my (holding up a story he has just written)
.

Teacher: Oh, no, I'm looking forwe're stillI want to make a
point aboutI'm going to compare something about, uhm, comedians to good writing, and, uhm, Brock, do you know what I'm
trying to get at?

It becomes immediately clear to Brock, Stan, and the rest of the students that, in order to succeed in this particular phase of the discussion, they must guess what this teacher is "trying to get at." What is

particularly interesting. though, is that often within one teacher's
classroomin fact, within one short class periodteachers can give
conflicting messages about "the rules" of acceptable classroom discourse. Not twenty minutes after the previous interchange, the same
Lacher made a strong case for the value of each individual student
interpretation. Her eighth-grade students had just finished discussing
their divergent interpretations of John's poem:
Teacher: Let's say John reads his poem. Chad is a different person
with a different background, and Michelle is different. We al; hear
this poem together, and we're all coming from different ci -cumstances and situations. And so the poem is gonna be a little different for each of us. And if a writer can write in such a way to allow
this to happen, then he's been successful.

Although we are sometimes the last to notice our own inconsistencies,

consider how often our students must interpret not on'y the literary
text, but also the subtext in our mind. How many times we tell students that "any supportable interpretation is acceptable ..," all the
while expecting them to fill in the rest of the message: " as long as
it's the same interpretation as mine ..." Our students are amazingly
able to read our hidden agendas. In an interview, Jay, a twelfth-grade
student (Hynds 1989), talks about the hidden agenda of his former
English teacher:
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It was like her !the teacher's! idea was the only idea and, I mean we
didn't have any fun in her class. We just sat there and she'd always
be like "'be quiet" or . "pay attention" ... She had a set idea of
what it Einterpretati,ml was going to be and she was gonna tell us.
I mean, she qu .stioned us to try to come up with that idea.... We

didn't know exactly where she wanted us to go, but we knew
there was one place that she wanted us.

We must marvel at how remarkable it is that students like Jay have so
adeptly learned to read our hidden agendas and unspoken rules for
what it takes to succeed in our classrooms. Of course, we cannot be
absolutely free of preconceptions about what constitutes acceptable
behavior in our classroom. We can, however, structure our classroom
talk so that the messages we send invite a variety of student responses
and help students to explore their own interpretations rather than to
search for our "one set idea" about literature.
We might now look at how we can use the powerful medium of talk
to create a social community within which we can help students to
make the connections between literature and the social world in which
students live.
Talking Life: Promoting Social Competence
In le?.rning to view literature as a window to life, students must learn
to look beneath the surface of characters' behaviors and seek out their
underlying motivation,- In the talk of teachers and students, this is
accomplished by shuttling from literature to life experience and back
again. In their discussion of The PigMan, this tenth-grade class begins
by trying to describe the character Lorraine:
Ann: She's insecure.
Teacher: Sh . . . uh, what makes you say insecure?
Ann: Her mom didn't support hL>r, and told her she was fat and she

was no beauty, and all that kind of stuff, and destroyed her

confidence.
Teacher: Why? What evidence did we have in the story that she
was insecure?

David: When she was on the ',us and she was just meeting John,
she felt he was laughing at her.

From the initial discussion of Lorraine's insecurity, the class begins to
broaden the focus to "love" as an overriding theme.
Teacher: Somebody over here said something about the love aspect of the story.

4.1 "'q` .7
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Ace: Oh, love has many meanings in this book, 'cause, uh, you
know, uh, love expressed in many ways by John and Lo..aine in
the, uh, love ch.ipter, and the companionship, and the way Mr.
Pignati and John and Lorraine got, got along together. And, uh,
they never hardly argue with each other. They're always trusting
each other; they're always affectionate and caring.
Teacher: Uh-huh.

Amy: In a way, they was like, they has a love for Mr. Pignati too.
Because when he died, they were very much upset. And he cared
about them. You know, because well, mainly it was because it got
them things. But still, I mean, they showed they cared about each
other.

Teacher: Yes, they did. They definitely showed that. Definitely
true. All right. Yes?

Beth: And their parents, uh, Lorraine's mother, like she tried to
protect Lorraine by telling her that she was fat and everything, but
you know the reason I her mother] was telling her this was 'cause
she !hoped Lorraine! wouldn't go out with men, Uh, I think Lorraine's mother was kinda lonely. She didn't want Lorraine to he off

all the time, so she wouldn't go anywhere. She made her stay at
home, and she didn't want her to do anything without Lorraine
having to go behind her back, but she was protecting Lorraine. But
she was really overprotecting her.
Teacher: You made a good point. If you really love somebody, you
don't go to the extreme of overprotecting them, nor do you appear
to be uncaring. All right. I've got a big question. How do you know
when you are loved? April?
April: I was just thinking. You know, when I was a k-- , uh, I was
little, my daddy used to always say, "I'm only hittin' you because
I love you." Sornething like that.

Thus, what begins a,: a discussion of Lorraine's underlying insecurity
turns into an exploration of her mother's motives for mistreating her.
Beth peels back the mother's behavior to reveal her underlying motives ("cause she couldn't go out with men"), internal psychological
states ( "lonely "), and human needs ("She didn't want Lorraine to go
off all the time").
The teacher skillfully leads the students from this exploration of

character motives and behaviors to arrive at a general principle of
human behavior: "If you really love somebody, you don't go to the
extreme of overprotecting them, nor do you appear to be uncaring."
From this generalization about life, the discussion moves back to the
particulars of each individual student's life when the teacher asks:
"How do you know when you are loved?"
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Shuttling talk from text, to social reality, to personal experience
affirms literature's potential as a window on the world; it is talk that
bridges the connections between literature and life. April's comment
that her father punished her only because he loved her creates a personal connection to the story, what Richard Beach (in press) calls an
"autobiographical association" which opens the way for a much deeper understanding of both the literary text and Beth's social relationship
with her father.
It is this constant interplay between personal experience and textual meaning that prompted Louise Rosenblatt to say:
The ability to understand and sympathize with others reflects the
multiple nature of the human being. . Although we may see
some characters as outside ourselvesthat is, we may not identify
with them as completely as we do with more congenial temperamentswe are nevertheless able to enter into their behavior and
theft -:!motions. Thus it is that the youth may identify with the
aged, one sex with the other, a reader of a particular limited social
background with a member of a different class or a different peri.

.

od. (1983, 40)

Through talk, literature can become a virtual world within which
readers learn vicariously to interpret the events of Weir lives. Simultaneously, the events of students' lives become a rich milieu within
which to understand and formulate their perceptions of literature.
Talking Literature: Promoting Literary Competence

Often, we teach literary techniques and interpretive conventions directly. After all, that's how we learned to define such concepts as
"moral," "theme," "onomatopoeia," "iambic pentameter," and so
forth. Our classroom talk is punctuated with "minilectures" in which
we attempt to help our students "read like writers" (Smith 1984). This
teacher, for instance, takes the opportunity to deliver a minilecture,
exploring the concepts of theme and symbol, pointing out how each
gives literature a certain depth and unforgettable quality:
Teacher: OK, now that's pretty much what happens in the story.
asked you yesterday to think about theme and symbol. And without you realizing it, the story's theme and symbols are part of the
story's appeal. If you have just a story that's told, like one of those
Harlequin Romances or like a soap opera or something, you are
missing a lot of the depth, and when that depth is missing, you
may not be so aware of it at the time because you are interested in

the plot, but somehow the story does :sot have the impact. It
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doesn't stick with you. And that's one of the differences, perhaps,

between a good story that's well-written, and a poorly written
story. That you have more than just plot. OK, first of all, refresh our

memories, please, Danielle, tell us, if you can, what "theme"
means.

In transcript after transcript of classroom talk, one fact stands clear:
teachers talk more than students (Rogers, Green, and Nussbdurn this
volume). To be sure, it is neither possible nor desirable for teachers to
avoid the occasional minilecture. We are, after all, more experienced
readers than our students. As such, we have many rich insights to
enlarge our students' understanding of what happens when they read
and how they respond to literary technique and convention.
Unfortunately, however, we are too often the sole navigators of
such discussions, ignoring the many opportunities that arise naturally
out of students' talk about their own writing and reading. One of the
best ways to create such opportunities is to set up writing and reading
workshops where students learn about literary conventions and devices through talking about their own "classroom-created literature."
Notice, for example, how this teacher weaves a discussion of character
development and ambiguous ending into her students' responses to
Stacy's short story:
Teacher: OK, let's have some comments about Stacy's story. And
remember, if you think that something's good or bad, whatever it
is, you .-an't stop there, you gotta explain what it is, Leslie?
Leslie Well, like it's !the story is! pretty good, except for the fact

that it's kind of shocking, like you didn't thinkusually people
don't come out of their comas and die.
Stactf: Yeah, that's what I didn't like. I hated that.
Leslie: It's also, uhm, how it's like you don't know what's wrong
with her. It's not too bad, but it's just likeit could be that uhm, a
little hit more like Sammie talked to her andI don't know ...
Teacher: So in other words, you're saying that, uhm, that you need
more buildup in the beginning?
Leslie: Yeah.

Teacher What we call that, we talk about character development.
In order for something that tragic to happen to a character, and for
us to be involved with these characters as readers before we can
ever care if something happens to them, it's like people die every
day, but we're not heartbroken, because we don't know them.
Mark: You could talk about the good times (between Sammie and
her friend!, I think.
Leslie: Yeah. I sorta wanted to know more about tha..
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Shortly after his teacher's discussion of the importance of character
development, Mark reiterates the same literary response in his comments to Stacy, as revealed in the following excerpt. The ensuing discussion then provides an opportunity for the teacher to discuss another literary techniquethe ambiguous ending:
Mark: I mean, it kind of made me like kind of sad, but I didn't
really, like if it's a really thick book and you're getting to know the
characters, you fvl like it's happening to you, and like it feels like
your best friend really does die and you just want to cry. But this

is likeshe dies!

Gary: I think she should die because so many of the stories, like
... Oh! She lives! And it's like happily ever after. I don't think you
should change it.
Stacy: Yeah. I definitely want her to die. That sounds horrendous
(laughter). That's just what - -I mean, it's like every other story I
write: "Ha-ha. She lives, and she runs off and marries this guy."
Teacher. Well, there is another solution to it other than a happy

ending and that's one of those endings that kind of, you don't
know what happens.

There are some noticeable differences between the approaches in
the previous excerpts of classroom talk. The teacher in the first excerpt
originates the discussion of symbol and theme ("I asked you yesterday
to think about theme and symbol."). The discussion arises out of the
teacher's desire to define a particular set of literary terms ("Danielle,
tell us, if you can, what 'theme' means."). The teacher does attempt to
explain how the literary techniques "work" on the reader ("without
you realizing it, part of the story's appeal"). However, the task is clearly teacher prescribed, and the goal of the discussion is to define terms
with no real student need or context within which to use or understand these definitions.
In the second excerpt, the teacher's minilecture on character development arises, naturally, out of the students' responses to the abrupt
death of Stacy's undeveloped :haracter in her short story. Later, Stacy's negative reaction toward stereotypic story endings prompts her
teacher to bring up the idea of the ambiguous or open-ended story
ending. Thus, this discussion of literary techniqtte and convention
grows out of student writers' needs to kntn how to make language
"work" in the minds of readers. The te,..7het, in this case, acts as a

literary consultant, rather than cis a resident expert on literary

technique
Thus, when talk emanates not i'rom us, but from the real needs,
questions, and insights of our students, teacher talk becomes a wel-
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come vehicle for exploring student concerns, rather than just a tool for
teachers to fulfill their classroom objectives.

Creating Classroom Communities through Talk

Our words say many things to our students about the culture of our
classrooms. Some classrooms are examination halls, others are comfortable places in which to explore personal insights gained through
reading and writing. Consider the interpretive climate reflected in the
following discussion. A group of eleventh-grade students and their
teacher are talking about the medieval romance. Mary Ann begins by
talking about the characters:
Mary Ann: The characters are not ordinary people, they are kings
and queens.
Teacher: Right, the characters are not ordinary people. They are
kings, queens, and knights. Anyone give me another
characteristic?
Grant: The medieval romance takes place in an imaginary world.
Teacher: OK. It does take place in an imaginal.), world. Can anyone

tell me what I mean by an imaginary world?
Had:, tr: Yes. It takes place casties, gardens, and forest.
Teacher: Yes. Castles, gardens, and forests.

It is interesting that, in response to Grant's comment, this teacher says,
"Can anyone tell me what I mean by on imaginary world?" How often
children must learn to read literature in classrooms where teachers,
through the subtle undertones of their talk, ask them to "teil me what
I mean." The talk in this classroom is one of recitation (Rogers, Green,
and Nussbaum this volume), not of discussion or negotiated meaning.

After each student comment, the teacher merely paraphrases or repeats what each student has said and adds an occasional -reinforcer"
("right," 'OK" "yes"). There is no building of meaning upon meaning
in this classroom, no intersubjective negotiation. Students are reciting
facts, not building interpretations.
Teachers need to create classrooms where students are creating
unique interpretations, not guessing at predetermined answersenvironment.c where talk about literary form becomes a vehicle for producing responses among readers, and not exclusively a recitation of
genre characteristics. Student talk in such classroom communities is
directed not only at the teacher, for the purpose of demonstrating
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surface understanding, but at each other, for purposes of understanding the world around them and discovering the multiple possibilities
for interpretation.
Talk, then, provides a bridge between literature and the social world
of readers. Through classroom conversations, we enable students to
develop social and literary awareness; our shared talk creates a comfortable place within which to explore and negotiate our interpretation!: of literary texts and the world in which we live.
Through talk, we lead students to look beneath human behaviors
for underlying motivations and beliefs. In shuttling back and forth
between the world of the text and the particulars of each student's
experience, we promote what Louise Rosenblatt calls "the multiple
nature of the human being." The qualities of empathy, understanding,
and insight into the complexities of human behavior are qualities that

enlarge students as readers and as human beingsemotionally and
socially and intellectually.

When evokt.d through the reading of literature, the qualities of
empathy and human understanding strengthen students' relationships with reading. Through classroom talk. we invite students to
explore a variety of interpretaiions and to understand how literary
techniques and conventions work to produce those responses.
Through sharing literary and social knowledge in classroom dialogue,
we encourage students to read long after their years of schooling have
ended. As classroom talk arises out of student questions and concerns
in the natural context of their own reading and writing, students learn
lessons about how texts "work" on readers, and how understandings
gained from reading "work" in the real world people.

Such nurturing conversations can take place only in classroom
communities where each student response is valued, where conversations emanate and flow from student to student, and where meanings
and interpretations are shared, negotiated, and changed from reader
to reader. Only through an awareness of our own talk, can we begin to
build the classroom community so essential for bridging the connections between life and literature.
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12 Student Performance
of Literature

Elizabeth C. Fine
Virginia Tech University
A work of literature is more than a series of marks on paper. Instead, literature can be enacted. Each time we read, we reenact the
text. The experience of literature as inactive is most striking to
readers when they perform works of literature aloud. Oral interpretation of literature is as old-fashioned as the one-room schoolhouse and as contemporary as recent advances in literary theory.
It is as basic to human experience as tribal ritual and as fundamental to our civilization as Greek epics. Performance of literature is
one of our most effective tools in helping students to understand
and respond to literature.

Few experiences match the frustration of teaching literature to students who see a text as something inexplicable, difficult, and boring.
Such students might do the assigned reading, but they read only with
their eyes, scanning the words with a mind that is engaged elsewhere.
As a consequence, class discussions peter out, with the teacher having
to answer his or her own questions. Students might "learn" the requisite information about plot, characterization, or style to pass a test, but
the ultimate experience of reading has been a failure. The student has
not been touched, or changed.
Why is it so difficult to reach such students? Has the video re% olution usurped all interest in reading? Are students simply lazy? Before
blaming students for their inability to read literature, we should look
at how students have been taught to read, and how these reading
practices affect their reading of literature. I remember my own grade
school teachers admonishing students not to move their lips while
reading. Still other teachers stressed speed reading, teaching us to scan
for topic sentences and key words. As a result, everything in between
appeared to be inconsequential. Is it any wonder that students have
difficulty understanding a poem or a novel if they read this way?
Unless students understand that literature is a record of verbal performi.nces, a translation of them into the print medium, and unless they
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learn how to restore the printed record to a live performance, then
they will be cheated out of a full and rich experience with literature
and the life it contains.
It is the performance of the poem which is the poem. Without this,
these rows of curiously assembled words are but inexplicable fabrications. (Vali,ry 1954, 99)

This chapter gives a brief theoretical rationale for studying literature through performance, outlines some of the advantages of using
performance, and introduces some methods of using student performances to study literature. The pedago,ical techniques have grown
out of my own experience as both a student and teacher of interpretation, and are designed for students who have little or no experience
performing literature. Although this chapter focuses on poetry, performance can be used successfully to study prose fiction (novels and
short stories), nonfiction prose (essays, letters, diaries), drama, and
folklore. Group perfr-mances, as well as solo performances, can be
used with almost any literary genre. Additional resources for teaching
performance of literature are listed at the end of this chapter.
The Primacy of Performance:
A Theoretical Rationale

When introducing students to performing literature, I always begin by
reminding them that literature began as oral tradition. Before the invention of writing, what we term literature could only be called verbal
art, and that verbal art existed only in performance. Poems were sung
or spoken, stories were told. Such verbal art was not tucked quietly
between the pages of a book, but had a living presence in a community. Words were only one of the conipolients of verbal art. Facial expressions, tone, pitch, voice qualities, gestures, and movement were all
tools for the performing verbal artist.

After writing was invented, the verbal artist had to learn how to
capture these nonverbal dimensions in script and print. What once
could be conveyed through the performer's body and voice now had
to be described verbally or implied. This point can be effectively illustrated by comparing the style of a literary short story to a text of a tale
from Native American oral tradition, one published in the early part of
this century when little was done to capture performance features in
print. When anthropologist Ruth Bunzel collected this version of "The
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Deer Boy" from the Zuni Indians, she simply recorded the words, as
they were dictated, without recording performance features such as
tone of voice, or volume:
One of his uncles caught his mother, and another caught his sister,
and another caught his brother. The boy alone came almost to the
woods. There his uncle jumped down and ran after him. He ran
after him and caught up with him and threw his arms around him.

As he clasped him in his arms he struggled. "Oh dear, my boy,
stand still, whoever you may be," he said to him. But he did not
speak. He just looked into his eyes. Then the people came there.
They caugnt him. (1933, 109)

Compared to a literary story, such a folklore text might appear shorter
and stylistically barren, with few details describing characters, and
little emotional impact. Unfortunately, the poor quality of many early
Native American folklore texts led some critics to disparage the quality
of their narratives, claiming that their literary value "is nil" (Tedlock
1972, 114).

Today, however, the new performance approach in folklore studies
has stimulated folklorists to make folklore texts that capture more of
the total performance (Fine 1984). Compare this 1965 excerpt of the
same incident from "The Deer Boy," which was tape-recorded. The
folklorist, Dennis Tedlock, has tried to translate the ):al dimensions of
the performance into print, using line ends to represent half-second
pauses, dots to represent two-second pauses, parentheses for soft voice, capitals for loud voice, split lines for chanted lines, and dashes for

elongated vowels. To help students appreciate the added power of
performance, first have them read the preceding "Deer Boy" tale, and
then have them read the following version. Make sure that they try to
perform all of the vocal features:
and ALL THE PEOPLE WHO HAD COME
KILLED THE DEER

killed the deer
killed the deer.
Wherever they made F heir kills they gutted them, put
them on their backl,, .and went home.
Two of the uncles
(then)
went ahead of the group, and a third uncle
(voice breaking) (dropped his eld,A. sister)

(his elder brother)
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(his mother.)
(He gutted them there)
while the other two uncles went on. As they
went ON
the boy pretended to be tired. The first uncle
pleaded: "Tisshomahhal"
"STOP," he said, "Let's stop this contest now.
That's what he was saying as
the little boy kept on running.
As he kept on his bells went telele.

0--n, he went on this way

on until

(the little boy stopped and his uncle, dismounting)
(caught him.)
(Tedlock 1978, 21-22)

Clearly this text with vocal performance features recorded is much
more interesting and dynamic than the former one. The performer
creates suspense through the use of pauses and a sense of emotional
intensity with his breaking voice and volume changes. The elongated
vowel "o-- --n" conveys a sense of motion and duration. When performance features are recorded, folklore can compete well with literature in terms of emotional and stylistic impact.
While examining texts of folk performances reminds us that the
performance is paramount and the text is secondary, how can we
argue that performance is paramount to literary study? After all, most
literary artists do not compose entirely orally in performance, and
their finished products are in print. But, like folk artists, the writer is
striving to capture human experience. Rather than showing us a character's attitude by performing his voice and body movements, the
writer must use certain literary conventions to re-create the tone indicative of that attitude. Through such devices as figures of speech,
punctuation, typography, syntax, and rhythm, writers can imitate human speech, thought, and action. Since writers, in most cases, cannot
appear before their readers to ;perform the literature themselves, they
must rely on the readers' abilities to reconstruct the intended performances. The marks on the page function to record and store the writer's performance. Thus, terary texts are performance records, or as
Long and Hopkins say, 'arrested performances' of creative writers
that provide readers the signs, clues, cues, and directions for a performance of their own" (1982, 2). As teachers, we must ensure that
students know how to interpret those directions for performance.
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Advantages of Student Performance

Teaching literature through perfor nance has enormous advantages.
First, performance promotes dialog ie between the performer and the
classroom audience, and between he performer and the text. A performance is a public statement al out a literary work; it is an act of
interpretation. When using perk at-lance as a pedagogical tool, the
teacher should ask the audience Limbers to discuss the performance,
comparing it to their own interpretations of the text. Inevitably, students compare their private, silent interpretations to the performed
text and begin asking questions or making suggestions. Why did the
performer pause in the middle of a line? Should the tone be sincere or
ironic? How can the performer show us more of the symbolism? As the

performer tries to respond to these questions, he or shy: SilUSt often
return to the text, rereading and reperforming. Both the audience and
performer gain a new appreciation for the complexity cf literary
interpretation.
Second, performance is a holistic activity that rescuer_ literature
from the fragmenting tendency of criticism. Too often after students
have analyzed literature, dissecting its plot, point of view, or other
literary features, they are left with a literary experience that is far less
than the sum of its critical parts. Performance remedies this situation
by forcing students to synthesize all of their research and analysis into
a performance that makes sense (Shattuck 1980).
Third, performance is a lively and engaging way to study literature.
When students have to perform a text, they feel the pressure of responsibility that performance always entails. Since few students want to
appear unprepared before their peers, they work hard preparing their
performarces. The air is charged with excitement during a perform-

ance, as both performer and audience concentrate their energies on
the literary experience that is emerging. The performer's facial expressions, gestures, tone of voice, and movements captivate the students,
focusing their attention on the literary experience.
In addition to these three primary advantages, performance offers
secondary benefits to the performer. Practice reading literature aloud
improves both the ear and the voice. The ear becomes more attuned to
the sound qualities of literature, and the voice becomes more adept at

expressing them. When students perform, they gain greater control
over their body language as well. And performing in front of an audience builds confidence i! I speaking. All of these benefits translate
into increased oral communication skills.
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Introducing Students to Performance

Although students may not realize it, they have a great deal of experience performing that they can bring to the study of literature. In order

to introduce performance in a nonthreatening and positive way, I
begin with an exercise called "everyday performances." The first step
in introducing this exercise is to point out that, despite their participa-

tion in a literate culture, students have a rich oral tradition that is
transmitted through performance. To illustrate this point, the instructor can play a simple game of performing the first lines o' several types
of folklore, and asking the students to complete them. .After the class
finishes performing each emple, the L:structor can briefly discuss
the genre of verbal art which it represents and its general function in
society. Let us see some examples from a hypothetical class:
Ms. Jones: Who can complete these lines, "Thirty days hath Sep-

tember ..."
Reth: "April, June, and November."
Ms. Jones: Very good. This is a mnemonic rhyme which most of

you were taught in elementary school. The rhyme functions to
help you remember important details. Let's try another example of
folklore fom our oral tradition. Who can complete this? "A stitch
in time ."
Tom: "sat es nine."
Ms. Jones: good. What do we call this type of folklore?
Torn: Is it a proverb?
Ms. fork-s: Right. And what do proverbs convey? What is their
function in society?
Tom: I guess you might say that they teach wisdom.

Ms. Jones: You're right. Proverbs convey wisdom, advice, and
values. Did anyone ever perform this folklore before? "Cinderella

dressed in yellow ..."
Lisa: "Went upstairs to kiss her fellow. How many kisses did she
get? One, two, three, four, five, . and so on until you miss a
.

.

jump."

Ms. Jones: You've got it. This is an old jump rope rhyme. How
many of you know t? And why are jump rope rhymes performed?
What is their function?
?ane: I think that they are just plain fun. They have a rhythm that
kids like to jump to. And sometimes the lines are funny. Remember "Fudge, fudge, call the judge, Mama's got a newborn
ba',y?"
(Several students laugh and the teacher asks the students to perform the whole rhyme.)
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Ms. Jones: Let's try another one. Who can complete the opening
line of this popular bedtime story? "Once upon a time there were
three bears, a ..."
Steve: "A papa bear, a mama bear, and a baby bear."
Ms. Jones: Excellent. This is an old fairytale that is frequently used
as a bedtime story in our cultur?. Children often insist that it be
performed in a certain way, using specific voice changes. Can you
give me an example?
Steve: Sure. (In a deep, loud voice) "'Somebody's been eating my
porridge/said the Papa Bear. (In a higher voice) 'Somebody's been
eating my porridge,' said the Mama Bear. (In a tiny, high voice)
'Somebody's been eating my porridge,' said the Baby Bear, 'and
it's all gone.'"
Ms. Jaws: Good. Try telling this story to a three-yearold child
without these voice changes, and you'll probably be told to start
over and tell it right. It's clear that you all have performed folklore
before, and that many of us share a common oral tradition that
depends upon performance for its transmission.

The students' quick responses in supplying the missing lines forcefully illustrate their own participation in oral tradition.
The next step, defining performance, can he approached by asking
the class to find the features in the examples of verbal art that make
them different from routine conversation. Again, let us return to our
hypothetical class for an example.
Ms. Jones: Let's look again at the folklore we've iust performed and

try to name the various features that make it different from ordinary conversation. Rhyme, for example, really stands out. Do we
usually rhyme when we have a conversation: What might someone say if we inadvertently rhyme our conversation?
Susan.: They usually say, "You're a poet, and don't know it. But
your feet show it, they're Longfellows."
Ms. Jones: Exactly. Now many of you have heard that? This response calls attention to a key difference between performance
and conversation. Performance involves heightened, aesthetically
marked speech that focuses attention more on how something is
said. Can you tell me any other examples, besides rhyme, which
make performance different from ordinary conversation?

The students should notice repetition, formulaic expressions such as
"Once upon a time," and even archaic language such as "hath." These
are some of the devices that signal the audience that they are witnessing a performance of verbal art. These performance keys, as Richard
Bauman calls them, help shift the audience's focus from simply what is
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said to how it is said. That is, in performance, the audience evaluates the
performer's skill and effectiveness, his or her communicative compe-

tence (Bauman 1977, 11). The most common keys for performance
include, according to Bauman, (1) special codes; (2) figurative language; (3) parallelism; (4) special paralinguistic features (tone of voice,
volume, etc.); (5) special formulae ("Once upon a time"); (6) appeal to
tradition ("Now this story was told by my grandfather"); and (7) disclaimer of performance ("I'm not a good joke-teller, but ....") (1977, 16).

After students understand that performance involves heightened,
aesthetic communication, ask them each to perform something from
their own oral tradition, an "everyday" performance that they have
performed several times. Typical everyday performances include humorous anecdotes, ghost stories, jokes, personal narratives, and bedtime stories. Students should not use any notes, but should perform
the, same way that they do when they are outside the classroom. They
should re-create the context aad setting of the everyday performance
as much as possible. For example, if a ghost story is usually told in a
circle, in the dark, then the performer should perform it that way in the
classroom.
After each performance, the teacher can ask the class to commen,. on
the outstanding aesthetic features and performance keys used by the

performers. For example, one student has just performed a wellknown ghost story, "Johnny, I Want My Liver Back." This tale is noted

for the use of dramatic suspense, as the ghost climbs the stars to
Johnny's room, and on each step, asks for his liver back in a louder
voice:
N: What are the outstanding performance keys used in this
ghost story?
Torn: l liked the way the performer, Larry, changed his voice from
Ms. t

real soft when the ghost %if:. on the first step, to real Tom' when the

ghost was near the top of the steps. That added to the suspense.
Ms. Jones: Did you notice what Larry w is doing with his eyes
while the ghost was speaking?
Tont: Yes. He kept looking at each of us, with very wide eyes.
Beth: And did you see the way he leaned his body toward us? I felt

like that ghost might reach out and grab me at any moment.

In observing the performer's nonverbal communication, students
often note that performers tend to imitate physically the characters in
their stories, either by assuming their stances and movements, or by
changing the focus of their gaze for a character. Most performers vocally distinguish between characters as well.
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When students perform this exercise, thy tend to give themselves
over to the performance, and in the process, they transport themselves
and their audience to the world created through performance. A clear
indication of such a state can be seen in the verb tense usage of performers. When narrating past events, performers who are highly involved with their narration will tend to change the past tense to the
present tense, bringing themselves and the audience into a time past
that is simultaneously time present. When this happens, it creates a
perfect opportunity to discuss the power of r 2rformance and verbal
art to alter our perceptions of both time and space. For example, the

student who is performing a dialogue with his mother that he had
several years ago is both his present self and his past self, both his
mother and not his mother, both in the present and in the past, and all
simultaneously.
I remember when I first got my driver's license and started dating, my Mom used to always nag me before I left. She has a
thick German accent, which makes her sound pretty funny sometimes. "I suppose you're going to be late again, like you were last
week," she says. "Aw, Mom, come on, you know that I ran out of
gas." She goes, "Excuses, excuses. Do you expect me to believe
that? Now come I have a boy who can't be depended on?"
Student:

At the end of this exercise, students should realize that they are all
performers, that they have performed extensively in their everyday
lives; they can define performance, and they appreciate its power.
Now they are ready to translate printed literature into live
performance.

Discovering Dramatic Action

If literature is essentially human action translated into print, then
students must understand that action if they are to perform it. Kenneth Burke's method of dramatistic analysis is an effective way to
teach students to understand the human action within a piece of literature. Burke explains in his Gramm cr (,,f Motives that five terms are
involved in understanding what people are doing and why they are
doing it (1945, xvii). These five termsAct, Scene, Agent, Agency, and
Purposename five essential questions one asks in discovering motives for human action: what was done (act), when and where it was
done (scene), who did it (agent), how it was done (agency), and why
(purpose). The following list of questions, adapted from Long and
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Hopkins's PertOrming Literature: An Introduction to Oral Interpretation, can

be given to students to guide them in an initial dramatic analysis of a
text:
Agent: Who is speaking the words of the text ? (Describe the speak-

er's physical and psychological characteristics.) From what perspective or point of view does the speaker speak?
Scene: Where and when is the speaker speaking? To whom is the
speaker speaking?
Act: What does the speaker say?
Axericy: How does the speaker speak? (In what mode, with what
rhythms, metrical patterns, language level, language devices,
structure, etc.?)
Purpose: silly does the speaker speak? (Does the presence or absence of an audience affect the speaker's purpose? Is the speaker's
comment on the human condition different from that of the implied author?) (Long and Hopkins 1982, 118-19)

In explaining to the class how to do a dramatic analysis, it helps to
lead them through a group analysis of a sample poem. Edwin Arlington Robinson's "How Annandale Went Out" (1910) has become a classic work to illustrate dramatic analysis because it is short, contains a
definite dramatic situation, and is very confusing to students unless
they answer the questions above.
How Annandale Went Out
They called it Annandaleand I was there
To flourish, to find words, and to attend:
Liar, physician, hypocrite, and friend,
I watched him; and the sight was not so fair
As
or two that I have seen elsewhere:

An apparatus not for me to mend
A wreck, with hell between him and the end,
Remained of Annandale; and I was there.
I knew the ruin as 1 knew the man;
So put the two together, if you can,
Remembering the worst you know of me.
Now view yourself as 1 was, on the spot
With a slight kind of engine. Do you see?
You wouldn't hang me? I thought not.
Like this

Edwin Arlington Robinson

The first interpretations that students give to this poem, before they
analyze it systematically, are often humorous. Some students invariably think that the poem is about a car wreck; others believe that Annandale refers to the city outside of Washington, D.C. Once they figure
ow that the speaker is a doctor, however, and begin to describe all of
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his or her characteristics given by the text, they quickly realize that the
doctor is defending his decision to commit an act of euthanasia. The
ellipsis in the last line indicates some kind of physical demonstration
by the doctor, and the class must decide what "slight kind of engine,"
such as a syringe, might have been used to carry out the mercy killing.
Students usually arrive at two different interpretations of whom the
doctor is addressing:
Ms. ones: Who do you think the doctor is talking to?
Bi lb He seems to be talking to a jury of his peers, perhaps other
doctors who work in the same hospital.
Ms. tows. What gives you this idea?
Bill. He keeps referring to "you" on lines 10, II, 13, and 14. And in
line II, the doctor's request that his audience remember the worst
that they know of him suggests that he is talking to people who
know him well.
Pm?: I agree. When he asks the audience to 'view yourself as I
was, on the spot " he just has to be talking to someone like other
doctors, who could identify with the situation.
lam': I don't think it has to be that way. I picture the doctor talking
to himself, in front of a mirror. I think that he is rehearsing the
defense that he will use before the jury.
Ms. Jones: That's interesting. Now we have two different interpretations to work with. Both seem highly probable. Does the style of
the poem work equally well with each interpretation?

To help the students evaluate the conflicting interpretations, the
teacher might encourage them to examine the poem's sonnet structure. In each case, the persona is presenting an argument, and the
sonnet structure, which is designed to couch philosophical arguments, suits either interpretation well.
From Analysis to Performance

Once students have analyzed Robinson's poem, they are ready to test
their interpretations through performance. The Robinson poem works
well to introduce three fundamental performance concepts: open and
closed speaking situations, subtexts, and prelife and postlife. In an
open speaking situation, the persona appears to be communicating
directly to anyone who will listen, and thus, makes direct eye contact
with the audience. In the Robinson poem, the performer who chooses
an open speaking situation would directly address the audience, as if
they were his or her jury of peers. In a closed speaking situation, the
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persona appears to be meditating or talking to some onstage audience.
Thus, in a closed situation, no eye contact or direct communication
between the performer and audience occurs. To indicate that the doc-

tor is rehearsing the speech in private, the performer would avoid
direct eye contact with ihr classroom audience.
Even though students may intellectually understand the dramatic
situation of a poem, they may have problems expressing the persona's
attitudes and emotions. Teaching students how to construct probable

subtexts for each word of the text helps them recognize, and thus
perform, the persona's emotional state. Subtext refers to the undermeanings, the underlying feelings and reasons for uttering the words
of a text. For example, the subtext for the first line of the Robinson

poem, "They called it Annandaleand I was there" might be: "My
friend Annandale was such a physical wreck that the other doctors
and nurses spoke of him as an it, and used only his last name, and I had
to be there." This subtext would cause the performer to emphasize "it"
and to perform the line with some sadness and, perhaps, distaste. As
an exercise, have students write and discuss a subtext for each line in
the text to be performed.

In addition to subtexts, students should discover and perform a
"prelife" of the work. That is, they should show the actions and emotions that motivate the first words of the work. The doctor persona in
"How Annandale Went Out" might be looking at a picture of Annandale before speaking. Performing a prelife helps the performer get in
character and helps the audience understand the dramatic situation.

Similarly, at the end of the work, the performer should perform a
/I

postlife." Too often, students tend to cut short the final words of a text

and curtail their emotional and philosophical impact. But if they are
reminded that the persona must respond to what he or she says, they
will learn to show the persona's response to the final words of the text.
For example, in the Robinson poem, the performer might hive the

doctor smile knowingly after he says, "You wouldn't hang me. I
thought not."
To encourage students to view performance as a way of studying
literature, an exercise round of performances, in which each student
performs the same literary selection twice, is most effective. For the
first performance, advise the students to memorize their selections so
that they will be free to use their voices and bodies to the fullest. They
should be instructed to try to re-create the dramatic situation as closely as possible. For example, if the persona is that of an elderly person,
they should try to convey that age through appropriate vocal quality
and movement. Simple costumes or props often can be used to suggest
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elements of the dramatic situation. Titles of works give invaluable
clues to the dramatic situation, and should be performed. For example,
the title, "How Annandale Went Out," clearly indicates that the poem

describes how Annandale died, and it also indicates the persona's
preference for indirect speech.
After the first performance of the work, students should be asked to
discuss the performance and compare it to their own interpretations of
the text. Discussion might range over any aspect of the dramatic analysis, and the performer can he asked to try parts of the work in several
different ways. After all suggestions have been heard, the performer
takes them into consideration and presents the work again in a few
days, trying to improve the performance.

Evaluating Student Performances
Evaluation is essential to the learning process. It provides the critical
feedback that helps students learn and improve. Performance of literature utilizes many different abilities: analysis, interpretation, and vocal and nonverbal expression. Any of these abilities can be evaluated,
depending on the goals of the class. For those English instructors who
are also concerned with developing speaking skills or dramatic skills,
it maker ense to evaluate such skills as voice projection and articulation. but for those instructors who are primarily concerned with
using performance as a means to study literature, it is important to
keep evaluations of performances centered on student interpretations
of the text. Rather than focusing, for example, on the impact of the
performance on the audience, or on the performer's use of voice, facial
expressions, gestures, movement, costume, or props as ends in them-

selves, the instructor should evaluate how well the performance
realized the dramatic situation implied by the text. Since there may be
several acceptable interpretations of a text, as well as some distorted

interpretations, the instructor must establish guidelines for distinguishing plausible from implausible interpretations.
Using the text itself as the blueprint or guide, students must learn to
distinguish among four categories of interpretation: certainties, probabilities, possibilities, and distortions (Long 1977). In a poem with a

highly defined dramatic situation, such as "How Annandale Went
Out," some elements of the dramatic situation are definite, explicitly
stated by the words themselves. We know for certain that the persona
is a physician, defending a past act. Other aspects of an interpretation
are strongly implied by the text; they are weighted likelihoods, or
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probabilities. For example, given the publication date of the poem
(1910), we can infer that the physician is probably male. The text suggests that he is on trial for euthanasia, but does not explicitly state it.
Some levels of interpretation rest on slight clues, and may be termed
possibilities. Long and Hopkins identify two different possibilities for
interpreting the end of the Robinson poem: "The speaker smirks at the
jury's decision," or "The speaker is making his claims in good faith; he
quietly and humbly accepts the jury's verdict" (1982, 134).

These latter categoriesprobabilities and possibilitiesshould remind students that literary texts are rich and complex, offering many
levels of interpretation and meaning. Students should be encouraged
to explore as many different ways of interpreting a poem as possible.
For example, after students have discussed several different probabilities and possibilities for the "obinson poem, the teacher might ask
them to prepare performances that would show each different interpretation.
Distortions occur when an interpretation violates a known fact or
certainty in a text. The student who performs the persona of the Robinson poem as if the speaker were Annandale, contradicts a certainty
that the speaker is a doctor. Ignoring line endings and rhythm patterns, or substituting one's own words for those in the text also distorts the literature. Long and Hopkins identify three types of distortions: "inadequate k when they omit certainties), premature (when
they reflect hasty study), or implausible (when they contradict the
certainties)" (1982, 134).

To aid in the evaluation and learning process, instructors can require written work. A written dramatic analysis of the text, for example, helps the student analyze the literature and pr?pare for performance. The teacher might choose to evaluate this written analysis prior
to the performance, and suggest other possibilities or point out problems. Alternatively, the teacher can use the student's written analysis
as a yardstick by which to measure the performance. He or she might
compare the interpretation conveyed by the performance to the student's written interpretation. For example:
Ms. Jones: In your paper, John, you said that the doctor was talking
to other doctors. But in your performance, you seemed to be looking inward, as if talking to yourself. Have you changed your inter-

pretation?
Jo /zn: No. Was I really gazing inward? I truant to look directly at
the class, as if they were the jury.
Ms. Jones: Why don't you try the poem again, and this time focus
your eye gaze directly on the students in the room. This would
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better convey the open situation of the persona communicating
with an audience.

In addition to the written dramatic analysis, instructors may find
student journals and performance analyses of use. In the former, students can be asked to keep a log of their analysis and rehearsal process.
For example, they might write the subtext of the poem, a paraphrase,

or a character analysis. The instructor can use this written log as a
means to engage the students in dialogue about the performance as
well as to evaluate their preparation. In the performance analysis, the
students write about their own performances, describing what they
learned through the rehearsal and performance process. This exercise
in self-criticism encourages students to view performance as a learning tool, and provides yet another means for the instructor to evaluate
student progress.

Conclusion
This brief chapter has presented some basic techniques for using performance to teach literature. We have discussed ways of introducing
students to performance by using oral tradition and folklore, and have
explored how dramatic analysis, performance exercises, and such basic concepts as open and closed situations, subtexts, and prelife and
postlife can be used. The advantages of using performance are considerable. In addition to promoting class discussions, synthesizing criticism, captivating students, and increasing oral communication skills,
studying literature through performance undoubtedly improves silent reading as well. Once students have learned dramatic analysis,
and have themselves performed, they will be better able to construct
performances in the mind's eye, giving life to the printed word and
enriching their literary experience.
Additional Resources
The following books, in addition to the references cited, provide useful
perspectives and techniques for using performance to teach literature.
Breen, R. S. Chamber Theatre. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall.
Fernandex, T. L., ed. 1969. Oral Interpretation and the Teaching of English: A Collection of Readings. Champaign, III.: National Council of Teachers of English.
Kleinau, M. L. and Mc Hughes, J. L., eds. 1980. Theatres for Literature. iherman

Oaks, California: Alfred Publishing.
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Long, B. %V., Hudson, L. and Rienstra, P. J. 1977. Group Performance of Literature.

Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1977.
Maclay, J. H. and Sloan, T. 0. 1972. Interpretation: An Approach to the Study of
Literature. New York: Random House.
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13 Dramatic Improvisation in
the Classroom

Betty Jane Wagner
National College of Education
Educators in a wide variety of discipline; recognize that dramatic
improvisation, role-playing, can provide powerful learning experiences. After all, when students engage in role-playing, they truly

do experience the subject they are studying. But how can we
ensure that dramatic improvisation will result in meaningful
learning, and not just in time off-task. Teacher-imposed structure
and intervention are not antithetical to su,,essful improvisation;
in fact, they are critical ingredients. The trick is in knowing what
kind, how much, and when to impose structure.

This chapter shows how impiovisational drama can be used to learn:
not only to extend the rang:, v J:abulary, and tone of oral language,
but also to deepen understanding of human experience. Here is an
example:
An adult stood in front of a group of children, looking helpless. She
had assumed the role of an injured soldier in the time of George Washington. By standing there, looking pained, she evoked a response from
the children in role as adult care-givers trying to aid the injured in time
of war.
"How did you hurt your arm?"
"Did you fa!' off your horse?"
The adult in role replied weakly, "1 didn't fall; my horse reared and
threw me off."
The children gently led the injured soldier to a long table they had
set up as a bed. "Let's give him water."
"1 can put a pillow under his arm."
"We can make like a tourniquet."
"Let's cover him up."

The children's response to the adult whom their teacher has set up as
a soldier reflects not only appropriate adult language but solicitous
care-giving as well. By trying on adult roles, children have a chance to
195
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discover modes of talk they might not otherwise need to employ. As
they use language in a new way, they extend the range of registers and
vocabulary they can control and use with confidence.
Improvisational drama, perhaps more obviously than other oral

language activities, ties directly into both literacy and nonverbal
knowing. Dramatizing a story one has just read, or pantomiming a
poem or story as it is presented orally, helps children internalize the
meaning of language, extend their range of understanding, or make
unfamiliar words their own. Often a classroom drama deliberately
leads into writing or reading, as well as talk.
Improvisational drama often feels familiar to children because it is
close to the spontaneous pretend play of early childhood. As children
assurm, roles, they enter into appropriate postures and use apt physical gestures. Because drama stimulates the imagination, it engages
children's attention and generates energy. They make decisions and,

in so doing have the opportunity to actively discover why people
behave as they do. Role players are under pressure to bring to a drama

relevant understandings of real-world social interaction and apply
them to a different challenge. The result can be the surprise of a new
awareness.
Improvisational drama is process-centered, not audience-centered
as theater is. Whereas the word theater is derived from the Greek term
meaning "to see or to view," drama comes from the Greek word meaning "to do, struggle, or live through." In improvisational drama, role
players do not have scripts; instead, they live as if they were someone
else, talking and acting in an unrehearsed fictive situation. Typically,
they have no other audience than the other participants in the class-

room, which may range from oneor as small as a single partnerto
as large as the rest of the class. Unlike the goal of a theatrical perform-

ance, which is to create an experience for an audience, the goal of
improvisation is to create an experience and understanding for the role
players themselves. As they begin to believe in the moment they are
creating together, improvisational drama students have an opportunity to penetrate and understand other human beings who have found
themselves in similar circumstances. The goal is not to put on a play,
but to learn through fictive experience.
The key here is learning, not through n .anipulation of the real world
in front of their eyes, but through bringing the imagination into play to
make the present setting disappear and through willing another reality to take its place. When students are working together to create a
drama, they must at least tacitly agree to stay in the imagined reality

and to believe the setting and roles they have decided upon. This
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means they must concentrate on a fictive moment in time, and must
believe that moment. This takes enormous commitment and alert-

nessqualities even preschoolers engaging in spontaneous drama
have been shown to exhibit. Whenever anyone in the drama says
something, the rest of the group is challenged to concentrate on the
implication of those words and to respond aptly within the fictive
reality all have agreed to create. To break that reality is to destroy the
drama for the whole group. Improvisational drama is successful if the
talk is purposeful and disciplined to a highly social end. What one says
in role constrains everyone else in the group. To keep the drama going,
each participant has to take account of whatever the others have contributed. Thus, a fictive conversation is even more demanding than a
real-world one, for a participant who is not listening finds it difficult to
reenter the dialogue when it is words alone that are creating the drama
the group is believing. Drama in the classroom entails unremitting
pressure to develop listening and conversational skill.
We shall illustrate here two different kinds dramatic improvisation. One is story drama: acting out or pantomiming a story or poem, the
plot or substance of which is known in advance, or acting out a scene
that is not actually in the story but could be; the other is theme'- orie'nte'd

drama: identifying with a particular person in a moment in time and
living that person's responsibility and feelings in order to discover, to
know what this particular situation would be like. In story drama,
there is often a beginning, middle, and end. In theme-oriented drama,
the students are not given a story or poem as a starting stimulus, but
instead, they find themselves in a situation and are pressed to respond
as persons might in a similar real-world situation. The student is often
given a task or a challenge. Often theme-oriented drama begins by
having students perform a task in pantomime; as they do so, their role
in a larger social setting begins to take shape, and responses to others
in the drama start to ring true. The goal for all improvisational drama
is for participants to reach a level of feeling that comes from total

engagement, a level that forges authentic and spontaneous oral
language.

Learning through Story Drama

The simplest way to improvise a story is to have the whole class
simultaneously pantomime the action as the teacher or a student reads
the text aloud. They can stay near their seats for this activity if they
choose. A second approach is for the entire class to plan the dramati-
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ration ahead of time, to decide on the setting for the action, and to plan
in advance the sequence of the action. Volunteers then take the role of
each of the characters and act out the story, with the rest of the class

watching. After members of one group have finished, the class discusses their performance, and then another group of volunteers replays the scene. The two versions can then he compared. We shall not
consider in this chapter performances where parts are learned from a
script; that is a type of performance of a text which was the subject of
the previous chapter, by Elizabeth Fine.
A third way to set up improvisational story drama is for a small
group of students who have just finished reading a myth, fable, legend,
folk tale, poem, or piece of contemporary literature to discuss how it
made the children feel and how it might he dramatized. Such discussion helps prime the pump for later dialogue. Children select a central

and interesting scene and act it out, for themselves first, and then
perhaps for the rest of the class. A whole class might act out a single
scene or different scenes simultaneously. The disadvantage of such
simultaneous dramas is that the teacher is not available to help each
group get to a serious and deeper level; the advantage, however, is that
students are allowed to solve problems on their own.

A fourth way is to have the students dramatize a scene that is not
actually a part of the plot of the story or novel they have read. It is
something that might have happened in the context of the story, but
it was not presented in the text as a developed scene. The goal of such
a drama is help students imagine in more vivid detail the scenes
they are going to read later.
In a class of seventh graders, for example, who had been having
some difficulty reading Johnny Tremain by Esther Forbes, I had students assume the roles of inhabitants of Boston in 1773) They had read
only the first chapter of the novel when I initiate this drama. In that

chapter, Forbes introduced the characters assot.ated with the main
family in the novel. John Hancock had come into the silver shop where
Johnny was an apprentice and had asked to have a creamer wrought.
Johnny had determined to duplicate the fine workmanship his master,
Mr. Lapham, had been able to do forty years before. Thus the scene
was set by the novelist, but the students had little idea why Mr. Lapham and John Hancock would have different views about political
matters. Although the seventh graders had read about the historical
'For this illustrative drama, I am grateful to an able teacher, Charlotte Wilbur, who
invited me to coteach one of her classes at Thomas junior High School in Arlington
Heights, Illinois.
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events in Boston during the prerevolutionary years, what they needed
was a vehicle to put themselves emotionally back into that time. They
needed a way to make the events that had taken place just before the
onset of the Revolutionary War come alive.
I began by asking them to decide who they would be for this drama.
Naturally, some of the class members chose the roles of Johnny and
members or the Lapham family. Others decided to be heroes of that
timeSamuel Adams, John Hancock, Paul Revere, et al. Some were
tailors, sail makers, ship owners, fishers, blacksmiths, etc. One chose to
be a French trapper who had been forced to stop in the city of Boston
because of the blizzard up north. He wanted to have no part of this
quarrel between these colonists and their mother country.

After their roles were chosen, I showed a picture of one of the
original Tea Party ships, Brig Beaver IL and I told them That three ships

were now moored in the Boston Harbor. "British crews are waiting
there to unload their cargo and, by law, to charge us the tax Parliament
has levied on tea." I had the class choose where the townspeople of
Boston might meet to talk about what to do about these ships: they
chose to gather at the Boston Common in the middle of the morning
with the December weather raw and bitter cold. Then I pushed the
desks back and had them gather in a large circle. I guided them in a low
voice:
You are now waking up on a December morning in 1773 in your
house in Boston. It may ho a large house up on Beacon Hill; it may
by a small room or two above your shop on the wharf. You may be
rich; you may be poor.

I asked the students to pantomime getting dressed for this day. I kept
them in role by reminding them:
Everything you put on is made by someone you know. Shake out
each garment and look at it. Think about the person who made it.
Was it someone you loved? Had you purchased it from one of the
village tailors or cobblers? Put on your outer garment and something to cover your head. Now before you leave your home, look
at yourself in the mirror. What age is that face staring back at you?
What attitude do you see there? Are you proud, tired, timid, determined, lighthearted, lonely, content, afraid, in pain, eager?

Then the students took hold of the basket or bundle of goods or lead
rope of the cow they were taking to pasture in the Common, and they
began to walk slowly in a circle. A few giggled, and I stopped them,
acknowledging that it was very hard to stay in role, but if they did not,
they would destroy the drama work of the others, so they settled into
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a quiet pantomime that I sustained as long as I could. When I stopped

them, we went around the circle and introduced ourselves. I began
with:
"1 am Prudence Eaton. I am the mother of four sons, ages 17-27. MY
brother lives in England, and I feel certain there N a letter from him

in the cargo of one of those three ships in the harbor. I think we
should allow them to unload. The tea tax is not excessive."

I chose the role of a Tory because I sensed that the students would
most likely choose to be patriots, and I wanted them to get the feel of
a time when it was not easy to decide which was the "right" side and
when the outcome of their decisions and actions was not yet known.
The students introduced themselves:
"I am Sam Adams and I want us to tight for our freedom."

"I am an escaped slave, Fridgi, sister of Crispus Attucks. Those
mean old British shot my brlther dead, and I'm mad at them."

Then we walked a hit further in pantomime, and then arrived at the
Common. We greeted one another in role and talked about the problem posed by those three ships !aden with tea. Whenever the students
addressed me, I reminded them:
"We are English. If we resist kh

tiny tax or tea, we may start a war

against our fathers and brothers who live across the sea. King
George will send my brother's sons to kill my sons. Our children's
children will look back and curse this day."

I told the boy who had chosen to be the vicar that his homily last

Sunday disturbed me:
"It sounds as if vou believe God is on the side of those who would
rise up ag einst our king."

"I do," he said. "Even Jesus had to stand by what he thought was

right!"

In the middle of the greeting of each other and the arguing over the
fate of the ships in the harbor, a boy who had chosen the role of Sam
Adams got up on a table and read this announcement 1 had previously
given him:
Friends! Countrymen! The detested tea has now arrived in the
harbor. Every friend to his country, to himself, and to po::terity, is
now called upon to meet at Faneuil Hall, at one o'clock tomorrc w.
The bells will ring to make united and successful resistance to this
last, worst, an,t most destructive Tyranny.
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As the tension of the challenge we faced became increasingly reflected
in our voices, more and more of the students joined in. Three girls,
however, were not yet in the drama. One of them, who had chosen to
he an old, deaf woman, was hobbling about with her imagined cane
and squawking in a high voice, her hand cupped behir,1 her ear: "Eh,
I can't hear you. What'd ya` say?" Her two companions, in role as her
daughters, found this very funny. In role, I stepped in and shouted:
"Old woman, can you hear me?"
"Eh?"
"Can you hear me?"
"A litt

"I'll give you this: dollar if you'll vote as 1 tell you tomorrow."
"OK. Can I have the dollar now?" she asked, grabbing for the
bill.

"Of course."
"Hey, vou can't do that!" one of the daughters complained. "It's
not fair!"
"We are free to vote as we choose in this country," asserted the
other daughter.
"Yeah, this is America!"
"A vote isn't something you can buy. It belongs to a citizen. It
is one of our freedoms! Well go to war for our freedom!"

That is all it took to get those three girls into the drama.
The next scene was that night, back in their homes. I had the students sit in their chairs around the sides of the room, and I turned off
the classroom lights and pulled the shades, I lit a candle that I had
brought in, one in an old-fashioned brass holder with a handle on the
side, and placed it on a table in the middle of the circle. As they sat
quietly, I asked them to see themselves sitting beside that table with
only that candle to warm the darkness:
The rest of the family have all gone to bed. The clatter of horses'
hooves no longer echoes from the cobblestone's. The peddlers crying their ware- have all gone to rest. The screaming gulls in the
harbor are quiet. The clock in the church steeple chimes the hour.
As you look into the flickering flame', go back in your mind over
the events of the day. What will you do if those three ships of tea
do not unfurl their sails and return to England? How do you feel
about Sam Adams's plea? What will your prayer he this night?
How will you vote on the morrow? What are the words you write
in your diary?
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The power of the earlier drama showed vividly in the accounts they
wrote. One boy, who had played the role of a young fishmonger's son
eager for the excitement of war, wrote that it was not untii he talked
with one of the Tories that a hit him. His life rould be blown out as
quickly as this little candle flame. Another wrote:
I am here in my house on fjeacon
I see the Rebellion coming ever closer. Many men will die so an ather may live in prosper-

ity and dignity. Many people criticize me, but I believe in my
cause. Our representation in Parliament is all impo tant. Though I
can now say that possibility is growing evermore harder to reach.

Then came a poignantly mature simile:
As the light wanes this night so does England's hold on us. We
have tried ever so hard, but to no avail.

But the next paragraph was pure eleven-year-old:
My family believes in this cause ..s strongly as me. And I think
even my pets do. I am sure they too would die for our cause. ...

After the students had read the second chapter of Johnny Tremain,

we had another dramathis time of a meeting of Johnny and Dove
after the accident they read about that crippled Johnny's hand. To
prepare for the --trama, the teacher had the students draw a cluster;
they began with the word "Johnny," with a circle around it, in the
middle of a page; all the things they could think of about Johnny were

arrayed in circles around the central one and connected to it with
spokes. Then they did the same for Dove. An example of one student's
cluster appears on page 203.

After they arranged their clusters, they compared them with a
partner, adding to their own clusters if they chose. Then the whole
class met in pairs and simultaneously played a meeting between Johnny and Dove, an event that does not actually happen in the book. They
decided where they would meet and improvised a dialogue that might
have taken place between them. Here is a typical exchange:
"Hi, Johnny."
"You pig of a louse! I hate you!"
"Hey, I didn't mean to hurt you."
"Oh yeah? You knew that crucible was cracked."
"Honest, I didn't dream you'd fall into it."

"I'll never forgive younot ever!"
"Please, Johnny! I didn't mean to do it."
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Preparing for a story drama: An example of one student's cluster.
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"You've ruined my hand and my dream, just you wait! I'll get
even with you someday."

The next part of the drama took place in their beds that night. While
the students were sitting at their desks, their teacher asked them to
choose the role of Johnny or of Dove and to reflect on their feelings
about what had happened. Then they wrote another diary entry. A
boy who chose the part 5 Dove wrote:
It's night and the crickets are chirping outside. In the distance a
seagull cries. I'm feeling kind of guilty about giving him that
cracked crucible then having it brake apart then having the silver
pour all over the top of the furnace. That's not really what I'm
feeling guilty about, but having his hand in it that's why. It wasn't
all my fault. True, I did give him the cracked crucible, but if he
would have cleaned up the beeswax which melted onto the floor
he most likely wouldn't have slipped and stuck his hand in ft. All
I wanted to do is make a fool out of Johnny. But he deserved it.
Always bossing Dusty and me around. Also, we had to do all of the
chores when he didn't have to do anything. One thing I really hate
is him saying I am fat. I don't think I am. I am hungry, I wish I had
something to eat.

When the students went back to the Johnny Tre;nain book, they took
with them a sense of the tension of the times and of the hatred and
remorse of the characters, Johnny and Dove.

Learning through Theme-Oriented Drama
Now we look at an example of theme-oriented drama. A teacher who
wanted to help a group of six-to-eight-year-olds understand the differences between a modern hospital and medical care in George Washington's time, started by having the class role-play hospital personnel
in a present-day setting, one that was more familiar to them. Then,
after two days in a modern hospital, the next day's drama was set 200
years earlier.
The teacher, Dorothy Heathcote, started the first day in the modern
hospital by having the children role-play janitors sent to clean up a
brand-new hospital which had been left a mess after the builders left.
The whole first day of the drama was devoted to hauling away rubbish
and scrubbing floors and walls because the teacher wanted the children to start feeling respon5ible and caring enough about the hospital's future patients to work very hard on their behalf. The second day
she gave them a set of drawings of hospital equipment, each done with
a deliberate tension and possibility of a problem. For example, one
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drawing was of a wheelchair, with the brake colored in red and a
warning under it: "Be sure the brakes are set on all wheelchairs."
Another large card had on it a set of three pictures of a hand holding
a key. Beside each hand was a little cabinet with a very prominent lock

on it. On one cabinet were the words "Medical Drugs," on another,
"Chemicals for Deep Cleaning," and, on the third, "Germ Killers."
Under the pictures was the warning, "Keep your keys safe at all times."

There were several pieces of ta,jsboard, with telephones drawn on
them. Under each was a sign: "Remember, keep calls in this hospital
very short."
She also had a set of hand-lettered signs for the children to use in the

drama: Occupational Therapy, Emergency Room, Accidents!, OutPatient Unit, Maternity, Recovery Room, Operating Room, Patient
Check-In, Blood Bank, Intensive Care, X-Ray, Prenatal Unit, Cafeteria,
et Thus, she had created an environment loaded with information.
Her goal was to lure the class into using more sophisticated language,

but never once did she lapse into a presentational teaching mode.
Instead, she invited the class to pick up any information they were
ready to use to make their own statements sound authentic.
In addition, everything was set up to keep the children's attention
on the notion of caring. She arrayed the pictures of the hospital equipment and the signs depicting different areas of the hospital on a table
where the children could puzzle them out. Her goal was to evoke a
drama created largely by the children. She knew that to give them too
many facts would distract them from the one thing they had to expe-

rience if the drama was to do its work: the feeli 1g that they were
persons of great expertise, persons on whom patients could depend.
She addressed them as experts, and even when they were trying to
sound out the word "Maternity" on one of the signs, she did not tell
tl cm what it meant. She simply sounded it out with them, musing, "I
wonder what that means." If one of the terms on a sign was already in
the child's passive vocabulary, he or she might gradually gain control
over it in the process of using it in role.
Both the pictures of equipment and the signs helped the children

create a belief in their own power. If they chose to take a piece of
machinery back to one of the tables set up in the room, they knew they
were expected to know how it operated. For example, a shy little girl,
who chose a huge X-ray machine, found herself with the responsibility

implied in the warning, "Be sure not to use with women who are
expecting babies. Attendant must wear lead apron at all times."
Heathcote began the drama by addressing the assembled hospital
personnel in t he role of the hospital administrator. First, she welcomed
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them as the new staff. They were made to feel important by having to
sign their names on a large sheet of chart paper tided "Duty Roster,"
July 14. It had a column to check "On Duty" and "Off Duty." After each
child had signed his or her name, the teacher read all the names in a
very dignified fashion and asked, "Tom, shall I mark you in or out
today? Giri, are you on duty today?" She put a big check mark in the
"On Duty" column as each answered yes. Then she congratulated her

staff. "This is marvelous. Not many hospitals have such dedicated
staffs. Imagine, no absencesevery single staff member reporting for
ork this morning. I certainly appreciate that." Thus, she acknowledged and confirmed their commitment to the drama and started to
instill in the children a sense of pride in their hospital and their dedication to their work. Children will be more likely to produce oral
language they presume to be characteristic of adults if their sense of
importance is enhanced and their contributions acknowledged. It is
generative to upgrade both the children's sense of importance as they
are in role and to provide a model of more sophisticated language.
The next thing the group did was to read a message left for them the
day before: "We are sorry we didn't get everything perfect. Signed, The
Cleaners." Of course, the day before, this group of children had been the

cleaners, but today they were primarily doctors and nurses. They
spent the one-hour class session unpacking their equipment, trying it
out, complaining that the electricity was going out, etc. The teacher
would not let them move on to the next stage, namely working with
patients, until she was satisfied that they were really believing in the
reality of that modern hospital with all its sophisticated equipment;
her goal was not the same as the children'sto "play doctor." She
wanted to help them learn something about the dedication and caring
that must go into an enterprise that is going to serve a community's
health needs.
As they worked, the children began to use words such as X-ray,
operation, pediatric doctor, stethoscope, and special diet. Their assumption of the role of expert pulled them to an uncharacteristic seriousness and responsible behavior. The doctors started calling for
their nurses, only to find that the telephones did not work. They took
their problem to the teacher in role as hospital administrator, who told
them to make a list of all the problems they faced, the equipment that
needed fixing, or the new sup} lies they needed. She told one girl who
said she did not know how to spell "dustpan" to draw a picture instead
"so we will know what we need." By withholding information in a
drama, the teacher pushed the children to assume responsibility and
do what they could. This pressure to cope despite limitations of knowl-
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edge is one of the most effective strategies for enabling students to
demonstrate their competence, to discover what they did not know
they knew.
The next day the children involved in the hospital drama had a new
surprise. This time there was a group of patients to few teachers in role)

waiting outside the hospital. Each one had a hint of the dress of the
eighteenth century, an obvious injury or illness of some kind, and a
large placard with name and malady pinned to him or her "Tin ,othy
Morgan, who burned his hand while forging a horseshoe," "Martha
Mather, who swallowed a pin while sewing," etc. The teacher introduced them to the assembled doctors and nurses: "These patients here
are from the time of Gen. George Washington." So their medical care
needed to be that of the time of Washington. This meant they had none
of the sophisticated machinery of the day before. They had to make do
with bandages, herbs, soap and water, and ointments.
The teacher got them to believe in this old-fashioned hospital by
having them roll imaginary bandages long enough and repetitively
enough that they began to sense the feel of the cloth and the tightness
of the roll in their hands. Even this simple task is made up of a number
of separate actions and sensory experiences which, when remembered, become a source of insight. Verbal fluency for a child often flows

more freely inbthe presence of actual or imagined objects or actions.
Fully realized, but imagined, concrete experiences provide the basis
for the development of more abstract thought at a later stage. In addition, most concrete experiences are fused with emotion which gives
them power, and which in turn energizes speech. The children chanted softly with the teacher, "The nurses work; the doctors work; roll,
roll, roll, roll bandages." She would not let them roll too fast; she kept
the pace slow in order to give time for imaginations to grow. They kept
a tally of the number of bandages they had rolled, writing on the white
butcher paper that covered each of the tables where they worked.
Then they took branches of herbs from the imaginary baskets the
teacher handed them, and they rolled the leaves in their hands until

they had a fine powder that they scooped up to put into jars. The
teacher showed them how to shake the powder down in the jar so it
could hold more ground herbs. Then they looked in their imaginary
drawers for ointments and salves. They drew onto the chart paper
pictures of the jars they found. The students were working very hard,

feeling themselves to be doctors and nurses on whom others
depended.
The adults in role as patients had been coached to push the children
into the role of experts by assuming they as patients did not know
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much about how to deal with their illness or injury. The teacher, as
hospital administrator, introduced each of the patients to a child: "This
is Dr. Jerry; he'll help you if he can." The patients would ask questions
about how to treat their problem. After the child explained what to do,

the patient would somewhat hesitantly repeat what the doctor said,
and then say something like, "I have a short memory. Will you show
me again what to do? Would you mind writing the directions down for
me?" If a child introduced an anachronism, such as telling the patient
to keep an ice pack in the freezer, the adult patient would not correct
him or her, but instead she might ask, "Ah, this freezing, do you mean
to put it on the ice block in my root cellar? You mean I fill this pack with

the part of the river that is cold and solid?" Such questions supply
information at the same time they ask for it. They feed in clues which

a direct question like "What is a freezer?" does not. When a child
suggested using paper towels to catch the blood, the patient asked if
she meant old but clean rags that were as thin as paper. Such responses acknowledged the contribution the doctor or nurse had just
made and, at the same time, guided the child into a new level of
awareness.

The power of improvisational drama is the pressure it exerts on
problem solving for an unpredicted situation. For example, when
faced with the patient who had swallowed a pin, the teacher asked the
child, in role as nurse, "Would it be best to let the pin go on through,
or should we try to make her spit it up?" The six-year-old nurse who

was treating the patient said, "What we need to do is get a small
magnet and then we can put it on the end of a string so she can
swallow it." The child's logic was impeccable; she was putting together
what she knew about pins and magnets in her search for a way to deal
with this medical emergency.
When a child brought in some "sleeping medicine" for one of the
patients, the teacher asked, "How much should we give him?"
"One bottle full," was the reply. The teacher let misinformation go

uncorrected in the attempt to get to what the drama was set up to
accomplishchildren assui .ing the initiative of oral language in a role
they were only beginning to explore. Through using oral language in
an imagined hospital, the children were coming to understand the real
world better. By not letting them "operate," as modern children playing doctor might choose to do, and by insisting that this hospital be set
long ago, the teacher led them into other, less dramatic, but no less
important, ways of caring for the ill or injured: providing solace, comfort, and empathy.
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Improvised drama can be a window into a student's thinking. The
social pressure of the medium takes role players into realms they did
not know they could experience. In some theme-oriented dramas, like
the hospital one described here, both oral and written language are
evoked. The teacher made it clear to the children that, in a hospital, it
is important that accurate records be kept. The teacher told each one
to put a pencil behind his or her ear and to be ready to keep track of
each patient's progress. Then she said,. "When a doctor is off duty, the
hospital still needs to know what has been done for a patient so they
can continue to care for the patient properly, isn't that so? So we will
need to keep all the information, our records, in our archives, our big
folders, right?" She was not teaching the children how to keep records;
she was just reminding these emergently literate persons th.lt in the
"real world" written records are important and must be created with
care.

The Role of Improvisation
in Language Arts Instruction

Teachers who employ improvisational drama sometimes look as if
they are not really teaching because they are seldom in the familiar
"imparter of information" role. Their goal is to set up a situation that
allows for maximum student initiative. Perhaps the most difficult part
of learning to use drama is learning to trust that students will make
good use of this initiative and will not merely waste time. Teachers
who first try small-group discussions have this same concern. To develop oral language, students simply must talk. Listening to teachertalk alone will not do the job. But, of course, at first, students do not
know how to talk appropriately or aptly. Teachers need to find ways
to reflect back the flaws in their oral language without obviously "correcting" them. In a drama, they can do this in a nonobvious way, either
by sensitive side-coaching or by a response in role in the drama that
reflects accurately the time period being depicted and an appropriate
tone and dialect.

Once, when I was teaching in a lower socio-economic, all-black
eighth grade in Chicago, I had the students role-play a job interview.
Without my mentioning a need for standard English, all but thre, of
the students were able to handle the role of the interviewer (in is
case an owner of a gas station) without lapsing into the vernacuiar
black English, which was the only dialect I had previously heard therm
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use. Where had they learned this? Perhaps the models on TV had
taken root. Perhaps this was the first time in my classroom that they
had seen any point in speaking the "nhony" way their white teachers
talked. In any case, the drama provided just the right pressure: it was
OK to use "teacher dialect" if they were in role, but they risked losing

status if they talked that way to each other. Needless to say, our
dramas in that class continued, with community leader roles such as
lawyer, landlord, mayor, or school superintendent. They explored the
sound of standard dialect as they relished the feel of the authority of
their new roles.
Value of Improvised Drama
Because most students enjoy engaging in drama, its educational import
is sometimes underestimated. What onlookers may fail to perceive is
that when a person tries to enter the physical, emotional, and intellec-

tual center of another person, he or she must get beyond superficial
imitation and empathize with that person's inner world in order to
respond appropriately. This means the role player must operate on at
least a tacit understanding of another person's worldview. Through
improvised drama, students can build social skills and become more
sensitive listeners and more apt and mature conversationalists. They
also grow in their capacity to send and receive increasingly complex
and mature verbal messages effectively, independently, creatively,
and symbolically.
As the illustrations above demonstrate, improvisational drama is a
powerful medium for learning. The recognition that such drama is an
effective way to develop oral language goes back more than a century.
In the I880s, Francis W. Parker, as head of the Department of Didactics

at Martha's Vineyard Summer Institute, urged the use of simple improvised activities as an excellent technique for the development of
oral expression.
James Moffett wrote more than two decades ago that drama and
speech are central to a language arts curriculum. He implored teachers
to see them as base and essence, not desirable additions to a good solid
academic program. He reminded us that we experience the world first
with our muscles and bodily sensations, then with our senses, later
with our memory, and only after all of that, with our reason. Improvisational drama educates the whole personmuscles, senses, memory, and reason.
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Improvising or inventing is at the heart of all oral language development. Toddlers never m Ntu re as speakers simply by imitation; they
must make up sentences they have never heard before. They ploy with

options, try out new words, experiment with more complex structures, and project a wider range of registers. Dramatic improvisation
invented conversation that mirrors the interactions of real lifepro-

vides a powerful stimulus for a continuation of this valuable
enterprise.
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14 Learning to Listen and
Learning to Read.

Sara W. Lundsteen
University of North Texas

In many classrooms, the instruction to "Listen up!" is understood
as an order to students to "Shut up!" But listening is not the same
thing as being quiet, not the same as being a passive sponge for
someone else's verbal output. In fact, effective listening is just the
opposite; it is an active process. If we fail to exert energy in listening, we are likely to be distracted, or to draw faulty inferences, or
the like. Helping students to become effective listeners is a worthy
instructional goal, indeed. Helping teachers to become effective
listeners from time to time is not a had idea either.

Listening is not only the heart of human interaction, but also the heart
of teaching and learning. Yet listening is rarelytoo rarelya matter
for conscious awareness. In many classrooms, the call to "Listen up!"
translates into the teacher directives, "I talk; you don't." In an effort to
help us all appreciate the richness of a proper study of listening, this
chapter presents an overview of the topic. I will explore ways of defining chief characteristics of listening: (I) a process with at least eight
components; (2) a goal-driven activity adapting itself according to its
varying purposes; (3) a developmental ability; and (4) a communication art related to reading. I suggest the central importance of listening
as a tool for learning language arts and content-area knowledge. Finally, I developed the notion of "metacognitive listening," awareness of
listening patterns and specific listening strategies, as central to effective listening and as a productive objective for English/language arts
instruction.

Multifaceted Listening in One Primary Grade Classroom
A classroom scene introduces several important concepts for learning/
teaching about listening and reading. In the larger context of a listen213
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ing unit, a teacher and a small group of children had been exploring the

sound made by shaking the contents of a paper bag which selected
students had brought for group work:
Teacher: Now listen again, but in a new way. Of what does the
sound remind you? Berta, you've done this before in small groups,
so I leave you in charge. (Teacher moves to another small listening
group.)
Berta: Think about the sound you hear... when I shake whatever's
in Otto's paper baglisten ... in a fresh, new way.
Max: Piggy banks.
Berta: Old sleigh bells.
Ernst: A rattlesnake.
Ester: A box of curtain clips.
7eresia: Poker chips.
Berta: Thanks for those ideas.
Otto: I'll open my bag. This time it was ...

(dramatically pouring them out)pennies! Max, you were close.

Berta: Ernst, it's your turn to choose one of the ideas for drama, an
improvised scene.
Ernst: The rattlesnake.
Berta: Where might it be? Brainstorm a place.

Teresia: In the school yard. (Group sugge is other ideas before
settling on Teresia's.)
Berta: Who discovers it?
Ester: A lady with a small child -- the child discovers the snake.
Berta: A unicorn finds it.
Max: A principal finds it.
Berta:
Choose, Ernst.
Ernst: A mother with a small child.
Berta: Who will play the part of the snake? ... Thanks, Otto.... Of
the mother.... Thanks, Teresia.... Of the small child.... Well, I will.
The rest of you are listeners. OK? (Signaling) Now, go to it. (Side
coaching) Great hissing, Otto! (In role) Mommie, look at . . . short
rubber hose, (Coaching Teresia). What does the mother say?

Teresia: I'm scared. I mustn't panic. Freeze where you are, child.
And listen to your mother, for once! (Scene continues for a few
minutes.)
Teacher: (Interrupting groups) I can tell you're really getting
warmed up to this. I'd like to give some optionsone, to take out
your pencils and blank play-script booklets if you'd like to work
independently, fleshing out the rest of your improvised scenes.
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Later, we'll have time to read what you wrote with your listening
partners.
Another option is to add to your listening journals. Think over
the listening you've done today so far and write about that. For
example, during improvised drama time, what and who did you
listen to; what did you learn; what helped; what didn't?
write
some other ideas on the board. (Writes: 1. How I think about listening. 2. How I feel about it. 3. What I've decided to do about it.)
Berta: (To teacher) Are you going to write in your journal about
those three things?
Teacher: Yes, I've started a listening section. I'm also going to describe how much time I thi.lk I've talked today, and log how much
time I observe the class has gotten to interact. I'm audio taping
myself today, so I can play it back and see for sure. I think I've

already talked too much. (After the students settle into chosen
writing and reading of their writings, teacher begins writing in
log.)

The teacher in the preceding scene used many naturally occurring
events in the classroom to teach listening/speaking/reading/writing,
not just games and drama. Some natural events occurred during peer
sha-ing, during committee work on the listening and communication
unit. Alert, the teacher capitalized on all manner of incidents. The
activities illustrated in this scene can span a wide range of ages. Readiness at any age is individual and depends in large part on previous
experience. The aim is starting with natural student listening interests
and needs occurring in the classroom. Then the teacher builds classroom listening experiences from such natural events. Such is the most
meaningful and motivating of instructional strategies for listening. But
just what is the nature of listening in the classroom? The next section
amplifies.

Characterizing and Defining Classroom Listening

Is good listening in school always a matter of listening dutifully to
adults? Teachers can accomplish a much sought goal of getting children to listen to them; but not by admonishing. The teacher in the
previous scene never admonished the children to "listen." Let's consider some significant aspects.
Components of a Listening Process

Most people and children have an oversimplified idea of what listening is. ("It's just 'hearing,' isn't it ?") A definition of listening has so
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many important concepts that only a few can b. dealt with here. First
of all, listening is a process. It is an active comprehenst.3n process, includ-

ing: (I) receiving, (2) focusing, (3) attending, (4) discriminating, (5)
assigning meaning, (6) monitoring, (7) remembering, and (8) responding to auditory messages. The children and teacher in the previous
scene did all of these things as they listened and responded.
For example, they received through their physical auditory systems
ideas about the scenario as they exchanged messages. They attended to
these messages rather than to the multitude of other auditory stimuli
that might have distracted them in a typical school context. They were
discriminating the relevant from the irrelevant stimuli. They assigned
meaning to the options and choices presented for enacting the drama.
They monitored their own attentive, evaluative responses to these
choices, remembering them for a sufficient length of time so that they
could finally choose and concur or disagree about options. Thus they
responded to messages and fashioned a scenario.

Observers of this classroom would notice that listeners use many
visual cues to guide their listening comprehension and responses.
Individuals "listen with eyes" as well as with ears. The students in the
scene were picking up visual cues from the teacher, group leaders, and
one anothercues that said: "It's OK; brainstorm; get out many ideas;

there are not going to be any 'bad' ideas." (Body movements and
stance inform listeners much of the time as they use this auditory
comprehension process.)
Purposes for Listening

Another part of a definition of effective listening deals with a wide
variety of purposes. Individuals read for many aims, too. Consider five
of these:

1. Sometimes purpose is merely following a ritual (e.g., answering
when the roll is called in school).
2. Sometimes the purpose is to be informed. For example, in the
opening scene the group leader sought previous personal, oral
information as to what could have caused the sound in the paper
bag, and of what the sound might remind one.
3. The latter is known as imaging. Being informed can also help us
solve problems and predict.

4. Sometimes the purpose is to listen with feeling and aesthetic
appreciation. For example, "That made my ears happy!" said a
kindergartner in response to an autoharp. Without restorative
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joy, teachers and students accomplish far less in school. School
programs need to include memorr.ble listening material of high
quality, just as students need st.v,h material for reading. Having
chances to listen to fine literato, e each day stretches a student's
listening language store, though the idea here is not just to read
quality materials to a class every day. Aesthetic listening experiences could additionally include recorded resources that students use in centers or for individual projects. The idea is also to
avoid materials for listening that are trivial, unrelated to needs
and feelings, and below dignity at any age. The idea is to put joy
from listening into the lives of students who starve for beauty
just as they starve for food.
5. Sometimes the purpose is to listen critically when the listener is
being controlled or persuaded. For example, one member of the
group in the previous scene might try to influence another by
saying. "Everyone else is choosing the rattlesnake." The listener
then may wonder if the message sent is really in their and the
group's best interests. They might ask, "Who is 'everyone' and
what's the cost?" (Lundsteen 1989, Ch. 10).
Relations between Listening and Reading

Listening is the aural counterpart of reading, with auditory symbols
compared to print symbols. Reading is visual, space oriented. Reading
may be "cooler." The reader is likely to be more objective, less emotionally influenced by print. A reader can scan in any direction. But
listening is usually one way or sequential. Listening has peculiar time
pressures that reading does not. A reader can go back and read it again,
and again, a sustained visual opportunity, usually lacking in listening.

However, in the listening mode one can sometimes replay a tape or
stop the speaker and ask for clarification. The responsibility for successful communication is in this latter case more evenly shared by
speaker and listener than by reader and writer (Lundsteen 1979).
Too often in real-life listening, however, the individual gets only one
chance at the message and its brief auditory images. In listening, in a
formal audience or mechanical context, one normally has minimum
control; with reading, you typically have maximum control. Teachers
who repeat and repeat may reinforce bad listening habits and fail to
reflect the real world. A remedy is to let another successful student
listener volunteer for any necessary repeating. Teachers can cue children for attention and purpose; then say it once (Lundsteen 1989, Ch. 3).
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When students have learned something about the process of listening comprehension, they can immediately apply the learnings to the
context of reading comprehension. A teacher might say, "Could you
use what you learned about spotting purpose and organization while
listening when you're reading? Tell how." Or, "We practiced forming
pictures in our minds when listening; how could we use that when
you're reading a new book?"
A caution: To try to integrate by turning a reading test into a listening test is not an accurate reflection of typical listening material and
context. Although there is overlap in vocabularies, listening material is
not necessarily the same as reading material (the written word). The
spoken language is much more likely to be redundant, as people stutt-r, stammer, and try to find words to express their meanings. Spoken
language tends to be incomplete, as the referents are in the heads of
individuals, and they are often too egocentric to remember that others

cannot know exactly what they know. The language listened to is
often disorganized, as senders strive to shape spoken thoughts and
sometimes do not know what they know until they have voiced it.
But as the teacher places listening material and reading materials
dealing with the same topic side by side in different versions in a
listening center, children can grasp the interrelatedness of a composing and comprehending process. Children can see that orally presented materials can be well organized and memorable. Such an integration of listening and reading could be fruitful. Let's listen in on a bit of
dialogue at such a center:
Harriet: (Taking off the earphones, having listened to Danny
Kaye's partly musical rendition of Hans Christian Andersen's
"The Ugly Duckling.") I could listen and listen and listen all day to
that. (Whistles softly and sings a snatch of the tune.) 'I'm not such
an ugly duckling, not me.'
Rufus: Yeah, but you oughta see this book version here. This one's
illustrated by Monika Laimgruber. Like stained glass. With lots of

little dots. And different borders around the pictures.
Teriy: And listen to this from the bo:4/.: "An old house stood
bathed in the sunlight. It was surrounded by a deep moat, and
between the house and the moat grew giant coltsfoot leaves." I
wonder what a coitsklot leaf looks like.

Rufus: I bet this is one here in the picture hiding the mother duck
and her hatching ducklings.
Glenda: (Picking up another book) I like this version illustrated by
Robert Van Nutt. The pictures are so beautiful, especially when
the ugly duckling finally realizes it has turned into a swan. Besides,
it's a bit easier to read.

4
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Harriet: I still don't think you can beat listening to Danny Kaye.
But, well, maybe, it's good to know both ways. You know, I'm

going to write a story about an uglychild. A beautiful story,
illustrated, with borders.

The Importance of Listening as a Tool for Learning

Listening is important to all school learning as well as to the other
language arts. Optimally teacher and children work through the question of the importance of listening together as they reflect across the
curriculum. They examine their real-life needs and experiences. Men-

tionable is the value of listening in other tool and academic school
subjects. Other values are found in social and language development,
in problem solving, and in the impact of listening on reading.
If a student cannot comprehend a message through listening, it is
unlikely that she will comprehend that message through reading. Further, if a student cannot compose a text from a message presented to
the ears, it is unlikely that she will be able to compose a text for herself
using print symbols for that message. Because listening is a prerequisite for so many abilities, one may make the statement that nearly all
remedial listeners will be remedial readers. There are, of course, many
other causes of need for remedial reading; so not all remedial readers
will be remedial listeners.
Why does listening have a ceiling effect on the other language arts?

For one thing, remember thzt listening vocabulary is typically the
largest of the four vocabularies (listening, speaking, reading, and writ-

ing). Figure 1 illustrates this with reference to typical elementary
school children.
Skills common to both reading and listening are likely to be best
learned first in the listening mode. What student does not read a selection more effectively after listening to it dramatically and memorably
rendered? ("Students who read were read to," goes the slogan.) Moreover, punctuation is rusted in oral language. A student can notice that

a drop in pitch and a definite pause in oral language have a correspondence to a period in written language. A broad, general background of comprehending through listening face to face helps reading
comprehension.

To move across the curriculum, consider the following example
from a preschool math lesson where learning through listening took
place. The children, working on different tasks and consulting with
each other, were seated in small groups at tables using abaci, Cuise-
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listening

Re. ading

riting

(Arrows suggest movement through time.)

Are all vocabularies basically dependent on hstening?
Fig. 1. Four overlapping vocabularies used in school. Figure from Language
Arts: A Problem Solving Approach by Sara W. Lundsteen. Copyeight c" 1989 by Sara

W. Lundsteen. Reprinted by permi'sion of Harper & Row, Publishers, Inc.)

naire rods, counting frames, and hundreds boards. One group of five
had a large box of pencils. One of the children speaks:
Antonio: (recording the counting for the group) We have thirtyfive pencils in that box.
Teacher: There ate five of you. How many groups of five can you
make? With those thirty-five pencils? How many for each? Talk
with each other about it. (Much consultation among the children
follows.)

Sofia: Why don't we put the sticks in piles of five? Lupe: We can
see how many piles we get. (Starts.)
Laura: No, no, she said "five," Lupe, not "six." There are five of us.
Listen, will you.

Back to reading, teachers can help some children in beginning reading by giving guided experiences in discriminating groups of sounds.
Of course, mere sounds are not the significant part of language; significant meanings in complex extended discourse are. Some students are
more ready for listening instruction than for reading instruction. To
ignore listening is to hurt reading (and writing, and speaking). In sum,
effective listening helps communication and other skills and content
'earnings. When you ask some children about the importance of listening, a common response is that it "helps you do good in school."
But simply being aware of the importance of listening is not sufficient. A helpful aspect coming from more recent study is referred to as
metacognitive listening.
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Metacognitive Listening
Self-monitoring has been researched extensively in the areas of reading and writing, and now research is beginning in the field of listening.
The technical term is "metacognitive listening," or thinking about
your thinking while you are listening. During this process, one has
something of a split-mental focus that can correct and enhance meaning. Long ago, however, related productive (and less productive) listener patterns were pointed out (Nichols and Stevens 1957). The instructional point is to help children become aware of patterns, and to
guard against those unproductive ones when the occasion warrants.
Essential skills in monitoring communication are (1) realizing that
problems can occur, (2) recognizing when they do, and (3) knowing
how to remedy them (Revelle, Wellman, and Karabenick 1985).
Four listener patterns (Fig. 2) are typical during use of leftover
thinking space. These patterns show alternate ways of interacting
with material. The first pattern, small departure, is effective for literal
listening, and the other three are not (Lundsteen 1989).
Sometimes the metacognitive strategy of telling ourselves that the
"very next words may completely change our lives" helps even those
students whose thoughts are most prone to wander. Up to a certain
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point, we can help children learn to quiet themselves and discipline

their attention. They can visualize on target so as to enhance the
message with an appropriate amount of relevant, image-enriching experience during leftover thinking space. Figure 2 represents all four

listener patterns. Younger children might dramatize the first three
patterns with puppets, after modeled examples. Older students might
role-play all four contrasting patterns (Tway and Lundsteen 1989, Ch.
3).

Strategies for Metactyritive Listening

The following self-monitoring techniques can reveal some strategies
children choose from when they realize and recognize that a listening
problem has occurred:
I. Attention directing, which may receive a boost with note taking in
the case of students who can write. This strategy is used mainly

to keep attention focused on the line of communication and to
provide a record for later reading. Picking a focus also helps ("I'm

listening for anything that shows the character was really
brave."). In essence children tell themselves, "Get ready; get set;
tune out all else; select a purpose; LISTEN."
2. Memor:w enhancing is a strategy or action that children can take

when the problem seems to be memory overload. Basics that
help are imposing organization on the seemingly unorganized
message, categorizing, labeling, and rehearsing. Applying the
organization of the different speaker patterns mentioned earlier
may help, Word signals may help. Younger children can watch for

word cues such as "first," "second," "third"; older students can
watch for "in contrast," and "as another example." The use of an
advance organizer (outline, web, study guide) helps a child with
labels and categories fewer concepts for the young child, more
detail for the older ones. Most individuals chunk phone numbers,
saving, "dial 361 thirty-four, twenty-four" (instead of 3,4,2,4).
Many students unconsciously use the strategy of rehearsal, repeating under their breath over and over.
3. Enhancing the communication is a strategy pertaining to requests
for clarity, active feedback, paraphrasing, and parasupports. Examples of parasupports are head nodding, phrases such as "Did
you really!"; "Well! "; "Uh-huh." Enabling words of active feedback might be. "Would this be an example of what you mean?"
Words related to paraphrasing might be, "What I've learned so
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far is ..."; "Is this what you're saying, that ... " Active feedback

and summarizing can help memory, attention, and meaning
during listening.
4. Enhancing the' meaning is a strategy in which listeners elaborate
messages with appropriate mental images, pictures in the mind,
referral to previous experience, and self-questioning. Here is an
example from a four-year-old: "I 'membered where you said to
put it; I walked backward in my mind" (Bosma 1986). Even some
young children aged three and four can realize ambiguities and
puzzlements in communication, and will rather directly seek to
clear them up after monitoring a situation highly meaningful to
them (Revelle, Wellman, and Karabenick 1985). Most at any age,
however, could use some improvement.
The main point for teachers is to know the learners and help them with
the following tasks: (I) selection of appropriate strategies; (2) monitoring
of the effectiveness of a selected listening strategy; and (3) revision of an
ineffective listening strategy (or ineffective reading strategy, too, for

that matter). Teachers can help children attend and give self-alerts
when the listening activity is not proceeding properly (Flavell 1981;
Flavell et al. 1981; Robinson and Robinson 1982).

Teachers need to find appropriate places for instruction regarding
strategies and to not use isolated practice of this split-mental focus.
That is, they avoid seeking to clarify or summarize when nothing
needs it. Instruction is not a matter of fifteen minutes here and there
with a metacognitive listening cap on; it is not a matter of a "quick fix."

Instruction involves a sense of communication responsibility that
teachers as models can seek to transfer to children's own use when it
comes up naturally in the course of each day. The foregoing ideas on
metacognition apply to reading as well as to listening.
Summary

In sum, what is listening? In brief, it is an active (often interactive),
predominantly auditory comprehension process. Listening includes
(but is not limited to) the following: hearing, receiving, focusing, attending, discriminating, assigning meaning and interpreting, monitoring, organizing, synthesizing, evaluating, remembering, and responding to messages. It is a "sister" process to reading, but with peculiar
demands as to person, acoustics, noise, and linear and sometimes me-
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chanical context. A number of strategies useful across the curriculum
exist for enhancing listening. Most children and adults could profit
from becoming students of their metacognitive listening process and
applying appropriate strategies. Unfortunately, few if any strategies
are typically at a sufficient level of awareness and conscious use by
children. Detail on relevant self-monitoring techniques alert the listen-

er to success and to failures in communication with this tool for
learning.
Consider once again the classroom interaction episode displayed at
the beginning of this chapter where children pretended to discover a

reptile. As in that case, listening as well as reading can become an
interactive comprehending process that is meaningfully, powerfully,
and joyfully interconnected. Then effective listening can help get some

of those miscommunication "snakes" out of our schoolrooms and
serve children as a valuable tool for learning.
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15 Oral Activities in
the English Classroom

Phil Bad:lund
Central Washington University
Many people's stereotypes about "speech" in the classroom are
associated with a speech-a-week public speaking curriculum:
heavy on evaluation and anxiety, low on authentic communication. But speaking activities can instead present students with
genuine opportunities to exert influence in their classroom communities and to explore their own understandings of the world
about them. Later, in a developmental sequence, teachers can help
students monitor the form of their oral messages.
Teacher (fifth-grade class): OK, class, next we are going to work on

our social studies. Please get out your social studies book.
David: Mr. Rubin, Mr. Rubin?
Teacher: Yes, David?

David: Could we do our social studies later this afternoon?
Teacher: Why would you want to do that, David?
David: Let's do that oral stuff, that's cool.
Teacher: It's called oral communication. Anyway, we have to do
our social studies.
David: Gee, Mr. Rubin, I can think of at least three reasons why it'd
be good to work on our oral communication right now.
Teacher: Oh, what are they?
David: Well, we need more work on them. You saw how we did
yesterday; we just didn't do so hot. Second, we can do oral communication and social studies at the same time. See, we work in
groups and give ural reports on the social studies stuff. And last,
we have such a good time with oral communication. What do you
think, Mr. Rubin? Can we, please?
Teacher: Well, OK, David. Those are three pretty good reasons. We
can work on both oral communication and social studies at the
same time. And you're right, you didn't do so hot. OK, let's get
going.
David and class: Thanks, Mr. Rubin.
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Pretty fanciful dialogue? It represents a specific pointthe student
was able to persuade the teacher to change his mind. Mr. Rubin listened to David's arguments and changed his class plans based on
them. Is this a good idea, or is Mr. Rubin losing control of his
classroom?
The above example points to the heart of this chapter. As language

arts teachers, one of the most important things we can do for our
students is to give them the belief that they can use language to influ-

ence the world around them, including us If students develop that
belief, they will attempt to use language to attain goals more readily,
they will be less reluctant to participate in classroom activities, and
they will improve their behavior in other aspects of their education
and in aspects of their social life. If their language behavior is reinforced by having persuasive efforts work, then students will come to
realize the power of language.
We, as teachers, need to do everything we can to promote the oral

language development of our students as a means of empowering
them to function more effectively in the world. As stated above, they
need to believe they have the power to use language with effect. How

might you promote this belief in your classroom? This article will
describe activities in public speaking, reporting, and debate that will
enhance students' language skills and help them develop confidence
to effectively use both oral and written language.
Many people, when they hear the words "oral communication" or
"speech," think to themselves, "Oh, this is about public speaking."
This chapter is about public speaking, but it is also about many other
kinds of activities that promote the ability of students to use oral
communication with confidence. We are not just interested in students' confidence in front of a group, but also in their confidence in
social and interpersonal situations. We are interested in their efficacy
and power in communication in all situations. To this end, the chapter
develops three points in a rationale for including oral activities in the
English classroom and provides examples of activities that can meet
the challenge of oral language skill development. These will be divided

into the areas of social knowledge, self-knowledge, and content
knowledge. The last section of the chapter covers some information on
the classroom evaluation of oral communication activities.

Am I suggesting that children currently do not believe they can
influence the world around them through language? You aild I have
seen too many examples to the contrary to believe that fully. Yet, many
students do not have that belief and many others use it inappropriately. Clearly, some students have the belief to the point of arrogance. It

is my contention that, through appropriate instruction, a teacher can
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empower students to use oral and written communication effectively
and appropriately. Let us look at each of the three areas of knowledge
mentioned above.
Social Knowledge
One clear function of education is to help children develop an effective
sense of society and social roles. The primary vehicle for this "sense"
is language and communication. In fact, 7r). ny scholars believe that
society exists in language. For example, Hur,h Duncan (1962, 76) said,
"The self and society originates in communication." From the time of
ancient Greece, oral communication activities (public speaking, persuasion, rhetoric) have been used for both the public and private good.
Oral communication activities in the classroom can give the student a
sense of how to use communication to relate effectively to others, as an

understanding of the social system, and as a confidence builder in
attempting to influence that social system.
There is at least one other good reason for attempting to help students develop their power to use oral expression. The effective use of
oral power can become a substitute for physical power. Research in
this area comes from Basil Bernstein (1958), who describes two types of
language codeselaborated and restricted. Essentially, children who
used restricted-code language were those children who had d kiw
facility in language, whose language use rarely reflected a sensitivity
to the viewpoint of the other person, and -whose language skill was
insufficient to fully express their thoughts and feelings. On the other
hand, children with a more elaborated code used language with qualities that enabled them to take into account the viewpoint of the other
person, express thoughts and feelings effectively, and use language to
influence the world around them. Not surprisingly, Bernstein found
that restricted-code children were more apt to resort to violence to
resolve interpersonal conflicts and more likely to "act out" their frustrations than children with elaborated codes. Bernstein's research
creates a powerful argument for oral language skill development as a
means to help children integrate themselves more effectively into society (whether the classroom society or society at large) and to deal
with that society effectively.
Developing tlw Elaborated Language Code

Cecilia Vogt uses a technique called "unfinished stories." She bases
her class discussions on a small pamphlet published by the National
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Education Association titled Unfinishni Stories for Facilitating Decision
Making in the Elementary Classroom (Weiner 1980). The book contains

fifty-two short stories divided into the areas of "Responsibility and
Commitment to Others," "Personal Shortcomings," and "Shortcomings of Others." Each story presents a short scene that describes a
moral dilemma and ends with "what should
do?" In one example
from the book, Gwen is a si.,th-grade student who finds it very difficult

to voice her opinions in class. One day, the teacher tells her to do
something she does not wish to do, but the words stick in her throat,
she cannot get them out. Gwen obeys the teacher but feels bad that
she cannot stick up for her own feelings. Vogt asks her students what
they would do in those circumstances; the various student responses
are discussed, debated, written about, and generally hammered out.

She also uses this exercise as the basis for a wide range of written
assignments. Through such an exercise, she meets many different educational goals, including the development of decision-making skills,
oral communication skills, values, and a sensitivity to the social process. Vogt's technique works well for her. She capitalizes on a situation
that Davison (forthcoming) refers to as an "ill-structured" problem.
Davison makes the point that ill-structured problems are highly useful
in developing reflective thinking and reasoning skillsskills that support and are supported by high language arts skills.
Thaching Persuasion

The goal of activities which hone these skills is to help the student
understand what it takes to persuade someone to do something. For
example, Mark Redmond, a fifth-grade teacher, picks out a number of
potential real-life activities: joining the Boy or Girl Scouts, volunteering for a social service group such as the Red Cross, helping clean up
the school grounds, etc. He tries to select activities that the students
would actually take part in, if persuaded. For example, if the students
were to join the Boy Scouts (if that was the persuasive goal), the persuasive goal would not just be to develop a speech or a written argument, but to persuade students to actually do something different in
their lives.
A persuasive dialogue in Redmond's class went something like this:
Johnny: Sarah, you know, you should join Camp Fire. It's lots of
fun.

Sarah. Yeah, right. What's so cool about it?

2 ,)
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Johnny: Well, I like it, Camp Fire accepts boys now, and I have a lot
of fun.

Sarah: Neat, what do you do?
Johnny: We help with a preschool. I like playing with those little
kids, and we work on protects, and lust have fun.
Sarah: Well, it sounds OK, but I don't have too much time.
Johnny: We only meet once a week for an hour. That's not bad,
plus you will meet lots of kids that you will like. So, you will loin,
won't you? Please?

The main goal of the aforementioned exercise is that the students
direct their persuasive efforts directly at each other on a topic that
relates directly to that student's life. This kind of a dialogue can serve
as a prewriting or prespeech activity to help the students focus their
efforts. It also opens up lots of possibilities, including the fact that
persuasion might not take place. But ideas for and against can be easily
and fully explored. Students learn a lot about what is effective and
what is not. Redmond believes that this exercise helps develop the
students' persuasive powers. Persuasion clearly has a central place
in

helping students develop a sense of their own power in

communication.
Using Historical Examples

A related ,

y that helps point out the power of persuasion in the

classroom consists of exercises that examine and reenact public
speech events of the past. Jim Brantley, a middle school history
teacher, uses the writing and signing of the Declaration of Independence as the basis of a series csf oral communication activities. His students examine the speeches, analyze how they might have formed
opinions at the time, and judge how times have changed. As an example, Brantley asks a student to find, learn, and recite Patrick Henry's

"Give me liberty or give me death" speech. He asks his students:
"Would the words be as effective today?" "Could you imagine people
putting their lives on the line for an ideal now?" Brantley has students

role-play other characters and use their own words to convey the
ideas of the times. He also uses the assignment as a basis for written
work. An English teacher at the same school uses the same approach
in teaching one of her literature classes. Role playing helps the students both understand more completely the feeling of various times in
history and develop their communication skills by using role models
from the past.
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Classroom activities that focus on social roles, on social persuasion,

and on reenactment of scenes that help illustrate some important
points in history all accomplish two things. First, they help give students a greater knowledge of social roles, mores, and rituals. Second,
and more important, they help give students the ability to use that
knowledge to develop effective persuasive messages that work. Thus
students develop confidence in their ability to make language work.
Self-Knowledge
A primary goal of education is to develop a healthy sense of self on the
part of the child. The more the children understand their needs, values,

reactions, etc., and how those factors mesh with the other people in
their world, the more effectively they will be able to function. Their
greater self-awareness also helps promote a greater level of selfconfidence. There is a wide variety of language activities that can help
promote this self-awareness.
One interesting idea on the relationship of self-awareness to language comes to us from the sociologist George Herbert Mead (1934).
Mead once said, "The self rises in resistance." It is an interesting
thought, but what does it mean? Mead believed that people begin to
learn more about themselves as they meet resistance to their efforts.
For example, Mary Fisher, a third-grade teacher, uses gentle resistance

to help students examine and clarify their own belief. If a child expresses the opinion that "I think Seattle is a bad place to live," Fisher
probably will not let that pass. If she did, not much learning would take
place. Instead, she is likely to challenge the student with some simple
questions such as "Oh, how did you arrive at that conclusion?" or "As
compared to what?" Then the student needs to defend the statement,
sometimes in writing, sometimes orally. Increased probing brings increased explanation. Students learn the extent to which they can support their opinions, where the holes are in their arguments, what they

do not know, and which arguments may work more effectively than
others. As someone once said, "How do I know what I think until I say
it?" Encouraging students to explore, examine, and evaluate their own
poi Its of view through gentle and effective challenges can do much to
promote effective thinking and develop more effective verbal skills.
Testing Other Alternatives

One activity with a long history in oral communication is debate.
There are many ways to practice debate in a class, and some do not
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promote effective thinking or effective listening. but handled well,
debate is highly effective. Here are a few example!, of how it might
work:

One of my personal favorites is known as "parliamentary debate,"
which involves the entire class. I pick a topic that relates specifically to
the students in the class, such as a school dress code, a planned activity, or perhaps a wider social issue. One example I used recently was
the issue of fast-food packaging: McDonald's uses Styrofoam, while
Burger King uses cardboard. The debate was over which type of packaging is more environmentally sound. 1 asked two students to volunteer for each side of the issue and had them prepare their points of
view. When both sides had prepared their arguments, the fun began.
I divided the classroom physically into two halves, to represent both
sides of the issue. I asked the students in the class to sit on the side that
represented their point of view (paper or Styrofoam). Then, as the
debate progressed, I encouraged students to move to the other side of
the class if they were persuaded by what the debaters said. The students in the audience were allowed to heckle, to ask questions, and to
challenge the speakers. This resulted (as usual) in a highly energetic,
interactive, and lively session. I use this exercise to help teach the
power of argum;ntswhich arguments work, how to deal with challenges, and how to back a point of view. Pius, the students usually
have a lot of fun. Again this assignment could be easily adapted to
include a wide variety of written assignments. The students could turn
in written arguments, written critiques of the speeches, and written
revisions of speeches that did not work.

One further activity that helps support self-awareness and oral
communication skill development can be done just about anytime
during the school day. The activity revolves around something that is
known as "meta-talk," which means literally, "talk about talk." In an
English classroom, it could be "talk about writing." Students can be
asked about how and why certain selections were made in their communication decisions. Fcr example, a dialogue might go something
like this:
Mrs. Fisher: Mary, when you tried to convince David to recycle his
newspapers, what alternatives did you consider before you chose

to say what you did say?

Mary: Well, I was going to tell him how much money he could
make, but then decided not to say that because you really can't
make very much on newspapers. So I told him about all the trees
that are being cut down.
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Mrs. Fisher: I noticed that you really leaned toward David as you

were talking to him. Did you intend to do that? Did you use any
other body actions?
Mary: Yes, I did kinda lean close. I tried to get him to think I was
really interested. I also looked right at his eyes, and used a lot of
facial expressions.

Dialogues like this that probe students' awareness of their own behavior can do much to improve their communication skills. Students de-

velop a sharper knowledge of the choices they make in their own
communication behavior as they are encouraged to talk about what
they are doing. The more students practice this, the more precise they
can become in their descriptions. As they develop the ability to describe what they do, they achieve a control over what they do. Thus

they can more carefully and easily communicate in the manner
intended.
Although students may become "deceptive" if they become "too"
aware of what they are doing, this potential problem can be avoided if
the teacher and the student discuss beforehand the ethical and appropriate uses of the power the student is developing over the spoken and
written word.
Content Knowledge
The third area of knowledge that can be developed by effective use of
oral communication activities is content knowledge. "Content" generally refers to the subject being taught at a particular timesocial stud-

ies, arithmetic, language arts, health, or any of the other subjects
taught in the public schools. The goal of education is not only to teach

the students about the content, but to give them power over the
content, to master it and make it their own. Not surprisingly, there are
a number of oral communication concepts and activities that can do
much to promote mastery over content.
The primary objective of using oral communication activities in the
teaching of content is to provide opportunities for the student to talk
about the content. For example, hundreds of studies have shown that

the lecture method is not very effective in helping students learn,
primarily because students are not actively involved in the learning
processthey are just sitting there. At the other end of the spectrum,
there is the old dictum, "If you want to learn someth;ag, teach it."
There is some truth to that, truth that points to helping students talk
and write about what they have learned. "If you can't communicate it,
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you probably don't know it." Chris Thaiss, in his book Language across
the Curriculum in the ElemerztaT Grades (1986), makes three strong points
on this subject:

1. Children will understand, and thus remember, only what they
have the opportunity to talk about (and, perhaps, to write about,
sing about, draw, make plays about, etc.) (6).
2. Children can learn to read and listen beyond mere word recognition only if they regularly practice expressing their own meanings in speech and writing to themselves and others (8).
3. Children learn only if knowledge is defined in action as a dialogue, or conversation, between teacher and student, student
and student, student and the text, and student and the world
(11).

Thus, encouraging students to talk about what they are doing, to think
out loud, and to verbalize their thought processes is a powerful part of
the learning process.
Something different seems to come into play when students verbalize their thought processes. Research by Vygotsky (1962) showed that
children who spoke out loud about what they were doing, while they
were doing it, were able to accomplish tasks more quickly and more
efficiently than students who did not. Vygotsky's findings suggest
that external vocalization of a task might focus thinking and make it
more complete. The children are not only thinking through it, but also
listening to themselves describe what they are doing. This extra step
gives the children another chance to evaluate what they are doing.
Normal activities can be modified to accommodate this technique simply by asking the child to describe out loud what he or she is doing.
Sample dialogue might run like this:
Teacher: Sharon, what were you thinking about when you worked
on that essay, OK?
Sharon: Well, first. I thought about my main idea, then I thought
about the things I wanted to say about it and what order I wanted
to put them in.
Teacher: How did you decide which order to use?
Sharon: Well, since I'm writing about how to do something, I decided to use a time sequence.
Teacher: Good job, Sharon.

Such dialogue exemplifies a number of things. First, it gives the teacher
an opportunity to check the thinking process of the students for accu-
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racy and procedure. Next, it helps students clarify their own thinking

process,. Finally, it gives them one more opportunity to develop
verbal skills.
A related idea here is the somewhat complicated but highly useful

notion of "decentering." Decentering is a concept that describes our

ability to step "outside" of ourselves and examine and talk about
ourselves as another person might. Our ability to talk is the vehicle
that allows us to decenter, to attain a perspective about ourselves.
Decentering is valuable to students in a number of ways. First, helping

students develop this ability can do much to increase their selfawareness they begin to see themselves as others see them. Second,
as this ability develops, they can more clearly analyze their own behavior and comment effectively on it. They can give themselves feedback and adjust their own behavior and not depend on someone else
to do that for them. Third, decentering can help them develop the
ability to step outside of a situation and analyze it for themselves. They

can more clearly understand the form and effect of the situation
around them. One of my favorite writers on language, Neil Postman,
describes decentering this way:
The fundamental strategy of Idecenteringl is to put ourselves,
psychologically, outside the context of any semantic environment

so that we mar see it in its entirety, or at least from multiple
perspectives. From this positionor variety of positrons it is
possible to assess meaning and quality of talk in relation to the
totality of the environment in which it occe-s, and with a relatively high degree of detachment. We become less interested in participating in semantic environments, and more interested in observing them. (1976, 34)

The ability to decenter may best be developed by asking questions of
the students during various activities. Just about any activity will do.
For example, the following questions may be useful: What are you
trying to accomplish here? What things might keep you from achieving your goal? How do you have to adapt your efforts to meet the rules
of the situation? What about other people in the situation; what do you
think they are trying to accomplish? What is their role here; what is
yours? Does your goal complement or conflict with the other people
involved? How do you think the other person will respond to you?
What does the situation suggest as to how you should behave? These
are just samples of the potential questions you might ask. As you can
see, all the questions are designed to get students to analyze the situation, their role in it, and how they might be affecting others. Questions such as these will not only develop the students' ability to use
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language more effectively, but will also develop a much higher degree

of awareness of how students fit into the situation and gain control
over itthus becoming empowered.
Giving the student power over content means giving the student
the ability to "handle" the content, which in turn implies that the
student needs tools to do the handling. Thus emerges one of the most
useful distinctions in education, the distinction between "form" and
"content." Generally, form refers to the way content is structured, or
put together. For example, the content of a speech is the topic the
student describes. The form is the way the student chooses to put the
content together. The distinction is similar in written work. For students to have power over content, they also need power over the
forms that convey that content. Power over form in a subject can give
students power over any content. This notion is summed up by the old
saying, "Give a man a fish and he will eat today. Teach him to fish and
he will eat the rest of his life."
Distinguishing between Form and Content it: the Classroom

First, it would help to simply make your students aware of the two
concepts. Let them know the power of knowing the "form" of knowledge. Even children in the primary grades can understand the distinction. In each assignment (this may be stretching it), point out the form
you are teaching and the form you would like them to follow on the

assignment. Analyze and talk about assignments and concepts for
both content and form.
As an example, Steve Hall uses a study of advertisements in his
middle school English classroom. He finds an ad in a magazine and he
leads the students through a discussion of the content of the ad, what

product is being sold, what the ad is saying about the product, and
what the ad would like the reader to believe. Then Hall leads the students through a discussion of the form of the ad, how it is structured
and laid out, how the various parts of the ad relate to each other, and
options that might be tried to put the ad together differently. Hall uses
the advertisement to study both form and content. He maintains that
by leading the students through a discussion of both topics, their
writing improves much more quickly.
The same format can be used in analyzing student work. Lead the
class or the student through a discussion of the content, but then also
discuss the form. What other way could ,he student have put the
content together? Point out that in many areas, people make as many
important judgments about the form of something as they do about
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the content. In the university teaching that I do, the quality of the
product the student turns out is based on solid content, but it is equally based on effective form.
I have found it very helpful to give the students a set of options for
the forms of an assignment. For example, a wide variety of organizational patterns exists for a public speech, which means that a student
must select the best one for this particular speech. Usually, the selection is based on an analysis of the topic, the audience, the occasion, and
the speaker's purpose. If students have a series of options to choose
from, they have a much higher chance of success if the most effective
form is selected. I encourage students in class to discuss the options
with classmates:

Sheila: Let's see, this is a persuasive speech, so maybe the
problem-solving organizational pattern will work the best.
Torn: Well, I don't know. Since there are only two solutions to the
problem, I think a compare-and-contrast pattern would be more
effective.
Sheila: Yeah, I think you're right. I'll use that one.

Helping students talk through and understand the forms available
in learning, learning how to select the best form to fit the situation, and
how to apply the various forms to different contents are some of the
most powerful abilities a teacher can develop in students. Activities
based in oral communication can do much to give the student this
power.

Evaluation of Activities

Barbara Wood (1984) makes the point that many students see a negative relationship between talk and grades. The more you talk in class,
the worse your grade. It is the quiet student, working diligently, who
seems to get the positive evaluation from the teacher. Unfortunately,
many teachers' evaluations of students do little to allay students' fears
talking in the classroom. Wood describes four beliefs that seem to
guide many teachers' approaches to student talk in the classroom:
I.

I must retain the floor as much as possible.

2. I must insist on complete quiet from my students in order to
retain control.
3. Students cannot gain access to the floor without first getting my
invitation. (I call on them.)
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4. Students should not ask questions or make comments about the
topic until the proper time. (Such time is rarely provided.)
Such teachers' beliefs seem to invite passive behaviors from children:
I must remain quiet as much as possible. I know I am being very
good when I remain quiet.
2. Unless I am really lost with an assignment, it is better not to raise
my hand an,' ask a question because the teacher will think I am
stupid or get mad at me.
1.

3. Wait until the teacher asks if we have questions before I ask
otherwise I will get punished.
Giving students the power of language is the most important function of education. If a teacher believes this, then the classroom be-

comes a place where talk is valued, supported, and encouraged. It
becomes a place where students can try new ideas and skills, and get
careful, nurturing feedback on those efforts. Yet it cannot be a place of
unbridled talk, of meaningless and pointless language. Evaluation of
some type is in order.

Some writers believe that we should not evaluate language attempts at all. Some believe that it is important that teachers not criticize their students' use of language. Burnes (1968) notes that "as soon
as we begin to hamper the child's desire to express him or herself by
criticism of that expression, we begin to destroy his or her ability to
communicate at all" (40). There is enough truth in this idea to warrant
a careful approach to evaluating students' talk in the classroom. Badly
done, it can do much to decrease self-confidence, increase apprehen-

sion, and heighten the chances that the student will avoid saying
something next time. Yet handled well, evaluation can do much to
increase skill, develop confidence, and promote effectiveness.
Su&gestions for Evaluating Student Talk

Prmote Interaction
Early in the class, at the beginning of the year, do much to promote
interaCion bt. ween you and the students and among the students. I
use activities that require, in a nonthreatening way, every student to
say at least two things the first day of class. I want them to get in the
habit early of contributing, orally, to the class. Have you ever been in
a meeting where you wanted to say something, but the longer you
waited for an opportunity, the harder it became to break in? That holds
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true for a lot of students. So try to get them to say something right
away. It breaks the ice and begins to get them used to saying things in
class.

Develop Outside Boundaries
Early student efforts at talking in class should be answered with minimal feedback or evaluation. The best approach is to develop outside
boundaries, such as specific time frames, for their comments and inter-

actions, with other time periods devoted to specific instruction.
"Time" is a convenient beginning boundary, followed by the boundaries of topic, channel (who can talk to whom), and other boundaries
that might be appropriate.
Use Descriptive Feedback

After the students have realized that talking in class is not necessarily
wrong, and after they have gotten used to the idea of boundaries (two
things that w.en't hard for them to grasp), you will be ready to move to
descriptive feedback on their communication efforts. Descriptive feedback focuses on message effects, and then compares the effect to the
original goal, thus following an in!entlactleffect model. Such an evaluation technique asks the student to describe, with perhaps some probing from the teacher, what his or her original intent was for the conver-

sation, what communicative acts the student used, and what the
subsequent effect was. When these three things are described (either

orally or in writing), it becomes easy for the teacher to probe and
suggest alternatives in each area. Perhaps the original intent was incomplete or inappropriate for the situation, perhaps different commu-

nication acts would have been more effective, and perhaps these
changes would have led to different effects in the conversation. The
intent/act/effect model is a powerful tool in getting the student to see
options in communicative behavior. A sample dialogue might run
something like this. (In this example, the student is trying to persuade
another student to join Camp Fire as in the example described earlier):
Teacher: Well, Johnny, did you talk Sarah into joining Camp Fire?

Johnny: Nah, she said she'd think about it, but I don't think she
will join.
Teacher: Let's talk about it for a while, OK? What did you say to try

to convince her? (No opinion from the teacher, just doing some
information gathering)
Johnny: I told her about the fun we have, the projects we do, and
how much time it takes.
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Teacher: Hmtn, those seem like good points. Why do you think
they didn't work? (Asks for his opinion on effectiveness)
Johnny: Well, it seems like she is already having fun in other things
she is doing. She doesn't have time for another activity.
Teacher: Oh, I see. That sort of thing happens to a lot of
even adults. We get so busy we can't do something new even if we
wanted to. Do you think you could have done anything to convince her?
Johnny: The only thing I can think of is showing her how Camp
Fire is better than one of her other activities, and convince her to
drop something to add Camp Fire.
Teacher: That's a really good idea. It might not have worked, you
can't change people's minds all the time, but it would have been
worth trying. Maybe if you are in a situation like that some other
time, you can use that point to convince someone else.
Johnny: I'll give it a try, thanks.

the example above, the teacher is not giving direct advice, though
sometimes advice helps a lot. She is probing Johnny's thoughts on
why he was not successful and helping him see alternatives that he
might use next time. This kind of descriptive evaluation focuses on
Johnny's original goal, whether or not it was accomplished, the alternatives he used, alternatives not used, and the potential effects of the
alternatives. The evaluation helps Johnny see the connection between
his communication efforts and the potential effect they might have on
others. Johnny winds up judging and evaluating his behavior, while
the teacher merely helps him think through it by focusing on descriptions of what happened.
.

Set Up a Specific Objective

In addition to such after-the-fact evaluation, before-the-act evaluation
is a good focal point for teachers. The latter follows a more traditional
teaching model in that the teacher sets up a specific objective to work
on in communication behavior. It could be virtually any objective in
interpersonal, group, or public speaking. The teacher sets it up, shows
the students how it works, helps them practice, and then helps them
to try it out in as real a situation as possible. Evaluation is done afterwards in the sense of "Did it work? Why or why not?"
Employ Traditional Testing

The last point in evaluation is traditional testing. Examples and ideas
of how to do assessment of oral communication skills is beyond the
scope of this chapter, but material can be found in Backlund (1982),
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Bock and Bock (1981), Larson et al. (1978), Rubin and Mead (1984), and
Stibbs (1979).
Evaluation is difficult, but necessary. It clearly takes some time, and

it takes working with students on an individual basis fairly frequently,
but in the long run, it is a far more educationally powerful method. If
evaluation follows the basic intent/act/effect model described above,

and focuses on description of behaviors, then evaluation can be a
powerful learning tool that helps students see the connection between
their communicative efforts and results in the real world. That belief,
and that sense of power, is what we are after.
Conclusion
just about the time our first son was horn, in 1971,1 read an article by
Robert White (1965) titled "The Experience of Efficacy in Schizophrenia." In his article, White pondered the roots of mental illness, specifically forms of schizophrenia. Among other ideas, White came to the
conclusion that some aspects of schizophrenia could be traced to early

childhood and to early language development. He noted that one
symptom of schizophrenia is the belief on the part of the patients that
their efforts do not matter. It does not make any difference what they

do; it won't affect anyone anyway. Schizophrenics tend to see no
relationship between their actions and any effect on the outside world.

White was interested in how this belief might have originated. The
conclusion he came to was interesting and had a large impact on my
role as a father and teacher. He concluded that infants need to develop
the connection early in life between their own actions and an effect on

their outside world. White maintained that if an infant cried, something should happenthe infant should be picked up, held, changed,
fed, or whatever it took to meet the needs of the infant at that time.
According to White, the first six months were critical for the infant; this
was the time that the infant began to believe that he or she could affect
the world, could mold it to mePt needs, and could begin to feel a sense
of power. White opined that a child could not be "spoiled" before six
months of age; after that, some tempering was in order to avoid developing an overindulged child.
For me, language development means this: My kids should be able
to use language to influence the world around them. They should see

that their efforts to influence through spoken language would have
some effect. Who was the most influential part of their world? My wife

and 1. So, from the time our children could put together a basic sen-
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tence, we would let them change our minds occasionally. If one of our
sons gave a sufficiently good reason, we would change our minds and

go along with his request. As two-year-olds, their arguments were
very simple. As a sixteen-year-old, our oldest son's reasoning got pret-

ty elaborate. In most situations, we would listen to the request, the
reason, and if there was sufficient rationale, we would change our
minds. I believe that this strategy has worked. We have three boys
who are highly verbal, effective socially, and have a solid degree of self-

confidence. Now I am not saying that this one strategy was the sole
reason for the way they are turning out, but I think it helped. Each son
knows he will not always get what he wants, but each knows that it is
worth the effort to ask. They know it is worth the effort to ask the
teacher, the principal, the boss, the friend. The effort may not succeed,
but each boy knows that if he puts together a well-thought-out argument, sometimes things will go his way.
This tack will also serve us well as teachers. If we are truly interested
in helping our students build confidence in language skills, we need to
provide a classroom environment that supports and encourages their

efforts. In such an environment, students will develop more confidence in their relationship with society, with themselves, and with the
subject matter being taught in :4eir classes.
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Talking across Cultural
Boundaries

16 Language Diversity and Learning

Lisa D. Delpit
Morgan State University
A nonstandard language variety is a stubborn thing. Teachers
seeking to help students acquire standard English as a second
dialect sometimes think that all they are asking of their students is
some technical linguistic achievement. They forget that students'

community speech patterns are loaded with emotional investment for those students. They forget, also, that speech style is not

just composed of discrete linguistic elements, but is also composed of broader styles of interaction and expression. Finally,
teachers sometimes forget that speech which may deviate from
some standard does not necessarily reflect thought patterns that
deviate from any logic. Ability to learn is not hindered by the
boundaries between language varieties.

A brand-new black teacher is delivering her first reading lesson to a
group of first-grade students in inner-city Philadelphia. She has almost
memorized the entire basal-provided lesson dialogue while practicing
in front of a mirror the night before.
"Good morning, boys and girls. Today we're going to read a
story about where we livein the city."
A small brown hand rises.
"Yes, Marti."
Marti and this teacher are special friends, for she was a kindergartner in the informal classroom where her new teacher-student
taught.
"Teacher, how ceme you ti-" in' like a white person? You talkin`
just like my momma talk whk... she get on the phone!"

I was that first-year teacher many years ago, and Marti was among the
first to teach me the role of language diversity in the classroom. Marti

let me know that childreneven young childrenare often aware of
the different codes we all use in our everyday lives. They may not yet
have learned how to produce those codes or what social purposes they

serve, but children often have a remarkable ability to discern and
247
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identify different codes in different settings. It is this sensitivity to
language and its appropriate use upon which we must build to ensure
the success of children from diverse backgrounds.
One aspect of language diversity in the classroomform (the code
of a language, its phonology, grammar, inflections, sentence structure,

and written symbols)--has usually received the most attention from
manifested in their concern about the "nonstandardeducmr..4,
ness" of the code their students speak. While form is important, particularly in the context of social success, it is considerably less important
when concern is lodged instead in the area of cognitive development.

This area is related to that aspect of language diversity reflected in
Marti's statementlanguage usethe socially and cognitively based
linguistic determination? speakers make about style, register, vocabulary, and so forth, when they attempt to interact with or achieve particular goals within their environments. It is the purpose of this paper
to address a broad conception of language diversity as it affects the
learning environments of linguistically diverse students; it focuses on
the development of the range of linguistic alternatives that students
have at their disposal for use in varying settings.

Acquiring One Language Variety
and Learning Another

The acquisition and development of one's native language is a wondrous process, drawing upon all of the cognitive and affective capacities that make us human. By contrast, the successful acquisition of a

second form of a language is essentially a note-learning process
brought to automaticity. It is, however, a process in which success is
heavily influenced by highly charged affective factors. Because of the
frequency with which schools focus unsuccessfully on changing language form, a careful discussion of the topic and its attendant affective
aspects is in order.
The Affective Filter in Language Learning

Learning to orally produce an alternate form is not principally a function of cognitive analysis, thereby not ideally learned from protracted
rule-based instruction and correction. Rather, it comes with exposure,
comfort level, motivation, familiarity, and practice in real communicative contexts. Those who have enjoyed a pleasant interlude in an area
where another dialect of English is spoken may have noticed a change
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in their own speech. Almost unconsciously, their speech has approached that of those native to the area. The evidence suggests that
had these learners been corrected or drilled in the rules of the new
dialect, they probably would not have acquired it as readily.
Stephen Krashen (1982), in his work on second language acquisition, distinguishes the processes of conscious learn* (rule-based instruction leading to the monitoring of verbal output) from unconscious acquisition ("picking up" a language through internalizing the
linguistic input-derived immersion in a new contextwhat happens,
say, when the North American onioys a visit to the Caribbean). Krashen found unconscious acquisition to be much more effective. In
further studies, however, he found that in some cases people did not
easily "acquire" the new language. This finding led him to postulate
the existence of what he called the "affective filter." The filter operates
"when afft..ctive conditions are not optimal, when the student is not
motivated, does not identify with the speakers of the second language,
or is overanxious about his performance, ... icausingi a mental block
which' will prevent the input from reaching those parts of the brain
responsible for language acquisition" (1984, 22). Although the process
of learning a new dialect cannot be completely equated with learning
a new language, some processes seem to be similar. In this case, it
seems that the less stress attached to the process, the more easily it is
accomplished.
Effects of Correction

The so-called affective filter is likely to be raised when the learner is
exposed to constant correction. Such correction increases cognitive
monitoring of speech, thereby making talking difficult. To illustrate
with an experiment anyone can try, I have frequently taught a relatively simple new "dialect" in my work with preservice teachers. In this
dialect, the phonetic element "iz" is added after the first consonant or
consonant cluster in each syllable of a word. (Teacher becomes tiz-eachiz-er and apple, iz-ap-piz-le.) After a bit of drill and practice, the

students are asked to tell a partner why they decided to become
teachers. Most only haltingly attempt a few words before lapsing into
either silence or into "standard English," usually to complain about
my circling the room to insist that all words they utter be in the new
dialect. During a follow-up discussion, all students invariably speak of
the impossibility of attempting to apply rules while trying to formulate
and express a thought. Forcing speakers to monitor their languag: for
rules while speaking, typically produces silence.
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Correction may also affect students' attitudes toward their teachers.
In a recent research project, middle-school, inner-city students were

interviewed about their attitudes toward their teachers and school.
One young woman complained bitterly, "Mrs.----always be interrupting to make you 'talk correct' and stuff. She be butting into your
conversations when you not even talking to her! She need to mind her
own business."

In another example from a Mississippi preschool, a teacher had
been drilling her three- and four-year-old charges on responding to
the greeting, "Good morning, how are you?" with "I'm fine, thank
you." Posting herself near the door one morning, she greeted a fouryear-old black boy in an interchange that went something like this:
Teacher: Good morning, Tony, how are you?
Tony: I be's fine.
Teacher: Tony, I said, How an you?
Tony: (with raised voice) 1 be's fine.
Teacher: No, Tony, I said how are you?
Tony: (angrily) I done told you 1 be's
more!

and I ain't telling you no

Tony must have questioned his teacher's intelligence, if not sanity. In
any event, neither of the students discussed above would be predisposed, as Krashen says, to identify with their teachers and thereby

increase the possibility of unconsciously acquiring the latter's language form.
Ethnic Identity and Language Performance

Issues of group identity may also affect students' oral production of a
different dialect. Nelson-Barber (1982), in a study of phonologic aspects of Pima Indian language found that, in grades 1-3, the children's
English most approximated the standard dialect of their teachers. But
surprisingly, by fourth grade, when one might assume growing competence in standard forms, their language moved significantly toward
the local dialect. These fourth graders had the competeno? to express
themselves in a more standard form, but chose, consciously or unconsciously, to use the language of those in their local environments. The
researcher believes that, by age 8-9, these children became aware of
their group membership and its importance to their well-being, and
this realization was reflected in their language. They may also have
become increasingly aware of the school's negative attitude toward
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their community and found it necessarythrough choice of linguistic
formto decide with which camp to identify.
A similar example of linguistic performance (what one does with language) belying linguistic competence (what one is capable of doing)
comes from researcher Gerald Mohatt (personal communication), who
was at the time teaching on a Sioux reservation. It was considered
axiomatic amongst the reservation staff that the reason these students
failed to become competent readers was that they spoke a nonstandard dialect. One day Mohatt happened to look, unnoticed, into a
classroom where a group of boys had congregated. Much to his surprise and amusement, the youngsters were staging a perfect rendition
of his own teaching, complete with stance, walk, gestures, and standard English (including Midwestern accent). Clearly, the school's failure to teach these children to read was based on factors other than
their inability to speak and understand standard English. They could
do both; they did not often choose to do so in a classroom setting,
however, possibly because they chose to identify with their community rather than with the school.
Appreciating Linguistic Diversity in the Classroom
What should teachers do about helping students acquire an additional
oral form First, they should recognize that the linguistic form a student brings to school is intimately connected with loved ones, community, ail(' personal identity. To suggest that this form is "wrong" or,
even worse, ignoi ant, is to suggest that something is wrong with the
student and his or her family. On the other hand, it is equally important to understand that students who do not have access to the politically popular dialect form in this country, i.e., standard English, are
less likely to succeed economically than their peers who do. How can
both realities be embraced?
Martli Demientieff, a native Alaskan teacher of Athabaskan Indian
middle school students, finds that her students, who live in a small,
isolated village, are not fully aware that there are different codes of English. She analyzes their writing for features of the dialect that has been
referred to by Alaskan linguists as "Village English." Half of a bulletin
board is then covered with words or phrases from students' writing,
which she labels "Our Heritage Language" (e.g., "We go store."). On
the other half of the bulletin board she puts the equivalent statements
in standard English, which she labels "Formal English," and sometimes refers to as "political English." ("We went to the store.")
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She and the students savor the phrases and discuss the nuances of
their "heritage English," as she says to them, "That's the way we say
things. Doesn't it feel good? Isn't it the absolute best way of getting
that idea across?" The class then turns its attention to the other side of

the board. Martha tells the students that there are people, not like
those in their village, who judge others by the way they talk or write:
We listen to the way people talk, not to judge them, but to tell what

part of the river they come from. These other people are not like
that. They think everybody needs to talk like them. Unlike us, they
have a hard time hearing what people say if they don't talk exactly
like them. Their way of talking and writing is called "Formal English." We have to feel a little sorry for them because they have only
one way to talk. We're going to learn two ways to say things. Isn't
that better? One way will be our Heritage way. The other will be
Formal English. Then, when we go to get jobs, we'll be able to talk
like those people who only know and can only really listen to one
way. Maybe after we get the jobs we can help them to learn how
it feels to have another language, like ours, that feels so good. We'll
talk like them when we have to, but we'll always know our way is
best.

Martha continues to contrast the notions of Formal and Heritage (or
informal English), telling the students that everyone in the village
speaks informally most of the time unless there's a special occasion:
You don't think about it, you don't worry about following any
rulesit's sort of like how you eat food at a picnicnobody pays
attention to whether you use your fingers or a fork, and it feels so
good. Now, Formal English is more like a formal dinner. There are
rules to follow about where the knife and fork belong, about where
people sit, about how you eat. That can be really nice, too, because
it's nice to dress up sometimes.

The students then prepare a formal dinner in the class for which they
dress up and set a big table with fancy tablecloths, china, and silverware. They speak only formal English at this meal. Then they prepare
a picnic where only informal English is allowed.

What Martha has done is to support the language her students
bring to school, provide them input from an additional code, and give
them the opportunity to use the new code in a nonthreatening, real
communicative context. Other teachers have accomplished the same
goal by having groups of students create hidialectal dictionaries of
their own language form and standard English. Some have had students become involved with standard forms through various kinds of
role-play. For example, memorizing parts for drama productions will
allow students to "get the feel" of speaking standard English while not

under the threat of correction. Young students can create puppet
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shows or role-play cartoon characters. (Many "superheroes" speak
almost hypercorrect standard English!) Playing a role eliminates the
possibility of implying that the child's language is inadequate, and
suggests, instead, that different language forms are appropriate in different contexts. Some other teachers in New York City have had their
students produce a news show every day for the rest of the school. The
students take on the persona of some famous newscaster, keeping in
character as they develop and read their news reports. Discussions
ensue about whether Walter Cronkite would have said it that way,
again taking the focus off the child's speech.
Activities for Promoting Linguistic Pluralism
It is possible and desirable to make the actual study of language diversity a part of the curriculum for all students. For younger children,
discussions about the differences in the ways television characters
from different cultural groups speak can provide a starting point. A
collection of the many children's books written in the dialects of various cultural groups can also provide a wonderful basis for learning
about linguistic diversity, as can audiotaped stories narrated by individuals from different cultures) Mrs. Pat, a teacher chronicled by Shirley Brice Heath (1982), had her students become language "detectives," interviewing a variety of individuals and listening to the radio
and teleision to discover the differences and similarities in the ways
people talked. Children can learn that there are many ways of saving
the same thing, and that certain contexts suggest particular kinds of
linguistic performances.
Inevitably, each speaker will make his or her own decision about the
appropriate form to use in any context. Neither teachers nor anyone
else will be able to force a choice upon an individual. All we can do is
provide students with the exposure to an alternate form, and allow

them the opportunity to practice that form in contexts which are non

threatening, have a real purpose, and are intrinsically enjoyable. If they have

access to alternative forms, it will be their decision later in life to choose
which to use. We can only provide them with the knowledge base and
hope. they will make appropriate choices.

Ethnic Identity and Styles of Discourse

Thus far, we have primarily discussed differences in grammar and

syntax. There are other differences in oral language with which
teachers should be aware in a multicultural context, particularly in
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discourse style and language use. Michaels and other researchers
identified differences in children's narratives at "sharing time" (Michaels and Cazden 1986). They found that there was a tendency among

young white children to tell "topic-centered" narrativesstories focused on one eventand a tendency among black youngsters, especially girls, to tell "episodic" narrativesstories which include shifting
scenes and are typically longer. While these differences are interesting
in themselves, what is of greater significance is adults' responses to the
differences. Cazden (1988) reports on a subsequent project in which a
white adult was taped reading the oral narratives of black and white
first graders, with all syntax dialectal markers removed. Adults were
asked to listen to the stories and comment about the children's likelihood of success in school. The researchers were surprised by the differential responses given by black and white adults.

In responding to the retelling of a black child's story, the white
adults were uniformly negative, making such comments as "terrible
story, incoherent" and "Enlot a story at all in the sense of describing
something that happened." Asked to judge this child's academic competence, all of the white adults rated her below the children who told
"topic-centered" stories. Most of these adults also predicted difficulties for this child's future school career, such as, "This child might have
trouble reading," that she exhibited "language problems that affect
school achievement," and that "family problems" or "emotional problems" might hamper her academic progress (18).

The black adults had very different reactions. They found this
child's story "well formed, easy to understand, and interesting, with
lots of detail and description." Even though all five of these adults
mentioned the "shifts" and "associations" or "nonlinear" quality of
the story, they did not find these features distracting. Three of the
black adults selected this story as the best of the five they had heard,
and all but one judged the child as exceptionally bright, highly verbal,
and successful in school (18).
When differences in narrative style produce differences in interpretation of competence, the pedagogical implications are evident. If children io produce stories based in differing discourse styles are ex-

pected to have trouble reading, and viewed as having language,
family, or emotional problems, as was the case with the informants
quoted by Cazden, they are unlikely to be viewed as ready for the
same challenging instruction awarded students whose language patterns more closely parallel the teacher's. It is important to emphasize
that those teachers in the Cazden study who were of the same cultural
group as the students recognized the differences in style, but did not
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assign a negative valence to those differences. Thus, if teachers hope to
avoid negatively stereotyping the language patterns of their students,
it is important that they be encouraged to interact withand willingly
learn fromknowledgeable members of their students' cultural
groups. This can perhaps best become a reality if teacher education
programs include diverse parents, community members, and faculty
among those who prepare future teachers, and take seriously the need
to develop in those teachers the humility required for learning from
the surrounding context when entering a culturally different setting.
QUE'StiOn ing Styles

Heath (1982) has identified another aspect of diversity in language use
which affects classroom instruction and learning. She found that ques-

tions were used differently in a southeastern town by young black
students and their teachers. The students were unaccustomed to re-

sponding to the "known-answer" test questions of the classroom. (The
classic example of such questions is the contrast between the real-life
questioning routine: "What time is it?" "Two o'clock." "Thanks." And
the school questioning routine: "What time is it?" "Two o'clock."
"Right!" IMehan 19791.) These students would lapse into silence or
contribute very little information when teachers asked direct factual
questions which called for feedback of what had just been taught. She
found that when the types of questions asked of the children were
more in line with the kinds of questions posed to them in their home
settingsquestions probing the students' own analyses and evaluationsthese children responded very differently. They "talked, actively and aggressively became involved in the lesson, and offered
useful information about their past experiences (124)." The author
concludes not only that these kinds of questions are appropriate for all
children rather than just for the "high groups" with which they have
typically been used, but that awareness and use of the kinds of language used in children's communities can foster th kind of language
and performance and growth sought by the school end teachers.
Oral Styles in Community Life

I would be remiss to end this section without remarking upon the need

to draw upon the considerable language strengths of linguistically
diverse populations. Smitherman (1978) and many others have made
note of the value placed upon oral expression in most AfricanAmerican communities. The "man (person) of words," be he or she
preacher, poet, philosopher, huckster, or rap song creator, receives the
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highest form of respect in the black community. The verbal adroitness,
the cogent and quick wit, the brilliant use of metaphorical language,
the facility in rhythm and rhyme, evident in the language of preacher

Martin Luther King, jr., boxer Muhammad Ali, comedian Whoopi
Goldberg, rapper L. L. Cool j., singer and songwriter Billie Holiday, and

many inner-city black students, may all be drawn upon to facilitate
school learning.
Other children, as well, come to school with a wealth of specialized
linguistic knowledge. Native American children, for example, come
from communities with very sophisticated knowledge about storytelling, and a special way of saying a great deal with a few words. Classroom learning should be structured so that not only are these children
able to acquire the verbal patterns they lack, but that they are also able
to strengthen their proficiencies, and to share these with classmates
and teachers. We will then all be enriched.

The Demands of School LanguageOrality and Literacy

There is little evidence that speaking another dialectal form per se
negatively affects one's ability to learn to read (Sims 1982). For com-

monsensical proof, one need only reflect on nonstandard-dialectspeaking slaves who not only taught themselves to read, but did so
under threat of severe punishment or death. But children who speak
nonmainstream varieties of English do have a more difficult time becoming proficient readers. Why?
One explanation is that, where teachers' assessments of competence are influenced by the dialect children speak, teachers may develop low expectations for certain students and subsequently teach them
less (Sims 1982). A second explanation, which lends itself more readily

to observation, rests in teachers' contusing the teaching of reading
with the teaching of a new dialect form.
Cunningham (1976-77) found that teachers across the United States
were more likely to correct reading miscues that were dialect related
("Here go a table" for "Here is a table") than those that were nondialect
related ("Here is the dog" for "There is the dog"). Seventy-eight percent of the dialect miscues were corrected, compared with only 27

percent of the nondialect miscues. He concludes that the teachers
were acting out of ignorance, not realizing that "here go" and "here is"
represent the same meaning in some black children's language.
In my observations of many classrooms, however, I have come to
conclude that even when teachers recognize the similarity of meaning,
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they are likely to correct dialect-related miscues. Consider a typical
example:
Text: Yesterday I washed my brother's clothes.
Student's rendition: Yesterday I wash my bruvver close.

The subsequent exchange between student and teacher sounds something like this:
T. Wait, let's go back. What's that word again? (Points at washed.
S: Wash.
T No. Look at it again. What letters do you see at the end? You see
"e-d." Do you remember what we say when we see those letters
on the end of a word?

5: "ed"
T: OK, but in this case we say washed, Can you say that?
5: Washed.

T. Good. Now read it again.
5: Yesterday I washed my bruvver
T: Wait a minute, what's that word again? {Points to brother.1
S: Bruvver.
T: No. Look at these letters in the middle.1Points to th.i Remember
to read what you see. Do you remember how we say that sound?
Put your tongue between your teeth and say ith/

The lesson continues in such a fashion, the teacher proceeding to
correct the student's dialect-influenced pronunciations and grammar
while ignoring the fact that the student had to have comprehended
the :sentence in order to translate it into her own dialect. Such instruc-

tion occurs daily and blocks reading development in a number of
ways. First, because children become better readers by having the
opportunity to read, the overcorrection exhibited in this lesson means
that this child will be less likely to become a fluent reader than other
children who are not interrupted so consistently. Second, a complete
focus on code and pronunciation blocks children's understanding that
reading is essentially a meaning-making process. This child, who understands the text, is led to believe that she is doing something wrong.
She is encouraged to think of reading not as something you do to get
a message, but something you pronounce. Third, constant corrections
by the teacher are likely to cause this student and others like her to
resist reading and to resent the teacher.
Robert Berdan (1980) reports that, after observing the kind of teaching routine described above in a number of settings, he incorporated
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the teacher behaviors into a reading instruction exercise which he
used with students in a college class. He put together sundry rules
from a number of American social and regional dialects to create what
he called the "language of Atlantis." Students were then called upon to
read aloud in this dialect they did not know. When they made errors
he interrupted them, using some of the same statements/comments he

had heard elementary school teachers routinely make to their students. He conclude3:
The results were rather shocking. By the time these Ph.D. candidates in English or linguistics had read 10-20 words, I could make
them sound totally illiterate. By using the routines that teachers

use of dialectally different students, I could produce all of the
behaviors we observe in children who do not learn to read successfully. The first thing that goes is sentence intonation: they
sound like they are reading a list from the telephone book. Comment on their pronunciation a bit more, and they begin to subvocalize, rehearsing pronunciations for themselves before they dare
to say them out loud. They begin to guess at pronunciations....
They switch letters around for no reason. They stumble; they repeat. In short, when 1 attack them for their failure to conform to my

demands for Atlantis English pronunciations, they sound very
much like the worst of the second graders in any of the classrooms
I have observed.
They also begin to fidget. They wad up their papers, bite their
fingernails, whisper, and some finally refuse to continue. They do
all the things that children do while they are busily failing to learn

to read. Emotional trauma can result as well. For instance, once
while conducting this little experiment, in a matter of seconds I
actually had one of my graduate students in tears. (78)

The moral of this story is not to confuse dialect intervention with
reading instruction. To do so will only confuse the child, leading her
away from those intuitive understandings about language that will
promote reading development, and toward a school career of resistance and a lifetime of avoiding reading. For those who believe that the

child has to "say it right in order to spell it right," let me add that
English is not a phonetically regular language. There is no particular
difference between telling a child, "You may say /bruvver /, but it's
spelled b-r-o-f-h-e-r," and "You say /com /, but it's spelled c-o-m-b."

For this and other reasons, writing may be an arena in which to
address standard forms. Unlike unplanned oral language or public
reading, writing lends itself to editing. While conversational talk is
spontaneous and must be responsive to an immediate context, writing
is a mediated process which may be written and rewritten any number
of times before being introduced to public scrutiny. Consequently,
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writing is amenable to rule application--one may first write freely to
get one's thoughts down, and then edit to hone the message and apply
specific spelling, syntactical, or punctuation rules. My college students
who had such difficulty talking in the "iz" dialect, found writing it,
with the rules displayed before them, a relatively easy task.
We must be careful in attending to standard forms in writing, however, that we not substitute "correctness" for communicative competence. By illustration, a black second grader wrote a story which she
volunteered to share with the class. She began: "Once upon a time
there was an old lady, and this old lady ain't had no sense...." At this
point the teacher interrupted her. "Doris, that sounds like ;t's going to
be a wonderful story, but can you put the beginning in standard English?" Doris looked at her paper for a moment, and then proffered,
"There was an old lady who didn't have any sense." She paused, put
her hand on her hip, and said emphatically, "But this old lady ain't had
no sense!" Doris had developed a very sophisticated sense of language,
understanding the power of "nonstandard" forms to better portray
some meanings, just as many brilliant authors have done before her.
(Consider Alice Walker's Pulitzer Prize-winning The Color Purple.)
Styles of Literacy

There are other culturally based differences in language use in writing
as well. In a seminal article arguing for the existence of "contrastive
rhetoric," Robert Kaplan (1966) proposes that different languages have
different rhetorical norms, representing different ways of organizing
ideas.
Such style differences have also been identified in public school
classrooms. Gail Martin, teacher-researcher in Wyoming, wrote about
her work with Arapaho students:
One of our major concerns was that many of the stories children

wrote didn't seem to "go anywhere." The stories just ambled
along with no definite start or finish, no climaxes or conclusions. I

decided to ask Pius Moss (the school elderl about these stories,
since he is a master Arapaho storyteller himself. I learned about a
distinctive difference between Arapaho stories and stories I was
accustomed to hearing, reading, and telling. Pius Moss explained
that Arapaho star- es are not written down, they're told in what we
might call serial form, continued night after night. A "good" story
is one that lasts seven nights....
When I asked Pius Moss why Arapaho stories never seem to
have an "ending," he answered that there is no ending to life, and
stories are about Arapaho life, so there is no need for a conclusion.
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My colleagues and I talked about what Pius had said, and we
decided that we would encourage our students to choose whichever type of story they wished to write: we would try to listen and
read in appropriate ways. (Carden 1988, 12)

Similarly, Martha Demientieff, the Native Alaskan teacher mentioned above, has discovered that her students find "book language"
baffling. To help them gain access to this unfamiliar use of language,
she contrasts the "wordy," academic way of saying things with the
metaphoric style of Athabaskan. The students discuss how book language always uses more words, but how in Heritage language, brevity
is always best. Students then work in pairs, groups, or individually to
write papers in the academic way, discussing with Martha and with
each other whether they believe they have said enough to "sound like
a hook." Next they take those papers and try to reduce the meaning to
a few sentences. Finally, students further reduce the message to a
"saying" brief enough to go on the front of a tee shirt, and the sayings
are put on little paper tee shirts that the students cut out and hang
throughout the room. Sometimes the students reduce other authors'
wordy texts to their essential meanings as well. Thus, through winding back and forth through orality and literacy, the students begin to
understand the stylistic differences between their own language and
that of standard text.
Functions f Print

Print may serve different functions in some communities than it does
in others, and some children may be unaccustomed to using print or
seeing it used in the ways that schools demand. Shirley Brice Heath,
for example, found that the black children in the community she called
Trackton engaged with print as a group activity for specific real-life
purposes, such as reading food labels when shopping, reading fix-it
books to repair or modify toys, reading the names of cars to identify a
wished-for model, or reading to participate in church. There was seldom a time anyone in the co:nmunity would read as a solitary recreational activity; indeed, anyone who did so was thought to be a little
strange (Heath 1982).
The children in Trackton, in short, read to learn things, for real
purposes. When these children arrived in school they faced another
reality. They were required, instead, to "learn to read," that is, they
were told to focus on the process of reading with little apparent real
purposes in mind other than to get through a basal page or complete
a worksheetand much of this they were to accomplish in isolation.
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Needless to say, they were not successful at the decontextualized,

individualized school reading tasks.
Researchers have identified other differences in the use of language
in print as well. For example, Ron Scollon and Suzanne Scollon report
that, in the Athabaskan Indian approach to communicative interaction, each individual is expected to make his or her own sense of a
situation and that no one can unilaterally enforce one interpretation.
Consequently, they were not surprised when, in a story-retelling exercise intended to test reading comprehension, Athabaskan children
tended to modify the text of the story in their retellings (Scol lon and
Scollon 1979). The school, however, would be likely to interpret these
individually constructed retellings as evidence that the students had
not comprehended the story.

Talk across the Curriculum

A debate over the role of language diversity in mathematics and
science education was fueled recently by the publication of a book by
Eleanor Wilson Orr titled Twice as Less: Black English and the Performance
of Black Students in Mathematics and Science (1987). Orr is a teacher of math

and science who, as director of the elite Hawthorne School, worked
out a cooperative program with the District of Columbia to allow
several Washington, D.C., public high school students to attend the
restigious school. Orr and her colleagues were dismayed to find that
site their faithfully following time-tested teaching strategies, and
to the black D.C. students' high motivation and hard work, the
=,(
. omers were failing an alarming percentage of their math and
sr aence courses.

Noting the differences in the language the black students used, Orr
decided to investigate the possibility that speaking black English was
preventing these students from excelling in math and science. in a
detailed argument she contends that the students' nonstandard language is both the cause and the expression of the real problemtheir
"nonstandard perceptions" (30). She cites student statements such as,
"So the car traveling twice as faster will take twice as less hours," to
support her thesis, and suggests that it is the difference between black
English and standard English forms in the use of prepositions, con-

junctions, and relative pronouns that is the basis for the students'
failures.

It is important to critique this position in order that the failures of
those responsible for teaching mathematics and science to poor and
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black students not be attributed to the students themselves, that is, so
that the victims not be blamed. There are many problems with the Orr

argument. One is her assumption that black students, by virtue of
speaking black English, do not have access to certain concepts needed
in mathematical problem solving. For example, she makes much of the

lack of the "as as" comparison, but I have recorded black-Englishspeaking 6-11-year-olds frequently making such statements as, "She
big as you" and "I can too run fast as you."
A second problem is that Orr compares the language and performance of low-income, ill-prepared students with upper-income students who have had superior scholastic preparation. I contend that it
was not their language which confused the D.C. students, but mathematics itself! Any students with a similar level of preparation and
experience, no matter what their color or language variety, would
probably have had the same difficulties.
The most basic problem with the Orr argument, however, is Orr's
apparent belief that somehow mathematics is linked to the syntactical
constructions of standard English: "ITjhe grammar of standard English
provides consistently for what is true mathematic-1711y" (emphasis added,

149). What about the grammar of Chinese or Arabic or German? Orr's
linguistically naive determinist position can only lead to the bizarre
conclusion that speakers of other languages would be equally handicapped in mathematics because they_ , too, lacked standard English
constructions!
Even though Orr asserts that the cause of the problem is the speaking of black English, she seems unaware that her proposed solution is
not linked to this conceptualization. She does not recommend teach-

ing standard English, but rather, teaching ninth through the use in
instruction of irregular number systems which force st !dents to carefully work out concepts and prevent their dependence on inappropri-

ate rote memorized patterns. One can surmise that as students and
teachers work through these irregular systems, they create a shared
language, developing for the students what they truly lack, a knowledge of the content of the language of mathematics, not the form.
Interviews with black teachers who have enjoyed long-term suc-

cess teaching math to black-dialect-speaking students suggest that
part of the solution also lies in the kind and quality of talk in the
mathematics classroom. One teacher explained that her black students were much more likely to learn a new operation successfully
when they understood to what use the operation might be put in daily
life. Rather than teach decontextualized operations, she would typically first pose a "real-life" problem and challenge the students to find a
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solution. For example, she once brought in a part of a broken wheel,
saying that it came from a toy which she wished to fix for her grandson.
To do so, she had to reconstruct the wheel from this tiny part. After the
students tried unsuccessfully to solve the problem, she introduced a
theorem related to constructing a circle given any two points on an arc,
which the students quickly assimilated.
Another black math teacher spoke of putting a problem into terms
relevant to the student's life. He found that the same problem that
baffled students when posed in terms of distances between two unfamiliar places or in terms of numbers of milk cans needed by a farmer,
were much more readily solved when familiar locales and the amount
of money needed to buy a leather jacket were substituted. I discovered
a similar phenomenon when my first-grade inner-city students did
much better on "word problems" on standardized tests when I merely
substituted the names of people in our school for the names in the
problems.
All of these modifications to the language of instruction speak to
Heath's (1982) findings in Trackton some youngsters may become

more engaged in school tasks when the language of those tasks is
posed in real-life contexts than when they are viewed as merely decontextualized problem completion. Since our long-term goal is producing young people who are able to think critically and creatively in

real problem-solving contexts, the instructional -and linguisticimplications should be evident.
Conclusion
One of the most difficult tasks we face as human beings is communicating meaning across our individual differences, a task confounded
immeasurably when we attempt to communicate across social lines,
racial lines, cultural lines, or lines of unequal power. Yet, all U.S. demo-

graphic data points to a society becoming increasingly diverse, and
that diversity is nowhere more evident than in our schools. Currently,
"minority" students represent a majority in all but two of our twentyfive largest cities, and by some estimates, the turn of the centurya
mere eleven years away will find up to 40 percent nonwhite children
in American classrooms. At the same time, the teaching force is becoming more homogeneously white. African-American, Asian, Hispanic,

and Native American teachers now comprise only ten percent of the
teaching force, and that percentage is shrinking rapidly.
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What are we educators to do? We must first decide upon a perspective from which to view the situation. We can continue to view diversity as a problem, attempting to force all differences into standardized
boxes. Or we can recognize that diversity of thought, language, and
worldview in our classrooms cannot only provide an exciting educa-

tional setting, but can also prepare our children for the richness of
living in an increasingly diverse national community. (Would any of us
really want to trade the wonderful variety of American ethnic restaurants for a standard fare of steak houses and fast-food hamburgers?)

I am suggesting that we begin with a perspective that demands
finding means to celebrate, not merely tolerate, diversity in our classrooms. Not only should teachers and students who share group mem-

bership delight in their own cultural and linguistic history, but all
teachers must revel in the diversity of their students and that of the
world outside the classroom community. How can we accomplish
these lofty goals? Certainly, given the reality of the composition of the

teaching force, very few educators can join Martha Demientieff in
taking advantage of her shared background with her culturally unique
students and contrasting "our Heritage language" or "the way we say
things" with "Formal English." But teachers who do not share the
language and culture of their students, or teachers whose students
represent a variety of cultural backgrounds, can also celebrate diversity by making language diversity a part of the curriculum. Students can

be asked to "teach" the teacher and other students aspects of their
language variety. They can "translate" songs, poems, and stories into
their own dialect or into "book language" and compare the differences
across the cultural groups represented in the classroom.
Amanda Branscombe, a gifted white teacher who has often taught
black students whom other teachers have given up on, sometimes has
her middle school students listen to rap songs in order to develop a
rule base for their creation. The students would teach her their newly

constructed "rules for writing rap," and she would in turn use this
knowledge as a base to begin a discussion of the rules Shakespeare
used to construct his plays, or the rules poets used to develop their
sonnets (personal communication 1988).

Within our celebration of diversity, we must keep in mind that
education, at its best, hones and develops the knowledge and skills
each student already possesses, while at the same time adding new
knowledge and skills to that base. All students deserve the right both
to develop the linguistic skills they bring to the class: oom and to add
others to their repertoires. While linguists have long proclaimed that
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no language variety is intrinsically "better" than another, in a stratified
society such as ours, language choices are not neutral. The language

associated v ith the power structure"standard English"is the lan-

guage of economic success, and all students have the right to schooling that gives them access to that language.
While it is also true, as this chapter highlights, that no one can force
another to acquire an additional language variety, there are ways to
point out to students both the arbitrariness of designating one variety
over another as "standard," as well as the political and economic repercussions for not gaining access to that socially designated "standard."
Without appearing to preach about a future which most students find
hard to envision, one teacher, for example, has high school students
interview various personnel officers in actual workplaces about their
attitudes toward divergent styles in oral and written language and
report their findings to the entire class. Another has students read or
listen to a variety of oral and written language styles and discuss the
impact of those styles on the message and the likely effect on different
audiences. Students then recreate the texts or talks, using different
language styles appropriate for different audiences (e.g., a church
group, academicians, rap singers, a feminist group, politicians, etc.).
Each of us belongs to many communities. Joseph Suina, a Pueblo
Indian scholar, has proposed a schematic representation of at least
three levels of community membership. He sets up three concentric
circles. The inner circle is labeled "home/local community," the middle
circle is "national community," and the outer circle represents the
"global community" (personal communication 1989). In today's world
it is vital that we all learn to become active citizens in all three communities, and one requisite skill for doing so is an ability to acquire additional linguistic codes. We can ignore or try to obliterate language
diversity in the classroom, or we can encourage in our teachers and
students a "mental set for diversity." If we choose the latter, the classroom can become a laboratory for developing linguistic diversity.
Those who have acquired additional codes because their local language differs significantly from the language of the national culture
may actually be in a better position to gain access to the global culture
than "mainstream" Americans who, as Martha says, "only know one
way to talk." Rather than think of these diverse students as problems,
we can view them instead as resources who can help all of us learn
what it feels like to move between cultures and language varieties, and

thus perhaps better learn how to become citizens of the global
community.
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Note
1. Some of these books include All Us Come Cross the Water by Lucille Clifton

(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston 1973); 1 Am EskimoAknik My
Name by Paul Green, aided by Abbe Abbott (Juneau, AK: Alaska Northwest Publishing, 1959); Once Upon a Bayou by Howard Jacobs and Jim
Rice (New Orleans, LA: Phideaux Publications, 1983); Yaqua Days by
Cruz Martel (New York: Dial, 1976); Santa's Cajun Christmas Adventure' by

Tim Ed ler (Baton Rouge, LA: Little Cajun Books, 1981); and a series of

biographies produced by Yukon-Koyukkuk School District of Alaska
and published by Hancock House Publishers in North Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada.
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17 Bilingual/ESL Learners Talking
in the English Classroom

Sarah Hudelson
Arizona State University
The demographics of American education are changing at a diZZV-

ing pace. In 1982 fewer than 2 milfion school-age children were
dominant in a language other than English. Projections show that
two decades later, in the year 2000, over 3 million students will be
non-English dominant, and two decades after that, American
schools will house 5 million such students. Multilingualism is not
an issue that can be shut out of mainstream classrooms and shunt.
ed off to a limited number of second language specialists. The most

effective classroom strategy available to teachers is simply to
listen to the students whose prof 7iencv in English is limited.
When we do listen, students learn how to communicate in English.
Equally important, when we do listen, teachers and students learn

about a world broader than their own immediate cultural horiz
ons.

Introduction

Imagine this classroom setting: a fifth grade of twentveight children
in Atlanta, Georgia. What would the children he like? If you envision
a group of Black and Anglo children you are only partially correct
because nine of the learners come from outside the United States, and
all of them, speakers of seven different native languages, are learners of
English as a Second Language (ESL). To give you an idea of their
linguistic and cultural variety, here are brief sketches of three of the
children:
Xiancuong came from the People's Republic of China. Xiancuong
was quiet, almost withdrawn, for the first several months of school, so
he often went unnoticed. He was good at math but less interested in
language work. His passion was origami, and he often entertained one
or two classmates by creating all kinds of animal creatures. Early in the
year, Xiancuong's father was injured in an automobile accident, an
event which cast a shad iw over him for several months.
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Miguel was a recent arrival from Mexico. The only boy in a single-

parent family, he was fun loving and not really interested in school
work. He enjoyed sports, games, and travel. If left to his own devices
he would have spent his days socializing. Miguel and Xiancuong became friends early in the school year, and they could often be found
creating origami figures.
Hanh had come to Georgia via a refugee camp two years earlier. She
and her family had escaped from Vietnam and then had been in Thailand before arriving in the United States. Hanh assumed adult responsibilities in her home, doing much of the cooking and cleaning. This

adult role carried over in the classroom, where she took a motherly
stance with many of her classmates. Generally a quiet child, she was a
willing worker and stood out more in small groups.
For the classroom teacher without special training faced with this
array, such questions as the following are only natural: What are they
like? How do I teach them? What do I do to help them? How do I work
with them without taking away from the others I am teaching? One
way to respond to this challenge is to use information about bilingual/

second language learners and language learning in planning classroom instruction. This chapter will look at bilingual/second language
learners from the following perspectives: the learners' efforts to acquire English and to use it as a tool for communication; the learners'
natural use of both of their languages; the learners' needs to adapt to
American classrooms; the learners as individuais. Implications for instruction will follow. These will include suggestions both for teacher
actions and for peer work.

Bilingual/Second Language Students
Learn English as a Tool for Communication
In order to achieve school success in the United States, learners must
be able to use English, in both oral and written forms, to carry out their
own and school tasks. Students need to communicate effectively in
English and use this language to learn school content. For non-English
speakers, then, a major school task is learning and using English. The
following sample, featuring eight-year-old, Spanish-speaking Ariel, il-

lustrates the ESL learner's active involvement in using his stilldeveloping English to communicate with his teacher:
Ariel: Mrs. Pelaez! Mrs. Pelaez!
Teacher: What is it, Ariel?
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Arid: Roberto throw things in the, to the childrens. He, he, and
then he throw tiro to
. Roberto he throw to something in he
eyes. And then he got, the teacher looks him and dice go the corner

now and then he go and then he jump, he play.
Teacher: What did he throw?
Arid: Crayah
Teacher: Crayons? (Ariel nods). Did he hit you?
Arid: No.
Teacher: Who did he hit?
Arid: The childrens.
Teacher: Which ones?

Mel: The Cheri that sits there (points to one of the tables in the
classroom where one of two girls usually sits)
Teacher: Chita?
Arid: No. The Cherins.
Teacher: Oh, Cherin.
Arid: Yeah.
Teacher: Roberto hit Cherin in the e
Arkl: Yeah.
Teacher: Thank you, Ariel. Tell Mrs. P. I'll be right there.'

In spite of Ariel's errors, it is not impossible to understand what he is
struggling to say. Ariel rushes in to tell his teacher that Roberto, a
s:lassmate, has thrown something at some other children's eyes and
that another teacher has told Roberto to stand in the corner. Roberto
has obeyed the teacher momentarily, but he is now playing and jump-.
ing instead of standing in the corner. As the conversation progresses,

it becomes dear that Roberto hit Cherinanother student it f)e
class.in the eye with the crayons he was throwing. Apparently, Ariel
wants to move his teacher to action, and he is successful in doing so.
Ariel's conduct illustrates several important points made by educators concerned with second language development: ( I ) the overriding
goal of the second language learner is to be able to use the new language with other speakers. Because the learner already knows one
nguage, the learner is aware of what language does, of how language
may be used. So the learner is focused on being able to use the new
language for a variety of functions and purposes. (Ariel's purpose is to
explain to this teacher that something has happened and to persuade
his teacher to take action.) (2) Second language learners work hard to
make their meanings and intentions as clear as possible to others. To
II am grateful to Gloria Pelle?. for this example.
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do this, they use whatever linguistic resources are available to them at

a given time. (As Ariel talks, he uses the English action words he
knows, but he relates an incident in the past using verb forms in the
pre ,ent tense.) (3) Second language learners are actively involved in
figuring out the rules for the language they are learning. The process
of second language acquisition is essentially a process of creative construction of the new language, construction of the rules resulting from
continued hypothesis generation, testing, and revision. Through ongoing experimentation second language learners finally generate the
rules for the second language. (4) Given the process of creative con-

struction, learners necessarily and naturally will make mistakes as
they work to figure out how the new language works. Many of the
errors learners make will resemble errors made by children acquiring
English as their native language (for example, Ariel's overgeneralization of the rule for forming the plural in the addition of the "s" to
children). Other errors may be traced to using the rules of the native
language to create the second language. There are also times when
learners will actually slip back into the native language or use words
from the native language. All of these errors are proof of learners work-

ing to figure out the second language systems (Ellis 1985, Lindfors
1987).

And what of the teacher in this excerpt? In her role as conversation-

al participant, she exhibits many characteristics that facilitate students' second language development. She attends closely to the
learner', utterances, making concerted efforts to understand what is
being said. (The questions she asks Ariel make it clear that she is trying

to make sense of his talk.) She repeats some of the learner's words
(crayons and Cherin) in adult English as a way of checking their comprehensibility. She extends some of the learner's incomplete utterances, thus providing samples of well-formed English sentences (for example, she formulates the sentence about Roberto hitting Cherin in
the eye). She does not correct all of the learner's mistakes, but rather
focuses on understanding and responding to the learner's messages.
(The teacher does not ask Ariel to repeat himself in correct English.) In
these ways, the teacher provides input that focuses on the situation at
hand, input that she strives to make easily understood by the learner.
(Ellis 1985, Krashen 1982, Long and Porter 1985).

Fundamentally, the learner and teacher in the previous example
illustrate a point that second language educators have been making
with ever-increasing confidence in the past few years: the processes of

first and second language acquirAtion are more alike than they are
different. Second languages devek much as first languages do, as
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learners in language-rich and supportive environm its experiment
with their new 14-,:guage (in both oral and written forms) and gradually
become ever more capable of using that language to fulfill their own
and others' purposes (Allen 1986, Krahnke and Christison 1983, Lindfors 1987, Rigg and. Enright 1986).

What this means for classrooms is that the kinds of integrated,
whole language experiences this anj Inany other publications advocate for native speakers will also be beneficial for second language
learrfm.s. As with native speakers, the focus for second language
learners should be on using English to do something (a focus on content rather than on the language itself), rather than drilling language
forms (Allen 1986, Krahnke and Christison 1983, Rigg and Enright
1986). Even as second language learners are learning to speak English,
they need to speak about meaningful content. As among native speakers, interactive group work where learners work together will benefit
both content and language learning. In group work ESL learners may
work effectively both with other second language learners and with
native speakers (Long and Porter 1985). As with native speakers, there
will be significant individual differences in rates of learning and willingness to use the language (Lindfors 1987). As in native language
settings, the teacher's role is to facilitate both content and language
exploration and experimentation, to focus on learners' understandings and misunderstandings, to respond to what the learners are trying to do (Rigg and Enright 1986).

Bilingual/Second Language Students Switch
between English and Their Native Language

It would be a mistake to assume that all second language learners in
English classrooms are struggling with English. Many are fluent bilinguals, meaning that they already communicate easily both in English
and another language. While these learners do not have problems
communicating in English, and using English to learn, it is quite probable that they will behave linguistically in a way that may seem
strange to listeners not used to it. They will use both their languages
in the same interaction, alternating between the two at the word,
phrase, clause, or sentence level. This phenomenon is called codeswitching, and researchers interested in bilingualism have documented that virtually all bilinguals code-switch at one time or another,

although some code-switch with greater frequency than others
(Valdes-Fallis 1977). Even in school settings where the language of the
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school is English, bilingual students will code-switch with each other,
particularly if they are working in small-group settings.
Many who listen to code-switching assume that bilinguals are mixing the two languages indiscriminately, that they switch because of a
language deficiency, that they do not know either language well and
that, therefore, they use both languages. In fact, only fluent bilinguals
are able to code-switch. Code-switching does not occur simply be-

cause the speakers do not know how to say something in one language. Rather, bilinguals naturally use both languages in communicating with other bilinguals, because making use of the resources of both
languages serves their communicative needs. The following two examples, taken from transcripts of Spanish-English bilingual CubanAmerican children in small-group settings in English language classrooms, demonstrate how bilingual learners may make use of both of
their languages to accomplish school tasks. To facilitate reading, the
Spanish utterances have been italicized and then translated into English. In the first excerpt, second grader Diana has been asked to help

another student, Alex, with his math word problems. The tutoring
proceeds in this way:
Diana: OK. Let's begin with No. I. Mary has three balls. Carlos has
four balls. How many altogether? Entendiste? (Did you
understand?)
Alex: Si. O'nno to ponsv? (Yes. How do I put it?)

Diana: Mary has what?
Alec: Three balls.

Diana: OK. Write a three. ,41tora (Now), is it plus or minus?
Alex: Qui'? (What?)

Diana: Are you going to add them together or take away, guitar
(take away)'
Alex: Add three and lo que tiene Carlos.
Diana: OK. Mamas. Son trees /furs cuatro_ (Let's go. It's three plus four.)

How much does it equal? Alex, pan tres dedos. Allora cvatre dedos.
Citinnalos. (Alex, put three fingers. Now four fingers. Count them.)
Alex: Ah, seven (seven).
Diana: Right. OK. Look at No. 2. Susan had five balloons. Ted took

two away. Alex. Allende. (Pay attention.) (Alex drops his pencil
under the table and looks down.) CSjelo. Esta del* de la mesa.
Mende. (Pick it up. It's under the table. Pay attention.)
Alex: Ya lo evil. OK. Dinide? (I picked it up. OK. Now where?)

Diana: How are you going to do it?
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Alex: Put, eh, five plus two equals seven (seven).
Diana: No. Ted took awa), from Susan. If you have five balloons
and I take away two how many do you have?
Alex: Three.
Diana: Right. OK. amo lo pones? Qui, puintero

primero? (OK. How

are you going to put it? What number goes first?)
Alex: El cinco. (The five.)

Diana: OK. Then
Alex: Two.

Diana: OK, Is it plus or minus?
Alex: Minus.

Diana: What's the answer?
Alex: Three. Oye, esa mesa time los Ithros. Vamos. Mira el !lbw de Peter

Pan. (Listen, that table has books on it. Let's go over there.
Look at the Peter Pan hook.)

Diana: Mira la maestra. (Look at the teacher.) We have to finish. You
better pay attention. Alex, stop playing, OK? Se to ditto a la maestra.
(I'll tell the teacher.)
Alex: OK. Yo no estoy jugaIrdo. (I'm not playing.)

Diana: Alex, you better listen one more time'. Look at No. 3.1'11 read
it and you open your ears.
Alex: OK, man.=

And the tutoring continues until Alex has finished all the problems.
The classroom language is English, and the teacher has used English
to request that Diana help Alex. Diana begins in English, reading the
first word problem. But Diana is aware that Alex also speaks Spanish.
In fact, Alex addresses her in Spanish, perhaps signaling to her that he
needs some native language assistance. So Diana uses Spanish selectively, to check Alex's comprehension, to provide additional explanation of the processes, to get Alex's attention, to keep Alex on task, and
to control Alex's behavior, which includes threatening to tell the
teacher about his misbehavior. In order to assure that Alex completes
his work, Diana makes use of both of her languages.
The second example comes from a sixth-grade class, where the
children are carrying out a science project. The teacher has divided the
class into small groups. One group, made up of three Spanish-English
bilingual studentsRicardo, Pedro, and Mariois going to dissect a
frog. Ricardo quickly assumes the leadership role of the group, and
uses both Spanish and English as he takes over the task.
21 am grateful to Maria Morffi for this example.
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Ricardo:

(sits at round table) Miss

going to dissect the frog.
Teacher: Yes, you're right.
group what to do.
Pedro:

,

today's the day we're

be back in a few minutes to tell your

(sitting next to Ricardo) Hey, what does that big word

mean? Where'd you get that big word?
Ricardo: At home. My Uncle Frank is a doctor, and last night I was
explaining to him that we were studying about animals. I told him
about our assignment today, that we have to open a frog, to cut up
and study the skeleton and to answer why the frog is a vertebrate.
He was lotening and then he told me that all the work with a dead
animal is a dissection and the verb is dissect.
Mario: (sitting with the other two) Who's talking about verbs? I
don't like verbs. Hoy no quicro hablar sing de ciencias. Rccurrdan que hoy
vantyf. a ,:brir una rana. (I only want to talk today about science.
Remember that we're going to open a frog today.)
Ricardo: Eso er, lo que est'abamoi, diciendo que hoy tettemos que abrir una
rana para estudiar cu cuerpo, sus organos, sus rmisculos, hero tenemos que
hater fa desecion core cuidado para rro cortar lo que no debemos cortar.

(That's what I was saying, that today we have to open a frog to
study his body, his organs, his muscles, but we have to do the
dissection carefully so that we don't cut what we shouldn't cut.)
Pedro: Bum), en eso yo sou an fremendo. Ye he operado muchas lagartijas.
10 va se conto hacerfe. (God, I'm great at that. I've operated on a lot

of lizards. I know how to do it.)
Mario: Oh, yeah. He is et t?rtroo de la pelicula (the movie hero). You

know something. This is something you need to follow directions
for.
Ricardo: Of course. This is a science project. It's work that has to be

done with a sequence, step by step. Printery un Paso seguido de otro
nibs compiicado ht:sfir ferminar de sacar todos los nnisculos de la rana y
dejarla en el esqueleto. f First one step followed by another more complicated on,:? unth you finish taking away all the frog's muscles and
leave only the skeleton.l'

As k obvious from the excerpt, Ricardo is not a learner who has trouble
expressing himself in English. Rather, Ricardo demonstrates that he is
able to use both of his languages to consider the content of the lesson

and to control the situation. Ricardo sets himself up as the one with
information and expertise on the subject of dissection and, in both
English and Spanish, provides the others information about frogs. This
demonstration of expertise results in the others' choosing him to cut
open the frog. As the dissection continues, Ricardo retains control of
the activity, telling the others what to do and getting them to do as he
am grateful to Olga Cardet for this example.
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wishes. To help him accomplish this, he uses both English and
Spanish.
As is also obvious from the context, the language of the classroom is
English, and the children are expected to turn in their observations in
English. This they are able to do, jotting -town notes in English even as
they use both English and Spanish orally. So the natural use of Spanish

by these bilingual learners does not mean that they do not know
English, that they must use their other language as a crutch. Rather,
the native language is an additional tool or resource that they may call
on when they are interacting with other bilinguals.
What implications might this natural behavior of bilinguals have for
English educators concerned with promoting talk and learning? In the
first place, it seems important to see code-switching as normal rather
than abnormal, as a communication strategy rather than a linguistic
deficiency, and to understand that code-switching does not necessarily mean that learners do not know English, or are too lazy to use the

language (Valdes-Fallis 1977). Such a recognition suggests that
teachers would not automatically seek to prevent bilingual students
from code switching as they work together.
Second, it is important to recognize that bilinguals sense the language abilities of the people they are interacting with and may switch
to make others more comfortable and to facilitate their understanding.
So bilingual learners working cooperatively with less fluent English
speakers may switch into their native language becc.ose they can c-P
that their peers need some native language assistance, translation,
paraphrasing, summarization, examples, etc. This sensitivity to the
comprehension of peers is something that teachers may want to encourage rather than discourage, as peers assist each other. As English
language fluency increases, the amount of native language assistance
given by the fluent bilinguals will naturally decrease.
Bilingual/Second Language Stude.lts Mwit Often
Adjust to New Norms for Classroom 1 aik

While human beings grow as individuals, they also develop within a
particular cultural framework. Part of this framework involves such
physical or concrete aspects of culture as food, clothing, celebrations,
the arts, forms of recreation, and so on. In addition, each culture has its
own rules or norms for behavior, including rules or norms for talking
with others and for participating in conversations and activities of the
particular group. Children growing up within a particular culture early
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on learn the rules for how to interact and participate successfully
within their own family and community settings. By the time they
enter school they have become competent communicators in their
particular culture; they have learned their group's participant structures (Philips 1983).
Schools are also cultural settings, and classrooms operate according

to particular rules (..r norms for participation. When the home and
community language-use rules that learners bring to school are significantly different from those of the school, learners may not respond to
instruction and direction as teachers expect them to. Miscommunication, conflict, lowered expectations, and lack of learning may result.
Philips (1983) has demonstrated this reality by contrasting the rules for
participation that children from a Native American community in Oregon acquired at home to those expected in school.
Philips found that the Native American students, from a very early
age, frequently had trouble acting appropriately in traditional class-

rooms where the teacher was the authority and -:he children were
expected to follow the teacher's lead. Children often forgot to raise
their hands or did not wait to be called on before speaking. Children
often moved around or spoke to other children while the teacher was
talking and did not respond to questions the teacher posed directly to
individuals. Students often did the exact opposite of what the teacher
directed.
By examining home participation structures Philips discovered that
the children became accustomed, at an early age, to determining a lot

of their own actions, to being somewhat independent from their
elders. Children were raised in extended families, where many
adultsnot just a single authority figuretook part in child rearing.
Older children assumed responsibilities in caring for younger siblings.
Children were expected to demonstrate their competence at tasks by

performing silently rather than by talking. At the community level,
too, Philips discovered that activities were carried out without the
direct verbal leadership of a single person; activities were open to all,
and individuals could choose to be involved or not.
These rules for participation were very different from those that the
traditional classrooms expected. As a result, the children frequently
did not participate appropriately, and the teachers often assumed that
they either would not or did not want to learn. Philips also examined

some classrooms where children from the same Native American
group were successful. She found that the teachers in these classes had

adjusted the rules for participation in their classrooms in ways that
were more congruent with what the children were used to in the
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comrlunity. Group work and voluntary participation in groups and in
some activities was allowed. Teachers did not single out individuals to

answer questions but let many students contribute to an answer.
When students worked at their desks, teachers were available as resources, but they did not initiate interactions with the students, so that
less attention was called to individual students. These adjustments
made the students more comfortable in class, and they more readily
participated, demonstrating their abilities.
Work with native Hawaiian children (speakers of Hawaiian creole)
also has demonstrated that adjusting classroom interaction patterns
may have a positive effect on student performance (Au and Jordan
1981). One of the features of traditional Hawaiian culture is that storytelling is a group, rather than an individual, activity. One individual
may begin to tell a tale, but others soon join in and jointly construct the
story. Children growing up in this culture soon adopt this technique.
Concerned with the low achievement of native Hawaiians in reading,

educators decided to experiment with this idea of joint narration in
terms of reading comprehension instruction. Teachers adapted their
reading instruction by moving away from the traditional format of
teacher question and single individual response to allowing and encouraging children to build on each other's ideas as they responded
jointly to questions and ideas in the stories they were reading. As an
example, in the following sequence, the teacher asks a question, looking at Child 1, and then the children take over, together creating the
response which the first child repeats at the end of the sequence:
Teacher: If you're gonna use it for bait, what do you have to do with

that frog? You just throw it in the water?
Child 1: Uh-uh.
Child 2: Put it on a hook.
Teacher: Oh, no! He's gonna have to stick it on a hook.
Child 3: And den go like dat, an den dat (gestures casting).
Teacher: And throw it in the water and
Child 3: En den, en might
Child 4: The fish might come and eat it.
Child 1: The fish might come and eat it.
(Au and Jordan 1981, 128-29)

Au and Jordan (1981) discovered that teacher adjustments in their
expectations for participation in reading lessons resulted in the children's increased achievement in reading, as measured by standardized reading tests. Their examples make it clear that divergent home-
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school norms for interaction may result in children's behaving and
talking inappropriately in school, with potentially damaging results.
The volume in which Au and Jordan's work appears provides many
other examples of such home-school cultural difference.
Cultures al,,o vary in how they view schooling, including what they

view as the basic purposes of schooling, student and teacher roles
within the classroom, and how teaching and learning occur. Students
who have been schooled in one culture may have particular ideas
about how schooling should be conducted, and these may differ from
their teachers' expectations. As with the rules for talking, differences
between mainstream American understandings and expectations and
those of students may mean that students do not act as teachers anticipate or expect they will, and do not react to instructional techniques
as American students do.
In Miami, for example, many teachers working with Haitian students comment that, even when Haitian students have attained considerable fluency in English, they are often reluctant to participate in
class discussions, particularly if those discussions ask students to critique a point of view in a text or disagree with a statement made by the

teacher. Haitian educators bring a particular understanding to this
puzzlement when they are able to point out that in Haiti students are
expected to memorize their lessons and not give their own opinions,
particularly if those opinions differ from those of the teacher. For many

Haitian students, giving one's own opinions in class is considered
culturally inappropriate, and the more open atmosphere of some
American classrooms strikes them as chaotic. In addition, students
coming from the politically oppressive atmosphere that has character-

ized Haiti may view the expression of disagreement or dissent as
politically dangerous.
In a similar way, many Moslem students from the Middle East have
been schooled through the memorization of large portions of material
(the Koran), and they have been expected to be able to recite what they
have learned, word for word. The purpose of schooling has been to
learn the truth as explicated through text. This may mean that American teachers who request oral and written summaries and personal
reactions to class material receive instead detailed repetitions of what
is in the text with little or no personal interpretation. Students have
not had experience in offering their own opinions and interpretations.
In China, languages are taught through the memorization of long
lists of words and the repeated writing of each item to be memorized.
So Chinese students may be eager to receive lists of words to write and
commit to memory, and they may view this as an important way to
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learn English, even though there is considerable evidence that this
practice is of limited value in language acquisition. In fact, worldwide,

prescriptive, teacher-dominated rote methods of learning probably
predominate, much as they do in the United States. So it is quite
possible that second language students may be used to one view of
classroom teaching and learning, a view that is in direct conflict with
the views presented in this volume.
Given the complexities suggested above, perhaps the most basic,
yet striking, classroom implication involves sensitivity to the reality of
cultural differences, and to the possible effects these differences may
have on instruction. When bilingual/second language learners do not
respond to an activity as teachers have anticipated they will, the reason may not be laziness, unwillingness to participate, or language or
intellectual deficiency. Cultural factors may play an important role. It
may take time and patience for students to learn the new participation
rules and to feel comfortable with American ways of schooling. There
may also be, as Philips and Au demonstrate, ways the educators can
adjust classroom interaction patterns to provide some classroom ex-

periences that are more culturally congruent with varied home patterns. Realistically, the adjustments must work both ways.
Bilingual/Second Language Students
Have Individual Needs
While bilingual/second language learners have in common the need to
learn English in order to use it for a variety of purposes, they also have
individual needs, wants, and interests. Just as do native speakers, bilingual/second language learners bring a variety of personalities, life
experiences, and interests with them to school. In the excerpt below,

Habib's teacher learns some of what her nineteen-year-old Farsispeaking student's life has been. Habib has been studying English for
seven months:
Habib: OK. I wo.1 small guy. OK? My old is, my old was seven. My
father is die. OK?

Teacher: You were seven when your father died?
Habib: Yeah. OK. We was, we don't have anything my family.
Teacher: You were very poor.
Habib: Yeah. After the two years, the Russians came in my country
and they start to fight.
Teacher: How old were you when the Russians came into your
country?
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Habib: Mmm, seven, seven years.
Teacher: Who was living with you?
Habib: My mother, my two sister, and my brother.
Teacher: And your brother was older than you.
Habib: Yeah.

Teacher: How old was your brother?
Habib: My brother? He's twenty-one.
Teache . So he was taking care of the family.
Habib: Yeah.
Teacher: What was he doing?
Habib: He's, he was come to Iran, he has some business in Iran. But

after the three years he come to India and he was have business in
there, but he take the money.
Teacher: Did he send you money, in Afghanistl, to your family?
Habib: Yeah. But after the three month, three year, three years he
come to the United States.
Teacher: Your brother.

Habib: Yeah, my brother. But, ah, we glad to my brother he come
to United States. Every year he take one thousand dollars.
Teacher: That he sent?
Habib: Yeah. There's some. One thousand dollars, one thousand,
two, no hundred thousand make it hundred thousand.
Teacher: Hundred thousand what?
Habib: Dollars.
Teacher: You could live for a whole year on one thousand dollars?

Habib: No, only one thousand dollars, hundred thousand dollars
Afghanistan money.
Teacher: And that was enough to live on for a whole year?
Habib: Yeah.

Teacher: What happened when the Russians came? What was it
like when the Russians came? You said that you were seven years
old and the Russians came.
Habib: The Russians came in seven old. But, we was don't have
anything. You know. After the two years the Russians came in my
country. They started to fight. My brother's come to Iran and he
was working out there. And after one year he came to India, he was
have business. And every month he help me, and after two years
he come to the United States and we are glad to my brother. And
after six years, I come too to America. Now we have everything
and I love my brother because my brother is not only my brother,
he's my father too.;
41 am grateful to Judith Titus for this example.
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This conversation reveals some significant facts about Habib's life,
including the role that Habib's brother has played and the love and
respect Habib feels for h:m. Habib is not unique among second language learners. Each has a story to tell. ror English teachers the old
adage of beginning with the learners certainly applies here. Students'
abilities to speak English will certainly grow as they share their lives

with others. A logical question is: How might this sharing be

accomplished?
One response to this question comes from a visit to the Georgia fifth
grade introduced earlier. This fifth grade was teamed with another one
(a setting colleagues D. Scott Enright and Mary Jane Nations of Georgia State University and I studied for a year). In the two classrooms the
bilingual/second language learners represented fifteen different nationalities, and the children differed from each other culturally, linguistically, and individually. Yet the children's teachers learned about
and appreciated their students as individuals. The teachers were com-

mitted to knowing their students, and they made time for private
conversations. The two classes went on an annual four-day field trip to
Jekyll Island, and teachers and students involved themselves in fundraising for the trip, including spending many Saturdays together, seling food and drinks at local events to raise money. The teachers told
the students about themselves and encouraged reciprocation. One of
the teachers often invited students to her house or to the movies. All
of these occasions gave teachers and children time to talk and to get to
know each other.
The school climate, too, promoted acceptance and indeed interest in

differences, a factor which reinforced the teachers' attitudes. The
school promoted itself as an international center. Signs and posters
around the halls proclaimed pride in the diverse heritages of the students. During International Month each grade adopted a country and
learned about it. School programs and holidays reflected the many
cultures and languages represented on campus, in songs, dances, folktales, and dress. In this school, students took pride in who they were.
But perhaps of most relevance to English educators, the learners
participated in language arts activities which highlighted their diversity and individuality. For example, in addition to individual journals
shared with their teaches, the learners carried out a class autobiography project. Following the teachers' examples, the children began by
constructing time lines of their own lives. Then, over a period of several weeks, each child wrote and illustrated a chaptered autobiography. During the writing of the autobiographies the children were free
to work together, consulting one another and their teachers. Parents,
too, were consulted on details. At the conclusion of the project the
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children shared their autobiographies with their parents, who were
invited to a special program.
One of the teachers fescribed this project as "the best thing we did
all year." From the point of view of language learning, it certainly may

have been, as it asked second language learners to use and develop
their English by Shari ig themselves with others.
Conclusion

This chapter has focused on bilingual /second language learn :s in
English classrooms. The central message is that sec., ,d language
learners have much in common with native speakers, and that good
teaching for native speakers is equally aprcyriate in the bilingual/
second language context. But both individual and cultural differences
need to be kept in mind, because they suggest t at not all learners will

react in the same way to even the most careitilly planned activity.
Finally, the focus of this chi.pter is on what bilingual and second language learners bring to the English classroom: their individual life
experiences, their customs, their knowledge of other countries and
languages, their music, literatur., and drama, their dance and other art
forms. Taking advantage of this richness, using these resources, can
mean enriching language and learning; experiences for all the students
in the English classroom.
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18 The Silent Sounds of Language
Variation in the Classroom

Jerrie Cobb Scott
Central State University

After a quarter of a century of research and sensitization aboi'
dialect differences, many educators remain as ambivalent and
confused as ever. On the one hand, there is plentiful evidence the. t
speakers of nonstandard dialects are economically and politically

disadvantaged in our society. So the motivation to impart standard dialect skills seems humane indeed. On the other hand,
much of the "disadvantage" of nonstandard language is in the ears
of the listener. There is no inherent linguistic deficit. So why
should teachers and students invest in the frustrating and often
fruitless effort to acquire standard speech patterns as a second
dialect? When teachers become aware of nonstandard dialect
speakers' strengths as communicators, some of the issues that
seem so insoluble recede in importance.

The sounds of language variation surround us. A different setting,
topic, or audience naturally elicits structural and stylistic variations in
the way that we express meaning. To be sure, we all speak a various
language. Yet those variations which code lower social class or nonmainstream ethnic group differences alarm us. in the interest of removing stigmatized variants from the speech of nonstandard dialect
speakers, some scholars have designed special dialect accommodation
programs.
Consider the following dialogue in relation to two of the most widely discussed dialect accommodation models, the eradication and the
bidialectal models.
Student 1: You talkin"bout celebration time and partying, right?

Student 2: l'm just talkin"boutthe majority of people in this
room know that when you talkin"bout a good time you ain't
havin` no good time unless you talkin"bout alcohol at the party.
(SE gloss: The majority of people in this room associate having a
good time with drinking alcohol.)
285
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Student 7: We're taikin"bout most of the people, OK. Alcohol is
important. We're talkie' 'bout all those things are important. We
need to deal with all those things, right 7 But the thing that is
happering with our youth, with our seven-, eight-, and nine-yearolds, right now. Crack, cocaine, trying to sell it and trying to buy
it. That's the most critical right now: OK? (SE gloss: We're saying
that, while alcohol is a serious problem, other drugs are more
serious because they affect young children.)

The dialogue is by African-American students responding to the suggestion that alcohol is a more serious problem than other drugs, but
more important, these students were using talk to critique a studentproduced videotape on drugs. In this particular case, the dialogue was
not interrupted by the teacher. However, it is not difficult to find
classrooms in which a teacher would feel compelled to enter the dialogue t correct the students: grammar. According to the dialect eradication model, such behavior would be appropriate. Prior to the 1970s,
the dialect eradication model provided the rationale for silencing the
sounds of dialect variation in its misguided attempts to match the
structural features of low prestige dialects with cognitive limitations.
Consequently, teachers were led to believe that the failure to correct
students' grammar was harmful because the use of nonstandard English inhibited cognitive growth.
During the 1970s, an alternative to the dialect eradication approach
was offered in the form of the bidialectal compromisethe view that
dialect differences should be respected, but standard English taught,
ideally with a view toward helping students become bidialectri. The
proposed pedagogy called for the contrastve analysis of standard and
nonstandard features. Using the bidialectal approach, a teacher might
have responded to the dialogue above by designing a lesson to show
students the differences between, say, "you are talking: and "you
talkin'" or "about" a.a "'bout." The proposed pedagogy tailed, however, to adequately address the bidialectal ideal and focused on the
teaching of one, instead of several, 3nglish-lects. Indirectly, then, the
bidialectal approach helps to silence the sounds o' language variation.
Of importance here is that when we silence the sounds of language
variation in our classrooms, we inadvertently discourage the nonstandard dialect (NSD) speaker from participating in classroom dialogue. We have now come to view classroom talk not only as a tool for
communication, but also as ;iin essential learning tool. It is therefore
critical that we continue the search for effective ways to give vit tlity

and audibility to the sounds of language variation in the classroom.
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This means finding alternatives tt both the dialect eradication and the
bidialectal models discussed above.
The research project that served to inform the ideas in this paper
evolved out of an interest in finding alternatives to the models discussed above. Given the evidence that classroom discourse is important, that about two-thirds of the talk in most classrooms is done by
teachers (Flanders 1970), and that numerous factors discourage classroom talk by NSD speakers, it was important to design a project that
primarily encouraged NSD speakers to talk. By increasing the quantity
of talk, it was possible to collect a substantial data base from which to
begin abstracting information about how to use the language of NSD
speakers to enhance their learning. An oral dialogue project provided
an ideal data source. This paper presents observations about classroom discourse and some guidelines for using students' naturally acquired language patterns to enhance their learning.
The oral dialogue project began with a group of middle school stu-

dents, all members of the school's Leadership Council, who were
searching for activities that would allow them to make a positive impact on the school environment. Noting that several critical problems
confronted them and their peers, these students wanted a forum for
discussing their problems. Convinced that adult-to-student talk was
plentiful but insufficient, they moved toward the idea of a student-tostudent dialogue. From a pedagogical perspective, my thinking was

that these students, predominantly African-Americo n and some
lower-income whites, represented a population of youngsters who
typically miss opportunities to practice "talking" in the school environment; consequently, their interest in communication and their
identification of a communication project for the organization would
encourage them to practice talking in the school setting. From a research perspective, my thinking was that they would produce enough
talk to allow us to make some observations about their language patterns and the potential uses of their language for enhancing learning.
The project evolved into a three-stage videotaping activity.
First, we videotaped students while they were planning what they
wanted to talk about. Second,, we videotaped the oral dialogue that the

students themselves had planned. Third, we videotaped students

evaluating the oral dialogue. Thus, students were involved in planning,
producing, and critiquing the oral dialogues. Concerning this process,
two observations are worth noting: (I) students' initiation of the proj-

ect and their involvement in all phases of the activity provided the
motivation for effective communication, and as a result of student
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involvement, (2) the teacher's role automatically shifted from conversation leader to conversation facilitator.

Planning
A closer look at the planning stage shows how the teacher facilitated
the exchange of ideas among students. In trying to arrive at topics for
discussion, the students brainstormed a number of ideas. It was not
until after they agreed upon the intent of the communication that they
were able to agree on topics. What they "really wanted to do" was to
persu ide their peers to stay in school. The topics selected evolved
from teacher-guided questions about problems that caused their peers
to drop out of school. They identified drugs, teenage suicide, and teenage parenting as the three most serious problems confronting their
peers. Only the first two topics were used in this project.
The students also wanted to make their dialogue public by either
dramatizing the problem or videotaping the dialogue. As facilitators,

the researchers and teachers helped students devise a scheme for
doing both. Thus, a student-developed dramatization of the problems
was videotaped and used as a prompt to which students participating

in the oral dialogue would respond. Next, students had to make a
decision about how to format responses to the prompt. Through a
series of questions about the message, the teacher helped students
arrive at a problem-solution format. This in turn led to the decision to
invite college students who could contribute experience-based soluticns to the problems posed by the middle school students. The middle school students focused on identifying problems, while the college
students focused on offering solutions. It is important to note that the
planning stage shows the use of talk to make decisions about discourse
planning. And indeed, the conversation flowed naturally toward the
identification of aspects of discourse that speakers or writers must
consciously attend to: topic, intent, audience, participants, and mode
of presentation. By relinquishing control to the students in planning
the oral dialogue, the teacher's role shifted to facilitator, a role that was
maintained throughout the project. The facilitative role of the teacher
not only gave students more talk time, but also created a supportive,
nonthreatening learning environment.
What we learned from this phase of the project supports the widely

held assumption that the classroom environment, i.e., the type of
teacher-talk and the way that teachers and students interact in the
classroom, is a key factor in determining how much student talk is
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found and what kinds of student-teacher interactions enhance learning. In many ways the planning session was free of teacher behaviors
known to discourage student participation in classroom discourse.
Studying differences between teachers' interactions with students
perceived as high vs. low achievers, Dworkin and Dworkin observed
that students perceived as high achievers "receive more response opportunities and are given more time to respond to questions" than low
achievers. Further, when high achievers have difficulty expressing
their ideas, teachers tend to "delve, give clues, or rephrase the question more frequently than with low achievers" (1979, 712). In essence,
our expectations of high achievers seem to trigger communication
behaviors that enhance learning. As a strategy for extending these
teacher-support strategies to students perceived as low achievers, a
perception often associated with nonmainstream students, Kerman
(1979) encourages teachers to monitor their communication behaviors
to allow all students more respons" opportunities and to encourage
them with affirmations and personal regard statements. (See, also,
Scott and Smitherman 1985).
We believe that the probing questions asked by teachers during the
planning phase of the project exemplify the kind of facilitative behavior described by Dworkin and Dworkin as well as by Kerman. The
classroom environment was highly conducive to talk. Before moving
on, we should highlight a second body of literature that speaks to the

issue of how students' language differences affect the classroom
environment.
Eckerd and Kearney (1981) note that the language typically used by
ESL teachers is characteristic of the language that adults use with
children. Arguing for a change in teachers' speech style and approach,
these authors suggest moving from a teacher-centered to a groupcentered approach to language instruction. In a group-centered approach, the authors note, teachers act as facilitators and ESL students
are more apt to express themselves free1, make mistakes, and try out
new structures.
Heath (1978) also mentions the "Bab, Talk" register as a characteristic of teacher-talk; other features include high pitch, exaggerated
intonation contours, slow and carefully enunciated words, and simplified grammatical structures. Heath goes on to point out that as the
teacher's role shifts from leader to facilitator, the student's role shifts
from dependent to independent learner. Our observations, along with
those of others, yielded three useful ideas for further instructional
planning: (1) the student-to-student format and student involvement
help shape the teacher's role as facilitator; (2) the facilitative role of the
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teacher disallows the enactment of regular classroom routines, including the type of teacher-talk that discourages student participation; and
(3) variations from the regular classroom routine can provide a whole-

some environment for encouraging talk and using talk to enhance
learning. These observations begin to provide an alternative to the
dialect eradication and bidialectal approach to dialect-accommodating
instruction.

Dialoguing

The dialogue sessions provided information about the kinds of discourse rules and patterns that students naturally use. For example, the
dialogue participants began by establishing a set of turn-taking rules.
I suspect that because of the mode of presentation videotapethese
students were especially concerned about how they would get the
floor. Interestingly enough, they agreed to signal intent to speak by

using eye contact and hand raising, one natural and one schoollearned turn-taking strategy. Students' conscious awareness of the
need for such rules should allow a teacher to move students toward
more sophisticated strategies for getting the floor in regular classroom
settings. Some of the factors that prevent nonmainstream students
from getting a turn to talk in class were discussed above. Suffice it to
say that some direct teaching of turn-taking strategies ought to be
considered as an important part of language instruction for nonmainstream groups.

We also found that students used a variety of communication
strategies to convey their ideas. The two examples presented below,
narratives and metaphors, were selected because of their wide use in
African-American culture and their recently acknowledged educational value. While prior dialect accommodation models have for used
on discontinuities between the home and school languages of nonmainstream students, these forms allow us to focus on potential continuities, a focus that might also be considered an alternative to prior
approaches to dialect accommodation instruction.
The following is excerpted from a narrative offered in response to

the question, "Have any of you ever had an experience with 4.)r
thought about committing suicide?" The parts of the narrative are
described using Labov's (1972) analysis of the Black English Vernacular narrative structure:
A3STRACT (summarizes the main point of the story)

'''"
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Thinking back, I can remember being in high school and one
of the most devastating experiences that I had was when my
best friend tried to kill herself.
ORIENTATION (provides contexts: time, place, person, activities,
situations, etc.)
(Person)
She was overweight and urn ...

she had a sight problem ...
and she'd always had a had opinion of herself.
Sheshe had practically no self-esteem.
I felt sorts like her mentor
And uh
because I always tried to cheer her up and
to keep her happy,
But there were times when she felt really low
because she couldn't get the things she wanted
she didn't look the way she wanted;
she couldn't have the guy she wanted.
(Time/Setting/Situation)
And uh ... there was one particular week ... urn ..
we were getting close to prom.
And she didn't have a date.
I mean this sounds like something that you'd actually see on
.

TV,

but r. he didn't have a date, and she'd really, really tried
her best to look her best
so she could at least attract somebody.
.ihere was one guy in particular who used to play around
with her.
And she knew that he was gonna seriously ask her to go to
the prom.
But he didn't.
STORY EVENTS

She went home.
And she got some lye, some Drano.
She brought it back to school ... to the chorus room
And she drank it
I mean she actually drank it!!!
And while she was going down, she was, like, asking,
"Where is he?"
And I was like, "What about the guy? What did you
drink it for?"
And she was like, "I want him to care about me, I want him
to care about me."
She recovered OK, but

CODA (shows the effects of the event on the narrator)
felt more devastated than she could ever have felt
because she was my friend
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and the things she . She was feeling inside,
the pain she was going through was ...
it was, like, magnified within me_
Emotionally, it shook me up
because I loved her.
,

Using Labov's model, we can see that the story conforms to the narrative structure typically used by African-Americans. The value of the

narrative has been described variouslyit allows us to translate our
personal experiences into dramatic form (Labov 1972); it provides a
way to put together our reality (Coffman 1974); the narrative is central
to the development of communicative ability (Scollon 1976). Yet there
was, until recently, a bias against the use of narratives as a communication medium (Cazden and 1-7%,mes 1978) and almost no consideration given to the narrative as a learning device or as a form that pro-

vides continuity between home and school uses of language.
Opportunities to use and analyze student-produced narratives should
be considered for inclusion in language programs for nonmainstream
students. Of course, more fine-tuned planning of the instructional use
of narratives will be needed, but one can readily identify instructional
areas in which the narrative might enhance learning.
To enhance students' awareness of language variation, a teacher
might compare the structure of oral narratives produced by students
of different ethnic and social groups. Labov's model provides a frame
for such an analysis. One problem often mentioned in relation to the
written language of NSD speakers is the occurrence of spoken language patterns in writing. To sensitize students to some of the differences between speech and writing, a teacher might compare spoken
and written narratives, perhaps adding to the analysis of the structure
of the narrative an analysis of the structure of the language used in the
narrative. In both literature and composition courses, narratives are
used to teach point of view, voice, description, exemplification. Practi-

cally any of these concepts can be taught using student-produced
narratives and then applying the concepts to models found in text. The

point here is that this project allowed us to see that narratives are
frequently used by this group as a rhetorical device. Since we also
know of the educational value of this structure, it makes sense to find
ways to capitalize on the structure to enhance learning.
In response to the suicide narrative, the speaker continues the dialogue by making generalizations about the narrative. Notice the student's use of metaphors, another rhetorical device found frequently in
the dialogues:
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Actually one has to realize that
you will always have problems;
'Cause life is no cakewalk.
You know, life is . .. life has to go on.
Things may be down for a person right now,
but they'll get better.
You have to keep working at it,
keep punching it out.
And sooner or later, you know,
chips fall as they may.

In the above, life is contrasted to a cakewalk, survival is associated
with a fight (keep punching it out), and relief comes by chance (chips
fall as they may).
We also noticed that these metaphorical structures tend to occur in
chains, initiated by one speaker and successively followed by others.
Following the utterances above, the metaphorical chain was continued in the following manner:
You know what's devastating to me now.
When 1 look hack and say, "1 was going to kill
myself for that?
You know itthe problem, I mean,
it loses its value. It depreciates.
Put some distance between you and what's actually
happening.
That's how you find your solution.
The dialogue ends with a. I'-er play on language:
Just remember, suicide is a permanent solution to
a temporary problem.

Recent attention given to metaphors has heightened our awareness
of their value. Beyond being a rhetorical device, metaphors are now
being viewed as hindarnental to the acquisition of knowledge. Lakoff
and Johnson, for example, contend that new metaphors have the pow-

er to create a new reality (1980). One of the dialogue participants
created a new reality for other participants when he said, "Drugs cause
the brain to go on holidays." The new reality is sometimes so powerful
that such metaphors are repeated, creating what some see as empty

formulaic patterns. Hanson, Silver, and Strong (1986) speak of the
metaphors that underlie teaching strategies, noting that metaphors
"help students see old problems, ideas or products in a new more
creative light," but they also "make new, unfamiliar ideas more meaningful" (40).
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We could, in a traditional, prescriptive frame, find fault with the
metaphors presented above. Or, we could use student-produced metaphors to enhance the students' conscious awareness of their thinking
processes, of the role that metaphors play in concretizing one's experiences, of how metaphors come to be labeled as trite expressions, or
even how the students create new metaphors in their daily communication. In all, we should not overlook the possibility that metaphors
and the play on language typically found in African-American speech
patterns have the potential of providing continuities between home
and school language (Smitherman 1977).
From phase two of the project, dialoguing, we learned that certain
patterns naturally emerge in a setting of free conversation. In order to
use talk to facilitate learning, instructional content should include
communication patterns and strategies that are already part of students' repertoires. It has become more evident that continuities exist
between nonmainstream groups' language and cultural patterns and
the skills that we want, or say we want, to teach. The challenge is to
find the links.
Critiquing
We turn, finally, to the evaluation phase of the project. When asked to
evaluate the dialogues, students responded in a way that reflected a
sensitivity to the need to establish evaluative criteria, which, incidentally, were based on function rather than form. One of the dialogue
participants described his criteria:
In watching the videotape, I thought it was interesting. So, I'm
going to start off using my communication teacher's three rules:
topic, audience, and purpose.

The most systematic criticism of the dialogues was that the ideas were
not persuasive enough. More specifically, the dialogues focused on
problems and their causes, whereas a focus on solutions and effects,
e.g., incarceration, homelessness, disfigurement of body, etc., would
have been more persuasive.
.
I think what students need to know is give me some
suggestions on how to get out of this situation. Don't tell me it's
bad. I know that already. Give some e 41ce. Like, if someone was

Student 1:

to come up to me and say do you want try this, you know, it may
be difficult for me to "Just say io" because when somebody comes
up to you like that, they're not gonna just say, "Oh, OK." They're
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gonna keep at you, and kt---p at you. So you know, give me a
suggestion how I can get ou : of that situation.
Student 2: OK, how would you deal with this? I'm a dealer and I
come up to you. "Would you like to sell? Won't you sell some
drugs for me? You can get your own Volvo; you could get some
Adidas; you could get all these new things plus an apartment and
furniture from Ethan Allen." That's what the videotape shows.
Not "Come on and sell for me, but you're not gonna get any sleep;
you have to carry a gun all the time. You'll probably have people
following you around most of the time. And if you come up short
on money, you might get killed, and if we can't find you, we'll kill
your mother, or father, or your brother or sister." And I think these
are the things that need to be brought out it's the side effects, the
disadvantages, what could happen. . . . So, I think those type of
things should be brought out because those things are happening.

Student 3: One thing to make it more convincing is to go out and
see some real people. Like I went to the jail ... and I said, "Sheriff,
do you have anybody in here who went through a bad situation
from some type of drug situation?" So he got me a lady who had

been burned up because she was spaced out on coke to come
down and speak to a student. He got another man who had been
run nut from his manhood because he had went to prison because
I think these are the type of people who need to be on
of drugs

the tape, people who vol. can look at and say, "GOSH! I never
want to go through that!" Bring out the effects.

These responses show a degree of awareness of the need to establish
evaluation criteria. Informally, they established criteria for evaluating
the message, but the criteria were more closely aligned with content
and function than with form. For these youngsters, what mattered was
the message and whether or not it would influence the intended au-

dience. This does not mean that structural patterns shoulu not be
treated. Rather it suggests that the most natural response to this
language-critiquing task was to attend to content and purpose. As far
as NSD speakers are concerned, it might be better to begin with evaluative criteria to which they already assign a high degree of importance. That the students basically overlooked the nonstandard language usage caused concern and warrants further investigation. Did
the informal style of the conversation make the structural forms less

noticeable? Are nonstandard features acceptable for the setting?
Would students pay more attention to nonstandard features if the
dialogues had been presented in writing instead of in speech? Speculations aside, we can say that this "talk about talk" provides a mecha-

nism for expanding students' understanding of evaluative criteria
how conventions for language use are formed and used to develop
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standards for judging the appropriateness and adequacy of communi-

cation and of learning. Based on our data, the use of standards to
evaluate seem to be acquired in a more natural way than we might
assume, rendering evaluation more an object to consciously discover
than to teach anew.
Overall, this project provided convincing evidence that the sounds
of language variation need not be silenced in the classroom, for there
are several factors that can be manipulated so that NSD speakers, like
other students, will benefit from classroom dialogue. First, the classroom environment can be made more conducive to participation by
NSD speakers. In this project, the facilitative role of the teacher was
one of the key factors that encouraged student-talk. Obviously, students need guidance as well as a sense of involvement. Guidance was

provided in the form of teacher-directed questions; students were
involved in the planning, production, and evaluation of an oral
dialogue.
Second, this project showed that NSD students have a repertoire of

rhetorical patterns that can be tapped in order to help students use
talk to enhance learning. The two patterns treated here, narratives and
metaphors, have been noted for their important role in the acquisition
of knowledge. While I offered some examples of how these forms may
be integrated into language/language arts instruction, I also stressed
the importance of these forms for addressing the problem of discontinuities between home and school language.
Third, the students participating in this project seem to have developed a sense of the need to use evaluative criteria for judging effectiveness. The talk in this phase of the project was valued for its potential to develop critical thinking skills. The dialogue had many of the
features associated with argumentative writing. Although most discussions of language variation focus on the structural mismatch betwee standard and nonstandard English patterns, this work suggests
that evaluative criteria for the more global units of language, e.g., purpose, intent, and effect of communication, may be developed more
naturally by students than criteria for forms.
These observations suggest that, as we rethink the problem of how
best to accommodate language variation in the classroom, we avoid
simply rehashing the old debates. Our views about the importance of
classroom talk have changed so that talk is now perceived not only as
a tool of communication but also as a tool for learning. This shift in
viewpoints adds a new dimension to the whole question of how homegrown language patterns should be used in the classroom. While prior
models focused primarily on the intrusive effects of nonstandard us-
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age on communication skills, newer models must take into consideration the view that talk is a vehicle for acquiring knowledge. Consequently, all students need to be encouraged to participate in classroom
dialogue, regardless of their dialect. If we can, we certainly should find
ways to make audible the silent sounds of language variation in our
classrooms.
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